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Preface
This volume contains the proceedings of the 11th Asia-Pacific Conference on Conceptual Modelling (APCCM
2015), held at University of Western Sydney, Australia, from January 27 to 30, 2015 as part of the Australasian Computer Science Week (ACSW 2015).
The APCCM series focuses on disseminating the results of innovative research in conceptual modelling
and related areas, and provides an annual forum for experts from all areas of computer science and information systems with a common interest in the subject. The scope of APCCM 2015 includes areas such
as:
– Business, enterprise, process and services modelling;
– Concepts, concept theories and ontologies;
– Conceptual modelling and user participation;
– Conceptual modelling for
• decision support and expert systems;
• digital libraries;
• e-business, e-commerce and e-banking systems;
• health care systems;
• knowledge management systems;
• mobile information systems;
• user interfaces;
• Web-based systems;
– Conceptual modelling of semi-structured data
and XML;
– Conceptual modelling of spatial, temporal and
biological data;
– Conceptual modelling quality;
– Conceptual models for cloud computing applications;
– Conceptual models for supporting requirements
engineering;

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Conceptual models in management science;
Design patterns and object-oriented design;
Evolution and change in conceptual models;
Implementations of information systems;
Information and schema integration;
Information customisation and user profiles;
Information recognition and information modelling;
Information retrieval, analysis, visualisation and
prediction;
Information systems design methodologies;
Knowledge discovery, knowledge representation
and knowledge management;
Methods for developing, validating and communicating conceptual models;
Models for the Semantic Web;
Philosophical, mathematical and linguistic foundations of conceptual models;
Reuse, reverse engineering and reengineering;
and
Software engineering and tools for information
systems development.

The program committee has selected the contributed papers from 25 submissions. All submitted papers have been refereed by at least three international experts, and have been discussed thoroughly. The
eight best papers judged by the program committee members have been accepted as full papers and two
additional short papers are included in this volume.
The organising committee is honoured that Prof. Brian Henderson-Sellers and Prof. Jan Recker accepted
the invitation to give a talk at APCCM 2015. Prof. Brian Henderson Sellers is Professor of Information Systems, Director of the Centre for Object Technology Applications and Research (COTAR) at the University
of Technology, Sydney and presented a talk on “On the Need for Identity in Ontology-Based Conceptual
Modelling”. Prof. Jan Recker is Professor of Information Systems and inaugural holder of the Woolworths
Chair of Retail Innovation at Queensland University of Technology. The title of his invited talk was “Research on Conceptual Modeling: Less Known Knowns and More Unknown Unknowns, Please”.
We wish to thank all authors who submitted papers and all the conference participants for the fruitful
discussions. We are grateful to the members of the program committee and the additional reviewers for
their timely expertise in carefully reviewing the papers. We would like to thank the APCCM 2015 Publicity
Chair Dr. Markus Kirchberg for announcing the event. Finally, we wish to express our appreciation to the
local organisers at the University of Western Sydney for preparing the ACSW 2015 event in Australia.

Motoshi Saeki
Tokyo Institute of Technology
Henning Köhler
Massey University
APCCM 2015 Programme Chairs
January 2015
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Welcome from the Organising Committee

On behalf of the Organising Committee, it is our pleasure to welcome you to Sydney and to the 2015
Australasian Computer Science Week (ACSW 2015). This year the conference is hosted by the University
of Western Sydney and it’s School of Computin,g Engineering and Mathematics.
A major highlight of the ACSW 2015 will be the Industry Research Nexus day on 27th January 2015.
The aim is for industry leaders and academic researchers to come together and explore research areas of
mutual interest. Many University research groups and 15 industries have confirmed their participation.
ACSW 2015 consists of 9 sub conferences covering a range of topics in Computer Science and related
areas. These conferences are:
– Asia-Pacific Conference on Conceptual Modelling (APCCM) (Chaired by Motoshi Saeki and Henning
Köhler)
– Australasian Computer Science Conference (ACSC) (Chaired by Dave Parry)
– Australasian Computing Education Conference (ACE) (Chaired by Daryl D’Souza and Katrina Falkner)
– Australasian Information Security Conference (AISC) (Chaired by Ian Welch and Xun Yi)
– Australasian Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Computing (AusPDC) (Chaired by Bahman
Javadi and Saurabh Garg)
– Australasian User Interface Conference (AUIC) (Chaired by Stefan Marks and Rachel Blagojevic)
– Australasian Web Conference (AWC) (Chaired by Joseph Davis)
– Australasian Workshop on Health Informatics and Knowledge Management (HIKM) (Chaired by Anthony Maeder and Jim Warren)
– Interactive Entertainment (IE) (Chaired by Yusuf Pisan and Keith Nesbitt)
Social events are a very important part of a conference as these provide many networking opportunities.
To foster networking we have included a reception with industry on 27th January 2015, a Welcome reception
on 28th January 2015 and a conference dinner on 29th January 2015.
Organising a multi-conference event such as ACSW is a challenging process even with many hands
helping to distribute the workload, and actively cooperating to bring the events to fruition. This year has
been no exception. We would like to share with you our gratitude towards all members of the organising
committee for their combined efforts and dedication to the success of ACSW2015. We also thank all
conference co-chairs and reviewers, for putting together the conference programs which are the heart of
ACSW, and to the organisers of the sub conferences, workshops, poster sessions and Doctoral Consortium.
Special thanks to John Grundy as chair of CoRE for his support for the innovations we have introduced
this year.
This year we have secured generous support from several sponsors to help defray the costs of the
event and we thank them for their welcome contributions. Last, but not least, we would like to thank all
speakers, participants and attendees, and we look forward to several days of stimulating presentations,
debates, friendly interactions and thoughtful discussions.

Athula Ginige
University of Western Sydney
Paul Kennedy
University of Technology Sydney
ACSW2015 General Co-Chairs
January, 2015

CORE - Computing Research & Education

CORE welcomes all delegates to ACSW2015 in Sydney. CORE, the peak body representing academic
computer science in Australia and New Zealand, is responsible for the annual ACSW series of meetings,
which are a unique opportunity for our community to network and to discuss research and topics of mutual
interest. The component conferences of ACSW have changed over time with additions and subtractions:
ACSC, ACE, AISC, AUIC, AusPDC, HIKM, ACDC, APCCM, CATS and AWC. Two doctoral consortia
(ACDC and ACE-DC) and an Australasian Early Career Researchers Workshop (AECRW) reflect the
evolving dimensions of ACSW and build on the diversity of the Australasian computing community. A
specific industry day on the 27th January to facilitate academic / industry discussion and networking is a
key feature of ACSW 2015.
In 2015, we are fortunate to have Professor Omer Rana, Associate Professor Pascal Hitzler and Professor
Mark Sagar providing keynote talks to the conference. I thank them for their contributions to ACSW2015.
The efforts of the conference chairs and their program committees have led to strong programs in all
the conferences, thanks very much for all your efforts. Thanks are particularly due to Professor Athula
Ginige, Professor Paul Kennedy and their colleagues for organising what promises to be a vibrant event.
Below I outline some of CORE’s activities in 2013/14.
I welcome feedback on these including other activities you think CORE should be active in.
The major sponsor of Australian Computer Science Week:
– The venue for the annual Heads and Professors meeting
– An opportunity for Australian & NZ computing staff and postgrads to network and help develop their
research and teaching
– Substantial discounts for attendees from member departments
– A doctoral consortium at which postgrads can seek external expertise for their research
– An Early Career Research forum to provide ECRs input into their development
Sponsor of several research, teaching and service awards:
– Chris Wallace award for Distinguished Research Contribution
– CORE Teaching Award
– Australasian Distinguished Doctoral Dissertation
– John Hughes Distinguished Service Award
– Various “Best Student Paper” awards at ACSW
Development, maintenance, and publication of the CORE conference and journal rankings. In 2014 this
includes a heavily-used web portal with a range of holistic venue information and a community update of
the CORE 2013 conference rankings.
Input into a number of community resources and issues of interest:
– Development of an agreed national curriculum defining Computer Science, Software Engineering, and
Information Technology
– A central point for discussion of community issues such as research standards
– Various submissions on behalf of Computer Science Departments and Academics to relevant government
and industry bodies, including recently on Australian Workplace ICT Skills development, the Schools
Technology Curriculum and the Defence Trade Controls Act.
Coordination with other sector groups:
– Work with the ACS on curriculum and accreditation
– Work with groups such as ACDICT, ACPHIS and government on issues such as CS staff performance
metrics and appraisal, and recruitment of students into computing
– A member of CRA (Computing Research Association) and Informatics Europe. These organisations
are the North American and European equivalents of CORE.
– A member of Science & Technology Australia, which provides eligibility for Science Meets Parliament
and opportunity for input into government policy, and involvement with Science Meets Policymakers
The 2014 Executive Committee has been looking at a range of activities that CORE can lead or contribute
to, including more developmental activities for CORE members. This has also included a revamp of the
mailing lists, web site, creation of discussion forums, identification of key issues for commentary and
lobbying, and working with other groups to attract high aptitude students into ICT courses and careers.

Again, I welcome your active input into the direction of CORE in order to give our community improved
visibility and impact. CORE’s existence is due to the support of the member departments in Australia and
New Zealand, and I thank them for their ongoing contributions, in commitment and in financial support.
Finally, I am grateful to all those who gave their time to CORE in 2014, and look forward to the continuing
shaping and development of the Australasian computing community in 2015.

John Grundy
President, CORE
January, 2015
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ACSW Conferences and the
Australian Computer Science Communications

The Australasian Computer Science Week of conferences has been running in some form continuously
since 1978. This makes it one of the longest running conferences in computer science. The proceedings of
the week have been published as the Australian Computer Science Communications since 1979 (with the
1978 proceedings often referred to as Volume 0 ). Thus the sequence number of the Australasian Computer
Science Conference is always one greater than the volume of the Communications. Below is a list of the
conferences, their locations and hosts.
2016. Volume 38. Host and Venue - Australian National University, Canberra, ACT.
2015. Volume 37. Host and Venue - University of Western Sydney, NSW.
2014. Volume 36. Host and Venue - AUT University, Auckland, New Zealand.
2013. Volume 35. Host and Venue - University of South Australia, Adelaide, SA.
2012. Volume 34. Host and Venue - RMIT University, Melbourne, VIC.
2011. Volume 33. Host and Venue - Curtin University of Technology, Perth, WA.
2010. Volume 32. Host and Venue - Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, QLD.
2009. Volume 31. Host and Venue - Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand.
2008. Volume 30. Host and Venue - University of Wollongong, NSW.
2007. Volume 29. Host and Venue - University of Ballarat, VIC. First running of HDKM.
2006. Volume 28. Host and Venue - University of Tasmania, TAS.
2005. Volume 27. Host - University of Newcastle, NSW. APBC held separately from 2005.
2004. Volume 26. Host and Venue - University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand. First running of APCCM.
2003. Volume 25. Hosts - Flinders University, University of Adelaide and University of South Australia. Venue
- Adelaide Convention Centre, Adelaide, SA. First running of APBC. Incorporation of ACE. ACSAC held
separately from 2003.
2002. Volume 24. Host and Venue - Monash University, Melbourne, VIC.
2001. Volume 23. Hosts - Bond University and Griffith University (Gold Coast). Venue - Gold Coast, QLD.
2000. Volume 22. Hosts - Australian National University and University of Canberra. Venue - ANU, Canberra,
ACT. First running of AUIC.
1999. Volume 21. Host and Venue - University of Auckland, New Zealand.
1998. Volume 20. Hosts - University of Western Australia, Murdoch University, Edith Cowan University and
Curtin University. Venue - Perth, WA.
1997. Volume 19. Hosts - Macquarie University and University of Technology, Sydney. Venue - Sydney, NSW.
ADC held with DASFAA (rather than ACSW) in 1997.
1996. Volume 18. Host - University of Melbourne and RMIT University. Venue - Melbourne, Australia. CATS
joins ACSW.
1995. Volume 17. Hosts - Flinders University, University of Adelaide and University of South Australia. Venue Glenelg, SA.
1994. Volume 16. Host and Venue - University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand. CATS run for the first
time separately in Sydney.
1993. Volume 15. Hosts - Griffith University and Queensland University of Technology. Venue - Nathan, QLD.
1992. Volume 14. Host and Venue - University of Tasmania, TAS. (ADC held separately at La Trobe University).
1991. Volume 13. Host and Venue - University of New South Wales, NSW.
1990. Volume 12. Host and Venue - Monash University, Melbourne, VIC. Joined by Database and Information
Systems Conference which in 1992 became ADC (which stayed with ACSW) and ACIS (which now operates
independently).
1989. Volume 11. Host and Venue - University of Wollongong, NSW.
1988. Volume 10. Host and Venue - University of Queensland, QLD.
1987. Volume 9. Host and Venue - Deakin University, VIC.
1986. Volume 8. Host and Venue - Australian National University, Canberra, ACT.
1985. Volume 7. Hosts - University of Melbourne and Monash University. Venue - Melbourne, VIC.
1984. Volume 6. Host and Venue - University of Adelaide, SA.
1983. Volume 5. Host and Venue - University of Sydney, NSW.
1982. Volume 4. Host and Venue - University of Western Australia, WA.
1981. Volume 3. Host and Venue - University of Queensland, QLD.
1980. Volume 2. Host and Venue - Australian National University, Canberra, ACT.
1979. Volume 1. Host and Venue - University of Tasmania, TAS.
1978. Volume 0. Host and Venue - University of New South Wales, NSW.

Conference Acronyms
ACDC
ACE
ACSC
ACSW
ADC
AISC
APCCM
AUIC
AusPDC
AWC
CATS
HIKM
IE

Australasian Computing Doctoral Consortium
Australasian Computing Education Conference
Australasian Computer Science Conference
Australasian Computer Science Week
Australasian Database Conference
Australasian Information Security Conference
Asia-Pacific Conference on Conceptual Modelling
Australasian User Interface Conference
Australasian Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Computing (replaces AusGrid)
Australasian Web Conference
Computing: Australasian Theory Symposium
Australasian Workshop on Health Informatics and Knowledge Management
Australasian Conference on Interactive Entertainment

Note that various name changes have occurred, which have been indicated in the Conference Acronyms sections
in respective CRPIT volumes.
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Australia, 27 - 30 January 2015

Research on Conceptual Modelling: Less Known Knowns and More
Unknown Unknowns, Please
Jan Recker
Information Systems School
Queensland University of Technology
PO Box 2434, Brisbane 4001, Queensland
j.recker@qut.edu.au

Abstract
In this invited paper I describe some personal views on the
research field of conceptual modelling. I argue that the
field has become entrenched in some “bad habits” that
usually emerge in evolved paradigms and that we need to
proactively pursue a dual research strategy incorporating
new and different avenues that lead us to novel and
impactful research contexts of conceptual modelling. I
provide a framework that can guide this exploration and
finish with some recommendations about how conceptual
modelling research programs could proceed..
Keywords: Conceptual modelling, empirical research,
research agenda, paradigm.

1

Introduction
There are known knowns; there are things we know
we know. We also know there are known unknowns;
that is to say we know there are some things we do
not know. But there are also unknown unknowns –
the ones we don’t know we don’t know.
Donald Rumsfeld, U. S. Secretary of Defense,
Statement to the Press on February 12, 2002.

At a press briefing in 2002, Donald Rumsfeld
addressed the absence of evidence linking the government
of Iraq with the supply of weapons of mass destruction to
terrorist groups using this statement. The statement has
become an internet sensation and not only sparked
political but also linguistic quarrels. On the one hand,
Rumsfeld was criticized for his application of the English
language, but on the other hand some linguists lauded his
statement as “impeccable, syntactically, semantically,
logically, and rhetorically” (Pullum 2003).
I have argued before (Recker 2012) that Rumsfeld
actually provides a quite useful frame to conceptualize
research fields in terms of both what a field has been doing
in the past and what it should focus on in the future.
In this invited commentary, I will use Rumsfeld’s
views and apply them to conceptual modelling as a
research field. I will briefly state my understanding of this
research field, its role and its major research streams and
then outline some arguably personal views on what we
Copyright (c) 2015, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This
paper appeared at the 11th Asia-Pacific Conference on
Conceptual Modelling (APCCM 2015), Sydney, Australia, 27-30
January 2015. Conferences in Research and Practice in
Information Technology, Vol. 165. M. Saeki and H. Koehler,
Eds. Reproduction for academic, not-for profit purposes
permitted provided this text is included.

should be researching and how. I do this not with the
intention of discrediting the research efforts that have
brought conceptual modelling to where it is today – in fact,
this research has been so successful that conceptual
modelling is now clearly considered a core area within
Information Systems research. Instead, I wish to provide
some stimulus for future research, especially for research
on conceptual modelling that is notably different
compared to the traditional trajectories of the field. This, I
hope, will allow the community to further grow and
expand by complementing new fields and approaches to
inquiry with what we are researching anyways.
In what follows, I will first briefly recap my views on
the conceptual modelling field. Then I will draw on
discussions of scientific paradigms (Kuhn 1996; Lakatos
1970) to offer some arguments why I believe the research
field of conceptual modelling is stuck in some habits that
may not be entirely beneficial to its further development.
Finally, I will use Rumsfeld’s statement to develop a
conceptual frame to guide research in conceptual
modelling that will hopefully become even more impactful
and relevant.

2

Conceptual Modelling as a Research Field

What is conceptual modelling? In writing this commentary
I initially wondered not only what my own definition
would be but also how the APCCM community would
respond to this question. As one potential answer to this
question, consider Figure 1. I extracted all paper titles
from the conference proceedings of all APCCM events to
date and generated a Wordle image from these titles. The
resulting image visualizes the most prominent terms used
in the APCCM papers published in the proceedings to
date. Unsurprisingly, most papers deal with models of
processes, data, business or other requirements, often in
associated with the design of systems.

Figure 1: Wordle image generated from titles of papers
from APCCM2004-2014
Looking beyond APCCM into the wider field of
conceptual modelling literature, my view is that in most

3
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cases, we characterize conceptual modelling as a
diagramming technique used in the requirements analysis
phase of information systems analysis and design to
capture, specify, communicate and document both static
and dynamic phenomena of a real-world domain intended
to be supported by an information system (Wand and
Weber 2002). This view is probably most prominent in the
field, and has given rise to research on questions about the
grammars that we use for conceptual modelling (e.g.,
Shanks et al. 2010; Recker et al. 2009), which elements
should be used in a conceptual model to aid analysts (e.g.,
Parsons and Cole 2004; Masri,Parker and Gemino 2008;
Figl,Mendling and Strembeck 2013) or what makes an
expert conceptual modeller (e.g., Shanks 1997; Batra and
Davis 1992). It also sparked research in computer science
and software engineering about better conceptual
modelling grammars (e.g., Kwon 2011), better methods of
modelling (e.g., Siau 1999), better modelling tools (e.g.,
Jarvenpaa and Machesky 1989) or better model
management systems (e.g., Reijers,Mans and van der
Toorn 2009).
I want to relax the assumptions that all conceptual
models need to be explicated in diagrams and that these
diagrams must be more or less formalized, or indeed that
conceptual models always serve purposes of eventually
leading to an IT-based implementation of some system
diagrams. Instead, let us assume that, in more general
terms, conceptual modelling can be seen as representing
knowledge about a real-world domain, often deliberately
constructed such that implementation concerns or details
are omitted (Lukyanenko,Parsons and Wiersma In Press;
Mylopoulos 1998). This view acknowledges that
conceptual modelling is a useful technique to analyse and
design information systems; but it also extends to further
application areas. For example, we use conceptual
modelling when we try to make sense of a real-world
domain, we use it to analyse or redesign business
processes possibly independent from any involvement of
IT-based artefacts, and we use it simply to communicate
our view of a real-world domain or phenomena to other
people around us. In fact, we all engage in conceptual
modelling all the time in our mind – but very rarely do we
document these mental conceptual models explicitly in the
form of diagrams: Expert data modellers for example are
known to conceive real-world domains in terms of entities
and relationships between them; but they may or may not
feel the need to document these conceptual models in an
entity-relationship diagram. Those trained in process
modelling often conceive domains in terms of events that
occur and sequences of tasks that are performed in reaction
to those events. Even in emerging areas such as
user-generated content it was shown that participating
content-providers conceive of their content in different
models – some of which are better or more effective than
others (Lukyanenko,Parsons and Wiersma In Press).

3

Some Perceived Problems in the Conceptual
Modelling Field

Why do I describe such a view of conceptual modelling? I
do so because I believe that most existing research is stuck
in a narrow conception of what the field is about, and in
turn identifies and addresses only a limited set of research
questions that are worth asking and exploring. In other
4

words, I believe there are more research questions in and
around conceptual modelling that remain hidden because
of the way we have been thinking about conceptual
modelling so far.
A stable and limited view of what core phenomena and
core research questions are is of course not only a problem
for the conceptual modelling field but in general a problem
for all research fields that approach the status of paradigm
development (Kuhn 1996).
Of course, paradigms per se are not a bad thing. In fact,
most science endeavours wish to achieve a status where
core ideas, core methodologies and core questions are
well-known and accepted. This is also true for information
systems where the yearning for a paradigm status is well
and truly alive and active (Chen and Hirschheim 2004;
Hassan In Press; Weber 1987).
Yet, there are also problems with paradigmatic research
(Kilduff,Tsai and Hanke 2006). And it is my view that
some or even most of paradigm problems are also evident
in the conceptual modelling field:
1. Paradigms are stable: the phenomena of interest
remain largely unchanged. The set of constructs to
explain those phenomena, too, remain largely
unchanged, and so do methodological and analytical
procedures.
2. Paradigms are predetermined: Most research work
within paradigms is on delineated smaller and smaller
“puzzles” whose outcomes are largely conceivable ex
ante because mostly, problems are chosen that can be
solved in accordance with the paradigm.
3. Paradigms are divided: typically, researchers fall into
two camps: those in support of the paradigm tend to
gravitate toward the hard core of the paradigm and
work on those problems without considering
phenomena or challenges on the boundaries, and
those in scepticism of the paradigm tend to remain on
the fringe to debate or critique the limits of the
paradigm.
I believe all three problems that appear often in most
research paradigms (e.g., Kilduff,Tsai and Hanke 2006;
Hassan In Press) also manifest in the conceptual modelling
field. It is not my ambition to prove this conclusively in
this commentary but I still want to present some arguments
in support of this view.
For instance, one way to examine whether or not
conceptual modelling has paradigm problems would be to
examine the influential and prominent papers in this field.
I ran a citation analysis using the Harzing Publish or Perish
tool (Harzing 2010) to identify some of the most impactful
papers on conceptual modelling. The search returned,
amongst others, the following types of papers:
- Commentaries that introduce constructs to describe
conceptual modelling (Wand and Weber 2002)
- Frameworks that describe quality in conceptual
modelling (Lindland,Sindre and Solvberg 1994)
- Conceptual and ontological foundations of conceptual
modelling (Hirschheim,Klein and Lyytinen 1995;
Guizzardi 2005).
Note that these selected papers in essence provide
definitions of the core constructs in the conceptual
modelling field (such as the status of a grammar or the

4

TYPE OF RESEARCH
Reactive, confirmatory

notion of semantic quality). Unsurprisingly, these papers
have defined the universe of discourse for the field. They
also set forth a very stable research agenda that builds
upon quite a limited set of research questions such as:
- How do we evaluate the quality of conceptual models
(e.g., Moody 2005; Mendling,Reijers and Cardoso
2007; Recker 2007)?
- How can we measure their correspondence to
ontologies (e.g., Fettke and Loos 2007; Gehlert and
Esswein 2007; Guarino and Guizzardi 2006; Hadar
and Soffer 2006)?
- How do we devise methods and grammars such that
models are better ontologically or qualitatively
(Brinkkemper 1996; Schütz and Schrefl 2014)?
The way in which many researchers in the field attempt
to address these questions, too, is very stable – and
therefore somewhat limited. Ontological evaluations
(Green and Rosemann 2004), for instance, are very
prominent in analytical work. Empirical research largely
builds on experiments with students (e.g., Bodart et al.
2001; Mendling,Reijers and Cardoso 2007; Recker 2013);
and design research often relies on set-theoretics, calculus
or similar mathematical formalisms (e.g., van der Aalst
2005) as the way to specify new constructs, grammars or
methods. Different approaches to evaluation, empirical or
design research on conceptual modelling do exist but they
are few and far between.
Finally, it would appear that the conceptual modelling
field is full of proponents of conceptual modelling, i.e.,
those of us that believe that conceptual modelling is
important, relevant and worthy of attention. The natural
scientific attitude that we bring to our research and studies
is thus positive: we typically try to demonstrate the
relevance, utility, benefits and other positive impacts and
applications of conceptual modelling. While this a healthy
and fruitful attitude, scientific progress also benefits from
a critical attitude that pursues and explores potential
failure as a means to better our understanding (Gray and
Cooper 2010). By trying to understand where the limits of
application and utility of conceptual modelling lies, and by
studying the areas where conceptual modelling potentially
yields negative rather than positive impacts, we in turn
develop a much better understanding of how conceptual
modelling actually operates and how we might use it most
effectively. In fact, through trials of failure we may find
out more about the success of conceptual modelling as
well as its boundary conditions than by pursuing success
directly.

Proactive, exploratory
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Unknown
Knowns

Unknown
Unknowns

Known
Knowns

Known
Unknowns

Figure 2: From Knowns to Unknowns. Adapted from
(Recker 2012)
Note that I included two axes in the taxonomy in Figure
2. On the x-axis I differentiate knowns from unknowns,
which helps separating research of the past from possible
themes for the research of the future. The y-axis separates
two different types of research – more reactive research to
confirm known knowns and known unknowns – things that
we know we know or things that we don’t know, but at
least we are aware that we don’t know them. This type of
research – and likely the approach to research – is different
from the more proactive research required to explore the
unknowns – things we didn’t even know we know, and,
perhaps more interestingly, the things we don’t know that
we don’t know. Of course, this last category is the most
challenging state to predict – but perhaps also the one that
promises the most interesting findings?
In guiding the development of an agenda that moves
conceptual modelling research towards the unknown, I
have used the taxonomy in Figure 1 to develop several
avenues for future conceptual modelling research. The
outcomes of this effort are described in Table 1.
Note that the questions listed in Table 1 are subjective
because they describe my own attempt at classifying both
what we know and (which is much harder) what we do not
know.
I
do
not
claim
exhaustiveness
or
comprehensiveness of this list. In fact, some doubts remain
that the suggested entries are entirely valid. The purpose of
Table 1 is thus more to create a dialogue about what
potentially the knowns and unknowns in conceptual
modelling could be – and in turn where we should
potentially direct our future research efforts.

Knowns and Unknowns

Where and how should conceptual modelling research be
conducted? As visualized in Figure 2 and in analogy to the
statement by Rumsfeld, we should move towards
exploring unknowns – both known unknowns and
unknown unknowns. The best pathway toward an
exploration of the unknown is by moving from the known
knowns to the known unknowns – the areas where we
already know that we don’t know enough (or nothing at
all). From there, it is hopefully only a small step to explore
the areas that we can’t even anticipate yet.

5
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Known Knowns
How can we create
conceptual models that are
understandable?
How can we express data in
structures that can be
implemented in databases?
How can we generate
software code from (some)
conceptual models?
Unknown Knowns
Conceptual modelling leads
to shared understanding –
but why and how?
Conceptual modelling
reduces system design
errors – but how much and
why exactly?
Novices create different
models from experts – but
why?
Which is the most effective
modelling grammar?

Known Unknowns
What is effective conceptual
modelling?
How do expert modellers
model?
How do we manage version
control in large model
repositories?
Unknown Unknowns
What is conceptual modelling
for big data?
Do all people model? Do they
need to?

If we don’t engage in
conceptual modelling – how
else do we make sense of the
world(s) that concern us?
Can conceptual modelling be
automated?

Table 1: Selected Knowns and Unknowns in
Conceptual Modelling

5

Conclusions

Conceptual modelling as a research field has matured into
an established research area of information systems.
Perhaps it is not as regarded in the same manner as
research on technology adoption and business value of
technology, but conceptual modelling stands as a
cornerstone of the research discipline.
Yet, the standing and reputation of conceptual
modelling within the discipline is not stable. As any other
field, conceptual modelling research is rightfully under
constant scrutiny in terms of its validity, applicability,
relevance and utility in our ever-changing world.
To cement the place as a research field within
information systems and surrounding disciplines it will be
important to constantly review and revise our own
research efforts on conceptual modelling.
In this paper I have argued that new pathways to
research on conceptual modelling commences by (a)
relaxing and challenging our own assumptions about what
conceptual modelling is, and (b) moving our research
efforts towards the fringes of the conceptual modelling
paradigm, to areas where we are required to explore the
unknown rather than confirm the knowns. In doing so, we
may find out that conceptual modelling has its limits. But
we will for certain increase our confidence in where, how
and why conceptual modelling is effective and useful –
and who knows, we may discover that conceptual
modelling has premises and promises that we never
foresaw.
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Abstract
Conceptual modelling is often argued to be a core
technique in information systems development. An
important aspect of conceptual modelling is the
ontological and philosophical questions of how to
conceive of object existence and identity. Despite
significant interest in the topic, formal agreement on how
object identity should be represented in modelling
languages remains an open question. In the literature, the
predominant view is that an object, or entity, is a
modelling construct used to represent things. Contrary to
this view, we draw on theories of language use and social
ontology to understand object identity based on the
notion that identity cannot be limited to the identity of
physical things. The emphasis is on how language is used
to create conceptual entities in a way that maintains
fidelity to physical reality and ensures reliable
identification of entities across domains. The theoretical
implications of this work are primarily the new
perspective of conceptual modelling that social ontology
affords and the formal introduction and ontological
grounding of institutional entities, which have so far been
treated rather incidentally. Practical implications include
a better foundation for designing and selecting identifiers
and classes.
Keywords: Conceptual modelling, Identity, Ontology,
Rigid designation, Social reality.

1

Introduction

Conceptual modelling has been a core technique in
information systems development for about three decades
and its wide use is often taken as evidence of its
usefulness in the development community. However, the
use of conceptual modelling is not without its problems.
Part of the interest in the technique is that it employs
relatively few constructs; however, such theoretical
simplicity demands that the developer has to deal with a
=========================================
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large degree of ambiguity. This ambiguity makes the
approach difficult to apply in social contexts
characterized by complex social relationships and roles
and can be demonstrated with a simple example. Suppose
the task of designing a conceptual model is to represent
the concept of vehicle ownership. Ownership may be
modelled, depending on context, as (1) an association
between two classes: Person and Vehicle, each instance
of the class being an ‘object’ representing a ‘thing’ in the
real (material+social) world. However, if the ownership
has properties of its own, it may itself be considered as
(2) a class with its own identifiable objects, attributes and
associations, i.e. as an objectified relationship (Halpin
and Morgan 2010), or as (3) a part-whole relation
(Shanks et al. 2008), or (4) a relator class (Guizzardi
2005). Deciding which of these representations of
ownership is the most appropriate relies on an in-depth
understanding of what could be regarded as objects that
can exist, each with a unique identity and its own
attributes. It is this vital need for understanding identity
and the importance of context that is the focus here.
Here, we draw on theories of language use,
specifically speech act theory (Searle 1969, Habermas
1984) and social ontology (Searle 1995, 2006), as a way
to understand object identity based on the idea that
identity cannot be limited to the identity of physical
things. A key feature is that conceptual modelling is not
restricted to descriptions of already existing things.
Rather, the emphasis is on how language is used to create
conceptual entities in a way that maintains fidelity to
physical reality and ensures reliable identification of
entities across domains. Acknowledging this relationship
between language and physical reality allows for
ontology-based conceptual modelling that supports the
identification of domain classes and their objects’
possible relationship to physical things.
The paper proceeds as follows. Following a brief
introduction to the background literature (Section 2),
Section 3 provides a baseline for the analysis by
examining the notion of object identity in philosophy.
With this backdrop, Section 4 addresses object identity in
ontology-based conceptual modelling, providing an
overview in Section 5 of how object identification is
treated within the two most widely used ontologies for
conceptual modelling, namely the Bunge-Wand-Weber
(BWW) ontology (Wand et al. 1999) and the Unified
Foundational Ontology (UFO) (Guizzardi 2005,
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Guizzardi and Wagner 2005); which is then contrasted in
Section 6 from the perspective of language use in a social
context. Section 7 extends the discussion more generally,
whilst Section 8 summarizes and concludes the paper.

2

Background

In the literature, the predominant view is that an object,
or entity, is a modelling construct used to represent
things. Hence, the identification of things is seen as
fundamental (Wand et al. 1999). For example, Chen
(1976 p. 10) states, “An entity is a ‘thing’, which can be
distinctly identified.” Although the identification of
things as a means to find objects is central, significant
confusion and ambiguity exist as to what an object/entity
is and its relationship to things. Date (2004, p. 411)
remarks, “we cannot state with any precision exactly
what an entity is.” In object orientation, the problems
associated with object identity are also recognized. For
example, Wirfs-Brock and McKean (2002, p. 97) note,
“Finding good objects means identifying abstractions that
are part of your application’s domain and its execution
machinery. Their correspondence to real-world things
may be tenuous, at best.”
Similarly, Allen and March (2012) contend that
people also ascribe identification to events and remember
them in the same manner in which they remember
physical things (e.g. events are conceptualized as having
parts, despite them being immaterial and ontologically
dependent on material things). Thus, the class construct,
as used for instance in object-oriented conceptual
modelling, could be used to represent other real-world
phenomena than just material or physical things.
Problems that emerge because of inappropriate object
identification are not only modelling problems – they can
also carry a high cost. Eriksson and Ågerfalk (2010), for
instance, report that the cost to rectify the unfortunate
design of the national PIN in Sweden was estimated to be
somewhere between €4,100,000 and €46,000,000,
depending on the solution chosen.
With this in mind, scholars have attempted to create
ontology-based guidelines for conceptual modelling
(Wand et al. 1999, Guizzardi et al. 2002, HendersonSellers 2012) and to address specific problems: for
example, meta-modelling and classification to solve the
“ontological/linguistic
paradox”
(Henderson-Sellers
2012, Eriksson et al. 2013); object identity and candidate
key selection based on the concept of institutional entities
(Eriksson and Ågerfalk 2010); and identity management
based on social ontology (Ågerfalk and Eriksson 2011).
Wand et al. (1999, p. 502) propose object identity based
on a unique set of properties as a basis for ontology-based
design rules: “No two things possess exactly the same set
of specific properties.” Welty and Guarino (2001) suggest
how identity and unity complement each other under a
general notion of individuality and how this notion can be
used to assess ontological consistency of taxonomies.
Despite significant interest in the topic, formal agreement
on how object identity should be represented in
modelling languages remains an open question (Keet
2011). Thus, notwithstanding its importance, there is no
common understanding of the concept of object identity
in conceptual modelling. The next two sections detail
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how conceptual modelling based on either of the two
dominant views of philosophy and ontology can represent
object identity. Assuming that object identity lies at the
heart of conceptual modelling, the models should focus
on how object identity and identifiers are explicitly
represented in class diagrams (see also Allen and March,
(2012, p. 947)).

3

Object Identity in Philosophy

In conceptual modelling, we are interested in a range of
topics, including the classification of individuals, which
prompts us to ask whether pairs of both universals
(“Human Being” and “Dog”) and things (“Lassie” and
“Fido”) are the same. The notion of identity is said to be
“obvious” by most philosophers and “an utterly
unproblematic notion” (Noonan 2011) but that everything
else to do with identity is controversial. Identity is
formally given (e.g. Béziau 2004) by the expression
∀x(x=x) . This expression states little other than that
different things are different or that a thing is equal to
itself (Noonan 2011).
Noonan (2011),states that “things are identical is to
say that they are the same.” In a dictionary as well as
common speech, “the same” and “identical” have two
distinct meaning: (1) both names refer to the same entity
and (2) two entities have (almost) duplicate properties
(state plus behaviour) i.e. they are effectively clones.
This distinction is between (1) qualitative and (2)
numerical identity or sameness.
(1) Things with qualitative identity have similar
properties, so things can be more or less qualitatively
identical. If we say that “Lassie” = “Fido”, we must mean
that they are qualitatively identical because they share the
property (type) of being a “Dog”. i.e. they belong to the
same concept (Weiner, 2011)
(2) Numerical identity requires absolute, or total,
qualitative identity at any specific point in time (since an
individual that supplies an identity condition may have
temporally changeable properties). It states that no two
distinct things could have the same set of property values,
meaning that there cannot be separate things that have all
these values (including spatio-temporal location) in
common. This is called “the identity of indiscernibles” or
Leibniz’s Law (e.g. Forrest 2000) – although its converse,
“the indiscernibility of identicals”, is also often called
Leibniz’s Law (Noonan 2011). This states that if two
things are identical, then everything that is true of one
thing is true of the other. Numerical identity defined in
this way implies that it is the only identity relation in
accordance with which we can properly count (or
number) things (Geach 1973). Still, the principle of “the
indiscernibility of identicals” is important to our
understanding of identity and, more particularly, to our
understanding of uniqueness. Thus, we infer from “Fa”
and “Not-Fb” that a (“Fido”) is not identical to b
(“Lassie”). However, in the philosophical literature there
are other uses of the term sameness (see 3, 4, 5 below),
which makes the notion of numerical identity according
to the “indiscernibility of identicals” ambiguous.
(3) We may indeed say in contrast to the “indiscernibility
of identicals” that two things are the same or identical
when they have 100% commonality over all conceivable
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properties – except of course material things that will
have different spatial coordinates. An arguable example
here is the set of widgets manufactured in the same batch.
We could e.g. say that there are 50 widgets that belong to
one and the same batch. The point is that the ascription of
the numbers 50 and 1 is based on different qualitative
identity criteria, and different numerical identities –
because one cannot count without specifying what to
count (Frege 1892a). The number you come up with is
dependent of what the intention is with the count: if you
want to count the number of batches or widgets within a
batch. This relates to Coad’s (1992) “Item Description
pattern”: a modelling pattern used for solving modelling
problems in product lifecycle-management systems and
product databases in which two or more manufactured
items could be of the same product, i.e. have the same
property values and product name.
(4) Another problem with Leibniz’s Law is how
identity and sameness should be accounted for in
different spatiotemporal contexts. Based on the
“indiscernibility of identicals” principle, the identity of
the thing would change if one of its property values
changes. Thus, it would be impossible to retain and reidentify the thing over time. In other words, identity
cannot always be based solely on a summation of
properties.
(5) “The same” is also used when we say that
“Evening Star” = “Morning Star” = “Venus”, i.e. these
are three names for the same thing. Consequently, names
cannot have anything to do with the identity of the thing
because they all represent one thing with a unique set of
property instances that provides the identity. However,
this contradicts Frege (1892a), who made a distinction
between ‘reference’ and ‘sense’, wherein the name
(sense) identifies the referent (the thing named). Thus, the
meaning of the proposition “Evening Star” = “Morning
Star” = “Venus” is not the same as “Venus” = “Venus”.
All this ambiguity implies an urgent need to discuss
how to gain an understanding of the application of the
notion of identity in conceptual modelling. Thus, to
resolve the ambiguities described above, qualitative and
numerical identity need to be more thoroughly discussed.

4
Identity in Ontology-based Conceptual
Modelling
A key issue in conceptual modelling is how to identify
and classify relevant entities and entity types in the target
domain. To address this fundamental problem, scholars
have developed foundational ontologies to support
conceptual modelling. These ontologies serve as a
reference for designing new conceptual modelling
languages (Guizzardi 2005) and for analysing the
ontological adequacy of existing ones (Wand et al. 1999,
Opdahl and Henderson-Sellers 2002; Ruy et al. 2014).
These ontologies define how modelling constructs, such
as classes/types, objects and their attributes, could be
grounded in real-world things, i.e. following natural
science, the rigid foundation for these constructs has been
sought primarily in the material or physical world.

4.1

	
  

Sortals and Things

In the context of natural science, one would talk of the
notion of universals, conceived of as that concept in
reality to which the general terms used in making
scientific assertions correspond (Smith 2004). Instances
of such universals, i.e. substantial things, exist in the
material world of space and time. They are rigid because
they endure within different space and time contexts. A
rigid sortal is a universal, which is defined as a “concept
[the] grasp of which includes knowledge of criteria of
individuation and re-identification, such as dog or
concerto, but not flesh or music” (Thefreedictionary
2013).
Thus, to be able to refer, count or quantify, qualitative
and numerical identity must be considered. For example,
to refer in a meaningful way to “Fido” one must
implicitly or explicitly know that it is a thing that belongs
to the sortal Dog. To count the number of Dogs one must
know that “Fido” and “Lassie” count as distinct items.
Thus, it is hard to separate classification (qualitative
identity) from the identification of instances (numerical
identity)
It is also important to consider that it is only rigid
sortals that can provide a principle of identity; the most
relevant RigidSortal being the BaseKind a.k.a. Kind.
Guarino (1999) defines an entity (or more accurately an
entity type) as being rigid if, “for each x if P(x) is true in
one possible world, then it is also true in all possible
worlds”. Typical examples of a rigid entity type are
Human Being and Dog; examples of an anti-rigid entity
type are Customer and Puppy, which can only carry an
identity, not provide it. Paraphrasing the above, we can
say that a rigid type is one that necessarily holds for all
instances (e.g. Guarino et al., 1994).
The notion of qualitative identity relates to the human
ability to classify, i.e. to judge whether things belong to a
certain sortal or type (e.g. Guarino and Welty 2000a). To
do this, one must seek guidance to determine whether a
thing does or does not belong to (a.k.a. fall under) a
specific sortal. This leads to the need for an ‘identity
criterion’ (IC) (e.g. Guarino, 1999).
Taking a materialistic natural-science viewpoint on
rigid sortals as a natural kind that is defined by a set of
lawfully related properties (Wand et al. 1999, p. 501)
leads to the idea of essential properties to provide the
identity criterion in which the set of “essential properties”
(property types) is granularity-dependent. For example, a
human being without a brain is not a person, i.e. ‘having
a brain’ is an ‘essential property type’ of the concept of
Person (Guarino and Welty 2000b): all instances of
Person have an instance of Brain. However, other living
beings than humans also have the essential type Brain.
Hence, an identity criterion based on some inherent
essential general and physical property of a Substantial
Sortal is difficult to argue for.
This implies that the identity criterion of (qualitative)
identity for any specific sortal (e.g. Santos et al. 2013, p.
696) should be understood as a language rule that has to
be agreed upon in a specific community and should be
based on empirical evidence. Such philosophical and
ontological arguments can be equated to the notion of an
‘intension’ in conceptual modelling (e.g. Frege 1892b,
Martin and Odell 1995 citing Ogden and Richards 1923,
Kühne, 2006, Gašević et al. 2007, Henderson-Sellers
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2012). An intension is a predicate on a class (a type) that
defines a concept and a class name, which could be used
to judge whether an instance of that class conforms to the
concept. Thus, the notion of type is conceived of as a
linguistic construct – a common noun. For the Dog class,
an explicit defining predicate could be “A domesticated
carnivorous mammal (Canis familiaris) related to foxes
and wolves”, and for Human Being it could be “any
living or extinct member of the family Hominidae
characterized by superior intelligence, articulate speech,
and erect carriage” (TheFreeDictionary 2013). Nonsortals, such as ‘red’, can also be classified and have an
intension, but are considered not to be able to supply
identity, being existentially dependent upon a rigid sortal.
These are typically adjectival in the grammatical sense.

4.2

Principle of Identity (Numerical Identity)

A principle of identity supports the judgement of whether
two things that belong to the same sortal or type are
identical. Here, we review four possible basic principles
of identity discussed in ontology-based conceptual
modelling.

4.2.1

The property-set principle of identity

One basic principle of identity is the “indiscernibility of
identicals” or Leibniz’s Law (e.g. Noonan 2011), as
previously mentioned. This principle, which we call here
“the property-set principle of identity”, often leads to the
presumption that the identity of a particular thing is
determined by its unique set of physical property
instances.
Some authors suggest that two or more objects or
entities are identical if they have all their property values
in common. However, to base a principle of identity on
such an assumption is problematical because most people
would acknowledge that a human being who has lost an
arm or a leg is still the same human being.
Another consideration is that of granularity. A pair of
individuals may be indiscernible at one level of
granularity but not at another, e.g. widgets in batch – as
discussed above. Thus, the properties of the product
description do not identify a substantial thing; rather, they
identify any instance of a product. Property-set sameness
may, for example, be attributed to the plethora of
paperclips in a box of paperclips purchased at the office
supply store
For the rest of our discussion, we assume that the setproperty
principle
of
identity
implies
that
indistinguishable things can be viewed as ‘clones’ in the
given context and at the granularity under consideration.
This means that this approach is only useful if we assume
the contextual assumptions either that things could be
observed at a specific granularity and that change of
properties is not considered, i.e. time and change is
frozen, or if we accept temporalizing of properties.

4.2.2 The substantial-extensional principle of
identity
For ‘clones’ (e.g. identical paper clips, widgets, identical
robots), or twins (but not products), it may be possible to
specify identity in terms of spatial location. As noted
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earlier, the notion of identity refers to our ability to
discriminate or discern differences between two
individuals that belong to a certain rigid sortal (e.g.
Guarino and Welty 2000a). Important here is Kant’s
observation that even if two things are identical (because
of exactly the same physical properties), they are
“numerically different” if they are at two places at the
same time. Thus, numerical identity is not based on
properties but on the extension of things in the spatiotemporal dimension. This is also the idea behind an alibi
wherein the accused attempts to prove that he or she was
in some other place at the time the alleged offense was
committed. It seems as if the substantial-extensional
principle of identity is better than the property-based
principle, as evidenced by the examples above and by the
well-known ‘ship of Theseus’ or ‘grandfather’s axe’
scenarios (Plutarch 75) in which identity seems not to be
dependent on any property instance at all of the
substantial thing. However, the substantial-extensional
principle of identity does not explain how it is possible to
recognize a thing as being the same at different points in
time (Merricks 1998). This means that the principle of
identity is based on the assumption that the spatiotemporal dimension is frozen.

4.2.3 The
identity

enduring-property

principle

of

A property-based principle of identity that is different
from the property-set principle of identity is the idea of
an enduring unique property. To base a principle of
identity on such an assumption is advantageous over the
property-set and substantial-extensional principles
because the identity of the thing will be stable over
different spatio-temporal contexts. Contemporary
identification (by the police and security forces) often
uses DNA to uniquely identify a human being across
spatio-temporal contexts. However, this principle of
identity only works in certain restricted contexts; it will
not work with clones e.g. identical twins who share
identical genetic material. Conversely, fingerprints are
not identical for identical twins and could be used as a
discriminator. However, not all human beings have
fingerprints. Certainly, manufactured items such as
vehicles have neither DNA nor fingerprints.
Nevertheless, twins as well as people without fingerprints
and manufactured vehicles clearly have an identity.

4.2.4 The
identity

rigid-designation

principle

of

Trying to identify a thing over the spatio-temporal
dimension leads to the widespread idea of rigid
designation and a rigid designator. Originally proposed in
a series of lectures in 1970 (Kripke 1971) and formally
published in 1980 (Kripke 1980), a rigid designator is
postulated to be a construct that “designates the same
object in all possible worlds in which that object exists
and never designates anything else” (LaPorte 2011).
Kripke (1982) claims that (proper) names are rigid
designators. The argument is that, in all possible worlds,
a definite description (like the brightest non-lunar object
in the evening sky) will not designate the object in all
possible worlds. The description is only a contingent fact
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that could change and is therefore not rigid. However, a
name (proper noun) “Venus” will not change and is
unambiguous and thus does provide a rigid designation.
However, this is only viable if the social context where
the name Venus is used to refer to a specific planet is
highly constrained. Kripke also assumes this by stating
that a rigid designator designates the same object in all
possible worlds as it is used in the actual world, not as it
is used in other possible worlds in which the object gets
picked out “for although we identify objects in other
worlds by our own names, natives of some of these
worlds use other names” (Kripke 1980, p. 77). Indeed,
proper names are dependent on the meaning they ascribe
in different social contexts where they are used.
In a social context, we might have different identifiers
for the same thing that communicate different senses. In
addition, it is a necessary condition that the identifier is
unique within a constrained domain. Otherwise, it will
not work as a reference and identifying mechanism; for
example, some form of social security number, which is
unique within a country, or a person’s name, which
denotes a person within an environment that prohibits
name duplication.
Consider Sally Smith who gets married and is now
Sally Briggs. Clearly Sally is the same human being but,
with a different “rigid designation”. Indeed, in most
countries of the world, a female has a different name
before as compared with after marriage, so the name
(proper noun) cannot be a rigid designator for such
persons. Not only do people have name changes,
countries do too. For instance, Tanganyika, Rhodesia,
Gilbert, and Ellice Islands all still exist but with different
appellations. Using a name (a proper noun) as an
unambiguous identifier can work, however, if the social
context is so restricted that this name is unique within the
boundary so-defined (see also Lowe 1989, p16). In other
words, there are many proper names that cannot be used
as rigid designators and thus we can conclude that the use
in general of a proper name as a synonym for a rigid
designator is incorrect in the state sense of “all worlds”
Its validity only exists in a highly constrained context
because the name must be known to pick-out a single
object in the context where it is used.

4.3

Summary

In summary, these various philosophical discourses
provide arguments for and against rigidity more
generally, a concept that is used extensively in
foundational ontologies (e.g. Guarino and Welty 2000b,
Guizzardi and Wagner 2005) and which Inan (2008)
points out as being a semantic notion in contrast to the
metaphysical notion of being always tied to a thing. To
view a proper name not as a rigid designator tied to a
substantial thing but rather as a language construct (an
identifier) that is used to identify an object by virtue of its
sense (Frege 1892a) in different spatio-temporal and
social contexts will make it possible to solve many
problems that concern the modelling of social entities as
part of social reality. Before elaborating this further, we
will look more closely at how object identity is described
in BWW and UFO, two of the most widespread

	
  

foundational ontologies referred to in the software
engineering and information systems literature.

5

Object Identity in BWW and UFO

In this section, we evaluate how identity is discussed in
two well-known ontological approaches to conceptual
modelling.

5.1

Classification (Principle of Application)

According to BWW (Wand et al. 1999, p. 506), the class
construct is used to represent a thing in a model of a
given real-world domain. Identifying things in a domain
is the prerequisite for eliciting the remaining semantics of
that domain (e.g. attributes, relationships and classes).
According to Postulate 1 of BWW (Wand et al. 1999, p.
497), “the world is made of things that possess
properties”. Although “things” refer only to substantial
(physical) individuals (e.g. a human being called John),
constructions such as “bank account” are also things if
someone conceives of them as such. In BWW, there are
no things (e.g. human beings) without properties; a thing
must have one or more properties (e.g. height). In BWW
modelling theory, properties of substantial things are
called substantial (physical) properties (or simply
properties). A distinction is made between
– intrinsic properties that depend on one thing only;
and
− mutual or relational properties that depend on two
or more things
(Wand et al. 1999, p 498). This distinction is exemplified
by the argument that the height of a person is an intrinsic
property of a person. In contrast, having a student number
in a given university represents the mutual property of
being a student at that university because it depends on
the existence of both a human being and an educational
institution.
In a materialistic foundational ontology, a thing (e.g.
an individual human being) is considered as a set of
properties that could be abstracted into classes (e.g. the
Human Being class), which represent certain aspects of
human perceptions of the real world. Importantly, objects
in a conceptual model represent individual things while
types (classes) represent views of things. Thus, one
object/thing could be classified into several classes.
According to the UFO approach, classification is
based on sortals (Guizzardi 2005, p. 106-108),
themselves subtypes of substantial universals. Sortals
(e.g. Human Being) represent concepts that apply to a
number of individuals so that a sortal can be mapped into
the UML meta-model construct of Class. The basic sortal
is the RigidSortal. Postulate 4.2 in the UFO modelling
theory states that “An individual represented in a
conceptual model of the domain must instantiate
exactly
one
C[onceptual]M[odelling]-Type
representing an ultimate Substance Sortal.”
If we compare how the notion of classification was
conceived in BWW and UFO (Guizzardi 2005, p. 197,
262–264), a number of significant differences emerge. In
UFO, an object in a conceptual model always belongs to
one and only one base class because an object always
represents a single instance of exactly one rigid sortal.
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The implication is that in a conceptual model a
substantial thing could only be mapped into exactly one
base type. This is not the case in BWW because classes
(types) are only views of things (Wand et al., 1999, p.
508).

5.2

Object Identity (Principle of Identity)

The principle of identity in BWW is expressed by
Principles 1 and 2 (Wand et al. 1999, p. 502): (1) “No
two things possess exactly the same set of specific
properties” and (2) “A thing, if named, shall keep its
name throughout its history as long as the latter does not
include changes in natural kind–changes which call for
changes of name”. A name does not represent any
intrinsic property of a thing; rather, “It is an attribute that
stands for the individual as a whole (assuming that the
name is unique)” (Wand et al. 1999, p. 499).
This first principle of identity in BWW, which we
earlier called the “property-set principle”, is equivalent to
Leibniz’s Law (see Section 4.2.1). This principle is
slightly different compared with Principle 2, which rests
on the idea that identity is tied to a Natural Kind, or
equally that a Rigid Sortal is equivalent to the enduringproperty principle of identity (see Section 4.2.3) because
it is based on the idea that there are some inherent
properties of a thing that endure between different spatiotemporal contexts and that these are tied to a rigid sortal.
Thus, if these enduring properties change, the identity of
the thing will change. However, Principle 1 must take
precedence in a conceptual modelling context because, if
a thing can belong to several (concrete) classes in a
conceptual model (Parsons and Wand 2000), the principle
of identity of a thing is not tied to a Sortal/Natural Kind.
The principle of identity can be exemplified with a
vehicle in a showroom, which is identified by a human
being observing the substantial thing. The thing can be
identified because it has a set of identifying properties
that make it unique – this illustrates the property-set
principle of identity because individual vehicles do not
have names like people and countries.
A vehicle has a set of intrinsic properties (e.g. chassis,
number of seats, number of doors, weight, length, colour,
engine, and gearbox) that makes it a unique object (by
perception) among all other objects in the showroom.
This principle of identity appeals to empiricists,
because there is empirical evidence for a discernible
thing. However, this principle of identity only holds for
the object if we do not consider change. Because there is
no stabilizing identity criterion, the identity of the object
will change if some of the object’s property values
change. If the vehicle is repainted blue, for example, the
identity of the object will change because the perception
of the thing has changed. Note that sometimes properties
that appear intrinsic are actually mutual (Wand et al.
1999, p. 500). For example, at first glance, the licence
number (like DCA 001) appears to be an intrinsic
property of the vehicle. However, it depends on the
existence of both a vehicle and a transport authority and
thus it is a mutual property.
To assume that identity can be isolated from
classification contradicts UFO because only substantial
sortals, i.e. sortals that collect physical things founded on
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matter (Guizzardi 2005, p. 215), can provide a principle
of identity. The principle of identity depends on an
identity criterion, which is provided by the sortal type. In
UFO, the basic position is “no identity without a Sortal”.
This position is formalized as:
“Postulate 4.1: Every individual in a conceptual model
(CM) of the domain must be an instance of a conceptual
modeling type (CM-Type) representing a sortal.”
Thus, the basic universal in UFO used to represent
things, the RigidSortal, can provide both a principle of
application (a type/class) and a principle of identity for
the substantial objects it collects. Thus, according to
Guizzardi, classification into kinds and identification are
interdependent. Referring to a number of psychological
experiments, Guizzardi claims (2005, pp. 116-118 & 216)
that an identity judgement can only take place with the
support of the existence of a substantial sortal universal.
The identity of an object that can supply, and not just
carry, identity is based on these assumptions: “(i) objects
travel on spatiotemporally connected paths; (ii) two
objects cannot occupy the same space at the same time,
and (iii) one object cannot be in two places at the same
time.” In other words, the extension in space and time of
a physical thing provides the principle of identity.
Guizzardi (2005, p. 118) reasons that the principle of
identity is determined by the extension (the physical
existence of the individuals) of a substantial sortal. He
also claims (Guizzardi 2005, p. 116) that “spatiotemporal
evidence for a single object changing properties overrides
perceptual property information”. For example, the sortal
Vehicle is the unique substance persisting through
changes in colour, chassis, number of doors, engine,
gearbox, etc. as the same individual (Guizzardi 2005, p.
100). The principle of identity supplied by a sortal is
essential to judge the validity of all identity statements
about an individual. Thus, changing the property ‘colour’
will not alter the identity of the object.
How the identity is supplied by the existence of a
substantial individual and overrides perceptual property
information is explained by introducing the notion of an
individual concept, which refers to a singleton property
that only holds for one individual.
(1) Guizzardi (2005, 2014) claims “The intension of
the proper name John is represented by an individual
concept J, i.e. a function that maps to a snapshot of John
xi in each possible world w.” Notice that it is J that is the
proper name not “John” which is only a contingent (antirigid) name of a person.
However, it is not explained exactly how a substantial
rigid sortal could be used to provide a principle of
identity across different spatio-temporal contexts. UFO
only reassures us that a Rigid Sortal (actually a
BaseKind) could provide it in every situation.
(2) Guizzardi (2005, p. 100) maintains “Person can
only be the sortal that supports the proper name Mick
Jagger in all possible situations because it applies
necessarily to the individual referred by the proper name,
i.e. instances of Person cannot cease to be so without
ceasing to exist. As a consequence, the extension of a
substance sortal is world invariant. This meta-property of
universals is named Modal Constancy (Gupta 1980) or
rigidity”.
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(3) Guizzardi (2005, p. 289) claims “this is because,
due to Leibniz Law, identity holds necessarily and that
identical things necessarily share all their properties
(principle of indiscernability [sic] of the identicals)”.
(4) Guizzardi (2014) states “to decide which points
constitute the sequence of points representing an
individual in a time-indexed conceptual space, we need
the support of a kind K. This kind K will supply a
principle of cross-world identity which reports on the
properties that must be present in all instances of K (i.e.
which dimensions must have non-zero values for points
in a given region) and the property values that must
remain the same for an entity to remain the same K (i.e.
which coordinates must be present for points in a
conceptual space to represent the same instance of K).”
However, this is all very confusing because the
principle of identity in UFO seems to rest on a
combination of all the principles of identity that were
described in Section 4.2. The first (1) seems to rest on the
rigid-designation principle of identity (see Section 4.2.4),
whereas (2) seems to rest on the substantial-extensional
principle of identity (see Section 4.2.2) and it this
principle that UFO emphasizes (Guizzardi 2005, p. 116),
(3) seems to rest on the property-set principle of identity
(see Section 4.2.1), and (4) on the enduring-property
principle of identity (see Section 4.2.3). However, these
principles are not compatible with each other.
It seems as is UFO is trying to combine (1) the rigid
principle of identity with the other three in order to get an
exact true match (correspondence) between the individual
concept, which is an individual type represented by a
proper name J, and a substantial individual. For example,
in the case of a person J is it (2) the mere extension of the
person, or (3) the combination of all conceivable
properties of the person, or (4) the DNA, the fingerprint
or the brain that provides the match. UFO never tells us
exactly how identity could be established, because if it
did it would be obvious for everyone that identity is
context dependent and not a universal constant. Each of
the four principles of identity, which were described in
Section 4, rests on implicit contextual assumptions, and
procedures that, often like in UFO, are never explicitly
spelled out.

6
A Social Constructive Perspective on
Object Identity
As shown above, the identification and classification of
objects are two basic activities in conceptual modelling,
because to identify we must be able to classify, although
how this could be done differs between the ontological
modelling approaches.
UFO and BWW base their principles of identity
primarily on substantial things. In this section, we will
elaborate on the matter of object identity based on
speech-act theory, and especially on the work of Searle
(1969), in order to articulate a social-constructive
principle of identity. In contrast to ontological approaches
with a strong focus on material entities (substantial
universals), Searle (1969) maintains that the principle of
identity (and identification) must be grounded on an
understanding of the use of propositions in speech acts
and how utterances relate to the world.

	
  

6.1

Object Identity

The existential statement “DCA001 is a vehicle”, uttered
by a speaker and interpreted by a listener, in the context
of a car showroom, is an example of a proposition
wherein an identifier is used and the statement classifies
the identified object as a vehicle. It is tempting to see an
existential proposition such as “DCA001 is a vehicle” as
describing a previously defined object. However, an
existential proposition, in fact, instantiates an object into
a conversation and thus into social reality. To quote Mead
(1934, p. 78), “Language does not simply symbolize a
situation or object which is already there in advance – it
makes possible the existence or appearance of that
situation or object, for it is part of the mechanism
whereby that situation or object is created.” Searle (1969,
p. 93) continues, “One might say: underlying our
conception of any particular object is a true uniquely
existential proposition.”
The social-constructive principle of identification is
crucial because of the possibility of using the identifier in
a non-existential form. For example, “DCA001 is red”,
which is an assertive, in which the identifier “DCA001”
is used to refer, and the predicate “is red”, is used to
ascribe an attribute to the object rests on the assumption
that DCA001 exists as a meaningful, inter-subjectively
agreed upon conceptual object in social reality.
Thus, it is important to distinguish between a class
(type) and its objects, which are conceptual and language
constructs that belong to social reality, and substantial
things, which are entities of the material world (e.g.
Bowker and Star 1999, Bergholtz et al. 2013). When
identifiers are used in successful existential proposition
acts such as “DCA001 is a vehicle”, they refer neither to
an existing object nor to a thing. “If it did the
precondition of its having a truth value would guarantee
its truth, if it were in the affirmative, and its falsity, if it
were in the negative.” (Searle 1969, p. 165). Thus, the
negative statement “DCA001 does not exist” should be
self-defeating if it were understood as a reference because
to refer successfully, the object must exist as a unique
shared conceptual entity in the social world. “An
existential statement does not refer to an object and state
that it exists, rather it expresses a concept and states that
that concept is instantiated.” (Searle 1969, p. 165).
Thus, an object has to be instantiated in a class (type)
and subsequently be referred to as belonging to a concept
because to “secure continuity of reference we need a
criterion of identity, and the general term associated with
the name provides the criterion” (Searle 1969, p. 167).
For example, the statement “DCA001” would not qualify
as an identifying statement if it did not have an implicit or
explicit link to a class name of an ontological ‘basekind’
(a link to a concept, a type) because it would have no
meaning. This is all about learning and using different
language and social rules because, in order to succeed
with the speech act, we must follow certain language
rules and conventions. In the car showroom context, we
first had to agree on that DCA001 exists as an instance of
a vehicle. The point of object identity is that when the
object is known to exist in a certain social context, we
could go on to communicate about it. Of course, after
something has been identified, one may still ask “what?”
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in the sense “tell me more about it”, but one cannot ask
“what?” in the sense of “I don't know what you are
talking about?”.
When informal natural language is used in ordinary
life, the conventions of natural language are implicit,
vague and in constant flux under the pressure of language
use in different contexts (Wittgenstein 1958, Michel et al.
2011). In order to succeed with the speech act “DCA001
is red” uttered in the car showroom the speech act could
be interpreted in different ways and still succeed. We
could, for example, associate to “DCA001” an instance of
a Vehicle or a Car because both concepts could provide a
“quality identity criterion” and, combined with the
identifier DCA001, this would be sufficient to create a
mutual understanding of the speech act (i.e. to provide a
meaningful identity statement). However, if we build a
formal and institutional language system we must be
more precise and restrictive about these rules and
definitions e.g. when modelling classes in a conceptual
model.
According to Searle (1969), we can use language to
refer to and thus identify an existing object in two ways:
1. By using an identifier, such as the code
“DCA001“, an identifier can also be a name or a
number as long it is unique.
2. By using complex noun phrases in the singular.
These expressions are also called “definite
descriptions”: for example, “the red vehicle in
the showroom”.
Assuming that both the identifier and the definite
description are unique, the particular object can be
successfully identified, but only after it has been
linguistically introduced by an act of language (e.g. Lowe
1989, p10, Searle 1969, Eriksson et al. 2013). Thus, we
can use an identifier and definite description to refer to an
object in an identifying statement. Both reference
mechanisms can then be used to represent the existence
of an object and a thing.
Furthermore, identifiers have to communicate a
descriptive content: otherwise, there would be no way of
establishing a connection between the expression and the
object (Searle 1969, p. 93). If the listener does not
understand the speech act “DCA001 is red”, he may ask,
What is “DCA001”? The speaker can clarify by saying
“the red vehicle in the showroom”. Referring and
identifying are two sides of the same coin (Searle 1969,
p. 166,). If someone refers to an object, he or she at the
same time identifies the object or is able to identify the
object on demand (Searle 1969 p. 91). However, from a
language use perspective, an identifier is not the same as
a definite description. If this were the case, the meaning
of the identifier would change if there were any change at
all in the non-essential properties of the object, as
discussed above (the set-property principle), and it would
not be able to represent the existence of the object over
time (Searle 1969, p. 166, Eriksson and Ågerfalk 2010).

6.2

The Identifier Construct

The important conclusion to help understand the
identifier construct is that it is the ultimate construct for
separating the referring function, which is used to identify
objects in a language, from the descriptive function in
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language that is used to describe objects. Making the
reference mechanism independent of the attributes, as is
done with identifiers (names, numbers or codes), is
important in order to make the reference mechanism
robust against contingent changes induced by space and
time (i.e. changes in the material world, such as changes
in colour and other properties of a single physical
vehicle). This is what UFO assumes by its use of the idea
of rigid designators. Although a name may be more
useful than a definite description, UFO does not make
explicit that the meaning of a name may vary across
social contexts – what Wittgenstein (1958) referred to as
different language games, because UFO permits and
utilizes the much-maligned idea of an ‘individual
concept’ (e.g. Abbott, 2011) as a single instance in its
extension. For example, J is an individual concept of the
Substantial Sortal Person, which means that J is a
function that maps to a snapshot of J xi in each possible
world w. Notice that it is J that is the proper name not
“John”, which is only a contingent (anti-rigid) lexical
term with four letters which we use in some contexts.
This implies that an individual concept, which is an
individual type (like J), is a rigid designator, i.e. it refers
to the same individual in all possible situations, factual or
counterfactual. This is confusing because this means that
if you state that the fact that “John is a person” you do not
refer rigidly, because it is J that rigidly refers to the
substantial individual not John. According to UFO, the
name of a person or the name of a country is only a
contingent fact (i.e. anti-rigid) as was shown in Section
4.2.4, so that what we normally think are names of people
like John or Sally Smith, or countries like Zimbabwe, are
not proper names at all. However, Searle (1969 p. 74)
maintains that this is an absurd conclusion. Of course, it
is so that when you state “John is a person” you use John
to refer not J, and it is John which is the proper name, not
J. Proper names are lexical objects that are used to
represent objects, not the other way around as assumed
by UFO, and, most importantly, they are not rigid – all
proper names are anti-rigid because all proper names i.e.
identifiers (names, codes, numbers) depend on the
meaning they have been ascribed in the different social
contexts in which they are being used. You can only use a
proper name to identify (i.e. to pick out) an individual, if
the object is uniquely known by that proper name because
(Searle 1969, p. 82) “There must exist one and only one
object to which the speaker's utterance of expression
applies”. In order to use, e.g. a name of a person, to refer,
it must be unique, and there is no rule that guarantees that
a person’s name is unique in all possible worlds once you
consider the social aspect of the context.

7

Object Identity and Substantial Things

To summarize the discussion about object identity and its
relationship to substantial things from a socialconstructive perspective, it is assumed that:
1. An object is a language construct that belongs to
social world; it is an instantiation of a concept (type).
A thing or a substantial individual belongs to the
material world.
2. A concept (type) is a general term with an intension
but no extension. It provides a language rule for a
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principle of application, by which we judge whether
a general term applies to an object.
3. The principle of identification implies that a sender
(speaker) performs a successful referring act in
performing a communication act in a social context.
The communication act must mediate facts to a
hearer (audience), which holds uniquely of the object
referred to, or the sender must produce it on demand.
It follows directly from the principle of identification
that every successful communication act must
communicate a fact: a proposition that must be
agreed upon. There must be a mutual understanding
of the proposition (or a set of propositions) in order
to make the reference succeed.
4. By object identity, we mean that there should be no
longer any doubt or ambiguity about exactly what is
being discussed or communicated about in a certain
social context.
5. We need a reference mechanism in order to fulfil the
principle of identification i.e. to identify the object in
a certain context. The reference mechanism could be
an identifier or a definite description.
This implies that “Object Identity” is nothing physical or
subjective or universally constant. On the contrary, it is a
social and institutional construct that is relative to
different contexts. For example, consider John
Smitherton, who is a person from London who moved to
Sweden in 2012 to study Information systems. He was
identified as a student at Uppsala University and was
assigned the student number 871129-T999 in order to be
given the right to attend lectures and to get access to the
computer lab. After a year, he was identified and given a
Swedish PID-number 871129-9999 when he was
registered as a Swedish Citizen in the Civil Registry. At
the same time, he changed his name to just John Smith
because his former name always got misspelled in
Sweden. Moreover, he had also a twin brother, Perry
Smitherton, who was also enrolled as a student at
Uppsala and who was given the student number 871129T977. The brothers were clones in the sense that it was
impossible to discern between them only based on the
perception of their physical appearance. However, Perry
only stayed for 6 months because he got a job back in
London and so he never became a Swedish citizen.
The example shows that we use reference
mechanisms, i.e. identifiers or definite descriptions e.g.
John, or 871129-9999, which are not too long and easy to
remember, because the object is known to exist by these
reference mechanisms in different social and institutional
contexts. This means that this individual is now uniquely
known by the name John Smith by his friends, and John
by his closest family. He is known as 871129-9999 in the
context of the civil registry of Sweden, and known as
871129-T999 in the student registry of Uppsala
University. However, all these reference mechanisms
cannot be used to identify persons universally because
there is nothing that guarantees their uniqueness in every
context, and each of them have their pro and cons in
different contexts. For example, we do not normally refer
to a friend using the PID-number although it is unique
and we would know it. Notice that Perry Smitherton in
contrast to John is not an individual of the Swedish State
context. The reason is that he never was registered as a

	
  

Swedish citizen, because he never interacted directly with
the Swedish state.. He only had a relationship with
Uppsala University.
Thus, there is no such thing as ‘universal identity’
based on materiality. Rather, as an alternative, identity
can be explained in terms of language use in a social
context. Identity should be understood as a successful
representation of a reference act – an intentional symbolic
act that is performed in a context to create a mutual
understanding of the identity of an object. To refer means
that one must be able to represent the reference: it is
possible to use both identifiers and definite descriptions
to do that. The advantage of identifiers is that they can be
used to identify without specifying identity descriptions.
However, if the use of the identifier is unsuccessful,
descriptions of facts must be provided to secure the
reference. It is a necessary condition to secure the identity
of an object that some descriptive facts must be true of
the object. However, these facts should not be understood
as a definition of the identifier (Searle 1969, p. 172), and
these facts do not have to be brute (material and
observable) facts that have a 1:1 correspondence to a
substantial thing and its properties. It is sufficient that a
disjunction but unspecified number of facts is true of the
object. It is this looseness that makes identifiers such a
pragmatic and convenient device in language use,
because they enable us to refer and identify objects
without being forced to raise issues about descriptive
attributes (Searle, 1969, p.172). This makes the identifier
construct extremely efficient to represent the identity of
objects, and is important to information systems design.
This constitutes an important insight crucial to conceptual
modelling.
One important implication for conceptual modelling is
that there are no natural basekinds that could be used as
concrete classes in every modelling context. For example,
in UFO it is suggested that a student should always be
modelled as a subclass of the basekind Person. If we
model the example described above using the UFO
ontology we get the model shown in Figure 1.
In order to explain the model we start with the objects
instances at the middle bottom of Figure 1. These are two
snapshots that represent the momentary states of the
substantial individual in two different spatio-temporal
contexts W1 (Uppsala, 2012), and W2 (Sweden, 2013).
In WI, J is called “John Smitherton” and, in W2, J is
called “John Smith”. Notice again that these are not
proper names, only property values. They represent only
the contingent personal name of the substantial individual
at two states respectively. In other words “John
Smitherton” and “John Smith” are instances of the antirigid (moment) universal person name (Guizzardi, 2005,
p 119).
Furthermore, Guizzardi (2014) maintains that
instances in UML diagrams, object identifiers (OIDs), are
not snapshot entities. They are supposed to connect
various snapshots at the instance level, although this is
not made explicit in the definition of the UML standard.
This implies that an OID such as J:Person can be
interpreted as an individual concept, at the type level.
OIDs are proper names i.e. functions from worlds to
substantial individuals - or state of individuals.
Consequently, we end up with a model that describes an
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individual concept J:Person that refers to a substantial
individual. We also get two subtypes of this individual
type, because student and citizen are anti-rigid sortals,

	
  	
  

Figure 1: UML Model of students
which cannot provide a principle of identity; they could
only carry it.
However, if you want to be explicit about the
principle of identity, which we claim is important, the
models becomes very complicated because this means
that every substantial individual should be modelled this
way because every principle of identity is represented by
a constant at the type level. The notion of an individual
concept (individual type) refers to a singleton property
that only holds for one individual (Guizzardi, 2005). For
that reason we have not modelled the twin brother of
J:Person but only indicated his substantial existence. The
model in Figure 1 seems to work only in very limited
modelling contexts:
1. where it must be acknowledged that J is the
given proper name to that particular
individual;
2. someone must guarantee that it is unique is
all possible worlds;
3. we must assume that there is something that
remains the same across different worlds,
that will supply the cross-level identity so
that J could be mapped to the substantial
individual in every possible world. However,
UFO never tells us what that is, e.g. how
could we universally discern between
identical twins or clones?
4. where it is useful to model a substantial
individual in all possible worlds , although it
is very difficult to imagine such an
application because normally we do not
model biographies of substantial individuals.
If we restrict our model to a particular domain and
model several individuals as they interact in a social and
institutional context, we must approach the problem from
another angle.
We must first define the social context of our model
(Figure 2). If we start by analysing the Uppsala
University context, we realize that we must be able to
identify each individual student. Thus, one of the first
questions we have to ask is if there is a common
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reference mechanism that every person already possesses
we could use to identify all persons that we want to enrol

	
  	
  

Figure 2: UML Model based on a social ontology
as students, and the answer is NO. There is no universal
principle of identity that is provided by the substantial
individual person that we could use. We could not use the
DNA because people are not known by their DNA; twins
have the same DNA and the long string would be
impossible to use. The Swedish PID number could not be
used because, by analysing the university context, we
learn that the laws that govern the enrolment of students
at Swedish universities have never required that they be
Swedish citizens. This implies that a special student
identifier has to be assigned to each student. However,
the student identifier is not the same as a surrogate key;
even if it were, for example, a random number. One
problem with the distinction between natural and
surrogate keys is that it gives the false impression that
there is a special set of identifiers (natural keys) just
because they include descriptive information. This also
implies that Student should be a base class (a concrete
class) of its own because the Student class must both
provide a principle of identity and a principle of
application. Thus, Student should not be considered as a
subclass of Person in this context. Students are
institutional entities (Eriksson and Ågerfalk, 2010). They
are objects that represent rights, responsibilities,
obligations, commitments or duties,
If we analyse the Swedish State context, we come to
the same conclusion there is no EU PID number that we
could use to refer to foreigners who have moved to
Sweden. The Swedish state must use its own reference
mechanism. Thus, a Swedish PID number has to be
assigned to foreigners when they interact with the
Swedish state, e. g. when paying income tax. They have
to be identified as Swedish citizens in order to be given
the proper rights and responsibilities. This means that we
get a model with two concrete classes: Student of Sweden
and Swedish Citizen because both classes have their own
principle of identification, which we have explicitly
modelled using the property modifier ‘id’. We do not
have to model each individual object at the type level
because in this model identity is not a universal constant
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at the type level. The principle of identification is
represented by the property modifier {id}..
This means that the definition of the social context to
be modelled and the decision of the concrete classes and
the principal of identification of these classes used in this
context are the most important design choices in
conceptual modelling. It is also important to notice that
the type-instance relationship is between the type level
and the object instance level and that the relationship
between the substantial individual and the object level is
a correspondence relationship (cf. Eriksson et al., 2013)

8

Summary and Conclusions

In summary, we find that, firstly, the identity of objects is
at the core of conceptual modelling when one seeks an
ontological foundation, and thus to model the world it is
crucial to explicitly represent the notion of identity.
Secondly, we maintain that the identity of objects
does not have to have anything to do with substantial
things and their properties. Many important entities in
social reality (such as organizations or juridical persons)
do not have a substance or a set of identifying substantial
properties or an enduring intrinsic property. The reason
that identity should not be understood as something
material is that identity is based on the meaningful
reference to conceptual objects. Thus, an object does not
have to have a 1:1 correspondence to a substantial thing.
It is true that, in cases in which the object does have a 1:1
correspondence to a substantial thing, the principles
described above could be used to reassure that the
identity of the object corresponds to the right thing.
However, this does not mean that these principles define
the identity of the object.
Thirdly, identity has to do with meaning not
physicality. Frege (1892a, 1892b) argued that the
reference has a meaning, and physical things can be
designated as different identities that can have different
meanings. Searle (1969) further developed Frege’s idea
by showing that the ideas of reference and identity can be
understood as a successful representation of a reference
act, i.e. an intentional symbolic act performed in a social
reality to pick out a unique entity in the world. Searle
(1969) claims that the principle of identification must be
based on an understanding of the use of propositions in
language acts and how language relates to the world. It is
the existential proposition that instantiates a conceptual
object as an instance of a concept into social reality. This
is a pre-condition needed to refer successfully because
there must exist one and only one object to which the
reference applies. The concept associated with the
reference provides that criterion.
The theoretical implications of this work are primarily
the new perspective of conceptual modelling afforded by
social ontology, and the formal introduction and
ontological grounding of institutional entities, which have
so far been treated rather incidentally. Practical
implications include a better foundation for designing and
selecting identifiers and classes. The idea that there are
classes that always provide an identity, and subclasses
(e.g. roles such as Student) that only carry an identity is
misleading, because there is no rigid principle of
identification that can be used in all possible worlds.
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Abstract
Business process management has grown into a mature discipline supported by a large number of commercial and open source products, collectively referred to as Business Process Management Systems
(BPMS). Because most of the business processes are
long-running, any data relating to a running instance
of a business process need to persist in a data storage. In an organisation several BPMS products can
co-exist and work along side each other. Each one
of these BPMS tools has its own definition of process instances, creating a heterogeneous environment.
This reduces interoperabilities between business process management systems and increases the effort involved in analysing the data. In this paper, we propose a multi-view business process instance model
(BPIM) which provides a holistic view of business
process instance. BPIM has three dimensions; process execution path, process instance meta-data and
process instance data. This model aims to provide
an abstract layer between the data storage and BPM
engines, leading to common understanding of what is
involved in storing business process instance data.
Keywords: Business Process Management, Process
Instances Data, Data Models, Interoperability, BPMS
Architectures
1

Introduction

Business process is a collection of related activities
performed together to fulfil a goal in an organisation (Aguilar-Saven 2004).
In the last decade, the growing number of business processes and their increasing complexity led to
the creation of Business Process Management (BPM)
in which standard approaches for design, enactment,
analysis and management of business processes are
studied (van der Aalst et al. 2003). The area is supported by a range of software frameworks and tools,
collectively referred to as Business Process Management Systems (BPMS) (Jeston & Nelis 2014). One
of the main functions of a BPMS is to turn a business process model into an executable program so
that the process described in the model is enacted
to assist business operations. A process instance is
a concrete running instance of such a program containing (i) a subset of the activities appearing in the
Copyright c 2015, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper appeared at the 11th Asia-Pacific Conference on Conceptual Modelling (APCCM 2015), Sydney, Australia, January
2015. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information
Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 165, Henning Köhler and Motoshi
Saeki, Eds. Reproduction for academic, not-for-profit purposes
permitted provided this text is included.

process model that spawned the executable and (ii)
materialised data (e.g., Customer Name, Order Number) involved. For example, given a business process model describing a car insurance claim process,
BPMS would enact concrete instances of the model,
each instance representing an actual claim being processed and the details of the data involved (e.g., claim
number, customer name, dates, amount claimed).
Although business process instances could be
short-lived, many process instances are in fact long
running, in that they could take hours and days from
start to finish. This is because a typical lifecycle of a
business process instance could spend most of its life
in wait mode (e.g., waiting for a reply from a previous
request).
When a running process instance reaches to the
point that it needs to wait for an action or an event,
its current state information is written into a permanent storage. BPM systems map process instance
information directly to physical storage artefacts (i.e.,
table, row, xml, text) and store it. Besides suspending/resuming process instances, BPM systems use
physical storage to store other information such as
process instance execution logs. Organisations can
use this data to analyse and improve their business
processes (Grigori et al. 2004).
In an organisation several BPM systems can coexist and work along side each other. Some business processes, due to complexity or technology limitations, are implemented by using multiple BPM systems. Each one of them has its own definition of process instance, creating a heterogeneous environment.
To build a comprehensive view of a process instance
which spans across multiple BPM systems, we need
to fully understand each product’s physical storages
(e.g., log files, database) and the schema they are using to store the process instance information. Diversity of business process instance model in BPM systems introduces a new challenge for creating a holistic view of process instances which are implemented
across multiple BPM systems.
In this paper:
1. We propose a multi-view business process instance model (BPIM) which provides a holistic
view of business process instance. BPIM has
three dimensions; process execution path, process instance data and process instance metadata.
2. We discuss the changes in the BPM systems architecture after adopting BPIM.
This paper is organized as following. Section 2 introduces the customer journey process in a tolling system
in detail to discuss the motivation and challenges for
creating a holistic view as a standard process instance.
In section 3 we will discuss the related researches
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Figure 1: Customer Journey Process Implemented by Two Sub-processes: Get Customer Account, Customer
Payment
about process instance model. We introduce a highlevel overview of our solution in section 4. In section
5 we provide a detailed description about our solution and its components. Also we will demonstrate
how BPIM can solve the problem of creating holistic
view of a process instance. Finally we will discuss the
advantages of using BPIM and future work in section
6.
2

Motivating Example and Problem Background

We present a customer journey process as a motivating scenario. The scenario depicts a road toll system
operation and is divided into two sub-processes: Get
Customer Account process implemented by a third
party solution using jBPM1 , and Customer Payment
process implemented using an in-house solution with
Riftsaw BPM2 . According to the model shown in Figure 1, the customer journey process starts with receiving Journey Message from a toll gate. If the message includes a transpondor ID, the Get Customer
Account process extracts necessary information using
the ID and produces Customer Account and Journey
Detail as output messages. If the ID is not available,
the process goes through image processing and human
reviewing steps to extract necessary information for
the output messages. The Customer Payment process takes Customer Account and Journey Detail
messages, calculates the final fare to be paid (e.g.,
considering any discount that may apply) and processes the payment.
The main implementation concern for each subprocess in the BPM products is to precisely describe
the model using a process description and execution language. This language can be different from
product to product. For example, in jBPM the Get
Customer Account process is described as follows
(Figure 2 showing snippets of BPMN Interchangeable Language (Object Management Group 2011) for
1
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<? xml version ="1.0" encoding =" UTF -8"? >
< bpmn2 : definitions
xmlns : bpmn2 =" http :// www . omg . org / spec / BPMN
/20100524/ MODEL "
... >
< bpmn2 : process id =" defaultPackage .
G et Cu s to m er Ac c ou n t "
tns : version ="1" name =" G et C us to m er A cc ou n t "
isExecutable =" true " processType =" Private " >
< bpmn2 : startEvent id =" StartEvent_1 "
name =" StartProcess " >
...
< bpmn2 : exclusiveGateway
id =" C h e c k _ M e s s a g e _ T y p e _ 1 "
name =" Check Message Type "
gatewayDirection =" Diverging " >
...
< bpmn2 : serviceTask id =" ServiceTask_2 "
name =" Extract Transponder Id " >
...
< bpmn2 : serviceTask id =" ServiceTask_1 "
name =" Process Image " >
...
< bpmn2 : endEvent id =" EndEvent_1 " name =" End
Process " >
...
</ bpmn2 : process >

Figure 2: Get Customer Account in BPMN Interchangeable Language.
Figure 3 displays snippets of BPEL execution language3 which Riftsaw uses to formally describe the
activities involved in the Customer Payment process.

Open Source Business Process Management System, www.jbpm.

A BPMS execution engine needs a process
blueprint (i.e., process models) and data to create
process instance. As shown above, BPM products use
either interchangeable (such as BPMN) or executable
languages (such as BPEL) to formally represent their
process blueprints. In this research we will refer to
both of these languages as business process execution
language, as both eventually lead to business process
instances.

RiftSaw Open Source BPEL, riftsaw.jboss.org

3
Web Services Business Process Execution Language, docs.
oasis-open.org/wsbpel/2.0/OS/wsbpel-v2.0-OS.html

org
2

jBPM).
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<? xml version ="1.0" encoding =" UTF -8"? >
< bpel : process e x i t O n S t a nd a r d F a u l t =" yes "
name =" CustomerPa yment . bpel " ... >
< bpel : import importType =" http :// schemas . xmlsoap
. org / wsdl /"
location =" Cus t omerPay ment . wsdl "
namespace =" http :// www . unsw . edu . au / research /
Cus tomerPa ym ent /"/ >
...
< bpel : sequence name =" MainSequence " >
< bpel : receive name =" start "
partnerLink =" b p e l Pr oc e s s P a r tn e r "
portType =" ns0 : Cus t omerPay ment "
operation =" WithdrawMoney "
variable =" w i t h d r a w M o n e y R e q u e s t "
createInstance =" yes "/ >
< bpel : invoke name =" Calculate Fare Amount " >
...
</ bpel : invoke >
< bpel : invoke name =" Get Discount Entitlements " >
...
</ bpel : invoke >
...
< bpel : reply name =" end "
partnerLink =" b p e l Pr oc e s s P a r tn e r "
portType =" ns0 : Cus t omerPay ment "
operation =" WithdrawMoney "
variable =" w i t h d r a w M o n e y R e s p o n s e "/ >
</ bpel : sequence >
</ bpel : process >

Figure 3: Customer Payment in BPEL Execution
Language
When required (e.g., a long wait), each process
instance is then transformed and stored to a physical
storage by its BPMS execution engine.
For example, an instance of the customer journey process would be stored in jBPM (as part of Get
Customer Account sub-process) and Riftsaw (as part
of Customer Payment sub-process). In this case despite the fact that both of these products are using
RDBMS database, the underlying data models to represent and store the process instance information are
very different. Such diffferences could be as vast as
one using XML (e.g., Riftsaw) and the other using a
combination of database records, binary objects and
log files (e.g., jBPM).
Let us assume that an instance (with Journey
Message ID 11123) of our customer journey process
has failed to complete, and later the Finance department discovers that there is no payment made for
11123 and wants to know the reason. Such an investigation requires a construction of the activity execution path the instance 11123 took as well as the
data associated with the instance 11123. This typically involves extracting and coordinating pieces of
information from each sub process.
In our scenario, this means investigating first the
log files of Get Customer Account process in jBPM
to check if there was any failure, or extracting the
relevant Customer ID produced at the end of Get
Customer Account process. The ID is then used to
correlate the activities in the Customer Payment process from Riftsaw data tables. Only after interrogating the database records, we may discover a reason for
failure and where the process is at (e.g., the payment
gateway was off-line due to maintenance, so withdrawing money failed. The execution engine placed
the process instance into wait state to retry later on).

2014 -08 -18 15:18:23:456 Before Executing Check
Image Type Node . { JourneyId :11123}
2014 -08 -18 15:18:23:459 After Executing Check Image
Type Node . { Result : Image }
2014 -08 -18 15:18:23:460 After Executing Process
Image Node . { ConfidenceRate :2}
2014 -08 -18 15:18:23:461 Before Executing Process
Image Node . { JourneyId : 11123}
2014 -08 -18 15:18:25:187 After Executing Process
Image Node . { ConfidenceRate :2}
2014 -08 -18 15:18:25:188 Before Executing Check
Confidence Rate . { ConfidenceRate :2}
2014 -08 -18 15:18:25:189 After Executing Check
Confidence Rate . { Result : Not Accepted }
2014 -08 -18 15:18:25:190 Before Executing Review
Image . { JourneyId :11123}
2014 -08 -18 15:18:25:900 After Executing Review
Image . { PlateNumber : BPM }
2014 -08 -18 15:18:25:190 Before Executing Plate
Number Identified . { PlateNumber : BPM }
2014 -08 -18 15:18:25:900 After Executing Plate
Number Identified . { Result : Yes }
2014 -08 -18 15:18:25:190 Before Executing Get
Customer . { PlateNumber : BPM }
2014 -08 -18 15:18:25:900 After Executing Get
Customer . { CustomerId :678989}

Figure 4: jBPM Log File.

SELECT BPAF_EVENT . EID , BPAF_EVENT .
P R O C ES S _ I N S T A N C E_ I D
, BPAF_EVENT . ACTIVITY_NAME
, BPAF_EVENT_DATA . NAME
, BPAF_EVENT_DATA . VALUE
FROM
BPAF_EVENT INNER JOIN
BPAF_EVENT_DATA ON BPAF_EVENT . EID =
BPAF_EVENT_DATA . EVENT_ID
WHERE ( BPAF_EVENT_DATA . VALUE like ’ CustomerId =
678989 ’)
ORDER BY BPAF_EVENT . EID

Figure 5: Sql Query to Retrieve Process Instance Information from Riftsaw Database
This type of investigation takes time due to the
sheer amount of data in log files and also storing the
process instance data as a string in the database.
To summarise, BPM products use different data
structures (e.g., Data Table, RDF, XML) to model
the business process instance (Choi et al. 2007),
(Grigorova & Kamenarov 2012), (Ma et al. 2007).
This has led to an inconsistency in the understanding
and analysis of process instances. A main problem
which adds significantly to this inconsistency is each
BPM system has different interpretation of process
instance information. For example some of the BPM
systems automatically store the history of activities
which have been performed during process instance
execution whereas some others place this responsibility on the developers to log the activities themselves.
We see the following problems in the current stateof-the-art in terms of representing and utilising process instance data:
1. Having different definition of process instance
models in each BPM product.
2. Having to analyse multiple sources (e.g., logs,
data tables) to extract complete process instance
information.
3. Having not enough information to fully describe
a process instance. Some BPM systems do not
store important information about process instance(e.g., which user or application started the
instance, snapshots of data during the execution)
and makes it impossible to understand the process instance fully.
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4. Direct coupling of process instance model to
physical storage model.
To solve the problems mentioned above, we propose a new process instance model which BPM systems can adopt and use. This model defines a framework for process instance information; it defines the
data elements which build a process instance and how
we can represent them to demonstrate a holistic view
of a process instance. BPIM aggregates all the relevant information to a process instance in one place
and makes it easier to display a holistic view of the
process instance. Using an abstract model for process instances de-couples the BPMS execution engine
from a physical storage.
3

Related Works

Most of the academic research work so far have
focused on business process modelling and process
model repository (Yan et al. 2012). In-depth discussions about models for business process instances have
been largely neglected. The most relevant streams of
academic work can be classified as follows:
Models and systems to manage business process
repositories are proposed. A business process repository stores the artefacts generated by BPM systems.
IPM, an XML-based process repository proposed in
(Choi et al. 2007), provides support for a full lifecycle
of business process. To store the information created in each stage, it divides the repository internally
into smaller sections: Process Model Repository, Process Rule Repository, Process Resource Repository,
Process instance Repository and Process Knowledge
Repository. To the best of our knowledge, IPM does
not provide any information about how process instance is modelled in the repository and it stays on
the high level requirements. An object relational business process repository is presented in (Grigorova &
Kamenarov 2012) where object-based model for storing business process models is proposed. This paper
divides the information in a process model into three
categories. The first one is business process characteristics (i.e., description, responsible units). The second category is the inter-dependency between business process models (i.e., relationship between process
and sub-processes). The third category maintains
information about process model’s graph structure.
This framework transforms different process models
into Event-driven Process Chain (EPC) model and
stores it in an object-oriented database. In fact EPC
acts as an abstract model which sits between process
model designer and model repository. (Grigorova &
Kamenarov 2012) only focuses on the process model
not the process instance model.
There has been some effort that looks into interoperabilities between business process execution languages. Zaplata et al. (Zaplata et al. 2010) discuss
the possible ways of process instance execution in a
distributed environment. They have identified BPEL
and XPDL as the most popular execution languages
and conducted a comprehensive study on the elements
in these languages. This paper proposes a model
for process instance, the proposed model is flexible
enough to be used for both XPDL and BPEL. A
BPMS execution engine (a source environment) uses
this model to transform its native process instance to
an interoperable instance and sends the information
to another BPMS execution engine (a target environment). The proposed process instance model in this
paper only focuses on the migration aspects and does
not provide the holistic view a process instance. Hornung et al. (Hornung et al. 2006) investigates merg26

ing different business process execution languages and
related problems. This paper focuses on merging
XPDL and BPEL execution languages and proposes
a four-staged BPM meta-model integration process.
The final result of this process is a merged schema
of XPDL and BPEL. This model can only be used
as an interoperable process execution language in design time and it does not support runtime information about the process instance (e.g., when process
instance was created). La et al. (La Rosa et al.
2011) suggests Advanced Process Model Repository
(APROMORE) which tries to solve the problem of
storing business process models by proposing a canonical model which all types of process models (e.g.,
BPMN, BPEL, YAWL) can be transformed to/from
it. The APROMORE’s canonical model also only addresses the design aspects of business process (Process
Model) not the runtime (Process instance).
Finally, a process mining technique is a possible
method for building a holistic view of process instances in a heterogeneous and distributed environment. Process mining is a new brand of data mining
which has been developed to extract process information from event logs stored in various sources (e.g.,
files, database, mail archives) (Van Der Aalst et al.
2012). For example, ProM process mining framework
(Van Der Aalst et al. 2007) uses an XML format to define a workflow log model. This model contains information about the business process, process instance
and related data. Process mining techniques analyse
these logs and try to build a clear picture of activities
in a process instance and eventually shape a process
model out of the information. This approach is useful
when we are dealing with business processes with no
formal process model to begin with. We see process
mining as a bottom up approach and they have to be
customized for each system. In many BPM systems,
we already have a model to generate instances with
(as described in our scenario in Customer Journey
process). Instead of logging the activities and trying
to analyse them later (a bottom-up approach), we are
proposing to store the instance related information in
a format that any BPM system can understand.
4

Solution Overview

In this section, we discuss the general idea behind our
proposed solution.
As mentioned before, logging the activities and related data during the execution of process instance
and extracting information from different sources
(e.g., files, database records) are the preferred method
by process mining to describe what happened during
the process enactment (Grigori et al. 2004).
For the cases where process models are available
(and many BPM systems do require a model to be
described), we could take the model-first approach
(top-down approach). We are proposing a multi-view
business process instance model which BPM products
can adapt and use it to organise process instance information. We also discuss the impact of our design
on the current BPMS architectures.
4.1

A Common Model for Process Instances

Business Process Instance Model aims to be a model
for interoperable process instance data. In proposing
this model, we aim to suggest that we should have a
standardised understanding of a business process instance data. Using a standard ontology increases the
interoperability between different BPM products and
makes it possible to build business intelligence tools
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which can seamlessly integrate with different BPM
systems.
BPIM presents a holistic view of a business process
instance by integrating different ‘views’ of a process
instance. It contains all the process instance information in a format which should be understandable
by all BPM products. We have identified three views
(i.e., dimensions) in this model, which are:
1. Process instance execution path: This is a
visual dimension of the model and it describes
information about the activities which have been
executed during the process instance enactment.
2. Process instance meta-data: Provides extra
information about the elements in the execution
path and process instance data dimensions. For
example it keeps when process instance was created, started and finished or which user has performed a manual activity in the execution path.
3. Process instance data: Process instance contains some related data (e.g., order no, customer
details). Each activity in the execution path can
modify this information. This dimension is focused on the data flow and in combination with
the execution path dimension, it should keep
snapshots of an instance during any stage of execution.
4.2

Impact on BPMS Architecture

BPIM changes the way BPM systems would interact with the underlying physical storage. BPIM adds
an abstract layer between the process runtime engine and physical storage. This abstract layer gives
BPM systems the flexibility of changing their physical storage technology without requiring any changes
on their side. Another affect of this model is that
BPM systems does not need to rely on a particular
query language (e.g., SQL) to analyse the process instance data. We envisage in the future that BPIM,
as a complete and mature solution, would provide an
implementation-agnostic language that would interact with the BPIM model. Section 5.5 in this paper
provides more detailed discussion about architectural
effects of the proposed model.
5

Business Process Instance Model

In this section, we introduce the individual components of BPIM.
5.1

Process Instance Execution Path

The process instance execution path dimension of
BPIM focuses on describing the exact execution path
that activities took in an instance. Unlike a process
model, which contains all possible actions and scenarios in a business process, a process instance execution
path contains just the activities that have been performed during the process instance execution. In fact
activities in the execution path are subset of activities
in a process model.
The following items summarize the differences between these two:
1. A process instance execution path is designed to
accommodate the runtime information, so some
of the elements we normally see in the process
model are removed or replaced by different types
of elements. For example, BPMN elements such
as ‘sub-process’ and ‘pool’ have been removed

because in runtime only actions which have been
executed are important and how we logically
group them does not have any affect on the execution of a process instance.
2. A process model can use block and graph structures (Ko et al. 2009) but process instance execution path just uses graph structure to provide
a clear view of the actions have been run during the execution. There is a growing number
of tools that allow effective and efficient analysis of graph data and we believe choosing the
graph data structure for accessing and analysing
process instance data purposes would be a reasonable choice.
3. A process instance execution path is made of
generic and simple elements. There are different execution languages which formally describes
business process model (e,g,. BPEL, XPDL). Using a generic and simple model makes it possible to transform different types of execution languages to our process instance execution path.
BPMN v2.0 (Object Management Group 2011)
comes with an interchange standard to formally describe the process model. This standard makes a
BPMN process model interoperable and BPMS runtime engine can use it to build and execute the process
instance.
In this research, instead of creating new notations
and their semantic from scratch, we have used a subset of elements in the BPMN. However, we also have
added new elements that are relevant to runtime information. Each element in the execution path has a
visual representation. A visual model makes it easy
to track the activities during the process execution.
5.1.1

Execution Path Elements: Activities.

All activities in this model are directly or indirectly
inherited from the flow node class in the BPMN v2.0.
Each activity in a process execution path represents
an action which has been performed during the process execution.
There are different types of activities identified
within a process execution path to separate different
types of action that activities can represent. The rest
of this section explains each type of activity and its
functionality.
Start: A process instance execution path always
starts with a start activity. Unlike the process
model, each process instance execution path can
only have one start element. This is because start
element represents the creation point of a process
instance and each instance creation happens only
once.
End: End activity indicates that a process instance
has reached the termination point. Each process
instance execution path can have only one end
element in it.

Figure 6: Start and End Activities
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Automated Task: Represents an activity which
has been performed by an application. For example, ‘Process Image’ activity in Get Customer
Account process is an automated task.

made of repetitive activities and transitions. To display the loops in the execution path model, all transitions have a number associated to them which shows
the number of times they have been traversed.

Mannual Task: Represents an activity which has
been performed by a human. For example, ‘Review Image’ activity in Get Customer Account
process is a manual task.

Normal Transition: Connects two activities in the
process execution path.

Wait: Process execution might be suspended due to
various reasons (e.g., waiting for external events
or messages). The Wait element indicates that
process instance execution was suspended. For
example, in the Customer Payment process, if
payment fails due to unavailability of the payment gateway, process execution goes to wait to
retry later on.

Message Transition: As we discussed in the activity types section, wait activity suspends the process instance execution until it receives a message or event signal. Message transition indicates that wait activity has received a message
and moved on. This message could have been
sent from inside the process instance or from another instance. Message Transition connects the
node which generates that message to the wait
node. If the wait activity is located in another
process instance, message transition connects to
call process instance activity.
Event Transition: Event transition connects the
node which has generated this event to the first
activity in the event handler chain. Event handler chain has been defined the process model
and it contains at least one activity. The target node for event transition can exist inside the
same process instance or in another instance. If
target activity is in another process instance,
event transition connects the source activity to
call process instance activity.

Figure 7: Automated, Manual and Wait Tasks
Call Process Instance: This element specifies that
during the current process instance execution a
message or event has been sent to another process instance. This call can be to an existing process instance or it could lead to creating a new
instance. It is also a possible to call a process instance which is hosted by another BPM system.
In this case it will contain information about the
BPM system which is executing this process instance. we will discuss about this information in
more detail in Section 5.2.

Gateway Transition: Connects two activities in
the execution path model. This transition represents that a decision has been made during the
process instance enactment and the path which
was chosen as a result of that decision. We map
the decision node in the process model plus it’s
input and output transitions to one ‘Gateway
Transition’.

Reference Process Instance: A process instance
during the execution can receive a message or
event from another instance. The source instance
in the execution path will be represented by this
reference process instance activity.

Figure 9: Process Execution Model Transitions
Figure 8: Call and Reference Process Instance Activities
5.1.2

Execution Path Elements: Transitions.

Transitions link the activities in a process instance
execution path. Each transition connects two activities and shows the direction of the process execution flow. Transitions also have another responsibility, they show how many times execution engine has
passed through them during the execution. This is
because execution path can contain loops which are
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5.2

Business Process instance Metadata Dimension

This dimension contains metadata about a process instance execution path and instance data dimensions.
The metadata in this dimension provides extra information for an artefact in the process instance model
(e.g., creation date and time for process instance, or
size of a document, the actor of an activity).
Although the scope of the metadata dimension includes both the instance execution path and instance
data, we only detail the process execution path aspect
in this paper, leaving the instance data aspect for future work. In the following, we will show what kind
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of metadata is included in the process instance metadata dimension to compliment the instnace execution
path dimension.
5.2.1

Attribute Name
serviceName

Process Instance Metadata.

It contains information about the process instance
life-cycle (i.e., creation, enactment and termination).
Some of these information are merely informational
(e.g., creation date time) and some of them are
important for execution engine (e.g., process instance
state) to enact a process instance. Table 5.2.1 lists
all the process instance attributes.

serviceURL
serviceGroup
applicationName
applicationId

Attribute Name
id
name
modelId
creationDateTime
endDateTime
creator
server
state

Description/Usage
Process instance Id
Process instance name
Process model Id
Date and time which
process instance created
Date and time which
process instance ended
Task instance creator
Server which created the
process instance
Current state of process
instance

Table 1: Process Instance Attributes
5.2.2

Activities Metadata.

All the activities in BPIM have some attributes in
common. Table 5.2.2 displays these attributes.
Attribute Name
id
name
startDateTime
endDateTime
performer
server
state

Description/Usage
Activity Id
Activity name
Date and time which
activity started
Date and time which
activity ended
Person or application
which executed the
activity
Server which executed the
activity
Current state of activity

Table 2: Activities Common Attributes
Some of the activities in the execution path have
extra attributes which only belongs to them. The following tables show the individual attributes for each
activity.

Description/Usage
Name of the service which
BPM system calls.
Service refers to any
object which can process
the instance data and
provide a response
back(e.g., Java Object,
Web service).
Address of the service
which BPM system calls
Service group name
Application name which
is hosting the service
Application Id which is
hosting the service

Table 3: Extended Attributes for Automated Task
Attribute Name
userName
userId
role
comments
description
organisation
department

Description/Usage
User name
User Id
Role of user
Extra comments
Task description
Organisation name
Department name

Table 4: Extended Attributes for Manual Task
Attribute Name
duration

expiryDateTime

interrupted

Description/Usage
The period of time which
process execution was
suspended.
ExpiryDateTime attribute
should be empty
Specifice the date and
time which process
instance execution can
resume. Duration
attribute should be empty
Wait was interrupted

Table 5: Extended Attributes for Wait
Attribute Name
targetInstanceId
targetActivityId
targetServer

Description/Usage
Target process instance Id
Activity Id in the target
process instance
Server address which
hosts the target process
instance

Table 6: Extended Attributes for Call Process Instance
Attribute Name
sourceInstanceId
sourceActivityId
sourceServer

Description/Usage
Source process instance Id
Activity Id in the source
process instance
Server address which
hosts the source process
instance

Table 7: Extended Attributes for Reference Process
Instance
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5.2.3

Transitions Metadata.

All the transitions in BPIM have some attributes in
common. Table 5.2.3 displays these attributes.
Attribute Name
id
name
from
to

Description/Usage
Transition Id
Transition name
Source activity
Destination activity

Table 8: Transitions Common Attributes
Some of the transitions in the execution path have
extra attributes which only belongs to them. The following tables show the individual attributes for each
transition.
Attribute Name
eventType
eventName
eventId

Description/Usage
Type of event(e.g.,
Message, Timer)
Event name
Event Id

Table 9: Extended attributes for event transition
Attribute Name
messageId
messageName
messageData

Description/Usage
Message Id
Message name
Message data

Table 10: Extended Attributes for Message Transitions
Attribute Name
gatewayId
gatewayName

5.3

Process Instance Data Dimension

This dimension is out of this paper’s scope and we
just describe the high level functionality of this dimension. Process instance data contains information
relating to the goal which this process is trying to
fulfil (e.g., Business entity, document, image). During the process instance execution, activities in the
execution path can modify this data. Instance data
dimension provides snapshots of data before and after execution of each activity. It creates a graph of
objects in which nodes are data and transitions are
activities.
5.4

Customer Journey Process instance

In Section 2 we discussed the customer journey’s process model and the challenges which implementing
this model by two different BPM systems introduced.
In this section we will demonstrate how using BPIM
can solve these problems. We use the customer journey which was introduced in section 2 and create a
process execution path model for it. We assume that
BPM systems have adopted the BPIM framework and
implemented it. They have also added new functionalities to support calling a process instance which is
hosted by the other tools.
BPIM revolutionises the way we structure process
instance information. It provides a visual model for
process instance activities and also relevant data for
each activity. The information we need to store for
each activity in the execution path has been discussed
in Section 5.2. In this section we will focus just on
the execution path model and its elements. Figure 11
displays the execution path model for this process instance.

Description/Usage
Gateway Id
Gateway name

Table 11: Extended Attributes for Gateway Transitions
Figure 10 provides the metamodel for the elements
in the execution path model.

Figure 11: Customer Journey Process Execution Path

Figure 10: Process Execution Path Metamodel.
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Figure 11 contains two execution path models, one
for Get Customer Account process instance in jBPM
and the other one for Customer Payment process instance in Riftsaw. These are two separate process
instances but linked together by call process instance
and reference process instance elements.
Get Customer Account execution path begins
with start activity, a gateway transition connects
start node to ‘Process Image’ automatic task. Gateway transition indicates that there was a decision element in the process model and transition to ‘Process Image’ was chosen. Next step is ‘Review Image’ manual task which is connected to ‘Process Im-
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age’ by another gateway transition. In the next step,
executing ‘Get Customer’ automatic task makes it
clear that ‘Review Image’ was successful. Finally after loading customer account, jBPM execution engine
sends a message to Riftsaw to create a new Customer
Payment process instance and terminates. ‘Customer
Payment’ node is a ‘Call Process Instance’ activity
which links the current process instance to Customer
Payment process instance.
Customer Payment execution model similar to Get
Customer Account begins with the start element.
‘Get Customer’ node which is a ‘Reference Process Instance’ activity points to the Get Customer Account
process instance. The link between these instances
is bidirectional, this means that we can get to the
other one if we have just one of them. ‘Calculate
Fare Amount’ and ‘Get Discount Entitlements’ are
the next two activities in the execution path. All
the transitions in both execution path models so far
are marked with 1, this means the execution engine
has traversed that transition just once. But ‘Apply
Discount’ node has two input transitions which they
are marked with 1 and 2. We know that there are
three discount entitlements for this journey and ‘Apply Discount’ recalculates the fare amount for each
discount entitlement. The transition which marked
with 1 indicates that process execution engine has
entered this node for the first time and the other transition shows that execution engine has traversed this
node two more times in total three times. ‘Customer
Payment’ node has just executed once and after that
execution path has stopped at Wait node. There is
no end activity for this process instance. This means
this process has not finished yet and it is waiting to
try to call payment service again.
Now we can answer the question finance team
asked about this journey. With the help of execution path model, support team can see the process
instance activities and where it was stopped. They
find out the process instance is waiting to retry to
call the payment service and inform the finance department.
5.5

BPM System Architecture with BPIM

In this section we will look at the effect of having an
interoperable process instance model on the existing
BPM systems architecture. BPM products transform
an in-memory process instance object to a storage
process instance object and store it. This means,
process runtime engine should fully understand the
physical storage’s model and data structure. Figure
12 shows the BPM system’s architecture without using BPIM.

BPIM acts as an abstract layer between process
runtime engine and the physical storage.This abstract
layer makes the runtime engine completely independent from physical storage. This way runtime engine can focus only on the process instance information and does not need to know about the physical
storage’s data structure or the commands to insert,
delete or update a process instance. Having an abstract layer between runtime engine and physical storage de-couples runtime engine from physical storage.
It gives the BPM products ability to replace/modify
their physical storage without making any change in
the runtime engine. Also we can use the same schema
to store different BPM system’s process instance information. Figure 13 shows the BPM systems architecture after using proposed process instance model.

Figure 13: BPM System Architecture with BPIM
BPM system maps the native process instance
information to the BPIM instance and sends it to
physical storage. Transformation manager maps the
changes in the BPIM instance to physical storage’s
commands(e.g., Insert, delete, update) and executes
them.
6

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper focuses on creating an interoperable model
which provides a holistic view of process instance.
This model can be adopted by BPM systems to work
as an abstraction layer between execution engine and
physical storage. This way all of BPM systems can
share their process instances with each other. Also
There is no need to create custom tools for each BPM
system to extract process instance information because they use the same model to organise the information in process instances.
We are planning to provide the full mapping between the elements in the BPMN interchangeable language and BPEL to/from BPIM execution path elements and realise a transformation algorithm. The
next step we are planning to do is to complete the
design of the process instance data dimension. A prototype will be developed to show how all these components work together and help build a holistic view
of process instance information.

Figure 12: Current BPM System’s Architecture.
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Abstract
Metamodels are the central artifacts in Model-Driven Engineering and like any other software artifact, subject to
constant change. This fact necessitates the co-evolution of
dependent artifacts such as models and transformations to
resolve induced inconsistencies. While the co-evolution of
models has been extensively studied, the co-evolution of
transformations and especially OCL expressions being a
substantial part thereof have been less examined so far. To
fill this gap, this paper proposes resolution actions for all
atomic metamodel changes violating the syntactic correctness of OCL expressions, thus, being able to resolve induced inconsistencies. Thereby, the resolution actions establish an emulated view on the evolved metamodel such
that syntactic correctness is re-established. To verify the
semantic correctness of the resolution actions, we use our
PaMoMo language, allowing us to specify semantic correctness requirements for model transformations. Finally,
to demonstrate the applicability of our approach, a proofof-concept prototype based on ATL is provided.
1

Introduction

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) proposes the use of
models to conduct software development on a higher level
of abstraction [2]. Thereby, model transformations play
a vital role for systematic transformations of models conforming to different metamodels (MMs), which describe
the syntactic constraints for models, i.e., the abstract syntax thereof. Like any other software artifact, MMs are
subject to constant change, i.e., they evolve, caused by,
e.g, changing requirements. During evolution, the conformance between the MM and the dependent artifacts may
be violated, which demands for a co-evolution of the dependent artifacts to resolve induced inconsistencies.
While the automated co-evolution of models has been
subject to extensive research in the past (cf. [12] for a survey), the automated co-evolution of transformations has
been less examined so far. Although some early work exists (cf., e. g., [6, 8, 9, 16]), in particular the co-evolution
of Object Constraint Language (OCL) [25] expressions
has not been a major focus up to now, although OCL expressions make up substantial parts of model transformations [29]. The indispensable role of OCL stems from
the fact that OCL expressions allow to perform complex
queries on the input models, which are essential, since the
Copyright c 2015, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper appeared at the 11th Asia-Pacific Conference on Conceptual Modelling
(APCCM 2015), Sydney, Australia, January 2015. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 165, Henning Köhler and Motoshi Saeki, Ed. Reproduction for academic, not-forprofit purposes permitted provided this text is included.

results thereof are used in two important parts, namely
in assignments, e.g., to produce the target model, and in
steering the control flow, e.g., in case of conditions. Consequently, they represent a significant ingredient in rulebased model transformation languages, such as ATL [14]
or QVT [24].
To enable the co-evolution of OCL expressions in
model transformations, this paper proposes resolution
actions for all atomic MM changes violating the syntactic correctness of OCL expressions. Thus, this paper continues the work described in Kusel et al. [17],
where we proposed a complete and minimal set of atomic
changes, which has been systematically derived from
Ecore1 , thereby enabling the definition of arbitrary evolutions of Ecore-based MMs. This set of changes has
been analyzed regarding its impacts on OCL expressions,
thereby dividing the set of changes into those breaking the
syntactic correctness of OCL expressions and those that
do not. For breaking changes resolution actions are proposed, establishing a view on the evolved MM emulating the old version of the MM to the transformation definition, such that syntactic correctness is re-established.
Whenever an automatic resolution is not possible, the
user may specify appropriate resolution actions being supported by respective templates. The proposed resolution
actions ensure both, syntactic correctness, which can be
statically checked by a compiler, as well as semantic correctness by preserving the old version of the target model
as far as possible, which we verify by dedicated properties
expressed in our “Pattern-based Modeling Language for
Model Transformations” (PaMoMo) [10]. Finally, to provide a proof-of-concept, the proposed resolution actions
are implemented by means of Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) [14] helpers and demonstrated using a running example.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly
introduces model transformations and the role of OCL,
while in Section 3 MM evolution and its impacts on OCL
are discussed. Resolution actions for breaking changes are
proposed in Section 4, while the formalism to check their
semantic correctness is presented in Section 5. Lessons
learned are discussed in Section 6, before related work is
surveyed in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper.
2

Role of OCL in Model Transformations

This section briefly introduces model transformations in
general as well as the role and importance of OCL expressions therein in particular. Although OCL might also be
used in other contexts, e.g., to specify MM constraints [4]
restricting the instantiability of the MM, we focus on the
1

http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf
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Figure 1: Metamodel Evolution and its Impact on OCL Expressions
co-evolution of OCL expressions in model transformations. Nevertheless, this work might also be applied to
other application contexts.
2.1

Model Transformations in a Nutshell

Model transformations aim at transforming source models
conforming to a source MM to target models conforming
to a target MM, whereby both MMs conform themselves
to a meta-metamodel, e.g., Ecore, being the Eclipse realization of MOF [23]. Consequently, transformation definitions describing model transformations must conform to
these two MMs in addition to the transformation MM including the OCL MM, which specifies the syntax of transformation definitions. Syntactic correctness of a model
transformation may be checked by an appropriate compiler, while the semantic correctness may be verified by
given requirements the transformation has to fulfill. To
define such requirements, our PaMoMo language may be
utilized (see Section 5).
To give an example of a model transformation,
Figure 1 provides a small excerpt of the well-known
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transformation2 . Please note that despite
its simplicity, it is nevertheless able to serve as a running example throughout this paper. The given transformation definition states that persistent classes should be
transformed into tables and attributes into columns by two
dedicated transformation rules. In order to avoid code
duplication, common transformation parts have been extracted to a separate base-rule Element2Named, containing
the assignment of ids of elements. The lower part of Figure 1 shows a concrete model describing a persistent class
named Person comprising three attributes, i.e., Id and Age
of type Integer as well as Fullname of type String. This
model serves as input for the transformation engine, which
outputs a model, comprising a Table with name University.Person and three columns resulting from the attributes.
Class2Relational

2.2

Role and Importance of OCL

OCL expressions as part of our exemplary transformation definition are highlighted in Figure 1, emphasizing
the role and importance of OCL. From this, one may rec2

For a complete example see http://www.eclipse.org/atl/atlTransformations/
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ognize that OCL expressions are used in two indispensable roles [16]. First, OCL is used in bindings to query
source model elements, which are employed to produce
the target model (cf., e.g., “cl.package+’.’+cl.id” calculating
the values for the target attribute Table.name). Second,
OCL is utilized in conditions to steer the control flow (cf.,
e.g., “cl.persistent=1” to transform persistent classes, only).
Thus, OCL expressions constitute large parts of transformation definitions [29] and by this play an essential role.
As already stated above, OCL may also be used to
constrain the instantiability of MMs. The exemplary constraints shown in Figure 1 state that for the attribute Element.id a value must be set as well as that the value of the
attribute Class.persistent must be either 0 or 1. Please note
that the co-evolution of OCL constraints is not in the focus
of this work, as already stated above.
Although transformations must conform to three MMs,
OCL expressions depend on the source MM by means of a
so-called “domain conforms to”-relationship [21] and the
OCL MM by means of a “conforms to”-relationship [14],
only. This is because OCL expressions are used to query
source models and do not refer to the target MM. Thus,
this paper focuses on the evolution of the source MM and
the co-evolution of OCL expressions.
3 Metamodel Evolution and its Impacts on OCL Expressions
This section discusses the challenge of MM evolution and
arising impacts on OCL expressions. For details, the interested reader is referred to Kusel et al. [17], where we
provide an in-depth analysis of this topic.
3.1

Metamodel Evolution

Like any other software artifact, MMs are subject to constant evolution, e.g., due to needs for (i) adaptation caused
by changing software environments, (ii) perfection induced by user requirements, or (iii) correction because
of errors [19]. A particular MM evolution may be described by dedicated changes that lead to a new version
of the MM.
To exemplify this, an evolution of the running example is shown in the left part of Figure 1. Thereby, a new
version of the source MM has been created by seven dedicated changes. First, a new class Type has been created
( 1 in Figure 1) as well as a new reference Attribute.type
( 2 in Figure 1) connecting the new class. Furthermore,
the attribute Attribute.type has been moved to this new
class ( 5 in Figure 1)3 . In addition to that, the attribute
Class.package has been deleted ( 3 in Figure 1) and the attribute Element.id has been renamed to Element.name ( 4 in
Figure 1). Finally, the reference Class.attr has been set to
be unordered ( 6 in Figure 1) and the type of the attribute
Class.persistent has been changed from Int to Boolean ( 7
in Figure 1).
When analyzing the impacts of these changes on the
occurring OCL expressions, one might recognize that all
changes except the two constructive changes ( 1 and 2
in Figure 1) have a breaking impact on the OCL syntax
and thereby prevent a successful execution of the existing model transformation. Consequently, a co-evolution
of the OCL expressions is needed by employing dedicated
resolution actions. Before discussing potential resolution
actions, the questions which changes may arise at all and
which of them might have a breaking impact on OCL expressions are discussed subsequently.
3
Although composite changes are not part of this work, this sequence of changes
represents the composite change “Extract Class” [7].
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Figure 2: Set of Atomic Changes derived from Ecore
3.2

Complete and Minimal Set of Changes

To be able to describe arbitrary evolutions and analyze
their impacts on OCL expressions, a systematic set of
atomic changes has been derived from Ecore [17] which is
briefly summarized in the following. This set of changes
fulfills two criteria – completeness to allow for any possible change and minimality to avoid the analysis of overlapping changes as may be the case for composite changes.
Basing on the Ecore meta-MM, all potential constructive
and destructive changes have been derived by resorting to
all concrete meta-classes, e.g., EClass. In addition to that
all potential updative changes have been derived by referring to all meta-features, e.g., EClass.abstract. Figure 2
shows the resulting set of atomic changes.
This set of changes has been analyzed according to
its effects with respect to structural complexity (SC), i.e.,
the number of instantiable types, and information capacity
(IC), i.e., the potential number of valid model instances,
since these two criteria are significant for the impacts on
OCL expressions as well as subsequently for resolution.
Thereby, changes affecting SC indicate impacts in accessing MM elements in OCL expressions and have been evaluated by counting the number of all instantiable types according to [27]. In contrast, changes concerning IC indicate impacts on the result set of OCL expressions and
have been evaluated by counting the potential number of
all valid instances of a MM following [22]. These two criteria are able to partition the set of updative changes into
six groups according to their behavior, which are used to
analyze impacts and resolution actions in the following.
The resulting groups comprising 1 renaming updates,
2 moving updates, 3 relaxing updates, 4 restricting updates, 5 constructive updates, and finally, 6 destructive
updates may be found in Table 2.
3.3

Impacts on OCL Expressions

In order to know which atomic changes of the systematic set of changes require resolution, the impacts of
changes on OCL expressions are summarized in this
section. Thereby, we distinguish between non-breaking
changes, i.e., those not affecting the syntactic correctness
of OCL expressions, and breaking changes. Please note
that the evaluation assumes that changed MM elements
have been used by at least one OCL expression and the
worst case scenario is considered, i.e., changes are evaluated as breaking, if there exists at least one case that breaks
the syntactic correctness of the OCL expression. The results of the evaluation are presented in Table 2.
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OCL Type
Ecore Meta-Feature
lowerBound
upperBound = 1 unique/ordered not applicable
unique = false and ordered = false
unique = false and ordered = true
upperBound > 1
unique = true and ordered = false
unique = true and ordered = true

Collection
Scalar
Type Bag Sequence Set OrderedSet
no impact on OCL type






Table 1: Resulting OCL Types out of Ecore Settings
3.3.1

Constructive/Destructive Changes

Constructive changes do not impact OCL expressions,
since newly created elements cannot have been previously
referred to. In contrast, destructive changes always have
breaking impact on OCL expressions, since they have a
destructive effect on the structure.
3.3.2

Updative Changes

In the following, updative changes are evaluated on the
basis of the introduced groups.
Group 1 Renaming Updates: Although renames do
neither affect SC nor IC their impact is always breaking,
since renamed elements are no longer accessible under
their original name.
Group 2 Moving Updates: Moving updates are always breaking, since moves change the structure of instances by changing the position of elements. Such updates increase SC in the target container, but decrease SC
in the source container. The effect on the IC is neutral,
since the features are still available in the MM, yet at another position.
Group 3 Relaxing Updates: Although relaxing updates leave SC unaffected and increase IC (with the sole
exception of ETypedElement.ordered), they may nevertheless break the syntax of OCL expressions, since they may
change the OCL datatypes as well as underlying OCL collection types and by this, change the set of valid operations (see Table 1) because OCL collection types are not
connected by inheritance relationships [3].
Group 4 Restricting Updates: Restricting updates affect IC while being neutral with respect to SC and may
break the syntactic correctness again due to changing the
OCL datatypes. Additionally, a restriction of ETypedElement.upperBound may break OCL expressions accessing elements by index, i.e., by the operation at(index).
Group 5 Constructive Updates: Constructive updates
increase both SC and IC and are, thus, non-breaking with
respect to syntax comparable to constructive changes.
Group 6 Destructive Updates: Since destructive updates decrease SC and IC, these changes are comparable
to destructive changes and thus, always breaking.
4

Resolution Actions for Breaking Changes

In this section, the purpose of resolution actions is discussed, before the conceptual approach for our resolution
actions is presented. As a proof-of-concept, an exemplary
realization of the approach is demonstrated by means of
ATL helpers, which are comparable to methods in objectoriented programming languages. An overview of the resolution actions may be found in Table 2.
4.1

Purpose of Resolution Actions

The purpose of resolution actions is threefold. First,
they must re-establish syntactic correctness in order to reenable the execution of the model transformation to process the evolved instances. Second, the semantics of the

original transformation should be preserved as far as possible, i.e., semantic correctness should be ensured by the
resolution actions, which means in our case the preservation of the specified requirements the transformation has
to fulfill. While the achievement of syntactic correctness
may be verified automatically by a compiler, the verification of semantic correctness is more challenging and, thus,
will be discussed in detail in Section 5. Third, resolution
actions must be consistent with the co-evolution of other
dependent artifacts, like model co-evolution as well as semantic requirements of the co-evolution.
4.2

Conceptual Approach

For achieving syntactic correctness as well as semantic
correctness, we propose a conceptual approach that establishes an “emulated view” on source MM1 (see Figure 3), which basically maps the newly structured input
models conforming to the source MM1 such that they appear to the transformation in the original structure, i.e.,
conforming to the source MM0 . Consequently, this approach tries to re-establish the information contained in
the original source MM0 on basis of the information still
available in the new source MM1 . Thus, differently structured information might be recovered automatically by
dedicated resolution actions (e.g., the information of the
attribute Attribute.type might be recovered by accessing
Type.type instead). However, one might recognize that
deleted information can not be restored automatically and,
consequently, demands for user intervention in the resolution process (e.g., the information contained in the attribute Class.package is lost as exemplified by the change
3 “Delete Attribute” in Figure 1).
One may see that this approach is able to ensure
syntactic correctness, since the view emulating MM0 is
compatible with the original transformation definition.
Thereby, it also ensures semantic correctness by preserving the specified correctness requirements (see Section 5).
The original transformation is extended by ATL helpers,
only, realizing the emulated view approach, which restores
all the information still available in MM1 or demands for
user intervention otherwise.
4.3

Proof-of-Concept Realization

In this section, a proof-of-concept realization of the conceptual approach is presented. Although this implementation relies on ATL, the conceptual approach is not limited
to a certain transformation language.
For realizing the emulated view, basically two approaches might be followed. First, the resolution actions
realizing the view may be ”inlined”, i.e., the original transformation gets adapted at the corresponding positions, being closely related to program transformation [28]. Second, the resolution actions realizing the view may be implemented by the concept of ATL helpers, without modiEmulated View
Class Metamodel0
Element
id:String
Class
package:String
abstract:Int
*
attr
[ordered,
unique]

Attribute
type:String

might not be
restored
automatically

Class Metamodel1
Element
name:String

Class
package:String
abstract:Boolean

*
attr
Attribute
[ordered=false, type:String
unique]
type

1

Type
type:String

Figure 3: Exemplary Emulated View
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Change

Destructive
Changes

Constructive
Changes

Name / Group

Meta-Feature

Create EPackage
Create EClass
Create EAttribute
Create EReference
Create EDataType
Create EEnum
Create EEnumLiteral
Delete EPackage
Delete EClass
Delete EAttribute
Delete EReference
Delete EDataType
Delete EEnum
Delete EEnumLiteral



Renaming Updates



Moving Updates

Relaxing Updates

Updative Changes





n.a.

+

+

n.a.

n.a.

-

-

o

o

-&+

o

ENamedElement.name

oldName → newName

EEnumLiteral.value

oldValue → newValue

EPackage.eSuperPackage
EClassifier.ePackage
EStructuralFeature.eContainingClass
EENumLiteral.eEnum
EClass.abstract
EReference.eOpposite
EReference.containment
ETypedElement.lowerBound

oldESuperPackage → newESuperPackage
oldEPackage → newEPackage
along reference with upperBound = 1
oldEENum → newEEnum
true → false
remove
true → false
x → y, y<x
x → y, x>1, y>x

ETypedElement.upperBound

1 → >1

EAttribute.eAttributeType
EReference.eReferenceType
ETypedElement.unique
ETypedElement.ordered
EClass.abstract
EReference.eOpposite
EReference.containment
ETypedElement.lowerBound

generalize
generalize
true → false
true → false
false → true
add
false → true
x → y, y>x

Restricting Updates
EAttribute.eAttributeType
EReference.eReferenceType

Constructive Updates



Destructive Updates

Structural Information
NonComplexity Capacity
Breaking

n.a.

ETypedElement.upperBound



Impact

State Change of Meta-Feature

ETypedElement.unique
ETypedElement.ordered
EClass.eSuperType
EStructuralFeature.eContainingClass
EClass.eSuperType
EStructuralFeature.eContainingClass

o

+

-

>1 → 1
specialize
other cases
specialize
other cases
false → true
false → true
add
pull up
remove
push down
other cases

o

+
-














o

x → y, y>1, y<x
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Resolution
Resolution
Action

Template for
ATL Helper

not needed

n.a.

user intervention

Listing 2 (except
for EClass and
EDataType)

rename

Listing 4 (except
for EClass and
EDataType)

adapt navigation
path

Listing 6

not needed

n.a.

cast to single
valued element

Listing 9

user intervention

Listing 2

cast to original
datatype

Listing 8

not needed

n.a.



user intervention














cast to collection
not needed
user intervention
not needed
user intervention
cast to original
datatype

n.a. (direct
adaptation)
Listing 10
n.a.
Listing 2
n.a.
Listing 2
Listing 8

not needed

n.a.

user intervention

Listing 2

Legend: + ... increase o ... neutral - ... decrease n.a. ... not applicable

Table 2: Atomic Changes by Groups with their Impacts on OCL and Potential Resolution Actions
fying the original transformation definition, being related
to data transformation [18]. Since the first approach
has the disadvantage that the border between the original
transformation and the resolution actions gets blurred and
by this hinders a subsequent manual adaptation, we decided for an approach based on data transformation. This
allows us to keep the resolution actions separated and thus,
facilitates understandability as well as maintainability by
the user. For realizing the helper approach, the transformation has to be adapted marginally by adding an empty
parameter list to accesses of the affected elements in order to redirect the accesses to the helpers, e.g., calling
cl.package() instead of cl.package. In the following, the
proposed ATL helpers realizing the resolution actions for
each breaking change are presented. Thereby, the general
idea behind the resolution actions is discussed, before an
example as well as the generic templates for building the
helpers are provided.
4.3.1

Destructive Changes

All destructive changes invalidate OCL expressions that
access the deleted elements. Since the information held
by the deleted elements is lost, it might not be restored
automatically in the emulated view. However, a generic
template is provided to support the user in the resolution
process. For example, the user may decide to compensate
the deletion of attribute Class.package ( 3 in Figure 1) by
a substitution with an empty String, resulting in Listing 1.

Listing 1: Resolution Action for Destructive Updates
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

-- resolution action
helper context ClassD!Class def : package() : String =
’’; -- user-defined resolution
-- transformation definition
rule Class2Table extends Element2Named {
from cl : Class!Class (cl.persistent = 1)
to table : Relational!Table (
name <- cl.package() + ’.’ + cl.id,
col <- cl.attr,
key <- cl.attr->first() )
}

The generic template for creating the concrete helper
is shown in Listing 2. Thereby, the context of the helper is
set to that EClass the deleted feature was originally contained in, i.e., featureV0.eContainingClass. The name of the
helper defined by “def” is the name of the original feature,
i.e., featureV0.name, and its return type is set to the original
type, i.e., featureV0.type. The body of the helper provides
a place-holder for a user-defined resolution action.
Listing 2:
Template for Destructive Changes of
EStructuralFeature
1 -- template for resolution action
2 helper context featureV0.eContainingClass def :
featureV0.name() : featureV0.type =
3
user-defined resolution action;
4

Please note that the deletion of an EClass or EDataType
might not be compensated with this approach in ATL,
since ATL does not allow for “emulated classes”, which
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would be needed to emulate the deleted MM elements.
Furthermore, all OCL operations that operate directly
with type definitions, i.e., oclAsType(T), oclIsTypeOf(T),
oclIsKindOf(T), and T::allInstances(), can not be resolved automatically, and thus, require user intervention by, e.g.,
substituting the deleted type with another one.
4.3.2

Updative Changes

In the following, resolution actions for updative changes
with breaking impact are proposed.
Group 1 Renaming Updates: Each renaming update
has breaking impact on the OCL expressions that access
the renamed element. Thus, a resolution action is needed,
which returns the renamed element. Listing 3 shows the
resolved transformation definition of change “Rename Attribute” ( 4 in Figure 1) of the running example.
Listing 3: Resolution for Rename
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

-- resolution action
helper context ClassD!Element def : id() : String =
self.name;
-- transformation definition
abstract rule Element2Named {
from elem : Class!Element
to named : Relational!Named (
name <- elem.id() )
}

The generic template for this helper is shown in Listing 4. The context of the helper is set to its original containing class, the name of the helper is set to the original
name, and the return type is set to its original datatype.
In the body of the helper the value of the renamed element is returned. Please note that renaming of EClasses
and EDataTypes may not be resolved in ATL using this approach, since ATL does not support the definition of emulated classes, as stated above. However, renaming of those
may be resolved by program transformation.
Listing 4: Template for Renaming Updates
1 -- template for resolution action
2 helper context featureV0.eContainingClass def :
featureV0.name() : featureV0.type =
3
self. featureV1.name;

Group 2 Moving Updates: While renames change the
identifier under which the information may be accessed,
moving updates change the position from where the information may be obtained. Consequently, moves always
entail a breaking impact, while being again automatically
resolvable by the emulated view without any loss of information. For realizing the emulated view, the original
path has to be adapted to redirect to the new location of
the moved element. Thus, the change “Move Attribute”
( 5 in Figure 1) of our running example is resolved by
a helper that is responsible for this redirection (see Listing 5). Therefore, the new navigation path is defined in the
body of the helper, starting from the element itself along
the reference type to the original feature type.
Listing 5: Resolution for Moving Update
1 -- resolution action
2 helper context ClassD!Attribute def : type() : String
= self.type.type;
3
4 -- transformation definition
5 rule Attribute2Column extends Element2Named {
6
from attr : Class!Attribute
7
to col : Relational!Column (
8
type <- attr.type() )
9 }

The template for moving updates is shown in Listing 6.
In this template, the context and return type are set to the
original types, while the name of the helper is set to the
name of the moved feature with an empty parameter list.
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In the body of the helper, the newly created reference is
added in order to navigate over this reference to the moved
feature.
Listing 6: Template for Moving Updates
1 -- template for resolution action
2 helper context featureV0.eContainingClass def :
featureV0.name() : featureV0.type =
3
self. reference. featureV0.name;

In case of inlining a feature, i.e., moving it along a reference inside the class from which the feature navigated
stems from, we suggest to optimize the navigation by removing this indirection. This optimization prevents vulnerability with respect to a potential deletion of the references in the future, which is, e.g., entailed in a composite
change like “Inline Class”.
Group 3 Relaxing Updates: Relaxing updates may
have breaking impact on OCL expressions, since they
might cause changes to OCL datatypes as introduced before (see Table 1). The potential datatype changes may
be classified into three cases: (i) collection type to collection type, (ii) single-valued element to collection type,
and (iii) generalizing a reference- or attribute-type. The
emulated view approach allows to automatically resolve
(i) and (ii) by casting the changed OCL types back to their
original types. While for casts between a collection with
ordering information and a collection without ordering information (cf. case (i)), the original ordering information
might have been lost during model co-evolution, for the
cast from a collection type to a single-valued element (cf.
case (ii)), no information loss occurs in case that still at
most a single element is contained in the collection after model co-evolution. Consequently, although syntactic
correctness might be achieved by the emulated view approach, semantic correctness in the strict sense of remaining the observable behavior is not guaranteed, since the inputs might have been changed during model co-evolution,
which demands a relaxed notion of semantic correctness
as discussed in Section 5. If no appropriate cast operation
is available (cf. case (iii)), user intervention is required.
Case (i): Collection Type to Collection Type. For the
change “Change Ordered” in the running example ( 6 in
Figure 1), this means to cast the type of the reference attr
back to its original type, i.e., OrderedSet, which is demonstrated in Listing 7.
Listing 7: Resolution of Collection Type Change
1 -- resolution action
2 helper context ClassD!Class def : attr() : OrderedSet(
Class!Attribute) =
3
self.attr.asOrderedSet();
4
5 -- transformation definition
6 rule Class2Table extends Element2Named {
7
from cl : Class!Class (cl.persistent = 1)
8
to table : Relational!Table (
9
name <- cl.package + ’.’ + cl.id,
10
col <- cl.attr(),
11
key <- cl.attr()->first() )
12 }

The template to generate helpers for casting the OCL
collection types is shown in Listing 8. Thereby, the return
type is set to the original type of the collection. In the body
of the helper the corresponding cast to the original type of
the feature is determined by checking the new type of the
collection and applying the corresponding cast operation
on this type.
Listing 8: Template for OCL Collection Type Casts
1 -- helper variable
2 var collectionName = self.featureV0.name;
3 -- template for resolution action
4 helper context featureV0.eContainingClass def :
collectionName() : featureV0.type =
5
self. featureV0.name
if (collectionName.oclIsTypeOf(OrderedSet)) then
6
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Type” ( 7 in Figure 1), since these types are not in an inheritance relationship. As there is no dedicated cast operation for Integer values to Boolean values in OCL, user
intervention is required to specify a suitable cast operation. A potential user-defined resolution action is shown
in Listing 11, while the template is provided in Listing 2.

.asOrderedSet()

else if (collectionName.oclIsTypeOf(Set)) then



.asSet()

else if (collectionName.oclIsTypeOf(Sequence)) then



.asSequence()

else .asBag()
endif endif endif;



Case (ii): Single Valued Element to Collection. Relaxing updates also comprise the increase of the upperBound
from 1 to > 1, which causes the underlying OCL type
to change from T to Collection(T). As a consequence, the
operations applied on elements of type T are now invalidated, since the OCL datatype changed to a collection.
The corresponding resolution action is to extract a single
value from the collection, which is then used in the transformation definition.
Listing 9 shows the template for an ATL helper to extract a single valued element from a collection. In the body
of the helper, an arbitrary element from the collection is
selected and returned.

Listing 11: Resolution of Type Change
1 -- resolution action
2 helper context ClassD!Class def : persistent() :
Integer =
3
if (self.persistent = true) then 1 else 0 endif;
4
5 -- transformation definition
6 rule Class2Table extends Element2Named {
7
from cl : Class!Class (cl.persistent() = 1)
8
to table : Relational!Table (
9
name <- cl.package + ’.’ + cl.id,
10
col <- cl.attr,
11
key <- cl.attr->first() )
12 }

Group 6 : Destructive Updates: Analogous to destructive changes, destructive updates have breaking impact on OCL expressions. Although no automatic resolution action may be generated, a template is provided (see
Listing 2) which has to be completed by the user according
to the migration rules for model co-evolution and semantic
requirements.

Listing 9: Template for Extracting a Single Element from
a Collection
1 -- template for resolution action
2 helper context featureV0.eContainingClass def :
featureV0.name() : featureV0.type =
3
self. featureV0.name->any();

Case (iii): Generalizing a Datatype. In order to cope
with type generalizations, an appropriate cast operation
has to be defined by the user employing the template already shown in Listing 2.
Group 4 : Restricting Updates: Analogous to relaxing updates, restricting updates may also have breaking
impact on OCL expressions, since the employed OCL
datatypes may have changed. Again three cases might be
distinguished according to the arising type change: (i) collection type to collection type, (ii) collection type to single valued element, and (iii) incompatible reference- and
attribute-type changes. The emulated view approach compensates those cases with corresponding casts.
Case (i): Collection Type to Collection Type. The template for resolution has already been presented in Listing 8
and may be applied to this case as well.
Case (ii): Collection Type to Single Valued Element. In
case of decreasing the upperBound from > 1 to 1 the underlying OCL type changes from Collection(T) to T causing the invalidation of collection operations such as first().
Thus, the corresponding resolution action is to wrap the
now single valued element into its former collection type.
Listing 10 shows the template for a helper, which returns a collection containing a single element, i.e., the
original value of the feature.
Listing 10: Template for Single Valued Element to Collection
1 -- template for resolution action
2 helper context featureV0.eContainingClass def :
featureV0.name() : featureV0.type =
featureV0.type{self. featureV0.name};
3

A collection might also be downsized by decreasing
the upperBound from a value > 2 to a value > 1. This
change has breaking impact on OCL expressions which
access elements directly by their index, i.e., the operation at(index). If the index is greater than the upperBound,
the transformation will break, because the access is out
of bounds. However, since an automatic resolution action
can only guarantee syntactic correctness by setting the index between 1 and lowerBound, thereby ensuring a return
value for this operation, in this case user intervention is
required to redefine the index.
Case (iii): Incompatible Type Changes. Type changes
may introduce a destructive effect, e.g., changing the type
from Integer to Boolean as done by the change “Change

4.4

Composition of Resolution Actions

After having dealt with the resolution of a single change,
this section deals with the composition of resolution actions of more than one change affecting the same MM
element, to provide a single helper as a resolution action. Thereby, basically four combinations of meaningful changes on the same element are possible. First, a rename and a move might be arbitrarily combined without
any additional type change. Second, a rename and a move
might be arbitrarily combined with a change of a collection type. Third, a rename and a move might be arbitrarily
combined with a type switch from a collection type to a
single value typed element. Forth, a rename and a move
might be arbitrarily combined with a switch from a single
value typed element to a collection type. For being able to
produce templates covering those potential combinations,
Listing 12 shows an EBNF, which is able to produce corresponding combined templates, covering the composition
of resolution actions.
Listing 12: Composition of Resolution Actions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

EmulatedView = HelperSignature "="
NoTypeSwitch | CollectionTypeSwitch |
CollectionToSingleValueSwitch |
SingleValueToCollectionSwitch;
HelperSignature =
"helper context featureV0.eContainingClass
def : featureV0.name() : featureV0.type";
Renaming = ". featureV0.name" |
". featureV1.name";
Moving = "" | ". reference";
NoTypeSwitch = "self" [Moving] Renaming;
CollectionTypeSwitch = NoTypeSwitch
(".asSet()" | ".asBag()" |
".asSequence()" | ".asOrderedSet()");
CollectionToSingleValueSwitch =
NoTypeSwitch "->any()";
SingleValueToCollectionSwitch =
" featureV0.type{" NoTypeSwitch "}";

5

Ensuring Semantic Correctness of Co-Evolved
Model Transformation Definition

As discussed previously, resolution actions must ensure
syntactic as well as semantic correctness. While the former may be easily verified by a compiler, the verification
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of the latter is more challenging. Thus, this section discusses notions of semantics and introduces a formalism
for the automatic verification of semantic correctness.
5.1

Notions of Semantics

When surveying dedicated literature, ideas for the verification of semantic correctness may be found for a restricted
set of change operations, namely for refactorings, only.
Thereby, a refactoring is said to be semantically correct,
if the structure of a program or model is changed without changing its observable behavior [26]. For verifying
the semantic correctness, regression testing is a common
mechanism [7].
Consequently, regression testing may be applied to
verify semantic correctness of refactorings of MMs and
co-evolved transformations as well. However, there are
changes in our complete and minimal set of changes that
go beyond refactorings, e.g., destructive changes. Consequently, a more general approach is desirable, which relaxes the strong condition of demanding exactly the same
observable behavior. Thus, we propose to verify semantic correctness by dedicated properties expressed in our
PaMoMo language [10], which must be fulfilled by a
transformation definition, thereby relaxing the strong condition of exactly same observable behavior and by this,
enabling for the verification of semantic correctness for
all changes of our complete and minimal set of changes.
5.2

PaMoMo for Verifying Semantic Correctness

Originally developed for testing model transformations,
our PaMoMo language provides a visual, declarative, formal specification language to describe correctness requirements for transformations. PaMoMo specifications allow
to express what a transformation should do, but not how
it should be done, thus, the mechanism may be used to
specify requirements for semantic correctness as well.
5.2.1

PaMoMo in a Nutshell

A PaMoMo specification consists of declarative visual
patterns, which may be positive or negative. Positive patterns (denoted by a “P”) describe necessary conditions to
be fulfilled (i.e., the pattern is satisfied by a pair of models,
if these contain certain elements) while negative ones (denoted by an “N”) state forbidden situations (i.e., the pattern
is satisfied, if certain elements are not found). Patterns are
composed of two compartments containing object graphs.
The left compartment contains objects typed on the source
MM, while the objects to the right are typed on the target MM. Objects in the source and target compartments
may have attributes that may be assigned either a concrete
value or a variable. A variable may be assigned to several
attributes to ensure equality of their values.
The specified patterns provide a well-defined operational semantics on basis of QVT-Relations [24], which
allows to check whether pairs of input models and resulting output models fulfill the specified correctness requirements, which in consequence allows to evaluate the
semantic correctness of a transformation definition. For
further details about PaMoMo, the interested reader is referred to [10].
5.2.2

PaMoMo for the Running Example

Figure 4 shows three PaMoMo patterns that specify requirements regarding the semantic correctness for the
original Class2Relational transformation. Thereby, the positive pattern PersClass2Table demands that for each Class
object that is marked as being persistent ( persistent=1) in
a given source model, a corresponding Table object with
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P(PersClass2Table)
Class
c:Class
id=X
package=Y
persistent=1

Relational
t:Table
name=X

N(NonPersClass2Table)
Class
c:Class
id=X
package=Y
persistent=0

Relational
t:Table
name=X

P(Attribute2Column)
Class
c:Class
id=X
package=Y
persistent=1
a:Attribute
id=Z
type=T

Relational
t:Table
name=Y+'.'+X

co:Column
name=Z
type=T

Requirements for
Semantical Correctness

Figure 4: PaMoMo Patterns for Class2Relational
P(PersClass2Table)

P(Attribute2Column)

Class

Relational

Class

c:Class
name=X
persistent=true

t:Table
name=X

N(NonPersClass2Table)

c:Class
name=X
persistent=true

Class

Relational

a:Attribute
name=Z

c:Class
name=X
persistent=false

t:Table
name=X

ty:Type
type=T

Relational
t:Table
name=Y+'.'+X

co:Column
name=Z
type=T

Y : String = ''

Co‐Evolved Requirements for Semantical Correctness

Figure 5: Co-Evolved PaMoMo Patterns
the same name (see the bound variable X) must exist in a
transformed target model. Furthermore, the negative pattern NonPersClass2Table demands that for each Class object that is not marked as being persistent ( persistent=0) in
a given source model, no corresponding Table object must
exist in a produced target model. Finally, the pattern Attribute2Column demands that for each Attribute object of a
persistent Class object in a source model, a corresponding
Column object must exist in a transformed target model.
In order to be able to verify the semantic correctness of
the co-evolved model transformation, the PaMoMo patterns must be co-evolved as well first. Since PaMoMo
patterns are specified by means of object graphs, the coevolution strategy employed for existing models may be
re-used for this task by a dedicated model co-evolution
tool such as COPE [13] assuming that the patterns are
model fragments of the corresponding domain MMs, resulting in the PaMoMo patterns shown in Figure 5. One
might recognize that destructive changes entail a deletion
of the corresponding parts of the patterns, thereby relaxing the requirements for semantic correctness. By this,
unbound variables on the target side of the patterns may
arise, such as “Y” in the pattern Attribute2Column, which
formerly demanded for the assignment of the name of the
package to the name of a table. As long as the variable
remains unbound, it serves as a wildcard. However, if the
user decides to replace the deleted package name, i.e., “Y”,
by an empty string, then the resolution action has to use
the same value, i.e., an empty string, for the transformation definition to produce models that match this pattern,
i.e., being semantically correct. The co-evolved patterns
may then be used to check, if the co-evolved transformation maintains semantic correctness by checking if pairs
of input models and produced output models fulfill the requirements stated by the PaMoMo patterns.
In summary, PaMoMo allows to specify correctness requirements for model transformations, thereby explicating
semantic correctness and by this providing a formalism
to verify the semantic correctness of a co-evolved model
transformation.
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6

Lessons Learned

This section discusses the proposed approach by dedicated
lessons learned.
Realization of a Emulated View is Restricted in
ATL. As discussed in Section 4, our approach establishes
an emulated view on MM1 for resolution such that the
input models appear to the transformation in the original
structure, i.e., conforming to the source MM0 . Although
this conceptual approach is able to restore syntactic and
semantic correctness in general, the concrete realization
based on ATL helpers is restricted, since ATL’s view capabilities support emulated features only, whereas emulated
classes are not supported. Thus, changes affecting classes
have to be resolved by a “program transformation” realization in ATL, demanding a hybrid approach.
Breaking Changes Inducing an Information Loss
Demand for User Intervention. Changes may be classified according to their potential of inducing information loss. Thereby, constructive changes, renaming updates, moving updates, relaxing updates as well as constructive updates never induce information loss. In contrast, destructive changes, restricting updates, and destructive updates always induce information loss assuming the
existence of corresponding instances. Since lost information can not be re-established automatically, those changes
with breaking effect on the syntax always demand for user
intervention, except when automatic casts are possible as
in case of some kinds of restricting updates.
PaMoMo Enables Checking of Semantic Correctness for Arbitrary Changes. As already mentioned, semantic correctness may be specified by dedicated input
models and corresponding expected output models, i.e.,
by specifying the observable behavior of a transformation.
Consequently, a co-evolution may be said to be semantics preserving, if the observable behavior has not been
changed. However, this methodology is only applicable to
changes that do not interfere with the observable behavior, i.e., refactorings, while all other changes might not
be semantics preserving according to this restrictive definition. PaMoMo relaxes this restrictive definition by not
specifying the observable behavior by hard-coded pairs of
input/output models but instead by stating properties the
models must fulfill. Consequently, PaMoMo enables the
checking of semantic correctness for arbitrary changes.
7 Related Work
We will now compare our work to other approaches, with
respect to its focus, supported changes, impact analysis
on OCL, syntactic and semantic resolution of breaking
changes, and the availability of a prototypical implementation (see Table 3).
Regarding the focus of co-evolution in a specific technical space, two groups of approaches with respect to their
usage of OCL exist. Most closely related, the first group
of approaches targets the co-evolution of transformations
employing OCL expressions [8, 9, 16], all of them in
the technical space of Ecore, whereby the co-evolution
of the OCL-part is considered particularly by only one
of them [9]. More widely related since not focusing on
OCL in model transformations but still facing the same
problems in OCL co-evolution, the second group concentrates on resolving inconsistent OCL constraints as parts
of UML class diagrams [5, 15, 20], and one exception
based on MOF [11].
Considering the supported changes, six approaches [5,
8, 9, 11, 15, 16] partially allow for constructive changes,
five of those [8, 9, 11, 15, 16] partially consider destructive changes, and updative changes are partially supported
by all approaches. Thus, in contrast to our approach,
no approach covers a complete change set. However,

the surveyed approaches additionally consider composite
changes, which will be one line of future work as detailed
below. By concentrating on composite changes, no approach presents a minimal change set, which is different
to our work providing a systematically derived, minimal
set of atomic changes.
Regarding the impact on OCL, four approaches [9, 11,
16, 20] consider breaking and non-breaking impact on the
syntax, whereby one of them [9] only considers impacts
partially.
Considering resolution, all approaches take care of
syntactic correctness, i.e., they syntactically resolve the
induced inconsistencies. Regarding semantic correctness,
five approaches [8, 9, 11, 15, 16] do not provide any means
for automatic verification, but partially rely on refactorings, for which the according resolution actions are defined in literature (cf., e.g., [7]). One approach does not
discuss semantics but instead refers to [1], in which the
semantics preservation for one refactoring, i.e, Move Attribute, is proven. One approach [5] employs regression
testing, being most closely related to our approach.
Finally, six approaches [5, 8, 9, 11, 16, 20] provide an
implementation, while a sole approach is conceptual only.
A full implementation of the work presented in this paper
based on EMF4 is in progress, while the proof-of-concept
has already been presented in Section 4.
In summary, one may see that the work presented in
this paper is unique with respect to completeness and minimality of changes and, consequently, provides an entire
examination of changes. Furthermore, resolution actions
have been proposed for all breaking changes.
8 Conclusion & Future Work
In this paper, (semi-)automatic resolution actions for the
co-evolution of OCL expressions in model transformations in response to MM evolution have been proposed,
building upon the work presented in [17]. In the course
of this paper, several lines of future work have been identified. First, we plan on investigating composite changes
including refactorings, which may affect more than one
MM element, therefore resolution actions have to be combined, accordingly. Second, we will examine how the
ATL helpers realizing the emulated view may have to be
adapted in case of changes on the same MM element in a
series of evolution steps. For this, initial ideas for optimizing ATL helpers have already been discussed in Section 4.
Finally and third, the prototypical proof-of-concept implementation will be extended to a comprehensive tool based
on EMF for impact analysis and co-evolution of OCL expressions in model-transformations.
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Abstract
Web graph is a very effective tool to visualize web
information. To serve user specific visualization and
to reduce the size, personalization is applied to web
graphs, by integrating user interests in filtering, graph
generation and clustering. Modelling of the user interests is the key aspect to achieve personalization.
Keyword-based user models are being used frequently
for faster results. However, shortcomings of keywordbased models include lack of semantics that leads to
inefficient similarity measurement and categorization.
An ontological user profile can solve the polysemy
problem inherent in a keyword-based profile. Because
ontological profiles are mostly domain specific, they
cannot be used efficiently in general web space which
has information from diverse domains. This paper
presents a topic-based hierarchical user model to address cross-domain interest-based visualization. The
development and update procedures of the model consult the WordNet and/or the user. In connection with
that, user interest-based measures are provided for
graph generation, such as term and document similarity as well as document relatedness. These play
an important role in user interest-based filtering and
clustering. An experiment shows the effectiveness of
the model over its keyword-based counterpart.
Keywords: Semi-supervised User Model; Topic-based
User Model; Personalization; Web Data Visualization
1

Introduction

The World Wide Web(WWW) plays a vital role in
people’s daily lives. Users browse and navigate the
web space to meet the need for information. Nevertheless, the continuous growth in size and diversity
of information have made it difficult for end users to
mine interested information from the WWW. Visualization of the web information via graph which unfurls the inherent relationships is useful for end users.
However, reducing the size of the web graph by filtering unwanted information and grouping similar ones
together is very important from the end user viewpoint. Exiting filtering (Huang & Lai 2006) and clustering (Gao & Lai 2008) applied to web information
networks do not include user interests in during calculation and hence end up presenting the same web
graph to all users. Because end users demonstrate
Copyright c 2015, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper appeared at the 11th Asia-Pacific Conference on Conceptual Modelling (APCCM 2015), Sydney, Australia, January
2015. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information
Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 165, Henning Köhler and Motoshi
Saeki, Ed. Reproduction for academic, not-for-profit purposes
permitted provided this text is included.

diversity in their needs, these approaches lack the expected effectiveness, which calls for integration of user
interests in generating web graphs.
User modelling is an integral part of personalized
services. Although personalization via user modelling
has started long back in the late 1970s (Kobsa 2007)
before the introduction of the WWW, recently it has
become a core component of many web applications
(Bilenko & Richardson 2011). Researchers have established various methodologies for constructing user
models and applying them to achieve personalization.
Because of unique and diverse requirement of systems,
user modelling is generally considered as a domain
specific task. Being a key component for personalization, a careful construct of the user model is necessary
to achieve the highest possible outcome for end users
in filtering, clustering and representation of information. The remaining challenges include choosing the
best fitted user model which performs effectively to
satisfy users’ real time needs. Construction of user
models to tailor a web graph for individual’s needs
is not an exception. Moreover, being semi-structured
in nature, it is difficult to apply personalization techniques to web information. As a result, an effective
user model is yet to be devised for multi domain information sources like the WWW.
Our previous work (Saleheen & Lai 2014) presents
a user interest-based web graph to accommodate the
needs of the user during visualization. An architecture to construct and visualize such a web graph is
presented by another work (Saleheen & Lai 2013) of
us. The user model is applied to the graph generation
process, which filters out irrelevant web documents
and generates relationships among the rest of the documents; to produce the initial graph; and to the clustering process to group similar documents[refer to the
paper (Saleheen & Lai 2013)]. An extension of the
architecture is presented in Figure 1. The keywordbased approach successfully reflects the user interests
on web graphs, however exposes the polysemy problem as described in (Gauch et al. 2007) because it does
not account the keyword relationships. To overcome
the above stated challenges, this paper presents a user
model capitalizing on the WordNet (Miller 1995) to
relate interests of the user. Options are provided to
the user to step up and make the necessary changes
to the interest profile. The topic-based model efficiently works with cross-domain web data and does
the filtering and graph generation more effectively.
The roadmap of the paper is as follows: a brief
discussion on the existing user modelling schemes and
the motivation for a different user model are described
in Section 2; the skeletal representation of the user
model is outlined in Section 3 as well as the initial
development of the user profiles; Section 4 details the
user feedback analysis; Section 5 presents the method-
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Figure 1: Architecture of Interest-based Visualization
ology to update the user profile based on the received
user feedback; the user interest-based similarity measures to relate web documents are described in Section
6; the cold-start problem is addressed in Section 7; an
experiment comparing the user model to its keywordbased counterpart is presented in Section 8 and the
paper concludes by stating the benefits and contributions and future work in Section 9.
2

Background and Motivation

To the best of our knowledge, personalization is yet
to be applied to the context of web graphs. However, user modelling is not rare, it is found in many
other domains. The works that are related to user
modelling in various domains are described instead.
As described in (Joung et al. 2009), contexts of information that contribute in user modelling are divided
into four classes: General Information, Events, Preferences and Social Network. The general information
class captures personal details such as name, contact
and demographic of the user. The event class stores
user activities and status information. The preferences class aggregates the user interests, whereas the
social network class explains the user’s connections
and communications with others. Among the four
classes, the preference class is the most influential to
achieve personalization. The preferences or interests
are usually extracted from various sources such as
browsed documents (Bakalov et al. 2009) and socially
tagged information (Michlmayr & Cayzer 2007).
Generally, user profiles are represented by three
different formats (Gauch et al. 2007) for personalized
services: keyword, semantic network and conceptbased representations. Among these, the most common is the keyword-based representation which may
contain some slots, but generally includes pairs of keyword and weight where the keyword is regarded as the
interest and the weight as the corresponding degree
of that interest for a user. The keywords are generally extracted from the web or provided by the user
and weights are computed by measures like TF-IDF.
To address the polysemy problem inherent in keyword based profiles, semantic network representation
of keywords is used. In such representations, a node is
regarded as a concept and two concepts are connected
to each other based on their co-occurrences, i.e., the
model represents the connections among nodes as semantic links which include co-occurring words of a
document and the degree of affinity between a topic
and a document. A concept-based profile exhibits
representation similar to semantic network-based profile, but differs from the former in node representations, i.e., considers nodes as abstract topics rather
than specific keywords. The concepts are normally
arranged in a hierarchy where a top level concept
presents more abstraction than a lower level concept.
However, a concept-based user profile can be easily
converted to a set of vectors of weighted keywords
which resembles keyword-based profile.
44

Apart from modelling an individual user, the personalization can also be approached for groups of
users. The work of Li et al. (Li et al. 2011) is an
example of such approaches where a system is developed to recommend personalized news. Concurrent
issues of user modelling include gaining effectiveness
in cross-domain systems and dealing with the privacy
of the user data. An attempt to overcome crossdomain adaptability challenge is found in the work
of Orlandi et al. (Orlandi et al. 2012) where they collect information about the user from the social web
to construct different user profiles for the same user.
Later, these profiles are aggregated to build a generalized user profile. Bilenko and Richardson (Bilenko
& Richardson 2011) propose a keyword-based client
side user profile to subside the issues regarding privacy and user control that are frequently raised by the
server side counterparts. In addition to these, Ghosh
and Dekhil (Ghosh & Dekhil 2009) point out the coldstart problem and describe it as ‘Profile Sparseness’,
which often occurs during the first usage of a system
by a user. They also find that typical user profiles
suffer from ‘User Profile Personae’. In other words,
the contexts of the user and the environment that influence the personalization process are very difficult
to overcome. They demonstrate that the introduction
of a ‘Profile Manager’ can reduce the degree of effect
produced by the above stated challenges.
Ontology is widely used nowadays to reduce semantic gaps that reside in keyword-based user profiles. In addition to the world knowledge-base, Tao et
al. (Tao et al. 2011) emphasise the need of integrating the local knowledge repository to the construction
of ontology-based user profiles. They use Library of
Congress Subject Headings(LCSH) to infer the ontology which is later used to derive the relationships
among concepts. They classify user profiles into three
categories: interviewing, semi-interviewing and noninterviewing. The near perfect user profiles are constructed from the direct user involvement, i.e., the
interviewing profiles. On the other hand, Ahn et al.
(Ahn et al. 2007) demonstrate that user’s ability to
control user profile information can be harmful to system performance, if it is not used with caution. To
bring balance between these two, a call for the need
of semi-interviewing user profiles is placed.
Kim and Chan (Kim & Chan 2008) present an
interest-based hierarchical user profile which is obtained by grouping similar interests extracted from
the visited documents. The implicit profile development process follows agglomerative approach where a
high-level interest presents large term-list and eventually the root of the hierarchy contains all interests
of the domain. In other words, a high-level concept is
actually representing more interest-terms than a lowlevel one. The model does not account the semantic
super/sub relationships among interest-terms. The
user models that are described above have their respective shortcomings which include: 1) most of them
are built in unsupervised fashion which means updates on profiles are conducted without consulting
any renowned knowledge-base; 2) the effectiveness of
performance varies in different domains when a specific knowledge-base is used; and 3) some other models are too heavy to be used in real time processes.
The WWW is very dynamic in nature as new information is added frequently to it. This makes the
polysemy problem more severe and creates difficulties
for domain specific user models to adapt new information without enhancing the knowledge-base manually.
As a consequence, the user model should aim to address the above stated challenges in interest-based visualization by carefully modelling the user. This work
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Figure 2: Architecture of User Modelling
Figure 3: Excerpt of Topic-based User Profile
attempts to address the following key points during
the development of the user model:
• The interest-based visualization is a real time
system which involves user’s direct interaction.
Therefore, the model should be able to compute
the necessary measurements as quick as possible. That is, the model should be reasonably
fast while negotiating with the accuracy.
• For a new user, where no prior user profile is
constructed, the model should be able to build
the user profile from the scratch.
• Because this model is to visualize the web information which is heterogeneous in nature, the
model should be able to work with different information domains.
• The user model should be able to keep itself updated automatically utilizing the feedback information produced during the navigation.
• The model should keep the sensitive user information such as browsing history, accessed URLs
and their content undisclosed to public.
This approach is similar to the approach of Kim
and Chan (Kim & Chan 2008), however, WordNet
consultancy is incorporated to generate the topic hierarchy and to utilize semantic hypernym/hyponym
relationships among the terms. To achieve interestbased visualization, two domain independent measures are devised to calculate term and document similarities applying the greedy approach. In addition to
that, a measure to calculate document relatedness is
also developed.
3
3.1

User Modelling
The Topic-based Model

To accommodate differences over users and serve the
visualization according to the individual’s needs, it is
essential to model the user related information. The
architecture presented in Figure 1 contains ‘Profiling’
and ‘Feedback Analysis’ modules which play important roles in user modelling.
Figure 2 presents the high level architecture of the
user modelling scheme. A topic based hierarchical
user profile resides at the centre of the architecture.
Unlike keyword-based user profiles, the topic-based
user profile unleashes a hierarchical representation of
user interests where interest-topics are regarded as
nodes and pose super/sub relationships to each other.
The model also contains two interfaces to provide access to the hierarchy for other components and the
user. The first one is the ‘Management’ interface
which provides options to create and update, whereas
the second one is the ‘Query’ interface which provides
options to query the model for the measurements.
An excerpt of the topic-based user profile used
in the system is shown in Figure 3. This excerpt
shows that topics are organized in hierarchical fashion where ‘Technology’ is a super-topic of ‘Computing’, ‘Science’, etc. The topic ‘Science’ also has some

sub-topics. Each node of the user profile is comprised
of four parts. Apart from the topic-name, there is a
weight score(ranges from 0 to 1) indicating the degree
of interest in this topic. Another part is the modeof-entry indicating the method of adding the topic.
Types ‘E’ and ‘I’ correspond to explicit addition by
the end user and implicit or calculated addition respectively. Finally, the frequency stores the number
of times the topic has been visited so far. The weight
score of a topic gets updated as the user uses the system, regardless of its mode of entry.
3.2

Development of Topic Hierarchy

The first task of the ‘Management Interface’ is to create or develop the user profile. It actuates when a new
instance of the system is launched or a new user starts
using the system. Generally, the development commences with the direct user input for some predefined
categories. After that, gradually the hierarchy of the
topic-based profile is created and weight scores for all
topics are assigned. An interest of the user is added
as a topic to the user profile either explicitly by the
user or implicitly by the system.
3.2.1

Direct User Input

A user poses numerous amount of information for a
system. The volume of user information is directly
proportional to the accuracy of the personalization.
Nevertheless, higher volume of information implies
larger costs for both computation and time complexities. Therefore, a good modelling scheme should carefully select the relevant information about the user.
Each of the four categories of user context described
by Joung et al. (Joung et al. 2009) has its significance in different context-aware services. However,
this model emphasizes on the preferences of a user
because interest-based visualization mainly relies on
the interests of the user. To get explicit user topics, it is necessary to get direct user input. First and
foremost, the user answers few questions related to
general information such as name, age, profession, location, etc. After that the user is also asked to enter
interests and corresponding weight values. The first
preference is automatically added as a sub-topic of
the ‘root’. All other subsequent topics are handled
differently, which is described in the next section.
3.2.2

Implicit Development using WordNet

Regardless of the mode of entry, for adding the second and subsequent topics, it is needed to figure out
the appropriate place in the hierarchy. The position
lookup for a new topic can be accomplished by direct user input, i.e., the user is asked where to add
the new topic. However, finding an appropriate position becomes challenging for a user as the size of
the hierarchy grows. Therefore, it is beneficial for
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Algorithm 1: Potential Positions for a Topic
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Input : Cn , T (C, E)
Output: P (C, d, sim)
begin
compute depth of Cn from WordNet root → depth(Cn )
set P (C, d, sim) ← Φ
forall the C ∈ T do
set sim ← WordNet similarity of C, Cn
if sim ≥ τ then
list common parents of C and Cn → CP
if C, Cn ∈ CP then
set P ← S ∪ (C, exact, sim)
else if C ∈ CP then
set P ← S ∪ (C, down+ , sim)

13

else if Cn ∈ CP then
set P ← S ∪ (C, up+ , sim)

14

else

12

Algorithm 2: Path Suggestions for a Topic
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

15
16
17

11

compute depth of C from WordNet
root → depth(C)
if depth(Cn ) > depth(C) then
set P ← S ∪ (C, down, sim)

19

else if depth(Cn ) < depth(C) then
set P ← S ∪ (C, up, sim)

20

else

18

21

set P ← S ∪ (super(C), down, sim)

12
13
14

2
3
4

• For each existing topic C of the hierarchy, the
similarity score with the new topic Cn is calculated. The topics having similarity scores greater
than the threshold τ are considered.
• A sub/super relationship using the common parents CP of topics C and Cn is determined. If the
new topic Cn appears in the parent list, then Cn
acts as a super topic of C in the hierarchy and
vice versa.
• If none of the C or Cn is in the common parents’
list CP , then the decision is taken whether Cn
appears after/before C. According to the WordNet, the position is an indication of after/before
positions is calculated. For example, the topic
which has a lower depth from the ‘root’ in the
WordNet comes before other topics.
Usually, Algorithm 1 generates multiple potential
positions for the new topic Cn in the hierarchy as Cn
can be similar to more than one topic. However, positions those fall in the same path of the hierarchy are
replaced with the most relevant position. A potential
position is represented as the tuple (C, d, sim), where
C is an existing topic, d is the direction where Cn to
be added and sim indicates the similarity score between Cn and C. There are six possible positions for
Cn . The notations for d are: exact indicates Cn and
C are same to some extent; up+ and down+ for Cn to
C indicate direct super and sub topic relation respectively for Cn ; and up represents indirect super-topic
and down represents indirect sub-topic relationships
with respect to C and super(C) respectively. When
Cn appears to be a sibling of C, it is expressed as a
down of the super-topic of C, i.e., super(C). Handling the exact direction just appends Cn with C and
does not require further processing. Therefore, Algorithm 1 generates two sets of positions({up+ , up}) and
({down+ , down}) which should be processed further:
1) the set containing direct super/sub relationships
and 2) the set where only indications of before/after
are present. To deal with these, two different strategies are developed for computing suggestions.
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forall the C ∈ (P |d = down+ ) in decremental
depth(C) of the hierarchy do
remove all Cc from P where Cc is a member of the
path root → super(C)
generate path p = root → C
set S ← S ∪ p
remove C from P
repeat Lines 3 to 7 for d = up
repeat Lines 8 to 12 for d = down

Algorithm 3: Add a Topic to a Path
1

the end user to get suggestions about where to add.
The model calculates potential positions to add a new
topic as depicted in Algorithm 1:

Input : P (C, d, sim)
Output: S(p)
begin
set S(p) ← Φ
forall the C ∈ (P |d = up+ ) in incremental depth(C)
of the hierarchy do
remove all Cp from P where Cp is a member of the
subtree with root = C
generate path p = root → super(Cp )
set S ← S ∪ p
remove C from P

5

Input : T (C, E), Cn , p
Output: T (C, E)
begin
set C ← C ∪ Cn , E ← E ∪ {e(end(p), Cn )}
list all topics Cs → N where super(Cs ) = super(Cn )
forall the Cs ∈ N do
set E ← (E − {e(super(Cn ), Cs )}) ∪ {e(Cn , Cs )}

Algorithm 2 describes the generation of paths for
the potential positions. The list is processed in four
phases, each for a specific direction. First the list
C with up+ is sorted according to depths of C from
low to high. Theoretically, a super topic of C is also
a super topic of any sub-topic of C. Therefore, for
each topic C, all topics that appear in the list and
are sub-topics of C are removed. C is also removed
from P after the path p = root → super(C) is added
to the suggested list S(p). The second phase of the
Algorithm 2 operates for down+ directions. The list
of all C of P , where Cn is a sub topic of C, is sorted
by the depth of C from high to low. Again, a sub
topic of C is also a sub topic of any super topic of C.
With this, all super topics of C from the path root to
C from P are removed as the new topic Cn is to be
added after C.
In similar fashion, Algorithm 2 then executes the
list of topics C which have up or down relationships
with Cn . That is, both the topics C and Cn are similar to some extent, but do not pose any super/sub
relationship in WordNet. However, the end user may
want to establish a relationship between them as the
user model is very tiny in comparison to the size of
WordNet. A value l(typically less than 10 because it
is easier to pick up from a short list) as the maximum
size of the suggestion set is set.
The generated suggestion path list is presented to
the end user to choose the paths to be added. The
user may decide to add the topic in multiple positions
if wishes. On top of that, the user may add new positions to be added for a topic. After the choices are
made, the topic is added into the hierarchy using Algorithm 3. In this context, a path is always directed
and starts from the root. According to Algorithm 3,
the new topic, Cn , is added at the end of a path.
However, few links may need to be adjusted to keep
the hierarchy consistent. Any sibling Cs that appears
as a direct sub-topic of Cn is repositioned. If the
super-topic of Cn is denoted as super(Cn ), the link
between super(Cn ) and Cs is removed and a link be-
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tween Cn and Cs is established, i.e., Cn is considered
as super(Cs ). After adding the topic, the weight score
is taken from the user and inserted into the model.
4

Feedback Analysis

To provide relevant information to the end user in the
course of time, it is very important to infer the need
of the user effectively. Feedback analysis is a very
important task to know the latest trends of the user
and hence non-parallel to other features to keep the
user profile updated. In the context of user interestbased visualization, the user feedback information is
divided into two categories: implicit and explicit.
4.1

Implicit User Feedback

Implicit profile update depends on the implicit user
feedback which is generated during the usage of the
system. Depending on user activities of a session,
the feedback analyser collects the feedback data to
produce a suitable format containing potential operations for the profiler to the user profile. Implicit updates can affect the user profile by applying two types
of operation: add and modify. In both cases, a path
and a corresponding weight score are produced and
sent to the ‘management interface’ of the ‘profiling’
component. However, before sending the data, the
feedback analysis component analyses the gathered
information and computes the relative weight scores
for topics to be added or amended in the profile.
4.1.1

Browsing Feedback

During a session, a user visits a bunch of web pages
which is the key source to collect feedback information as their content reflects the intention of the user.
Following a user’s visit of a page, two important factors are considered: (1) the duration of the visit, i.e.,
the dwelling time and (2) the page length, which is
eventually substituted by the number of topics. Intuitively, if a user spends a long time on a page, the
level of user interest of the terms of that page is increased. On the other hand, if a page is long, the
influence of the time factor is decreased since the increase in time is likely to be the effect of the volume
of information presented, not for the degree of interest (Gauch et al. 2003). Rather than considering the
total dwelling time of a page, time spent per topic
is important in this context to update the interested
topics and their respective weight scores. Let us consider a web page has total N topics and T is the
total dwelling time in seconds for the page. Therefore, the time spent for a topic is determined by the
timelengthf actor = log(T /N ) (Gauch et al. 2003). It
is natural for a user not be restricted in visiting only
one page in a certain session. Moreover, a single topic
can appear in multiple documents. To address these,
it is necessary to calculate the effective weight of a
topic t that appears in m documents. The formula to
calculate the effective weight t is:
Et =
4.1.2

1
m

m
X

wi · timelengthf actori

(1)

i=1

Exploration Feedback

During the journey of user interest-based visualization, a user not only browses interested web pages,
but also generates various actions by interacting with
the user interface. One of the important actions is

Figure 4: Feedback Types and Associated Operations
exploring a cluster. The user explores a cluster only
when the interest level of the topics of the cluster is
high enough to attract the user. Because the user
can return to another node or collapse the expanded
cluster without visiting its child nodes, this feedback
data does not contribute to generate new interest topics. The exploration feedback analysis calculates the
potential increment of the interest level of a specific
interest. For a topic t appearing in the cluster C, the
incremental difference, δ is defined as:
δ=

n m n
mn2
·
· =
N M f
fMN

(2)

where, n is the total number of appearances of t in C;
m is the number of documents where t appears; N is
the number of all topics in C; M is the total number
of documents; and f is the current frequency of t.
4.2

Explicit User Feedback

Explicit user feedback occurs when a user manually
updates the user profile. An interface is provided to
the user to access and edit the user profile. The user
checks the concurrent interests of the profile hierarchy, and if misleading interests(in terms of topic and
weight) are found as the effect of the implicit update,
the user manually modifies the topics and/or their
corresponding weight scores.
5

Updating The Model based on Feedback

The second task of the ‘Management Interface’ is to
keep the user profile updated. Updating occurs during the use of the system and is based on either explicit or implicit user feedback. The update operation
on a topic is divided into three categories: addition,
modification and deletion. All three operations are
available for the explicit user feedback or manual user
input, however, for the implicit user feedback, the
deletion of a topic is not performed. In case of the
implicit update operation, weight scores of surrounding topics are usually affected(update on neighbour
weight scores is described in Section 5.2). Figure 4
presents the types of user feedback and their associated operations in this context of user modelling.
5.1

Addition

In case a new topic is generated from the implicit feedback analysis, the user profile is updated by implicitly
adding the topic to the hierarchy. The path selection process described in Section 3.2.2 is followed to
construct the potential paths. However, for each document that contains the topic, only the path which
has the maximum similarity score for the new topic
is considered for addition. The maximum similarity
score is calculated by comparing all topics of the document to all topics of the path. Because the implicit
addition can occur only as the outcome of the browsing feedback, it is easy to get the other topics of the
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document. If the topics of the path p and document
d are denoted by the sets Cp and Cd respectively, the
similarity of p and d is given as:
 |C | |C |
p P
d
P


 i=1 j=1 sim(Cpi ,Cdj )
multi-topic (3)
sim(p, d) =
|Cp ||Cd |
P|Cp |


sim(C
,C
)
pi
d
 i=1
single topic

to delete one of the listed interests, it is instantly
deleted. However, the links of the subordinate nodes
are re-arranged by adding the subordinate nodes to
the super topic of the deleted topic.
6

User Interest-based Measures

The explicit addition of a topic in the profile is
manually performed by the user who may choose to
use the path suggestion technique or insert the topic
directly. The user is requested to enter the interest
and its weight score.

Because user interest-based visualization requires the
similarity of nodes to be measured with respect to the
needs of the individual, it is efficient to accomplish
the similarity computations in the user model. This
model provides three similarity measures for terms
and documents, as parts of the ‘Query Interface’,
which are described below.

5.2

6.1

|Cp |

Modification

Modification of the user profile refers to updating the
weight score of an interest. Similar to the addition,
modification occurs from both explicit and implicit
user feedbacks. However, unlike the implicit addition
which occurs only for the browsing feedback, implicit
modification takes place as results of both the browsing and the exploration feedbacks.
The Et of Equation 1 is used to calculate the final
weight score for a potential topic in the case of the
browsing feedback. Therefore, if the topic t has a
weight score w and a frequency f , the final weight
score wf is calculated for t as:
 Et +w∗f
browsing feedback
f +m
wf =
(4)
w+δ
exploration feedback
The wf score achieved from the Equation 4 is used
to update the weight score of a topic. However, when
a topic of the hierarchy is updated, surrounding topics are also affected. For example, if the weight score
of the topic ‘Science’ is updated, the weight score
of ‘Technology’ should be amended because both of
them are related to each other. Therefore, it is important to decide how an update on a weight score is
propagated to the neighbouring topics.
Because a lower level topic of the hierarchy is more
specific than a higher level topic, the effect of an update to the subordinate topics of a modified topic is
not significant. Updating the weight scores of the
super-topics is sufficient (Cena et al. 2011). In this
model, the path that is selected for modification, lists
the higher level topics of the modified interest. Therefore, updating the scores of the topics of the selected
path is sufficient to reflect an update adequately. The
propagation of score is calculated using the difference
of the actual and the modified scores as ∆ = (wf −w).
An updated score for a topic at η levels higher than
the modified one is calculated as:
wu =

w∆
wm

η 2 (n

s

+ 1)

(5)

where, w is the current score of the super-topic, wm
is the actual score of the modified topic and ns is the
number of siblings of the modified topic. From the
Equation 5 it is clear that, the updated score of a
super-topic is inversely proportional to eta and ns ,
which implies that the effect of modification is reduced as the propagation goes further levels or the
number of siblings of the topic is higher.
5.3

Deletion

Deletion in the user model is only reserved for the
explicit use by the end user. If the end user wants
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Term Similarity

Term similarity is the measure to figure out the topic
of the user profile that is the most relevant to a document term and their degree of similarity.
Definition 1 User Interest-based Term Similarity
(UITS): A real number which indicates the degree of
similarity of a document term to the user interest profile. If T is the set of topics of a document and P is
the user profile, F be a function that assigns a real
number ranging from 0 to 1 to every topic t ∈ T .
That is, F : T → [0, 1]. The U IT S score of topic t is
denoted by F (t) where 0 ≤ F (t) ≤ 1.
Measuring the term similarity is not straightforward as a topic can appear in more than one path. For
example, the topic ‘Jaguar’ can appear as a sub-topic
of ‘Animal’ and ‘Car’. Again, a term can be matched
with several topics of the profile. Therefore, it is
important to determine the topic that thematically
matches best with the document term. Typically, the
extracted terms represent the thematic meaning of a
document. Using this phenomenon, the term similarity is measured.
First, it is needed to determine the candidate topics for a given term by checking all paths of the profile.
According to Bilenko et al. (Bilenko & Richardson
2011), optimal profile construction is NP-hard and
can be efficiently solved by a greedy approach to find
out a near optimal solution. Similarly, checking for
all paths with regards to a document is certainly of
high computational complexity. For this, a greedy
approach to select the candidate topics is invoked.
Before applying the greedy approach, it is important
to determine the characteristics of the model:
• The root of the profile has an interest score of 0.
• A sub-topic in the profile is more specific than
its parent, that is the immediate super-topic.
• If a path of the profile is relevant to a document,
all the possible sub-paths are also relevant to that
document.
The given term is matched to the topics of the
interest profile according to the bottom-up approach.
That is, a lower level topic is matched first and the
similarity value is stored. Algorithm 4 describes the
process of selecting of candidate paths.
Once a level is finished matching, the term is
matched with the parents of all candidate topics.
A sub-topic is replaced by the super-topic if the
later poses higher similarity score than the former. The process continues until all matched topics
get greater similarity value than their corresponding
super-topics. The paths to root from the super-topics
of candidates(which have a similarity score greater
than threshold γ) are computed and stored.
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Algorithm 4: Selection of Candidate Paths
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Input : T (C, E), t
Output: P
begin
compute l ← depth(T )
set Candidates(candidate, score), P ← Φ
while l 6= 0 or ∃c ∈ C|sim(c, t) < sim(super(c), t) do
forall the c ∈ C of T at level l do
compute simc ← sim(c, t)
set Candidates ← Candidates ∪ {c, simc }
set l ← l − 1

8

forall the
candidate ∈ (Candidates|sim(candidate, t) > γ) do
compute path p as candidate → root
set P ← P ∪ p

9
10
11

Algorithm 6: Document Similarity
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Input : T (C, E), d
Output: BestP aths({t, P }), score
begin
compute l ← depth(T )
set BestP aths, T empP aths({t, P }), daccessed ← Φ
while l > 0 and d 6= Φ do
set Ctemp ← all c ∈ C of T at level l
forall the c ∈ Ctemp do
compute simm
c = wc · arg maxt sim(c, t)|t ∈ d
if simm
c > ψ then
add path p = c → root to the path-list P
of t in T empP aths
set daccessed ← daccessed ∪ {t}
set d ← d − daccessed

11

13

forall the t ∈ T empP aths do
set BestP aths ← BestP aths ∪ p where p is the
best path for t obtained by Algorithm 5

14

set score ← average of the scores of t ∈ BestP aths

12

Algorithm 5: Best Path Selection
1
2
3
4

Input : P, d, t
Output: pathb (c → root), score
begin
sort P by length from low to high
forall the p ∈ P do
set P ← P − {p} if ∃q ∈ P where p is sub-path of q

Algorithm 7: User Interested Path List

forall the p ∈ P do
set ptemp ← ({p − cf } → root) where cf is the
first topic of p
compute sim(ptemp , d − {t}) by Equation 3

1

8

set pathb ← arg maxptemp sim(ptemp , d − {t})|p ∈ P

5

9

set score ← sim(cf (pathb ), t)

5
6
7

Algorithm 5 computes the best matched path from
the list. Paths that are sub-paths of a path with
a higher score are removed from the list as the last
characteristic of the model holds. Equation 3 is used
to compute the similarity between a candidate path
and the document topic-set except t. The path which
has the maximum similarity score is chosen as final.

2
3
4
6

Input : d, T (C, E)
Output: P
begin
set P ← Φ
forall the t ∈ d do
set p ← best path of T using Algorithm 4 and 5
change scores of all elements of p by Equation 6
set P ← P ∪ {p}

not considered for higher level. All potential paths are
added to the corresponding path-set of a term and the
best path for each term is computed using Algorithm
5. The arithmetic average of the maximum similarity
scores of all most relevant terms is regarded as the
final relevancy score for the document.
6.3

6.2

Document Similarity

Document similarity measures the relatedness of a
document with the interest profile. This measure
computes the best matched user interests for the document and their corresponding degree of relatedness.
Definition 2 User Interest-based Document Similarity (UIDS): A real number which indicates the degree
of interest of the user for a document. Let D is the
set of documents; S be a function that assigns a real
number ranging from 0 to 1 to every document d ∈ D.
That is, S : D → [0, 1]. The U IDS of a document d
is denoted by S(d) where 0 ≤ S(d) ≤ 1.
It is common for a document to contain thematically different terms and usually a document-term
is matched with more than one topic of the interest
profile. As a consequence, computing the relatedness
of a document must consider all candidate paths for
different terms to select the best ones. This becomes
very costly considering time and computational complexities. The candidate path selection process needs
to be selective to reduce the complexities.
Algorithm 6 describes the process to compute document similarity by selecting the possible best paths
for each term in a greedy fashion. Because the characteristics described in Section 6.1 hold, the topics of
a document are matched with the interests, according to the bottom-up approach to find out the most
relevant terms. Paths for these terms are constructed
and stored against the respective terms. Because of
the second characteristic of the model, if a document
term is matched at the lower level of the hierarchy it is

Document Relatedness

Document relatedness is used to determine the relationship between two documents with respect to the
interest profile. Later this measure is used to decide
the existence of edges among nodes of the web graph.
Definition 3 User Interest-based Document Relatedness (UIDR): A real number to represent the degree
of similarity between two documents di and dj of the
document-set considering the user focused interests at
a specific time. Let R be a function that assigns a real
number ranging from 0 to 1 to every pair of documents
di , dj in D then it is written R : |D| × |D| → [0, 1].
To calculate relatedness between documents with
respect to the interest profile, the respective hierarchies are matched. To construct the document hierarchy as per the profile, related paths for a document
are extracted. The path-list extraction of a document, d according to the hierarchy, T is accomplished
as described in Algorithm 7:
• For each term in the document, the best matched
path of the hierarchy is extracted by using Algorithms 4 and 5 consecutively.(Line 4).
• Because a document term has a weight score,
which indicates the strength of the term in the
document and in the corpus, the scores of all elements of the chosen path are changed using the
following equation:
weupdated = we · wt

(6)

where we is interest score of the path element and
wt is weight score of the topic in the document.
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Algorithm 8: Construct Document Hierarchy
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

Input : P
Output: H
begin
set H ← Φ
forall the p ∈ P do
set prest ← p − root(p)
set current path element, ec ← child(root(P ))
set hierarchy element, eh ← root(H)
set current hierarchy children, Nc ← children(eh )
while Nc ∩ {ec } 6= Φ do
set ec ← child(ec ), eh ← ec ,
Nc ← children(eh ), root(prest ) ← ec

Figure 5: Illustration of Hierarchical Similarity

add prest , to H under eh

as the best match in this context. All the best
matched paths are listed for further processing.
• For all best matched paths pm of PL , the elements of pm get updated scores. The updated
weight score of an element is the numerical average of the weight scores taken from the hierarchies for that element. If e is an element of
pm and the weight scores of e in H1 and H2
are w(eH1 ) and w(eH2 ) respectively, the updated
score of e is:

forall the element e ∈ H do
update weight score of e using Equation 7

Algorithm 9: Relatedness between Hierarchies
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Input : H1 , H2
Output: score, pbest
begin
set PL (path, score) ← Φ
forall the p ∈ H1 do
find longest matched path pm in H2
set PL ← PL ∪ {pm }
update all element scores of pm ∈ PL using Equation 8
set pbest ← the PL path with the max leaf node score
set score ← score(pbest )

The hierarchy for each document is constructed
from the extracted path list. The Algorithm 8 details
the process of hierarchy construction as follows:
• The best position to insert a path p of the path
list P to the hierarchy is determined(Lines 5 - 9).
Following the top-down approach, the process
checks for a match between path-topic and hierarchy topics. The process continues iteratively
starting from root until a non-match is found.
During each iteration, the path and matched hierarchy topics are updated. The path topic is
replaced by its child, while the hierarchy topic
by the matched child of its children.
• After finding the best position, the remaining
rest of the path, prest is directly added to the
hierarchy under the last matched item, eh .
• The weight scores of all nodes of the hierarchy
are updated after the completion of the construction. The weight score is stored for each match
between a hierarchy topic and a path topic during the construction process. The numerical average of these weights is considered as the final
weight score of the document hierarchy topic:
wf inal =

1 X
·
wmtc
n

(7)

where n is the total number of matches of this
topic during hierarchy construction and wmtc is
the weight score of the topic in each match.
Using the document hierarchies of two documents,
the U IDR is calculated. The idea is to find out the
overlapped portion of document hierarchies and take
the best path from the overlapped hierarchy. The
best path in this context is the path with the maximum leaf node weight score. The detailed steps are
described in Algorithm 9 as follows:
• Each element of a hierarchy is matched with all
elements of the other to find the best match. In
other words, each path p of H1 is matched with
all paths of H2 . The longest match is considered
50

w(eH1 ) + w(eH2 )
(8)
2
• The best path pbest on the list PL is selected as final path based on the higher leaf node score. The
score of the leaf node is the relatedness score of
the documents and the path itself is the measure
how they(documents/hierarchies) are related.
w(eupdated ) =

Figure 5 presents an illustration of the relatedness
calculation between two hierarchies. The first hierarchy , i.e., for document d1 is presented by solid edges
and the second, i.e., for d2 is by dotted edges. The
topic sets for document d1 and d2 are {t5 , t6 , t9 } and
{t7 , t8 , t9 , t10 } respectively. Two hierarchies are overlapped to find out longest path matches. For this
example, the longest matched paths are t2 → root
and t9 → t4 → root. The best matched(highest scoring comparing the scores of t2 and t9 ) path of these
two is selected as final path.
7

Handling the Cold-Start Problem

In order to produce user interest-based web graph, it
is important to have a user profile constructed prior
to graph generation. However, the system can encounter a situation where it lacks an interest profile.
For instance, during the first use of the system the
user can forward without creating a user profile manually. In such case, the system has no choice except
running without the user interest information because
according to this model, the relatedness between documents is calculated using interest-based hierarchies.
The entire process of measuring the relatedness
of two documents is replaced in this special circumstance. The computation is accomplished using
the content information of the documents. The implicit hierarchy generation process described in Section 3.2.2 is invoked to generate the document hierarchy using document-terms instead of interests. Later,
the hierarchies are passed to Algorithm 9 to calculate
the relatedness. The document hierarchy generation
process consists the following steps:
• For each term t of document d, the topic position
is calculated by the Algorithm 1.
• Path suggestions for a term t are computed by
using Algorithm 2.
• The term t is added to the hierarchy using Algorithm 3. However, unlike Section 3.2.2, the user
is not asked to choose the positions to add them.

8
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Table 1: Filtering in Different Methods
Approach
Topic

Keyword

8

Information Type
Total Filtered
False Positives
False Negatives
Total Filtered
False Positives
False Negatives

Profile after #
2
4
6
28
23
20
19
15
10
4
5
3
25
21
16
15
10
6
3
2
3

of visits
8
10
18
18
7
7
2
2
12
9
5
4
6
8

25
20
15
10
5
2

Experiment

This experiment simulates the user model for the implicit user feedback. The OpenCalais1 is used to
extract the terms of a web-document that are used
to populate the interest profile and to compare web
documents against the profile. From the OpenCalais
API, an extracted term comes with a relevancy score,
which is considered as the weight score for the term.
The web page navigation is simulated by employing
a random function to generate the page number and
the duration of the visit(between 60 to 120 seconds).
It is assumed that the user is interested in the
‘technology’ domain and no user profile is constructed
prior to the first use of the system. A total of 15 technology related pages are downloaded from the BBC
news site’s Technology2 section for using in the development phase of the interest profile. The random
function selects one of the 15 pages each time it is invoked. The user is assumed to visit the website for 10
times. For each visit, the interest profile is updated
using the extracted terms. However, the user model
is stored only after every 2 visits for comparison.
To test the user model, another website, i.e., the
CNN3 news site is considered. In the second phase of
the experiment, a total of 50 web pages are downloaded in 5 categories: ‘Tech’, ‘Business’, ‘Travel’,
‘World Sport’ and ‘Entertainment’(10 from each category). The set of web documents is filtered according
to the U IDS scores. After that, the U IDR calculation is applied to the remaining documents of the set
to establish relationships among them. For the both
cases the threshold is set to 0.3.
8.2

Results and Discussion

In Section 8.1 the web documents are filtered and
linked successfully which proves the usability of the
topic-based user model. However, to compare the
effectiveness, it is needed to have another reference
model operated with the same experimental setup.
The keyword based model of our previous work (Saleheen & Lai 2013) is chosen. Filtering documents and
establishing relationships among the rest of them are
also performed manually for comparison. The number of filtered documents in the manual process is 17.
Table 1 presents the statistics of document filtering
for different approaches and different interest profiles.
Figure 6 presents the comparison of the number
of filtered documents for different interest profiles between the keyword and topic-based approaches. The
dotted line shows the number of manually filtered
documents which is fixed for the entire experiment.
The set of filtered documents includes some false
positives(those should not be, but filtered) and false
negatives(those should be filtered, but are not) when
compared to the manual approach. Based on false
1

Open Calais, http://www.opencalais.com/
BBC News Technology, http://www.bbc.com/news/technology/
3
CNN, http://edition.cnn.com/
2

4
Manual

6

8
Topic

10
Keyword

Figure 6: Number of Filtered Documents
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Figure 7: Filtering accuracy
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Figure 8: Filtering Error
Table 2: Document Relatedness in Different Methods
Approach
Topic
Keyword

Information Type
Correctly Established
Erroneous Links
Correctly Established
Erroneous Links

Profile after #
2
4
6
10
13
17
25
23
17
9
11
18
26
25
20

of visits
8
10
23
25
8
3
20
21
16
12

negatives, the accuracy of filtering is measured. The
comparison of accuracy is presented in Figure 7,
which shows that the accuracy gets significantly better for topic-based approach as the user navigates.
The comparison of errors in filtering is presented
in Figure 8. Both the false positive and false negative counts contribute in the error calculation. It
is evident from the figure that both approaches have
the tendency of diminishing error in filtering with the
navigation. However, in later stages, the error-rate
in keyword-based approach gets higher due to the increase in false negatives.
To establish relationships among the left over documents after filtering, the U IDR is used. The manual approach establishes 31 relationships. Table 2
presents correctly and erroneously established links
for both the topic and the keyword-based approaches.
The accuracy of an approach is measured by comparing the correctly identified links to the manually
annotated links. Figure 9 compares the accuracy of
the topic and keyword-based approaches for interest
profiles constructed after different number of visits.
Similar to filtering, both false positives and negatives contribute to the error counting in establishing
relationships. Figure 10 compares the error-rate of
both approaches. It is noticeable from the figure that
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Despite of numerous attempts to establish user models for personalization services, a standard model is
yet to appear in information sources such as web due
to the dynamic and heterogeneous nature. As a result, each personalization service attempts to define
its own model according to its specific needs. Existing
user models are either too heavy to be included in a
real time system or mostly specific to an information
domain. Accumulating the nature of the source information and the browsing patterns of the user, a fast
and cross-domain model is needed to be developed.
In this paper, a topic-based hierarchical interest
profile for user interest-based web information visualization is presented. The schemes for developing and
updating interest profiles are provided which encompasses both automatic and manual processes. The
model consults with the WordNet to construct the
hierarchy of interests and to keep it updated during
the automatic manoeuvre. The model also provides
classification of user interactions and respective operations for the collected feedback data. Faster methods to measure term and document relevancy are provided by the adaptation of the greedy approach to enhance the usability of the model. The model works on
the client side to negotiate the privacy issues raised by
server side models. It is also designed to operate as a
standalone system, i.e., without the user involvement.
The experimental results prove the effectiveness of the
model in user interest-based visualization.
There are several directions to extend this work.
Extensive experiment will be conducted in various
information domains and usability test will be performed involving the real users. Because the extracted terms play an important role in the accuracy
of personalization, the topic extraction will be analysed accounting the interests of the profile. A cross52

domain ontology will be developed to construct the
interest hierarchy in a more robust way.
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Abstract
Knowledge-collection and accumulation are essential
functions for realizing a knowledge-creation environment.
Our system for an objective-video with a story on the
Internet focuses on expert-knowledge collection and
accumulation based video contents with multimedia, such
as images, texts and audio data. The purpose of this
system design is to generate “relationships of uploaded
data” across heterogeneous categories in order to
associate among uploaded contents in various categories
related to specific topics included in objective-video, in a
cross-disciplinary way. Our system creates two types of
“relationships of uploaded data”. One type is
automatically generated according to similarities among
the contents of uploaded data. The other relationship is
created by experts once they are shown a list of uploaded
content in other categories in response to a query. An
important feature of this system is a data structure for
expressing
uploaded
multimedia
data,
as
knowledge-collection related to an objective-video and is
called a “multi-dimensional knowledge model” (MDKM).
Our proposed MDKM can determine the similarity or
association between two sets of uploaded data by
computing the relevance score between uploaded data in
various dimensions that are their corresponding metadata,
such as tag, color histograms, and harmony. By using this
system, experts upload knowledge in categories related to
the objective-video and accumulate their knowledge. Our
system is applicable to E-learning systems, Internet
video-sharing platforms, and participatory entertainment
systems.
Keywords: Conceptual data modeling; collaborative
knowledge
building;
knowledge
accumulation;
multimedia resource.1
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1

Introduction

A knowledge sharing system has recently been proposed
as a novel knowledge-creation environment for collecting
and sharing multimedia-information resources related to a
main story included in a video (Dubnov and Kiyoki 2009).
Knowledge sharing, collection and accumulation are
significant functions for enabling experts to study a story
from various aspects and viewpoints in multiple fields.
Several research results are related to integrating
knowledge
collaboratively
(Scardamalia
2002,
Kekwaletswe and Bobela 2011). Most existing
knowledge sharing systems and services implement
collaborative knowledge construction in closed
communities or categories, and restrict cross-disciplinary
integration of knowledge from various fields. But, It is
important to associate in a cross-disciplinary way
knowledge related to a particular topic obtained from
different fields.

Figure 1: Concept of our knowledge collection and
accumulation system
Toward this objective, we aim to generate and store
the “relationships of uploaded data” between
heterogeneous categories in order to associate among
uploaded contents in various categories related to specific
topics included in objective-video, in a cross-disciplinary
way.
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Figure 2: Model of data structure in our system
Our system realizes multimedia knowledge-collection
and accumulation along a story expressed in a video
content. Experts participating to the knowledge-collection
and accumulation upload multimedia information
resources expressing their knowledge in images, texts and
audio, while watching the video. Experts are hence able
to express their knowledge regarding the video that they
are watching through the medium of their preference.
Various interpretations in a story included in a video
promote also experts to upload knowledge in various
categories. This is because a video contains images,
sound, and motion. This system has two main functions.
The first function collects and uploads knowledge about
each scene in a video. The other function shows a list of
uploaded knowledge in each of various categories. This
list is used by experts to refer to uploaded content in the
categories related to expert’s subject and interest. By
referring this list, experts can create “relationship of
uploaded data” among heterogeneous categories.	
 In order
to display the list, our system selects uploaded data from
all categories related to an expert’s area, from all the
categories according to expert’s area of interest by
computing similarities among uploaded contents, in the
form of text, images, and audio, in a cross-sectional way.
Our system realizes two types of “relationships of
uploaded data”.
One is automatically generated
according to similarities among the contents of uploaded
data, such as image, text or music, and the other is a
reference to other uploaded data by experts.
The key technology of our system is a data structure of
uploaded data that expresses the content through a
plurality of media. We call this a “multi-dimensional
knowledge model” (MDKM) and this is shown in Figure
2. This data structure contains text content as well as
images and audio. The feature of MDKM can extract the
similarity or degree of association between different
uploaded data, in various dimensions that contains text,
image, audio content. The similarity and association are
computed as the relevance score between their metadata
of text, image, and music, such as tags, color histograms,
and harmony. By using this system, each expert finds
knowledge in several categories related to his/her main
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subject and interest, and adds his/her knowledge to those
categories. Thus, the system automatically generates the
“relationship of uploaded data” and obtains implicit
“relationships of uploaded data“ that can be found by
only experts. This system is applicable to E-learning
systems, Internet video sharing platforms, and
participatory entertainment systems. In addition, as an
intended use of knowledge collection in our system, we
propose an encyclopedia to gain knowledge passively for
readers, and a platform to find and solve implicit
problems by gathering many experts in various study
fields.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes
our system implementation. Section 3 discusses several
related studies. Section 4 shows an architectural overview
of our system. Section 5 shows the prototype of our
system. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2

Motivating Example

Our system enables a user watching a video to upload text
and image content related to the video, and to view
relevant uploaded content in several categories, as shown
in Figure 3.
For example, researchers at a Japanese university are
using our system in a collaborative project with an
Indonesian university to address environmental pollution
in Indonesia. For this project, the researchers needed
information such as the state of the current problem, the
background of environmental pollution in Indonesia, etc.
Following this, they asked a few graduate students to
upload relevant content while watching a video about
environmental pollution in Indonesia. They chose one
graduate student majoring in each of “agriculture,”
“biology,” “topography,” and the “culture of Indonesia,”
which were the categories of knowledge set by the
researchers for this project.
The details of this example are as follows: Student A
is majoring in “biology” and has knowledge regarding
insects. He is watching a video through our system in
order to contribute knowledge from a biological
perspective.
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Figure 3: Screenshot of our system
At 0:10 in the video, the narrator says, “Forest fires plantation is prohibited by law, the law is almost never
frequently occur because of the rapid expansion of palm enforceable.” Student C enters “Sumatra” as a query
plantations in Indonesia.” Student A submits a because she has lived in Sumatra (Figure 4-1). Our
photograph of soil burned by forest fire in order to view a system promptly generates results containing the keyword.
list of similar content from other categories, as shown in Student C chooses an item from the list (Figure 4-2), the
Figure 3-1. Student A is trying to add knowledge at his content of which is: “Hot spots also extend to forests,
disposal to uploaded content in the other categories which have conservation value. Felling is thus prohibited
related to insects. Given the photograph, our system in forests.” She knows that “Even if they do not meet the
displays content containing photos that have similar criteria, citizens can easily obtain the certificate if they
colors — brown, grey, and black because it can extract pay money. Unlike in Japan, there is a great deal of
similar photos with the inputted photo (Figure 3-2). Then, ambiguity between legal and illegal practices in
as the result, he finds the content, “For oil palm Indonesia.” Student C then sets the content to upload as
plantations, it is recommended that developers use fire.” text data, submits a CSV file regarding corruption cases
He knows that “Normally, forest is burned to exterminate in Indonesia as optional data, and selects the “culture of
termites. This is because termites cause serious damage to Indonesia” as the category (Figure 4-3). She also names
oil palm trees.” As shown in Figure 3-3, Student A enters as “background” the relationship between her uploaded
some text data, uploads a photo of a termite as image data, content and the video content.
and selects “biology” as the relevant category from a
drop-down list, as shown in Figure 3. He also enters a
name for the relationship, “reason,” that he has created
between his uploaded content and the initial content
obtained from his search.

Figure 5: The results of knowledge building in our
examples
Figure 4: Student C’s actions while using our system
We now describe another example of using the list
generated by our system through a textual query. Student
C watches the same video as Student A. She is
knowledgeable about the culture of Indonesia. At 1:00,
the narrator of the video says, “Although fire for

The results of the two instances described above are
shown in Figure 5. As we can see, the content uploaded
by Student A in category “biology” is the cause of the
content of category “agriculture.” Similarly, the content
uploaded by Student C in category “culture of Indonesia”
provides the background of the content in “topography.”
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We now describe the operation of our system in the
course of the above-mentioned queries. In order to
display a list according to the query by Student A, the
system calculates the inner product of the color
histograms in the photo “burned soil by forest fire” as
well as those of other photographs, and sorts them in
descending order. When our database returns a set of
corresponding data, the system displays these. It then
collects the information submitted by Student A: the text
“Normally, It is burned to exterminate termites …,” the
photograph “burned soil by forest fire,” the time elapsed
in the video, “0:10,” the category “biology”, the
identifying information of the referenced video — “For
oil palm plantations ...” — and the name of the
relationship, “reason.” Moreover, the system extracts the
value of each color-based RGB as metadata of the photo
submitted. It then inserts these recognized data items as
well as the generated metadata into the database. In the
case involving Student C, in order to display a list
according to the keyword query, the system selects data
tagged by “Sumatra” as well as those containing the term
“Sumatra” in their text. It then carries out the same tasks
as in the case involving Student A.

unstructured data, and their goal is not to share
knowledge but to simply mine for valuable knowledge,
trends, or user interests.
As a basic approach of our system, there are studies
( Dubnov and Kiyoki 2009, Nanard and Nanard 2001)
that allow users to upload information resources each
other interactively. The “Opera of Meaning” proposed in
( Dubnov and Kiyoki 2009) is a system for distributed,
collaborative, and interactive viewing where the
associations of different media elements are created. This
system provides semantic and impression-based search
performed by the public during the performance in the
context of a main story. Nanard and Nanard (2001)
proposed a community management mechanism to allow
users to share knowledge in order to improve video
indexing. These approaches are effective for collecting
knowledge in detail and regarding a variety of topics.
Our system differs from these existing methods in
expressing knowledge collected across categories by
storing relationships between the content of a given video
and associated knowledge contributed by experts. It
enables viewers to create new collections of knowledge
by assuming an interdisciplinary perspective.

3

4

Related Work

In this section, we summarize research related to our
proposed approach. We focus on collecting and sharing
multimedia information related to a given video,
including comments, annotations, and images from online
resources. Our approach is related to data extraction
methods proposed by Ballan et al. (2011) and Vallet,
Cantador, and Jose (2010). The methods proposed by
them focus on automatically extracting valuable
information from online resources by tagging them or
adding annotations to their metadata. For example, the
system for automatic video annotation proposed by
Ballanet et al. (2011) adds to the number of tags
originally provided by users, temporarily localizes them,
and associates the tags with articles by exploitig the
collective knowledge embedded in tags as well as the
online resources Wikipedia, YouTube and Flickr. Vallet
et al. (2010) proposed a set of techniques to automatically
obtain visual examples of additional queries from
different external knowledge sources. Their proposed
system provides high-quality visual examples for a
content-based video retrieval system. These techniques
effectively explain the content of a video by presenting
content directly related to it, such as annotations.
Several methods have been proposed to collect
information resources related to a given video. For
example, the systems proposed by Bertini et al. (2012),
Fagá, Motti, and Gonçalves (2010), and Godin, Neve, and
Walle (2010) analyze information resources of external
services, such as recommending videos and other
applications. Fagá, Motti, and Gonçalves (2010)
automatically created user profiles through the semantic
analysis of annotations in order to discover new videos
whose content matched their profile of interest. Bertini et
al. proposed a method to benefit from several
collaborative applications to integrate multimedia
annotations into the end user’s documents. These
approaches focus on storing information resources as
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System Architecture

Figure 6 shows the architectural overview of our
proposed system. The main features of the system are that
it (1) returns a list of uploaded data according to the
user’s query, and (2) inserts uploaded data into multiple
tables.

4.1

Data Structure

The data structure used in our system consists of three
data elements — hub collection and multimedia tables, a
metadata table, and a relationship table — which are
explained in detail as follows.

4.1.1

Hub Data

A hub collection is a set of sequences that consist of data
items that help identify uploaded data. These data connect
the other two tables in the system. We define “hub
collection” (C) as a data structure determined based on a
unit of data used to identify uploaded data (H).
  𝐶 ∶= 𝐻, 𝐻! , … , 𝐻!
Hi, which is the i-th hub data item, is defined by the
following equation:
  𝐻   ∶= 𝑖𝑑, 𝑡, 𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑜!" , 𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦 ,
where H is a tuple consisting of the id (e.g., number,
letter/strong, alphanumeric), timestamp information
denoted by t and the id of a reproduced video, and a
category of contents. The timestamp information t for
uploaded data represents a playback time point in the
relevant video stream when the hub data Hi flows into the
system. The category is a keyword selected by the user.
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Figure 6: Architecture of our video-oriented knowledge collection and accumulation system

4.1.2

Multimedia Tables

Multimedia tables indicate various contents of knowledge
(e.g., text, image, audio, video, etc.) and their
corresponding metadata (e.g., tag, color histograms, pitch,
tempo, etc.). These metadata are extracted using existing
methods. This table is created by each type of media. The
multimedia tables are modeled as follows:
  M ∶= 𝑖𝑑, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡
where id is the id of Hi and “content” is the relevant text,
URL, or file (e.g., jpeg, mpeg, mp3, wav, doc, pdf, etc.).

4.1.3

Functions

The proposed system provides two main functions:
extracting metadata from contents, and selecting
knowledge from the knowledge collection.

4.2.1

Extracting Metadata from a Knowledge
Collection

The system provides a function to generate the metadata
of contents that is then inserted into the metadata table.
The contents include images, audio, and video. The
function is as follows:
𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛!!"#$%"&'( 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑘! , 𝑣! , 𝑘! , 𝑣! , . . . , 𝑘! , 𝑣!   

Metadata Tables

The variable f expresses knowledge in order to compute
similarity between sets of content. It is a metadata set
consisting of attributes of metadata (e.g., “fish,” “fire
forest,” red, blue, pitch etc.) and these value pairs. These
tables can be created dynamically according to the type of
media data, e.g., audio data can contain multiple metadata
(pitch, tempo, etc.). This is modeled as follows:
f ∶= 𝑘! , 𝑣! , 𝑘! , 𝑣! , . . . , 𝑘! , 𝑣!   
where 𝑘[1....z] is an attribute of metadata and corresponds
to 𝑣[1....z].

4.1.3

4.2

Relationship Table

The relationship table links content from different
categories or in the same category. It indicates the
combination of different sets of content designated by the
uploader. The relationship table is modeled as follows:
R ∶= 𝑟1!" , 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝!"#$ , 𝑟2!"
where r1id and r2id are ids of the selected Hi and the other
H and relationshipname expresses the nature of the relation,
e.g., cause and effect, explanation, etc.

4.2.2

Selecting Knowledge Set

The system selects a set H containing content as well as
metadata corresponding to a query from C. It computes
the relevance score of the two sets of content in question
or manipulates string pattern-matching metadata of
knowledge. This function is expressed as follows:
𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛!"#"$%&'( 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦

𝐻!   , 𝐻! , . . . , 𝐻!

where the query is written in a programming language
designed to manage data stored in a relational database
management system, e.g., SQL. The calculated scores are
ordered according to the values of metadata, and the
sorted results are listed..

5.

Implementation

In this section, we describe a prototype implementation of
our proposed system. Figure 7 illustrates a prototype
system architecture of the implementation of our system.
Our prototype provides two options to the user or
knowledge uploader: 1) Upload text or image data file
while watching a video, and 2) dynamically display a list
of uploaded content given a query by the knowledge
uploader. Figure 6 shows the detailed architecture of our
prototype. On the server side, the system communicates
with a database to insert and select updated data.
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Figure 7: Prototype system architecture of the implementation of our system
On the client side, the system formats uploaded data
and arranges these uploaded data to the end user.
The client-side module consists of the following four
types of components: display modules, an uploading
module, a metadata extraction module, and a
timeline-management engine. The metadata extraction
module calculates the value of each color and tempo of an
image or audio, respectively, by using existing
application programming interfaces (APIs) for image and
music processing. Following this, the uploading module
sends the raw data, the relevant category, and the
extracted values to the sever. As shown in Figure 6, the
timeline-management engine then obtains a time stamp
for the video from YouTube’s API, adds a time stamp to
the uploaded data, and collates the data using the given
time stamp. When the display module receives data from
the sever side, it arranges them by utilizing HTML5 and
the jQuery library. The engine also controls video
playback.
The server-side program inserts the uploaded data into
the database on receiving transmissions from the client.
The data is then multicasted to other clients watching the
same video. Furthermore, this server-side program selects
a list of data from the database using SQL. Here, the
system specifies the conditions under which data can be
selected through tag matching, point directive character
string, or value computation. The system then sends the
selected data to the client side.
The most important feature of this prototype is its
ability to instantly process and multicast a large amount
of uploaded data to a large number of users. This is
because our system utilizes technologies that reflect state
changes based on edits made by users in real time in
order to collect knowledge, as shown in Figure 6. This
underlying technology relies on the socket.io library. The
server-side components are run on a Node.js server,
which is a server-side web technology that executes
JavaScript.

6.
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Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposed a knowledge-collection and
accumulation system for videos with generating and
storing a “relationship of uploaded data” in heterogeneous
categories. Our system offers two functions: collecting
knowledge regarding a scene in a video as a topic
according to category, and compiling and displaying a list
of related uploaded knowledge in other categories. The
list is effective for experts to obtain opportunities to refer
to uploaded data in the different categories from their
main subjects and interests.
In future research, we plan to perform experimental
studies to demonstrate the effectiveness of our system for
computing and discovering associations between the
uploaded data in heterogeneous categories. We also plan
to extend the range implementation of our system by
enabling it to process a greater variety of multimedia
resources, such as audio data.
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Abstract
Representing data that changes over time in conceptual data models is required by various application
domains, and requires a language that is expressive
enough to fully capture the operational semantics of
the time-varying information. Temporal modelling
languages typically focus on representing and reasoning over temporal classes and relationships, but
have scant support for temporal attributes, if at all.
This prevents one to fully utilise a temporal conceptual data model, which, however, is needed to model
not only evolving objects (e.g., an employee’s role),
but also its attributes, such as changes in salary and
bonus payouts. To characterise temporal attributes
precisely, we use the DLRU S Description Logic language to provide its model-theoretic semantics, therewith essentially completing the temporal ER language
ERV T . The new notion of status attribute is introduced to capture the possible changes, which results
in several logical implications they entail, including
their interaction with temporal classes to ensure correct behaviour in subsumption hierarchies, paving the
way to verify automatically whether a temporal conceptual data model is consistent.
Keywords: temporal conceptual data models, temporal attributes, dynamic data
1

E.A. Nasubo Ongoma2

Introduction

The representation of temporal information has received attention from diverse fields. In conceptual
modelling, this may be informal or ‘hidden’, such
as UML’s “freeze” attribute (Object Management
Group, 2012) and informal business rules about time
in ORM2 (Halpin, 2008), restricted to those that fit
in a non-temporal UML (McBrien, 2008), annotationbased ad hoc formal constraints without a specification of the model (Khatri et al., 2014), a survey of
earlier temporal ER models (Gregersen and Jensen,
1999), and spatio-temporal aspects (e.g., (Parent
et al., 2006)). From a viewpoint of logic-based temporal knowledge representation and reasoning at the
concept-level for UML and ER or EER, there are,
a.o., (Artale et al., 2002; Lutz et al., 2008), who
use temporal logic to describe object behaviour in an
Copyright c 2015, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper appeared at the 11th Asia-Pacific Conference on Conceptual Modelling (APCCM 2015), Sydney, Australia, January
2015. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information
Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 165, Henning Köhler and Motoshi
Saeki, Ed. Reproduction for academic, not-for-profit purposes
permitted provided this text is included.

object oriented specification language, Troll (Hartmann et al., 1994), and extensions to the case with
the presence of data (Artale et al., 2013; Baader et al.,
2013). The linking of a temporal logic to a conceptual
data modelling language is an ongoing effort, with notable achievements with the Description Logic (DL)
language DLRU S and the temporally extended ER,
called ERV T , Entity Relationship model with Valid
Time, (Artale et al., 2002, 2008, 2007; Keet and Artale, 2010), which covers mainly the temporal behaviour of classes and relationship. However, for a
temporal conceptual data model to be fully useful in
information system development that has to deal with
changing information, a proper treatment of temporal
attributes is also necessary. Such information has to
be captured also at the conceptual model layer during
design instead of being ignored or only encoded in an
implementation. For instance, if an employee is suspended for fraud investigation, the employee should
(at least temporarily) not receive a salary either; once
the boolean attribute for having received a transplant
is set from no to yes, it must not be changed anymore;
and modelling of attribute-based access rights that
may change by time of day and changing role of the
user. While one can bury such data characteristics for
a universe of discourse in the application, the understandability and maintainability, and, hence, software
quality, will be better if such information is properly
encoded in the conceptual data model first.
This paper introduces temporal attributes for temporal conceptual data models. Attributes are a type
of binary relations, restricted to linking objects to
data values. A “temporary attribute” was formalised
in (Artale et al., 2007) to the extent to say what it
is, but it had no effect on modelling in ERV T , due
to the absence of operational semantics and its interaction with temporal classes. More recent results
have been obtained for temporal ontology-based data
access (Artale et al., 2013), for which attributes (or:
OWL data properties) are important, but it omits
temporal attributes, and recent comprehensive logicbased treatments of attributes considered only the
atemporal case (Artale et al., 2012; Savkovic and Calvanese, 2012). To the best of our knowledge, no logicbased characterisation, including constraints on the
subsumption hierarchy in the temporal setting, exists for temporal attributes (note: a temporalisation
of relationships does exist (Artale et al., 2008; Keet
and Artale, 2010)). This hampers its potential usability for temporal knowledge representation, reasoning,
and information system development. DLRU S was
extended recently to represent temporal attributes
(Ongoma et al., 2014), but this has not been integrated with the modelling of temporal attributes
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especially in the conceptual data modelling setting
and the consequences for class subsumption are unexplored.
In order to fill this gap in understanding and representation of temporal attributes, we approach it from
a modelling expressiveness viewpoint, instead of the
a priori limitation to a computationally well-behaved
logic (of low expressiveness) or no logic. We propose
a comprehensive treatment of temporal attributes using the extended DLRU S as a foundation to formalise
precisely the notion of temporal attributes and their
interaction with temporal classes in subsumption hierarchies. The comprehensive formalisation has not
only the assertion of temporary attribute and ‘freezing’ of an attribute, but, more importantly, a full set
of constraints including status attributes, their logical implications, and the axioms and proofs for the
subsumption cases. These results can be easily transferred to temporal relations to show the interaction
between status relations and status classes. With this
formal characterization for temporal attributes, the
ERV T language—which has its logic reconstruction
for ER’s (temporal) classes, (temporal) relationships,
and plain attributes also with DLRU S —now has become a fully temporalised extended ER language.
While DLRU S is undecidable, it is also sufficiently
expressive to enable one to obtain insight into the language features required for a full temporalization of
attributes. The natural next step is the investigation
on scalability trade-offs, which then can be informed
also by modelling trade-offs in addition to computational trade-offs and finally thick graphical interface.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We provide examples of application areas of
temporal attributes in Section 2 and the extended
DLRU S in Section 3. Status attributes, their semantics, and logical implications are described in Section 4. We discuss in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.
2

Application areas

Time is ingrained in every aspect of our lives, and,
hence, ought to be dealt with in information systems
that have to handle such data. However, traditional
databases do not have the ability to show this change,
as, most of the time, old attributes and attribute values are replaced by newer ones which eliminates history in the database. Many applications do need to
store the history of events by capturing how to represent this changing state, and there are business rules
on what can change, and how, which a database or
software application is supposed to adhere to. Examples of such applications that require temporal attributes include:
- Administration: a business rule that states that
when an employee is on leave or facing fraud
charges, some of his attributes (e.g., Salary) are
suspended, or a CEO evolves to a non-executive
board member and then no longer earns a salary,
but will receive a yearly bonus, i.e., one attribute
(Salary), becomes ‘disabled’ and another (‘scheduled’) attribute (hasBonus) becomes active upon
migration of the object.
- Medical Information Systems with patient
records to monitor the attributes that change
with time, for example a HIV positive patient
evolves to an AIDS patient after the attribute
value of CD4 count drops below 180, or once the
value for the boolean attribute transplant-received
is set to ‘yes’, it cannot be changed anymore (it
is so-called ‘frozen’). A related application area
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Figure 1: An ERV T diagram showing temporal attributes and the interaction between status classes
(rectangles) and status attributes (ovals); a “T” after
the name denotes it is a temporal class or attribute.
is in pharmacovigilance (Lora et al., 2012), which
aims to monitor adverse effects of drugs on patients.
- Security systems that monitor and authorise
users as they log into systems. Temporal attributes here are typically time-bound passwords
the users are given, and disallowing to reuse
the previous passwords. For large databases
that use millions of users, security administrators can use attribute-based data access
(ABAC) (Priebe et al., 2007) to authenticate its
users. More recently, it also covers specification of different attribute-based access privileges
across time in mobile applications.
- Financial institutions need to record the history
for future use, e.g. before giving a credit facility. Temporal attributes are used to determine
the amount a client can receive and the time in
which it can be repaid. Banks need to record
the history of customer transactions ((deposit)
and (withdrawal)), thus the need for temporal attributes.
We give a practical example in administration, for example in offices, schools, and companies, to manage
information about employees, with a temporally extended ER diagram in Fig. 1, where a “T” after the
name denotes temporal, as in ERV T (Artale et al.,
2007).
Example 1. An employee in a company may
have the following attributes: name, Access, Salary,
EdLevel, and the identifier as EmpNumber. Employees
may be promoted (‘dynamically extend’) to manager.
A manager manages one of several departments, for
example, a HR manager manages the HR department,
IT manager manages the IT department and the Finance manager manages the finance department, and
each departments has a different Information system,
e.g. HRISaccess is the attribute assigned to the HR
manager to access that system. Different managers
also belong to different levels of management, from
low level, mid-level to upper management. If an IT
manager takes up the position of Finance manager,
the ITISaccess attribute must change (‘dynamically
evolve’) to FinanceISaccess. ♦
Practical examples with instances will be illustrated at the end of Section 4.2.
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3

Preliminaries: The Temporal DL DLRUS
with Attributes

Top C

d

To provide a precise semantics of temporal attributes,
we use a logic reconstruction for temporal conceptual data models in the temporal Description
Logic DLRU S extended with the operators Since
and Until, which has been used for that purpose already (Artale et al., 2002, 2008, 2007; Keet and Artale, 2010), including how the temporally extended
ER, ERV T , maps into DLRU S (Artale and Keet,
2008). DLRU S (Artale et al., 2002) is an expressive fragment of FOL that combines the propositional temporal logic with Since and Until operators
with the (non-temporal) description logic DLR (Calvanese and De Giacomo, 2003) so that relationships,
classes, and attributes can be temporalised. Details of
DLRU S can be found in (Artale et al., 2002, 2007; Ongoma et al., 2014); as usual, we have classes C (starting from atomic ones CN ), n-ary relationships R (DL
roles, with n ≥ 2, RN ), binary attributes A between
a class and a datatype, DL role components (U , of
which F denotes a role component in an attribute,
F ⊆ U, and F = {From, To}). The selection expression Ui /n : C denotes an n-ary relation whose i-th argument (i ≤ n) is of type C and [Uj ]R denotes the jth argument (j ≤ n)—i.e., DL role component, which
can be seen intuitively as a projection over the role—
in role R (subscripts i and j are omitted if it is clear
from the context). For F , which concerns the DL role
components in an attribute, we thus have F : C, with
F denoting the role component From that relates to
class C, and [F ]A denoting the role component F of
A, where if To is used, it is the DL role component
that associates with the datatype of the attribute,
and if From is used, it is the DL role component that
associates with the class of the attribute. Thus, for
each A ∈ A and denoting with Literal the top for
data types (i.e., for the domain of values ∆ID ; see below), the DLRU S axiom A v From : > u To : Literal
holds. Finally, Until and Since together with ⊥ and
> suffice to define the temporal operators: ♦+ (some
time in the future) as ♦+ C ≡ > U C, ⊕ (at the next
moment) as ⊕ C ≡ ⊥ U C, and likewise for their past
counterparts; + (always in the future) and − (always in the past) are the duals of ♦+ and ♦− ; the
operators ♦∗ (at some moment) and its dual ∗ (at all
moments) can be defined as ♦∗ C ≡ C t ♦+ C t ♦− C
and ∗ C ≡ C u+ C u− C, respectively. The syntax
and semantics of the extended DLRU S are included
in Fig. 2. The model-theoretic semantics of DLRU S
assumes a flow of time T = hTp , <i, where Tp is a set
of countably infinite time points also referred to as
chronons and < is isomorphic to the usual ordering
on the integers. The language of DLRU S is interpreted in temporal models over T , which are triples
in the form I = hT , ∆I , ·I(t) i, where ∆I is the union
of two non empty disjoint sets, the domain of objects,
∆IO , and domain of values, ∆ID , and ·I(t) the interpretation function such that, for every t ∈ T (t ∈ T
will be used as a shortcut for t ∈ Tp ), every class C,
and every n-ary relation R, we have C I(t) ⊆ ∆IO and
RI(t) ⊆ (∆IO )n ; also, (u, v) = {w ∈ T | u < w < v}.
A knowledge base is a finite set Σ of DLRU S axioms of the form C1 v C2 and R1 v R2 , and with R1
and R2 being relations of the same arity. An interpretation I satisfies C1 v C2 (R1 v R2 ) if and only
if the interpretation of C1 (R1 ) is included in the inI(t)
I(t)
terpretation of C2 (R2 ) at all time, i.e. C1 ⊆ C2
I(t)
I(t)
(R1 ⊆ R2 ), for all t ∈ T .

Exists-C
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d
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C

Scheduled-C

Top A

d

Exists-A

Disabled-A

d

Scheduled-A

A

Suspended-A

Figure 3: An EER diagram showing the interaction between status classes (rectangles) and status
attributes (ovals).
4

Temporalizing Attributes

To effectively manage and present temporalised attributes, it is important to state a time-scale and
give the constraints to manage the evolution of data.
Timestamping (Artale et al., 2007) ensures that data
can be distinguished, while evolution constraints put
restriction on the movement of data. These are rules
that govern the valid state of the database or logicbased temporal conceptual data model. To represent
temporal attributes to the level of detail required and
to have them interact with temporalised classes, we
extend the notion of status classes and status relations to status attributes to specify the operational
semantics of temporal attributes.
Status models the normal behaviour in the real
world: items either exist or not, also known as lifecycle (Artale et al., 2007; Hartmann et al., 1994), and
models the evolution of data. Status classes were introduced in (Artale et al., 2007) and status relations
in (Artale et al., 2008), but it fell short of status attributes to constrain the permissible states of affairs.
Status attributes also can have four different statuses:
they either exist and are scheduled, active, or suspended, or they are disabled. We describe each one
of them informally and illustrate that they are relevant for conceptual modelling (and knowledge representation), and subsequently present the formalisation. Fig. 3 shows an integrated EER diagram of
status classes extended with status attributes.
– Scheduled: an attribute is scheduled if it belongs
to an active class or a scheduled class. For instance, a bonus payout to an employee occurs
only after passing the probationary period successfully.
– Active: the status of an attribute is active if it
fully instantiates the type-level attribute, thus,
these are the normal attributes and they only
belong to an active class and can be changed or
deleted at any time in the class; e.g., an access
level to certain information, date of birth, an employee’s salary attribute.
– Suspended: These are attributes that belong to
either a suspended class or an active class. They
are temporarily inactive and will become active
after a given period of time or until the suspended class becomes active. For instance, an
employee is suspended due to an ongoing fraud
case, so its attributes are suspended, too.
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I(t)

C→

> | ⊥ | CN | ¬C | C1 u C2 | ∃≶k [Uj ]R | ∃[F]A |
♦+ C | ♦− C | + C | − C | ⊕ C |
C | C1 U C2 | C1 S C2

R→

>n | RN | ¬R | R1 u R2 | Ui /n : C |
♦+ R | ♦− R | + R | − R | ⊕ R |
R | R1 U R2 | R1 S R2

A→

>A | AN | ¬A | F : C |
♦+ A | ♦− A | + A | − A | ⊕ A |

A | A1 U A2 | A1 S A2

∆I
O

>
⊥I(t)
CN I(t)
(¬C)I(t)
(C1 u C2 )I(t)
(∃≶k [Uj ]R)I(t)
(∃ [F]AI(t)
(C1 U C2 )I(t)
(C1 S C2 )I(t)

=
=
⊆
=
=
=
=
=
=

∅
>I(t)
>I(t) \ C I(t)
I(t)
I(t)
∩ C2
C1
{ o ∈ >I(t) | ]{ho1 , . . . , on i ∈ RI(t) | oj = o} ≶ k}
{ o ∈ >I(t) | ]{ho, di ∈ AI(t) ≥ 1}}
I(w)
I(v)
)}
∧ ∀w ∈ (t, v).o ∈ C1
{ o ∈ >I(t) | ∃v > t.(o ∈ C2
I(v)
I(w)
{ o ∈ >I(t) | ∃v < t.(o ∈ C2
∧ ∀w ∈ (v, t).o ∈ C1
)}

(>n )I(t)
RN I(t)
(¬R)I(t)
(R1 u R2 )I(t)
(Ui /n : C)I(t)
(R1 U R2 )I(t)
(R1 S R2 )I(t)
(♦+ R)I(t)
(⊕ R)I(t)
(♦− R)I(t)
( R)I(t)

=
⊆
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

n
(∆I
O)
(>n )I(t)
(>n )I(t) \ RI(t)
I(t)
I(t)
∩ R2
R1
{ ho1 , . . . , on i ∈ (>n )I(t) | oi ∈ C I(t) }
I(w)
I(v)
)}
∧ ∀w ∈ (t, v). ho1 , . . . , on i ∈ R1
{ ho1 , . . . , on i ∈ (>n )I(t) | ∃v > t.(ho1 , . . . , on i ∈ R2
I(w)
I(v)
I(t)
)}
∧ ∀w ∈ (v, t). ho1 , . . . , on i ∈ R1
{ ho1 , . . . , on i ∈ (>n )
| ∃v < t.(ho1 , . . . , on i ∈ R2
{ho1 , . . . , on i ∈ (>n )I(t) | ∃v > t. ho1 , . . . , on i ∈ RI(v) }
{ho1 , . . . , on i ∈ (>n )I(t) | ho1 , . . . , on i ∈ RI(t+1) }
{ho1 , . . . , on i ∈ (>n )I(t) | ∃v < t. ho1 , . . . , on i ∈ RI(v) }
{ho1 , . . . , on i ∈ (>n )I(t) | ho1 , . . . , on i ∈ RI(t−1)

(>A )I(t)
ANI(t)
(F : C)I(t)
(A1 U A2 )I(t)
(A1 S A2 )I(t)
I(t)
(♦+ A)
(⊕ A)I(t)
I(t)
(♦− A)
( A)I(t)

=
⊆
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

I
∆I
O × ∆D
(>A )I(t)
{ ho, di ∈ (>A )I(t) | o ∈ CI(t) }
I(v)
I(w)
{ ho, di ∈ (>A )I(t) | ∃v > t.(ho, di ∈ A2
∧∀w ∈ (t, v).ho, di ∈ A1
)}
I(v)
I(w)
I(t)
{ ho, di ∈ (>A )
| ∃v < t.(ho, di ∈ A2
∧∀w ∈ (v, t).ho, di ∈ A1
)}
{ho, di ∈ (>A )I(t) | ∃v > t.ho, di ∈ AI(v) }
{ho, di ∈ (>A )I(t) | ho, di ∈ AI(t+1) }
{ho, di ∈ (>A )I(t) | ∃v < t.ho, di ∈ AI(v) }
{ho, di ∈ (>A )I(t) | ho, di ∈ AI(t−1) }

Figure 2: Syntax and semantics of DLRU S , modified to include attributes (in bold face); o denote objects, d
domain values, v, w, t ∈ T , F is a role component in an attribute.
– Disabled: These belong to either a disabled class
or an active class. When the membership of the
class has expired, its attributes are also disabled,
and it can also be true for an active class that
no longer requires the use of that attribute. For
instance, an employee dies, so her profile is disabled, or a software company decides to change
the application from for-payment to free and
open source, so that the price attribute becomes
disabled.
Concerning the formalization, the subsumption
hierarchy and disjointness depicted in Fig. 3 are
straightforward and omitted from the presentation
here for brevity. We give both the model-theoretic
semantics and the DLRU S axiom; a is an element in
A, which can also be written as ho, di, where o represents an object in the class and d is the value domain
of the attribute. We assume that the name of the
attribute denotes the set of active attributes.
(Aexists1) An Attribute either Exists or is Disabled.
0
a ∈ Exists-AI(t) → ∀t0 >t.a ∈ (Exists-AI(t ) ∨
0
Disabled-AI(t ) )
Exists-A v + (Exists-A t Disabled-A)
(Aexists2) Exist attribute involves scheduled, suspended or active attributes.
I(t)
a
∈
Exists-A
→
∀t0 >t.a 0 ∈
I(t0 )
I(t0 )
(Scheduled-A
∨A
∨ Suspended-AI(t ) )
+
Exists-A v  (Scheduled-A t A t Suspended-A)
(Aexists3) Existing attributes belong to an existing
class.
64

ho, di ∈ Exists-AI(t) → o ∈ Exists-C I(t)
Exists-A v From : Exists-C
(Aact1) Active attributes belong to an active class
only.
ho, di ∈ AI(t) → o ∈ C I(t)
A v From : C
(Asch1) Scheduled attribute will eventually become
active.
0
a ∈ Scheduled-AI(t) → ∃t0 >t.a ∈ AI(t )
Scheduled-A v ♦+ A
(Asch2) Scheduled attribute can never follow active.
0
a ∈ AI(t) → ∀t0 >t.a ∈
/ Scheduled-AI(t )
A v + ¬Scheduled-A
(Asusp1) Suspended attribute was active in the past.
0
a ∈ Suspended-AI(t) → ∃t0 <t.a ∈ AI(t )
Suspended-A v ♦− A
(Asusp2) Suspended attributes belong to active or
suspended class.
ho, di
∈
Suspended-AI(t)
→
o
∈
(Suspended-C I(t) ∨ C I(t) )
Suspended-A v From : (Suspended-C t C)
(Adisab1) Disabled persists.
0
a ∈ Disabled-AI(t) → ∀t0 >t.a ∈ Disabled-AI(t )
+
Disabled-A v  Disabled-A
(Adisab2) Disabled attribute was active in the past.
0
a ∈ Disabled-AI(t) → ∃t0 <t.a ∈ AI(t )
−
Disabled-A v ♦ A
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(Adisab3) Disabled attributes belong to a disabled or
active class.
ho, di ∈ Disabled-AI(t) → o ∈ (Disabled-C I(t) ∨
C I(t) )
Disabled-A v From : (Disabled-C t C)
(Adisab5) Disabled will never become active again.
0
a ∈ Disabled-AI(t) → ∀t0 > t.a ∈
/ AI(t )
+
Disabled-A v  ¬A
(Csusp3) Freezing attributes of suspended classes /
Suspended class has suspended attributes only.
o
∈
Suspended-C I(t)
→
ho, di
∈
Suspended-AI(t)
Suspended-C v ∀[From]Suspended-A
(CactiveA) An active class contains exists or disabled attributes.
o ∈ C I(t) → ho, di ∈ (Exists-AI(t) ∨
Disabled-AI(t) )
C v ∀[From](Exists-A t Disabled-A)
Henceforth, we denote with Σsa the above set of
DLRU S axioms that formalise status attributes, and
the two for status classes.
Some of these axioms are quite similar to those for
relationships that were introduced in (Artale et al.,
2008), others are specific to attributes. Similar ones
are: Aact1 corresponds to (Artale et al., 2008)’s
Act, Adisab1 to Rdisab1, Adisab2 to Rdisab2,
Asusp1 to Rsusp1, Asusp2 to Rsusp2, Asch1 to
Rsch1, and Asch2 to Rsch2. The new ones specific
to attributes are: Aexists1, Aexists2, Aexists3,
Adisab3, and CactiveA.
Csusp3 requires some explanation, for we use this
one instead of (Artale et al., 2007)’s freez axiom.
Artale et al.’s freez intends to capture “Freezing
attributes of suspended classes” so as “to make unchangeable the attributes of suspended objects, the
unchangeability starting at the time instant the object becomes suspended” (Artale et al., 2007) whose
idea originated from (Etzion et al., 1998), and has the
following semantics: o ∈ Suspended-C I(t) ∧ ho, ai ∈
AI(t) → ho, ai ∈ AI (t+1) and in DLRU S notation
Suspended-C v ¬∃[From](Au A) (Artale et al., 2007).
However, suspended requires that it was active in the
past, which applies to classes, relationships, and attributes (Asusp1), and it is not just that the attribute
may not be ‘not-active’, but, precisely, it has to be
suspended, too. Hence, Csusp3 captures the ‘freezing’ more precisely.
Observe that, as with act for relations (Active
relations involve only active classes) (Artale et al.,
2008), Aact1 cannot be proved and therefore had
to be added to the set of basic constraints: while
by Aexists3, we know an attribute has to be either
scheduled, active, or suspended, and one can exclude
suspended thanks to Csusp3, one cannot contradict
a ∈ Scheduled-AI(t) due to Asch3, as scheduled
attributes may belong to either scheduled or active
classes.
4.1

Status Attributes: Logical Implications

Logical implications are important to be able to derive new constraints. From the DLRU S axioms above
(Σsa ), we can obtain the following logical implications
for status attributes.
Proposition
1.
(Status
Attributes:
Logical
Implications)
Given
the
set
of
axioms
Σsa
and
an
attribute,
A v From : C u To : D, with D a data type, the
following logical implications hold:

(Csch) Scheduled class has scheduled attributes only.
Σsa |= Scheduled-C v ∀[From]Scheduled-A
(Asch3) Scheduled attribute belongs to an active or
scheduled class.
Σsa |= Scheduled-A v From : (Scheduled-C t C)
(Cdisab4) Disabled class has only disabled attributes.
Σsa |= Disabled-C v ∀[From]Disabled-A
(Asch4) Scheduled attribute persists until active.
Σsa |= Scheduled-A v Scheduled-A U A
(Asch5) Scheduled attribute cannot evolve directly to
disabled.
Σsa |= Scheduled-A v ⊕¬Disabled-A
(Aact2) Active attribute will possibly evolve into
suspended or disabled.
Σsa |= A v + (A t Suspended-A t Disabled-A)
(Asusp3) Suspended attributes can never be followed
by scheduled or disabled.
Σsa
|=
Suspended-A v ⊕(¬Scheduled-A t
¬Disabled-A)
(Adisab4) Disabled attribute cannot belong to a
scheduled or suspended class.
Σsa |= Disabled-A v
¬(From : Scheduled-C t From : Suspended-C)
Proof. See Appendix A.
The analogues of the logical implications for attributes to those for temporal relations are that
Asch4 corresponds to Rsch3 and Asch5 to Rsch4
in (Artale et al., 2008). The new one specific to
attributes are: Csch, Cdisab4, Asch3, Aact2,
Asusp3, and Adisab4.
4.2

Inheritance and Temporal Attributes

Class hierarchies are relevant for conceptual modelling, and even more so for ontologies. Five subsumption (isa) implications for temporalised class subsumption with respect to status classes were proven
in (Artale et al., 2007), with A and B being classes:
(isa1) Objects active in B must be active in A, i.e.
B v A,
(isa2) Objects suspended in B must be either suspended or active in A, i.e.,
Suspended-B v (Suspended-A t A),
(isa3) Objects disabled in B must be either disabled,
suspended or active in A, i.e.,
Disabled-B v (Disabled-A t A t Suspended-A),
(isa4) Objects scheduled in B must exist in A, i.e.,
Scheduled-B v Exists-A,
(isa5) Objects disabled in A, and active in B in the
past, must be disabled in B, i.e.,
Disabled-A u ♦− B v Disabled-B.
For attributes, one cannot simply replace ‘object’
with ‘attribute of object’, however, because class A
may not have that attribute. Moreover, the representation of attribute hierarchies is uncommon, but attribute inheritance is important, and therewith the interaction between the permissible statuses in the temporal class subsumption with the temporal attributes.
Such consequences for subsumption and their interaction with classes in a hierarchy have not been specified for status relations yet either (Artale et al., 2008;
Keet and Artale, 2010).
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Table 1: Illustrations of logical implication of status attributes’ interaction with status classes in the subsumption hierarchy, as they may be declared for some conceptual model for an application in an organisation.
Logical Implication
(isa1A ) Attributes of objects disabled in C, and
active in D in the past, are disabled in D
(isa2A ) Attributes active in D must be either active in C or is not present in C
(isa3A ) Attributes suspended in D must be either
suspended in C, or is not present in C
(isa4A ) Attributes of objects suspended in D must
be either suspended in C, or is not present in C
(isa5A ) Attributes disabled in D must be either
disabled in C, or is not present in C
(isa6A ) Attributes of objects disabled in D must
be either disabled in C or is not present in C
(isa7A ) Attributes scheduled in D must be either
scheduled in C or is not present in C
(isa8A ) Attributes of objects scheduled in D must
be either scheduled in C, or is not present in C

Examples of the intended behaviour it can enforce
When the production of a product is discontinued, the whole object and
its attributes are disabled therefore the same attributes in the subclasses
are also disabled
These are normal (temporal) attributes; e.g., salary, price of a product
Going on leave, the manager’s access rights can be suspended, and also as
employee the access rights are suspended (but not the object itself)
A manager is target of a fraud case, so the object and its attributes are
suspended, and as a result its attributes are suspended also as an employee
When a company that produces software applications makes one of its
software applications open source, the price attribute is disabled therefore
the attribute price in the superclass is also disabled
A manager leaves the company, hence, becomes a member of the DisabledManager class, and so will its attributes be disabled. Then also the objects’ attributes for it’s superclass Employee must be disabled.
Attributes can be scheduled when an employee expects to get his usual
salary after probation period: attribute prob salary is used during probation and after probation, the scheduled salary becomes active.
A manager is scheduled to start work in a few weeks, the attribute salary
will be scheduled in the employee class.

To prove the logical implications for subsumption
with respect to temporal attributes, we first recall the
very notion of class (entity type) subsumption. Let
C and D be classes, and D v C, which means that all
instances of D are also instances of C. This is achieved
in a logical theory iff D has either one of the following:
1) the same attributes as C and possibly more 2) more
relationships than C, 3) more constrained attributes
or relationships than C, 4) If the attribute is active
in C, then it must be active in D, otherwise it would
deduce C v D, and trivially, if D does not have some
attribute A or relationship R, then neither does C. We
call this the subsumption premise.
We obtain 8 logical implications and their proofs,
which are included in Proposition 2. General, highlevel examples of real world scenarios that illustrate
the intuition of the logical implications are shown in
Table 1, and more detailed examples are described afterward. Attributes of a class—e.g., where a ∈ AI(t)
and a denotes the tuple ho, di ∈ AI(t) and o ∈ C I(t) —
I(t)
are written in shorthand notation, like AC or in
DL notation AC , and to prevent wieldy subscripts,
we use the following abbreviations for classes: Active
C, Scheduled Sch-C, Suspended Sus-C, and Disabled
I(t)
Dis-C; so, e.g., a ∈ Disabled-ADis-C represents a disabled attribute in a disabled class C.
Proposition 2. (Status Attributes and Status
Classes: isa Logical Implications) Given the
set of axioms Σsa , attribute A and D v C, where,
D v [From]AD and, if present, C v [From]AC , at time
t, o is the object and a = ho, di is the attribute of the
object in the class, the following logical implications
hold:
(isa1A ) Attributes of objects disabled in C, and
active in D in the past, are disabled in D.
Disabled-ADis-C u ♦− AD v Disabled-ADis-D t
¬Top-ATop-C
(isa2A ) Attributes active in D must be either active
in C or is not present in C.
AD v AC t ¬Top-ATop-C
(isa3A ) Attributes suspended in D must be either suspended in C, or is not present in C.
Suspended-AD v Suspended-AC t ¬Top-ATop-C
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(isa4A ) Attributes of objects suspended in D must
be either suspended in C, or is not present in C.
Top-ASus-D v Suspended-ASus-C t ¬Top-ATop-C
(isa5A ) Attributes disabled in D must be either disabled in C, or is not present in C.
Disabled-AD v Disabled-AC t ¬Top-ATop-C
(isa6A ) Attributes of objects disabled in D must
be either disabled in C or is not present in C.
Top-ADis-D v Disabled-ADis-C t ¬Top-ATop-C
(isa7A ) Attributes scheduled in D must be either scheduled in C or is not present in C.
Scheduled-AD v Scheduled-AC t ¬Top-ATop-C
(isa8A ) Attributes of objects scheduled in D must
be either scheduled in C, or is not present in C.
Top-ASch-D v Scheduled-ASch-C t ¬Top-ATop-C
Proof. See Appendix B.
We illustrate the effects of isa3A and isa7A and
isa8A with two practical examples of a conceptual
model and a corresponding database with some sample data. Note that the status classes and status attributes are orthogonal to the standard active classes
and attributes, and are therefore not drawn in the
diagram.
Example 2. Consider the ER diagram fragment on
the left in Fig. 4 and a possible database state on
the right, where t0 and t1 are represented in a separate column in the desired granularity (such as day,
month, or hour—not shown). The basic DLRU S axioms are shown on the left-hand side of the figure,
where Name is rigid, so that the key is not allowed
to change (the “∗ Name”-part) and bonuses may
change (the “♦+ Bonus”). Employee Joanne Soap
is a manager earning 6 000 000 a year, and as a
manager—unlike regular employees—she also receives
a bonus, which is set to 50 000, and she is in the table
of ‘active’ managers. At some point in time, she, the
object as instance of the Manager entity type, is suspended due to a fraud investigation and moves to the
table for suspended managers, mgrSuspended, (step
1). The suspension of the object induces suspension
of its attributes (because of Csusp3), hence Joanne’s
Name, Salary, and Bonus attributes are suspended,
and thus cannot be modified (step 2). By the object’s suspension as member of the Manager entity
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Name

Employee

Salary T

emp(JoanneSoap,6000000) at t0
emp(JoanneSoap,6000000) at t1

4. JS's emp attributes

3. JS as employee
is suspended or
active [by ISA2]

suspended [by ISA3A]

Bonus T

Manager T

mgr(JoanneSoap,6000000,50000) at t0

1. JS gets

mgrSuspended(JoanneSoap,6000000,50000) at t1
suspended due
to fraud allegations
2. JS's attributes get suspended [by CSUSP3]

Figure 4: Depiction of a scenario on attribute suspension; left: section of an extended ERV T diagram and the
basic DLRU S axioms; right: possible database states with illustration of a change. There are several options
to adorn diagrams with temporal information and to encode the statuses and time in the database and one is
arbitrarily chosen here.
type, the object as an instance of its super entity
type, Employee, can either remain active or be also
suspended, thanks to isa2 (step 3). Further, because
of the suspension of attributes in the the subtype, the
attributes that are also present in the supertype, being Name and Salary, will also be suspended, thanks
to isa3A (step 4). (note: strictly speaking, steps 3
and 4 follow concurrently from step 2).
It may look ‘odd’ that Joanne remains a member of
the active emp, whereas as manager she is suspended.
The reason for this is, that it cannot be proven that
if an attribute is suspended, then therefore the object
must be suspended, and likewise for relationships. It
depends on the business rule what should happen. ♦
Example 3 illustrates the effects of isa7A and
isa8A with a practical example, also intended only
to illustrate in an intuitive manner the effect of the
axioms.
Example 3. Using the motivating example in Section 2, a manager, Joe Soap, is recruited and is
scheduled to start work sometime in the future, say
t1 , so all his attributes are scheduled at t0 (where
t0 < t1 ), thanks to Csch, until he becomes active
in the database, i.e., starts working for the company.
The employee details can be added into the database
at time t0 , with the manager details recorded as
scheduled, being an employee ID JS123 and salary
of 6 000 000 (step 1 in Fig. 5). Thanks to isa8A ,
both the object and the attribute Salary in the employee class (database table in the implementation)
will automatically become scheduled (step 2) until
the object, an instance of Manager, becomes active
(step 3), ensuring that the new employee will not be
paid before commencing to work. Put differently: it
would result in an inconsistency to have Salary active
in the employee class and scheduled in the manager
class, thanks to isa7A . At time t1 , when the object is
activated (step 3), isa1 forces the employee instance
to become active as well (step 4), and by isa2A , we
see that the attribute Salary is active in the employee
class, after the manager class is active (step 5). ♦
These examples show the need for temporal attributes and their status in databases, which now can
be modelled at the conceptual modelling layer. Also,
additional business rules can be specified and manually added, yet adhering to the logical implications.
This completes the logical implications with respect to subsumption in the context of status classes
and status attributes. The interaction between subsumption for status classes that participate in status
relations is expected to yield similar implications.
5

Discussion

The main contribution—and focus—of this paper is the comprehensive temporalisation of

attributes with a rigorously defined semantics, which has shown to be feasible within the
well-researched framework with DLRU S and
ERV T . The full treatment of temporal attributes
was the remaining gap towards obtaining a logicbased fully temporalised modelling language, which
is an essential component for designing temporal
databases and knowledge bases. An advantage of
using DLRU S over another logic, is that the temporal
attributes integrate well with the temporal entity
types and relationships already characterised with
DLRU S axioms, compared to having to start from
scratch with a new logic. The major benefit will be
reaped for the modelling of temporal information in
such a way that it is consistent, therewith preventing
bugs in the information system, thanks to the logicbased reconstruction of the temporally extended
conceptual data modelling language in DLRU S , the
status classes, relationships, and attributes, and their
logical implications.
With the new insights presented in this paper, one
can successfully build a complete temporal ER model
that would be translated from the temporally extended EER to DLRU S and therewith enable the option to check the consistency of a conceptual schema,
hence, improve or guarantee its quality. For instance,
it will disallow the undesirable state where all employees and their attributes are suspended but managers
still receive a salary, or forcing a customer through
a payment procedure for a payment of 0.0 Rand to
download free software. Similarly for Example 3,
where the employee is recorded in the database but
has not yet commenced working: our temporal model
can spot inconsistencies by having the scheduled class
which would then cause some attributes in the employee class to be scheduled until the manager is active at work. Finally, recall Example 1 from Section 2
regarding a manager’s access rights: now if a system
administrator mistakenly gave a manager a higher access than he is allowed to have, our results can spot
the consistency and recommend the correct solutions
to be addressed. For instance, suppose an HRManager’s HRISaccess is not active but his manager access
profile is active, we see by (isa2A ), it would automatically show this inconsistency and alert the system
administrator.
The results presented here are the final theoretical step toward creation of a tool that would check
automatically the consistency of temporal data models and thus would be able to spot such issues. Although the notation chosen here is in EER, the results
can be transferred easily to other conceptual models,
such as UML Class Diagrams and ORM2, thanks to
the unifying metamodel from (Keet and Fillottrani,
2013) and similar formal and conceptual unification
attempts.
DLRU S is undecidable, however, with the known
consequences for a potential automated reasoner for
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empID

Employee

empScheduled(JS123,6000000) at t0

Salary T

emp(JS123,6000000) at t1

2. JS as employee
is scheduled
[by ISA8A]

5. JS's emp attributes

Manager T

also active [by ISA2A]

1. JS accepted job offer but has
not started yet [by CSCH]

3. JS starts working

mgrScheduled(JS123,6000000) at t0
mgr(JS123,6000000) at t1

4. JS as employee
becomes active
[by ISA1]

Figure 5: Center: Partial extended ERV T diagram for a scenario for scheduled attributes in a scheduled
subclass and Manager and Salary declared temporal; Left: a DLRU S notation; Right: some sample data
informally demonstrating the effect of the axioms.
it. While time-consuming computation is an acceptable trade-off for a modeller focussing on expressiveness, a slightly less expressive temporal language and
better performance with the reasoner may be preferred by others. At the other end of this spectrum are results obtained with TDL-Lite and temporal Ontology-Based Data Access (OBDA) (Artale
et al., 2013). It would be useful to conduct a detailed
investigation as to what would be the best trade-off
between a subset of temporal constructs that is most
desired from a viewpoint of conceptual data modelling
and the complexity ‘costs’ and what can be implemented in temporal OBDA. Once a temporal conceptual data modelling tool is available, one can obtain
quantitative results as to how often a construct is actually used, which further can inform the notion of
‘preferred constructs’ and the further development of
decidable temporal logics.
Finally, DLRU S being in the DL family of languages, the advances described here can be relatively
easily transferred to an ontology engineering setting.
6

Conclusion

A refined description logic language DLRU S was
used to properly include temporal constructors for
attributes in its syntax and semantics. These constructors enabled the specification of a logic-based semantics for fully temporalised attributes, aided by the
notion of status common in temporal conceptual data
modelling. In addition, the logical implications for
subsumption have been proven, in particular the interaction between status classes and status attributes
in a subsumption hierarchy, thereby providing rules
for effectively modelling and managing temporal data.
With these results obtained, the next natural step
is to extend the ERV T graphical component of the
temporal conceptual data modelling language and develop a modelling tool to make the features easily
available to modellers. A further step is to check automatically the properties of the temporal schema for
satisfiability and subsumption.
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Appendix A
Proof of Proposition 1: ‘Status Attributes: Logical
Implications’.
Proof. The proof for Asch4 is similar to the proof of
sch3 in (Artale et al., 2007), and Asch5 is similar to
sch4, so we prove here only the other ones.
(Csch).
Let o
∈
Scheduled-C I(t) ,
I(t)
then if ho, di ∈ A , then o ∈ C I(t) by
Aact1, which contradicts the premise;
if
ho, di ∈ Suspended-AI(t) , the o ∈ C I(t) or
o ∈ Suspended-C I(t) (by Asusp2), which also
contradicts; if ho, di ∈ Disabled-AI(t) , it contradicts likewise due to Adisab3; therefore
ho, di ∈ Scheduled-AI(t) (which does not contradict Asch3).
(Asch3). Let ho, di ∈ Scheduled-AI(t) , then
o ∈
/ Disabled-C I(t) because by Aexists3, o ∈
Exists-C I(t) , and Exists-C I(t) is disjoint from
Disabled-C I(t) ; if o ∈ Suspended-C I(t) it contradicts
Csusp3, for it would force ho, di ∈ Suspended-AI(t) ,
which contradicts the premise; hence ho, di ∈
Scheduled-AI(t) → o ∈ (Scheduled-C I(t) ∨ C I(t) ).
(Cdisab4). Let o ∈ Disabled-C I(t) , then if
ho, di ∈ AI(t) , o’s status contradicts because of
Aact1; if ho, di ∈ Suspended-AI(t) , it leads to
a contradiction because of Asusp2; if ho, di ∈
Scheduled-AI(t) , likewise a contradiction because of
Asch3; therefore ho, di ∈ Disabled-AI(t) (which does
not contradict Adisab3).

(Asusp3). Let a ∈ Suspended-AI(t) , then by
0
Asusp1, ∃t0 <t.a ∈ AI(t ) , so a was active in the
00
0
00
past; by Asch1 ∃t >t .a ∈ AI (t ) (with a ∈
00
Scheduled-AI (t ) ), but there cannot be a t000 such
that t00 <t000 <t0 due to Asch4, i.e., a must first become active before any possible migration to another status, and by Adisab1 disabled persists, so
a∈
/ Disabled-AI (t+1) .
(Aact2). An attribute remaining active, becoming suspended, or disabled is the same as saying
it cannot become scheduled anymore. By Asch2,
0
if a ∈ AI(t) then ∀t0 >t.a ∈
/ Scheduled-AI(t ) ,
0
0
therefore ∀t0 >t.a ∈ (AI(t ) ∨ Suspended-AI(t ) ∨
0
Disabled-AI(t ) ).
(Adisab4). Let ho, di ∈ Disabled-AI(t) , then
if o ∈ Scheduled-C I(t) , it contradicts Adisab3 as
it says that either o ∈ Disabled-C I(t) or o ∈ C I(t) ,
thus also if o ∈ Suspended-C I(t) , it contradicts
Adisab3 too, therefore, a ∈
/ Scheduled-AI(t) and
I(t)
a∈
/ Suspended-A .
Appendix B
Proof of Proposition 2: ‘Status Attributes and Status
Classes: isa Logical Implications’.
Proof. (isa1A ) Attributes of objects disabled in C,
and active in D in the past, are disabled in D.
Given: o ∈ Disabled-C I(t0 ) , by Cdisab4, we
I(t )
I(t )
have a ∈ Disabled-ADis0-C and a ∈ AD 1 , where
t1 < t0 .
By Subsumption premise, A is also
an attribute of D and by Aact1, for any a ∈
AI(t1 ) , then o ∈ DI(t1 ) , i.e. ♦− D. By isa5,
Disabled-C u ♦− D v Disabled-D; thus, because o ∈
Disabled-C I(t0 ) , then also o ∈ Disabled-DI(t0 ) .
I(t )
Therefore by Cdisab4, a ∈ Disabled-ADis0-D .
(isa2A ) Attributes active in D must be either active in C or is not present in C.
Given: o ∈ DI(t) , and its active attribute, a ∈
I(t)
AD .
part 1. From isa1, we get D v C, and thus
by Cactive, C v From : (Exists-A t Disabled-A),
and thus (Scheduled-A t A t Suspended-A) or
Disabled-A (Aexists2).
part 2. We prove by contradiction that if a ∈
I(t)
I(t)
AD , we have a ∈ AC . If attributes in C are:
I(t)
• a ∈ Disabled-AC , it contradicts: by Adisab5,
0
a∈
/ AI(t ) where t0 > t, together with isa1A , if
I(t)
I(t)
a ∈ Disabled-AC , forces a ∈ Disabled-AD ,
I(t)
therefore a ∈
/ Disabled-AD .
I(t)
• a ∈ Scheduled-AC , it contradicts: by Asch1,
0
I(t)
a ∈ AI(t ) , where t0 > t, but we have a ∈ AD ,
which means that it must have
been active in
0
C, but by Asch2, a ∈
/ AI(t ) , therefore a ∈
/
I(t)
Scheduled-AC .
I(t)
I(t0 )
• a ∈ Suspended-AC , contradicts: a ∈ AC ,
where t0 > t, due to Asusp1, and the subsumption premise would deduce AC v AD .
I(t)
• a ∈ AC
does not contradict, by Aact1,
A v From : C, since D v C by isa1.
I(t)
I(t)
Therefore, if a ∈ AD , then a ∈ AC , or it is not
present in C.
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(isa3A ) Attributes suspended in D must be either
suspended in C, or is not present in C.
Given: o ∈ DI(t) with an attribute that is susI(t)
pended: a ∈ Suspended-AD , then, if the attribute is present also in C, it is existing or disabled (refer to isa2A , part 1). We prove that if
I(t)
I(t)
a ∈ Suspended-AD , we have a ∈ Suspended-AC .
Suppose the attribute in C is:
I(t)
• a ∈ Disabled-AC .
By Adisab1, a ∈
0
Disabled-AI(t ) , where t0 > t, then from isa1A , if
I(t)
I(t)
a ∈ Disabled-AC , it forces a ∈ Disabled-AD ,
I(t)
but by premise, a ∈ Suspended-AD , therefore
I(t)
a∈
/ Disabled-AC .
0
I(t)
• a ∈ Scheduled-AC . By Asch1, a ∈ AI(t ) ,
I(t)
where t0 > t, but we have a ∈ AD , which
means that it must have been
active in C.
0
But by Asch2, a ∈
/ AI(t ) therefore a ∈
/
I(t)
Scheduled-AC .
0
• a ∈ AI(t) . By Asusp1, ∃t0 < t.a ∈ AI(t ) , but by
I(t)
subsumption premise if a ∈ Suspended-AD and
I(t)
a ∈ AC , then C would have more constrained
attributes than D, forcing the deduction C v D,
which contradicts the premise. Therefore a ∈
/
AI(t) .
• a ∈ Suspended-AI(t) does not lead to a
contradiction:
by Asusp2, Suspended-A v
From : (Suspended-C t C).
I(t)
Therefore, if a ∈ Suspended-AD , it must be a ∈
I(t)
Suspended-AC or it does not exist in C, or: if the
attribute exists in C, then Sus-AD v Sus-AC .
(isa4A ) Attributes of objects suspended in D must
be either suspended in C, or is not present in C.
Given: o ∈ Suspended-DI(t) , then from Csusp3
I(t)
we get a ∈ Suspended-ASusp-D and from isa2, o ∈
Suspended-C I(t) or o ∈ C I(t) . We prove by conI(t)
tradiction that if a ∈ Suspended-ASusp-D , we have
I(t)

a ∈ Suspended-ASusp-C .
• Csusp3, i.e., Suspended-C v From : Suspended-A,
I(t)
forces a ∈ Suspended-ASusp-C .
• If o ∈ C I(t) , then by isa3A , a ∈ Suspended-AI(t)
if the attribute is exists in D.
Therefore attributes in C can only be suspended else
it is not present in C.
(isa5A ) Attributes disabled in D must be either
disabled in C, or is not present in C.
Given: o ∈ DI(t) and its disabled attribute a ∈
I(t)
Disabled-AD , then C has existing or disabled attributes (refer to isa2A , part 1). We prove by conI(t)
tradiction that if a ∈ Disabled-AD , then a ∈
I(t)
Disabled-AC . Now suppose the attribute in C is:
0
• a ∈ Scheduled-AI(t) . Asch1 implies a ∈ AI(t ) ,
I(t)
where t < t0 . But if a ∈ Disabled-AD then
I(t0 )
a ∈ AD
with t0 < t (from Adisab2), i.e.,
it must have been active before, and therefore
I(t )
a ∈ AC 0 (thanks to isa2A ), but by Asch2 this
I(t)
cannot happen, therefore a ∈
/ Scheduled-AC .
I(t)
I(t)
• a ∈ Suspended-A
or a ∈ A , contradicts
because of the subsumption premise (if D does
not have some attribute A or relationship R, then
neither does C).
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I(t)

Therefore, if a ∈ Disabled-AD , then a ∈
I(t)
Disabled-AC , or it is not present in C.
(isa6A ) Attributes of objects disabled in D must
be either disabled in C or is not present in C.
Given: o ∈ Disabled-DI(t) and its attributes are
I(t)
disabled by Cdisab4, a ∈ Disabled-ADis-D , From
isa3, we have (Disabled-C t C t Suspended-C). We
I(t)
prove by contradiction that if a ∈ Disabled-ADis-D ,
I(t)
the attribute can only be a ∈ Disabled-ADis-C
I(t)
• We start with o ∈ Suspended-C
, by Csusp3,
it must be that a ∈ Suspended-AI(t) , but this
I(t)
contradicts isa5A , because if a ∈ Disabled-AD ,
I(t)
then a ∈ Disabled-AC .
I(t)
• Next, o ∈ C
. By Cactive, C v From :
(Exists-A t Disabled-A),
then if a
∈
I(t)
Disabled-ADis-D , the attribute in D can
only be disabled by isa5A , because if Exists-A
then it violates the subsumption premise.
• Last, o ∈ Disabled-C I(t) . Cdisab4 forces a ∈
Disabled-AI(t) , which holds.
I(t)
Therefore if a ∈ Disabled-ADis-D , then it must be
I(t)
a ∈ Disabled-ADis-C else, it does not exist.
(isa7A ) Attributes scheduled in D must be either
scheduled in C or is not present in C.
Given: o ∈ DI(t) and its attribute scheduled, a ∈
I(t)
Scheduled-AD . C has existing or disabled attributes (see isa2A , part 1). We prove by contradiction that if a ∈ Scheduled-AD , we must have
a ∈ Scheduled-AC . Now suppose:
I(t)
• a ∈ AC , then, by the subsumption premise,
I(t)
/
a ∈ AD , but by Asch2, a ∈ AI(t) → ∀t0 >t.a ∈
Scheduled-AI(t) , hence, a contradiction;
I(t)
• a ∈ Suspended-AC , then because of Asusp1,
0
I(t0 )
∃t <t.a ∈ A
, hence, the same argument as in
the previous item applies.
I(t)
• a ∈ Disabled-AC , which means there must be
0
0
a time t < t, s.t. a ∈ AI(t ) (from Adisab2)
that contradicts (see first item);
I(t)
Therefore, either a ∈ Scheduled-AC or the attribute is not present in C.
(isa8A ) Attributes of objects scheduled in D must
be either scheduled in C, or is not present in C.
Given: o ∈ Scheduled-DI(t) , therefore also a ∈
I(t)
Scheduled-ASched-D
(by
Csch)
and
Scheduled-D v Exists-C,
i.e.,
Scheduled-D v
(Scheduled-C t C t Suspended-C) from isa4. We
I(t)
prove that if a ∈ Scheduled-ASched-D , then
I(t)
a ∈ Scheduled-ASched-C must hold.
• If o ∈ Suspended-C I(t) , then by Csusp3,
a ∈ Suspended-AI(t) , which contradicts: by
0
Asusp1, ∃t0 <t.a ∈ AI(t ) but by Asch2, a ∈
I(t)
0
A
→ ∀t >t.a ∈
/ Scheduled-AI(t) .
I(t)
• If o ∈ C
, then by isa7A , a ∈ Scheduled-AI(t)
if the attribute exists in C.
• If o
∈
Scheduled-C I(t) ,
by Csch
Scheduled-C v [From]Scheduled-A, we have
a ∈ Scheduled-AI(t) .
I(t)
Therefore if a ∈ Scheduled-ASched-D , then a ∈
I(t)
Scheduled-ASched-C else it is not present in C.
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Abstract
Online analytical processing tools facilitate interactive inspection of aggregated measures of groups of
data in data warehouses. In comparative data analysis, business analysts assess measures of a group
of interest against measures of a group of comparison. Judgement rules annotate comparisons with
background knowledge otherwise tacit to the business analyst. Analysis rules specify comparisons at
different granularities and result in recommendations
for further analyses. Judgement and analysis rules
build on multidimensional ontologies, which simplify
definition, reuse, and sharing of comparisons, and on
comparative scores, which make explicit the results of
comparisons. In this paper, we introduce conceptual
modelling of judgement and analysis rules together
with their organisation and multidimensional contextualisation in rule families, explain different rule evaluation strategies, and briefly report on the implementation of the approach.
Keywords: Ontology-driven Business Intelligence,
OLAP, Rule Specialisation
1

Introduction

Business analysts use online analytical processing
(OLAP) tools to interactively inspect and analyse
data in data warehouses. Data warehouses organise
data as multidimensional facts which typically represent business events. Facts are identified by dimensions and quantified by measures. OLAP operations
allow for the interactive grouping of facts along dimension hierarchies, the aggregation of measures, and
the selection of different groups of facts. To draw conclusions from aggregated measures it is often necessary to compare them with measures of some group of
comparison. Using OLAP and visual data analytics
tools, the interpretation of such comparisons are left
to the human eye and depend on the intuition and
experience of the business analyst. It is thus difficult
to reuse and share the findings of comparative data
analysis among business analysts.
This work was partially funded by the Austrian Ministry of
Transport, Innovation, and Technology in program FIT-IT Semantic Systems and Services under grant FFG-829594 (Semantic Cockpit: an ontology-driven, interactive business intelligence tool for comparative data analysis).
Copyright c 2015, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This
paper appeared at the 11th Asia-Pacific Conference on Conceptual Modeling (APCCM 2015), Sydney, Australia, January
2015. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information
Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 165, Henning Köhler and Motoshi
Saeki, Eds. Reproduction for academic, not-for-profit purposes
permitted provided this text is included.

The Semantic Cockpit (semCockpit) approach (Neuböck et al., 2013) to comparative
data analysis has been developed in a joint research
project of academia, industry, and prospective users
from public health insurers. It extends OLAP with
multidimensional ontologies (MDOs) and comparative scores and lifts comparative data analysis to the
level of conceptual modelling with the goal to make
more explicit and comprehensible the process and the
results of comparative data analysis. Concept definitions in multidimensional ontologies complement
dimensions and facts by capturing relevant business
terms which are then used to specify groups of business events to be compared. Comparative ontologies
treat comparisons as first-class citizens and describe
them by comparative concepts which are organised
in subsumption hierarchies. Comparative facts make
explicit the result of particular comparisons between
a group of interest and a group of comparison and
quantify the comparison result by a score value.
Business analysts use judgement rules (Neumayr
et al., 2011) to represent background knowledge that
is relevant for the interpretation of comparative facts,
especially to support novice business analysts and to
provide possible explanations for exceptional score
values. When a business analyst inspects comparative facts, the system annotates these facts automatically with knowledge encoded in judgement rules.
The definition of rule scope and condition together
with rule contextualisation along subsumption hierarchies of comparative concepts give the senior business analyst fine-grained control over these automatic
annotations.
Business analysts use analysis rules (Neuböck
et al., 2013) to automate routine comparative data
analysis tasks, especially to compile meaningful analysis reports of noticeable comparative facts. The
multi-granular evaluation of analysis rules extends the
decision-scope approach (Schrefl et al., 2013) and its
rule evaluation strategies to comparative data analysis.
In this work, we discuss in detail conceptual modelling of comparative rules, that is, judgement and
analysis rules, and elaborate on their organisation
and multidimensional contextualisation in rule families. In addition we explain the contextualised evaluation of judgement rules and apply the decision-scope
approach to the contextualised and multi-granular
evaluation of analysis rules. We make the paper selfcontained by introducing a specification of the structure of comparative multidimensional ontologies.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce a metamodel for multidimensional comparative ontologies and for comparative querying of data warehouses through comparative cubes. In Sect. 3, we introduce the conceptual
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modelling of comparative rules and their organisation
in rule families. In Sect. 4, we explain the contextualised evaluation of judgement and analysis rules and
give concrete examples of the results of rule evaluations depending on different rule evaluation strategies. In Sect. 5, we describe the implementation of
the approach as part of the semCockpit prototype.
We briefly review related work, in Sect. 6, and conclude the paper, in Sect. 7, with a summary and an
outlook on future work.
2

Ontology-driven Comparative Data Analysis in Data Warehouses

In this section, as a prerequisite for judgement and
analysis rules, we introduce an approach for specifying ontologies for comparative data analysis in data
warehouses. We use the term ontologies synonymously to: shared conceptual domain models with
richly defined concepts organised in subsumption hierarchies. We explain the approach along a simplified
showcase of a public health insurance company that
uses a data warehouse to keep track of and to analyse
its history of business events. Business events of interest are, for example, drug prescriptions, ambulant
treatments, and hospitalisations. Figure 1 shows a
fragment of the multidimensional schema and data of
this data warehouse.
all
Styria
Leoben
Ida Berg

top
province
district
individual

patient
drugPrescription
costs

Insurant

1/12/2012
12/2012
2012
all

Time

districtToProvinceInCoreProvince

time

patient

drug

2012
1/1/2013
1/2013
1/2013

Ida Berg
Styria
Styria
Leoben

all
273.20
Metformin
245.60
antidiabetica 213,540.97
all
288,690.54

time
day
month
year
top

any
districtToProvince

...
...
...

totalDrugCosts

drug
...
...
...

Metformin
antidiabetica
all

... product
... group
top

Drug

Figure 1: Multidimensional schema and data enriched
with a subsumption hierarchy of dimensional concepts
The remainder of this section is structured as follows.
In Sect. 2.1 we give an overview of the structure
of multidimensional ontologies (Neumayr et al., 2013)
which treat dimension nodes (representing groups of
entities) and multidimensional points (representing
groups of business events) as first-class citizens, and
enrich the data warehouse with dimensional concepts,
e.g., districtToProvince-InCoreProvince of dimension Insurant in
Fig. 1, and multidimensional concepts.
We extend, in Sect. 2.2, multidimensional ontologies (MDOs) to comparative ontologies which treat
comparisons between groups of business events as
first-class citizens and represent sets of comparisons
with specific shared properties as comparative concepts, e.g., DrugPrescriptionComparison-VsPreviousYear in Fig. 2.
The structure of multidimensional and comparative
ontologies (the MDO metamodel ) is partially specified in Fig. 3 as UML class diagram.
The formulation of queries in terms of cubes and
comparative cubes is described in Sect. 2.3. A cube
consists of facts, e.g., the facts in the table in Fig. 1,
whereas a comparative cube consists of comparative
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DrugPrescriptionComparison
DrugPrescriptionComparisonVsPreviousYear
DrugPrescriptionComparisonVsPreviousYearInCoreProvince

patient

drug

2012
vs 2011

time

Styria
Styria

all
all

drugCostRatio
0.99

1/2012
vs 1/2011

Leoben
Styria

antidiabetica
antidiabetica

0.12

2014
vs 1/2014

Linz
Styria

antidiabetica
all

0.87

Figure 2: A subsumption hierarchy of comparative
concepts and some sample comparative facts
facts, e.g., the three comparative facts in the table in
Fig. 2. When formulating queries, the business analyst picks existing concepts from concept hierarchies
to easily select the relevant groups of business events.
As illustrating example we specify a comparative
cube comprising the ratios of drug prescription costs
for specific groups of insurants (i.e., insurants that
live in a core province of Austria grouped by district
or province) of a given year compared to the corresponding costs of the previous year.
2.1

Overview of Multidimensional Ontologies

A node of a dimension hierarchy represents both an
individual entity as well as a group of entities in the
context of the dimension. For example, node Styria of
dimension hierarchy insurant represents the province of
Styria as well as the group of insurants that live in
Styria.
Nodes are organised in dimension hierarchies. A
dimension hierarchy consists of a roll-up hierarchy of
levels forming a lattice with one top level and one
bottom level. A node is at exactly one level and rolls
up, for each parent level of its level, to one node at
the parent level. The all node of a dimension is the
only node at the top level of the dimension. Levels
define attributes which are instantiated by its nodes.
A level range ranges from a finest level over intermediate levels to a coarsest level of a dimension
hierarchy. It represents the nodes at these levels. For
example, level range districtToProvince of dimension Insurant ranges from level district to level province. A single
level may be used as a level range.
A dimensional concept represents a set of nodes of
a dimension hierarchy with specific shared properties.
Level ranges are regarded as a kind of dimensional
concepts. Concepts are either primitive, or defined
by a membership condition. For space limitations we
do not cover the definition of membership conditions
and we only give simplistic examples of concepts, we
refer the interested reader to (Neumayr et al., 2013).
The domain of a dimensional concept is given by a
level range and restricts the applicability of the dimensional concept to the nodes of this level range.
For example, dimensional concept districtToProvince-InCoreProvince has level range districtToProvince of dimension Insurant as domain and represents nodes (such as Styria
and Leoben) in dimension insurant which, in turn, represent (a part of) a core province of Austria and are
at level district or province.
A dimension hierarchy may play different dimension roles, e.g., dimension hierarchy insurant plays dimension role patient. Dimension roles are treated as
first-class citizens, similar to roles in Description Logics, which facilitates an easy integration among different fact classes and the reuse of parts of multidimensional queries. In this paper we use the term dimension to refer both to dimension hierarchies as well as
to dimension roles, the meaning should be clear from
the context.
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Figure 3: Overview of comparative multidimensional ontologies from a schema perspective (top) and an instance
perspective (bottom), covering the most relevant parts of the MDO metamodel.
A set of dimensions together with a node for
each dimension specify and identify a point, e.g,
(time:1/1/2013, patient:Styria, drug:Metformin). This specification of a point is also referred to as the coordinates
of a point. A point represents a group of business
events, e.g., the group of Metformin prescriptions on
day 1/1/2013 for patients in Styria.
A set of dimensions together with a dimension
level for each dimension specify and identify a granularity. The dimension levels of the coordinates of a
point give the granularity of the point. For example,
point (time:1/1/2013, patient:Styria, drug:Metformin) has granularity (time:day, patient:province, drug:product).
A set of dimensions together with a level range
for each dimension specify and identify a multidimensional space (or simply space). A point belongs to a
space if it has the same dimensions and its coordinates are in the level ranges specified by the space. A
space comprises one or more granularities. For example, space DrugPrescription-PerYearDistrictToProvince is specified
as (time:year, patient:districtToProvince, drug:top) and comprises
granularities (time:year, patient:district, drug:top) and (time:year,
patient:province, drug:top).
A measure, e.g., totalDrugCosts, provides a means to
quantify groups of business events. The domain of
a measure is given by a space and specifies to which
points it may be applied. A fact, e.g., (time:1/1/2013, patient:Styria, drug:Metformin; totalDrugCosts:245.60), represents the
application of a measure to a point and quantifies the
represented group of business events by a measure
value.
A multidimensional concept represents a set of
points with specific shared properties. The domain of
a multidimensional concept is given by a space and restricts the applicability of the multidimensional concept to the points of this space. For example, multi-

dimensional concept drugPrescription-PerYearDistrictToProvinceInCoreProvince has space DrugPrescription-PerYearDistrictToProvince
as domain and represents points within this domain
that have a patient coordinate from dimensional concept districtToProvince-InCoreProvince.
The MDO metamodel depicted in Fig. 3 is complemented as follows: Level ranges and multidimensional
spaces are themselves regarded as concepts. The domain of a concept may be specified, or be derived
from the membership condition, and is considered a
part of the membership condition. Points are in a
roll-up hierarchy, derived from the roll-up hierarchy
of the nodes referred to by its coordinates.
2.2

Extending Multidimensional Ontologies
to Comparative Ontologies

A point pair relates two points, a point of interest
(poi) and a point of comparison (poc), which represent
two groups of business events, a group of interest and
a group of comparison. In our example, point pair
(poi:(time:2012, patient:Styria, drug:all), poc:(time:2011, patient:Styria,
drug:all)) represents the comparison between drug pre-

scriptions in the year 2012 for patients in Styria as
group of interest and drug prescriptions in the year
2011 for patients in Styria as group of comparison.
A score represents a kind of comparison, e.g., score
drugCostRatio compares the total costs of two groups of
business events. A comparative fact represents the
application of a score to a point pair and quantifies
the comparison between group of interest and group
of comparison by a score value. For example, comparative fact (poi:(time:2012,patient:Styria,drug:all), poc:(time:2011, patient:Styria, drug:all), drugCostRatio:0.99) represents a drug cost
decrease of 1 % from 2011 to 2012 in the province of
Styria.
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Figure 4: Definition of Comparative Concepts
A comparative concept represents a set of point
pairs (each point pair representing a comparison) with
specific shared properties. For example, comparative concept DrugPrescriptionComparison-PerYearDistrictToProvinceInCoreProvince-VsPreviousYear represents the set of comparisons between groups of drug prescriptions of some
year for insurants in core provinces grouped to district
or province (as groups of interest) to similar groups
but for the previous year (as groups of comparison).
The applicability of a score or a comparative concept to point pairs is restricted by its domain, which
is given by a comparison space. A comparison space
is given by two spaces, a space of interest as domain
for the point of interest and a space of comparison as
domain for the point of comparison.
A comparative concept is either primitive or defined. The membership condition of a defined comparative concept is specified in one of the following
ways (see also Fig. 4).
• An unconnected comparative concept is defined
by a reference to two multidimensional concepts, one restricting the points of interest and
the other one restricting the points of comparison. For example, unconnected comparative concept DrugPrescriptionComparison-InCoreProvince is defined
by multidimensional concept DrugPrescriptionInCoreProvince acting both as restriction on the points of
interest and the points of comparison.
• A connecting comparative concept selects point
pairs by a condition over the relation between a coordinate for a specific dimension (poidimension) of the point of interest and a coordinate for a specific dimension (poc-dimension)
of the point of comparison. The concept specifies the condition that must hold between the
two coordinates by a binary dimensional predicate which takes the two coordinates as input
and decides whether they meet the condition.
Two level ranges, the poi-domain and the pocdomain, act as domain of the binary dimensional
predicate. For example, concept VsSamePatients selects point pairs where point of interest and point
of comparison have the same coordinate for dimension patient; concept VsPreviousYear selects point
pairs where the time-coordinate of the point of
interest is one year after the time-coordinate of
the point of comparison. The definition of binary dimensional predicates is beyond the scope
of this paper.
• A conjunctive comparative concept selects point
pairs that belong to the intersection of a
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set of given concepts.
For example, concept DrugPrescriptionComparison-PerYearDistrictToProvince-InCoreProvince-VsPreviousYear is the conjunction of concepts DrugPrescriptionComparison-InCoreProvince and DrugPrescriptionComparison-PerYearDistrictToProvince-VsPreviousYear.
• A fact-based comparative concept is defined by a
condition on the value of a specific score. It is interpreted by point pairs that are associated with
comparative facts that fulfil this comparison.
2.3

Ontology-based Querying and Definition
of Measures and Comparative Scores

An ontology-based cube (or simply cube) represents
multiple measure applications to a set of points and
results in a view on a subset of the asserted and derived facts in the data warehouse. The business analyst defines a cube by one or more measures, together
with a multidimensional concept to specify the points
to which the measures should be applied (see top part
of Fig. 5). The domain of each measure needs to subsume the domain of the multidimensional concept. A
cube evaluates to a collection of composite facts, one
composite fact for each member point of its multidimensional concept. A composite fact consists of a
fact for each measure associated with the cube. Such
a fact may be empty, for example in case of missing
base facts. Cubes may be given a name (for later
re-use) or be defined in an ad-hoc manner as part of
queries on the data warehouse.
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/ *
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setOfPoints
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Multidimensional *
Concept
/
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/Fact
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Figure 5: Specification and Evaluation of Ontologybased Cubes and Comparative Cubes
A measure is either a base measure (with facts being asserted) or a derived measure (with measure values being calculated from asserted or derived facts)
(see top part of Fig. 6).
An arithmetic measure is defined by a simple arithmetic expression over one or more measures. When
applied to a point (referred to as this-point), the arithmetic measure takes the facts associated with the thispoint and applies the arithmetic expression on measure values of these facts.
An aggregation measure is defined by an aggregation function (such as SUM or AVG) together with a
to-be-aggregated measure and, optionally, a multidimensional concept acting as qualifier. When applied
to a point (the this-point), the aggregation measure
selects all facts of the to-be-aggregated measure associated with points that roll up to the this-point, and,
if a qualifier is given, that belong to the qualifier.
An ontology-based comparative cube (or simply
comparative cube) represents multiple score applications to a set of point pairs. The business analyst
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Figure 6: Specification of Measures and Scores
defines a comparative cube by a comparative concept
and one or more scores (see bottom part of Fig. 5).
The domain of each score must subsume the domain
of the comparative concept. The scores are applied
to every point pair that belongs to the comparative
concept. This results in comparative facts, one for
each point pair and score, which are grouped into one
composite comparative fact for each point pair.
A score is either an arithmetic score or an analytic
score (see bottom part of Fig. 6).
An arithmetic score is defined by a measure of interest and a measure of comparison together with an
arithmetic function. When applied to a point pair
(point of interest and point of comparison) it uses
the arithmetic function (such as ratio) to quantify the
relation between the fact associated with point and
measure of interest and the fact associated with point
and measure of comparison. For example, score drugCostRatio employs arithmetic function ratio to quantify
the comparison between the totalDrugCosts (used both
as measure of interest and of comparison) of point of
interest and point of comparison.
An analytic score is defined by a measure of interest and a measure of comparison together with two
multidimensional concepts, acting as qualifier of interest and qualifier of comparison. When applied to
a point pair (this-point of interest, this-point of comparison) the analytic score selects the facts of interest
which are given by the facts associated with the measure of interest and associated with points that belong
to the qualifier of interest and roll up to the thispoint of interest, and the facts of comparison which
are given analogously. It then uses an analytic function (such as median percentile rank ) to quantify the
comparison between facts of interest and facts of comparison.
Aggregation, arithmetic, and analytic functions in
measures and scores may be parameterised to specify
their treatment of empty facts.
At this point the comparative cube mentioned at
the beginning of Sect. 2 can be modelled. Comparative cube drugCostRatio-PerYearDistrictToProvince-InCoreProvinceVsPreviousYear applies score drugCostRatio to the members
of comparative concept DrugPrescriptionComparison-PerYearDistrictToProvince-InCoreProvince-VsPreviousYear. The score captures the ratio of drug prescription costs, while the
comparative concept specifies the comparative points,
i.e., the yearly aggregates for core provinces and districts of core provinces compared to the previous year,
for which the score is evaluated. Table 1 shows the
evaluation result of this comparative cube.

0.99
1.08
1.21
0.89
1.10
0.97
1.07
1.03
1.02
1.05
0.98
0.93

Table 1: Example evaluation of a comparative cube

3

Modelling of Comparative Rules

In this section, we introduce the modelling of two
kinds of comparative rules, judgement rules and analysis rules, and their organisation in rule families. We
first explain the modelling of comparative rules in
general and then look at the specificities of judgement
rules and of analysis rules and their corresponding
rule families.
Comparative rules build on comparative concepts,
scores and comparative cubes. The structure of comparative rules is specified in Fig. 7.
*

Comparative
RuleFamily
0..1
1 /root
*

scope 1

1..*

Comparative
Rule
0..1 /parent

*
* *

condition

Comparative
Cube

*

1..*
appliedScore

1
*
/contextSpecificScope
1 setOfPointPairs
Comparative
Concept
*
context 1
*

Score
1

/subsumes

1..2

ComparativeCondition
1

left

*

1

right

*
ComplexCondition

logicalOperator

*
SimpleCondition

expression

Figure 7: Comparative Rule
A comparative rule family is a collection of related,
contextualised rules that are evaluated as single entity. Each rule family specifies its scope in terms of a
comparative cube. This cube defines the scores that
can appear in conditions of rules of the rule family
and a comparative concept defining the point pairs
for which contextualised rules can be defined.
A comparative rule belongs to a rule family and
defines conditions over and behaviour for the composite comparative facts (or facts for short) in its
context-specific scope. The context-specific scope of
a rule is a comparative cube that is specified by a
comparative concept (the context of the rule) and the
scores specified with the rule family. A rule defines
one (judgement rule) or two (analysis rule) conditions
over score values to be tested on facts in its contextspecific scope. A simple condition is expressed by a
score-value comparison. Multiple conditions can be
combined by conjunction and disjunction.
When a rule family is evaluated over the facts of
a comparative cube (see Sect. 4 for details), for each
fact only the most-specific rule (whose context contains the point pair of the fact) is evaluated. For this
purpose, the system derives a rule hierarchy for each
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scope

DrugCostIncreaseJudgement :
JudgementRuleFamily

drugCostRatio-PerYearDistrictToProvince-VsPreviousYear
: Comparative Cube

scope

DrugCostIncreaseReport :
ReportingRuleFamily

appliedScore
drugCostRatio : ArithmeticScore
DCIJ-root : JudgementRule

context

judgement = ‘Since 2012, doctors are encouraged to prescribe cheaper, generic drugs.‘
condition = (drugCostRatio > 1.05)

setOfPointPairs

DrugPrescriptionComparisonPerYearDistrictToProvince-VsPreviousYear
: ConjunctiveComparativeConcept

/parent

context

/parent

/subsumes

DCIJ-UA : JudgementRule

context

judgement = ‘In Upper Austria in 2011 a local
program promoting prescription of generic
drugs has been established.‘
condition = (drugCostRatio > 1.02)

DCIR-root : AnalysisRule
negativeCondition = (drugCostRatio < 1)
positiveCondition = (drugCostRatio > 1.05)

DrugPrescriptionComparisonPerYearDistrictToProvinceInUpperAustria-VsPreviousYear :
ConjunctiveComparativeConcept

context

DCIR-UA : AnalysisRule
negativeCondition = (drugCostRatio < 1)
positiveCondition = (drugCostRatio > 1.02)

Figure 8: A judgement rule family (left) and an analysis rule family (right)
rule family based on the subsumption hierarchy of the
rules’ contexts. This hierarchy has to define a single
root rule whose context subsumes the context of all
other rules of the rule family. In order to ensure that
there is one most-specific rule for each fact, contexts
of sibling rules (rules with the same parent rule) need
to be disjoint.
For each kind of rule we exemplify (see Fig. 8)
the definition of rule families and rules on top
of comparative cube drugCostRatio-PerYearDistrictToProvinceVsPreviousYear, which is restricted by comparative
concept DrugPrescriptionComparison-PerYearDistrictToProvince-VsPreviousYear, and subsumes the previously introduced
comparative cube drugCostRatio-PerYearDistrictToProvince-InCoreProvince-VsPreviousYear. We model a judgement rule
family that informs analysts about the status of programs promoting the prescription of generic drugs for
areas with relatively high cost increases. We model
an analysis rule family that results in a report consisting of districts and provinces with exceptional cost
increases in order to identify areas that would benefit
from future cost reduction programs. These example
rules are further explained in the remainder of this
section, and their evaluation is explained in Sect. 4.
3.1

Judgement Rules

Business analysts use judgement rules to represent
specific, otherwise tacit, knowledge about groups of
business events that is relevant in specific situations
of comparative data analysis. Judgement rules annotate comparative facts with this knowledge, especially
to support novice business analysts in the interpretation of data. For example, the judgement rule family
depicted in Fig. 8 informs about an aspired shift from
prescription of brand drugs to cheaper, generic drugs.
An information which is especially interesting when
discovering high increases in drug costs, which is contrary to the shift to generic drugs. Figure 9 depicts
the model of judgement rules as a specialisation of
comparative rules.
ComparativeRuleFamily

JudgementRuleFamily

1..*

1..*

ComparativeRule

JudgementRule
judgement : String
*
1

condition {redefines condition}

ComparativeCondition

Figure 9: Judgement Rule
A judgement rule family is a special comparative
rule family as it is a collection of judgement rules.
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A judgement rule is the contextualisation of a
judgement rule family to a particular context given
by a comparative concept. A rule is further defined
by a single condition over score values of a fact and
a judgement that is annotated to the fact if the condition is met. A judgement is a textual annotation
providing some additional information for the business analyst. Judgement rules of the same rule family
override each other according to the derived rule hierarchy so that for each fact only the most specific rule
is evaluated, with the most-specific condition and the
most-specific judgement.
The left part of Fig. 8 shows judgement rule family DrugCostIncreaseJudgement with its two member rules
DCIJ-root and DCIJ-UA. Rule family DrugCostIncreaseJudgement
has comparative cube drugCostRatio-PerYearDistrictToProvinceVsPreviousYear as scope. The judgement of rule DCIJroot expresses some general knowledge about a desired
shift from prescription of brand drugs to cheaper,
generic drugs. This information is displayed for facts
with a drug cost increase of more than 5 % which is
contrary to the desired shift to cheaper drugs. Rule
DCIJ-UA expresses more detailed information for Upper
Austria, where a more effective program for the promotion of cheaper drugs has been established. This
information should be shown for facts with a drug
cost increase of more than 2 %.
The latter rule is contextualised to drug prescription comparisons for the province of Upper
Austria and its districts through comparative concept DrugPrescriptionComparison-PerYearDistrictToProvince-InUpperAustra-VsPreviousYear. Rule DCIJ-root constitutes the root
rule of rule family DrugCostIncreaseJudgement with rule DCIJUA lying below rule DCIJ-root in the rule hierarchy. Rule
DCIJ-root is applicable to facts in its scope that are not
in the context-specific scope of rule DCIJ-UA.
3.2

Analysis Rules

Analysis rules provide a means for hierarchical analysis of comparative facts, from coarse-grained to finegrained, and result in recommended actions or in a
report of noticeable facts. The business analyst uses
analysis rules to model and automate routine and
semi-routine comparative data analysis and decision
tasks. Figure 10 depicts the model of analysis rules
as a specialisation of comparative rules.
An analysis rule family is either a reporting rule
family or an action rule family. Reporting rule families report the result of their evaluation to the business analyst. Action rule families additionally recommend an action for facts with positive activation.
The action defined by an action rule family could be
executed automatically. Automatic action execution
is not within the scope of this work and requires additional specifications. Actions are specified with the
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Figure 11: Comparative Rule Evaluation
rule family and are not contextualised with the rules
(this is contrary to judgements which are contextualised with the rules). The dynamic (and contextspecific) binding of actions depending on the point
pair is subject to future work.
An analysis rule is the contextualisation of a rule
family (either a reporting or an action rule family)
and defines a positive activation condition and a negative activation condition that are specific to the context of the rule. The gap between positive and negative activation condition (if any) leaves open a decision scope for subsequent rule evaluation at finer
granularities (this will be explained in the next section). The hierarchical contextualisation of rule families and the hierarchical decision-scope based rule
evaluation are orthogonal to each other.
The right part of Fig. 8 shows reporting rule family
DrugCostIncreaseReport which consists of two analysis rules,
DCIR-root and DCIR-UA. Rule DCIR-root is the root rule and
has comparative concept DrugPrescriptionComparison-PerYearDistrictToProvince-VsPreviousYear as its context. It specifies
a positive activation for facts with a cost increase of
more than 5 % and a negative activation for facts with
a cost decrease. It thereby leaves open a decision
scope for facts at finer granularities that roll up to
facts with a slight cost increase of up to 5 %. Rule
DCIR-UA is contextualised to comparative concept drugCostRatio-PerYearDistrictToProvince-InUpperAustria-VsPreviousYear. It
specifies a positive activation for facts with a cost
increase of more than 2 % and a negative activation
for facts with a cost decrease. It thereby leaves open
a decision scope for facts at finer granularities that
roll up to facts with a slight cost increase of up to
2 %.
4

Evaluation of Comparative Rules

In this section, we first explain the contextualised
evaluation of comparative rules in general and then
look in detail at specific rule evaluation strategies
for judgement rules and for analysis rules. We exemplify each rule evaluation strategy by an evaluation of a rule family modelled in Fig. 8 over comparative cube drugCostRatio-PerYearDistrictToProvince-InCoreProvinceVsPreviousYear shown in Table 1.
Rules are not evaluated in isolation but as part of
rule families. Given a comparative fact, the most specific rule for this comparative fact is selected from the
rule hierarchy and applied to the comparative fact.
The triggering and evaluation of judgement and
analysis rule families varies significantly (see Fig. 11).
When the business analyst poses a comparative query
by a comparative cube, the system automatically derives potentially applicable judgement rule families
and applies them to each fact of the comparative
cube. For analysis rules, the business analyst triggers explicitly the evaluation of one or more rule families and restricts the facts on which the rules should

be applied to by a comparative concept and a set of
comparison granularities which are in a roll-up path.
Comparative rule evaluations could also be deployed
as a kind of standing query (not further discussed
in this paper) to be automatically evaluated over new
comparative facts derived from facts that just entered
the data warehouse via ETL.
4.1

Contextualised Evaluation of Judgement
Rules

A judgement rule evaluation is associated with a given
comparative cube, referred to as evaluation cube,
which represents a query of the business analyst. The
system automatically detects the set of judgement
rule families that are potentially applicable to the
facts in the evaluation cube. A judgement rule family
is applicable to an evaluation cube if the rule family’s
scope, given by a comparative cube, defines the same
or a subset of the scores of the evaluation cube and
the sets of point pairs of the two cubes overlap. The
execution of a judgement rule evaluation on an evaluation cube comprises the evaluation of all applicable
judgement rule families.
Judgement rule family evaluation leads to an augmented query of the evaluation cube with judgements
based on the rule definitions. Each fact in the evaluation cube is also part of the augmented evaluation,
with judgements offering additional information. For
those facts for which a judgement is available, i.e., the
condition of the most specific judgement rule of an
applicable rule family is satisfied, the judgement together with the responsible rule is reported alongside
the conventional fact. For each fact of a judgement
rule evaluation, multiple judgements from different
rule families might be triggered and annotated in the
analysis report.
For example, during the judgement rule evaluation
for comparative cube drugCostRatio-PerYearDistrictToProvinceInCoreProvince-VsPreviousYear the system, first, derives all
applicable judgement rule families (in our example,
there is only one rule family DrugCostIncreaseJudgement)
and, second, applies to each fact the most-specific
rule of each rule family. Table 2 shows the simplified result of such a judgement rule evaluation. The
full comparative facts, including coordinates of the
points of comparison, have been shown in Table 1.
The applicability of judgement rule family DrugCostIncreaseJudgement to this evaluation cube is derived
as follows. Judgement rule family DrugCostIncreaseJudgement of Fig. 8 defines its scope through comparative cube drugCostRatio-PerYearDistrictToProvince-VsPreviousYear which is specified by score drugCostRatio and comparative concept DrugPrescriptionComparison-PerYearDistrictToProvince-VsPreviousYear.
The evaluation cube drugCostRatio-PerYearDistrictToProvince-InCoreProvince-VsPreviousYear is also
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specified by score drugCostRatio and by a comparative concept DrugPrescriptionComparison-PerYearDistrictToProvinceInCoreProvince-VsPreviousYear that is subsumed by the concept of the rule family’s scope. Thus, there are overlapping facts and the judgement rule family applies
to the evaluation cube
Table 2 shows the evaluation of judgement
rule family DrugCostIncreaseJudgement over the facts
of cube drugCostRatio-PerYearDistrictToProvince-InCoreProvince-VsPreviousYear. Judgement rule DCIJ-root applies to the
provinces of Styria and Lower Austria and its districts
and has as condition a drug cost increase of more
than 5 %. The comparative facts for Styria, Weiz,
Melk, and Horn indicate a drug cost decrease or an
increase below 5 % and, thus, do not satisfy the rule
condition. The comparative facts for Leoben, Murau, Lower Austria, and Korneuburg indicate a drug
cost increase of more than 5 % and are, thus, annotated with the judgement of rule DCIJ-root. Judgement
rule DCIJ-UA applies to the province of UpperAustria
and its districts and has as condition a drug cost increase of more than 2 %. The comparative facts for
Upper Austria, Wels-Stadt, and Eferding indicate a
drug cost decrease or an increase not above 2 % and
thus, do not satisfy the rule condition. The comparative fact for Linz-Stadt indicates a drug cost increase
of more than 2 % and is, thus, annotated with the
judgement of rule DCIJ-UA informing about a program
in Upper Austria that promotes the prescription of
generic drugs.
poi.time poi.patient

poi.drug Ratio Rule

Judgement

2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012

all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all

(null)
Since 2012, doctors . . .
Since 2012, doctors . . .
(null)
Since 2012, doctors . . .
(null)
Since 2012, doctors . . .
(null)
(null)
In Upper Austria in . . .
(null)
(null)

Styria
Leoben
Murau
Weiz
Lower Austria
Melk
Korneuburg
Horn
Upper Austria
Linz-Stadt
Wels-Stadt
Eferding

0.99
1.08
1.21
0.89
1.10
0.97
1.07
1.03
1.02
1.05
0.98
0.93

(null)
DCIJ-root
DCIJ-root
(null)
DCIJ-root
(null)
DCIJ-root
(null)
(null)
DCIJ-UA
(null)
(null)

Table 2: Judgement rule evaluation

4.2

Decision-Scope-based Contextualised
Evaluation of Analysis Rules

Schrefl et al. (2013) propose the decision-scope approach to specialisation of business rules, which is inspired by a principle commonly applied in organisational contexts and in law: entities at higher organisation levels set a decision scope within which entities
at lower organisation levels may operate. Schrefl et al.
also show how to apply the decision-scope approach
to rules in data warehousing.
In this subsection we extend the decision-scope approach to comparative data analysis and explain the
adapted forms of the presumed and the prerogative
rule evaluation strategies.
An analysis rule evaluation is specified by a set of
to-be evaluated analysis rule families, a list of comparison granularities, a comparative concept, and a
choice between prerogative and presumed evaluation.
The comparative concept specifies, together with the
scores of the analysis rule families, the comparative
facts over which the rules are to be evaluated. The
list of comparison granularities specifies a top-down
evaluation path of granularities, from coarse-grained
to fine-grained. The choice between prerogative and
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presumed evaluation specifies how to deal with exceptional cases for points at finer granularities that
are contrary to decisions for points at coarser granularities. This difference is explained later and summarised in Fig. 12.
Prerogative evaluation
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+! o

-

o
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- ! +! o

-

!

-
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+

+
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+
-

positive activation condition is true
negative activation condition is true

o

positive and negative activation condition is false

+! o

-

activation condition is not evaluated
!
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Figure 12: Analysis Rule Evaluation Strategies
The basic idea of the extension of the decisionscope approach to comparative rule evaluation is that
if a point pair satisfies the positive or negative activation condition, the same activation is implied for
point pairs at finer comparison granularities that roll
up to this point pair. If neither activation condition
is true for a given point pair, the conditions for point
pairs at the next finer granularity of the evaluation
path are evaluated.
Application of the decision-scope approach leads
to two independent hierarchies during rule evaluation.
The rule hierarchy represents knowledge about different conditions valid in different contexts; the evaluation path, on the other hand, defines a hierarchy of
precedence during analysis rule evaluation.
4.2.1

Prerogative Evaluation

The prerogative evaluation strategy (Schrefl et al.,
2013) states that rules defined on a higher or more
general level always precede rules on lower levels
and, therefore, constitutes a top-down evaluation approach. This principle is adapted to comparative rule
evaluation as follows. If either the positive or negative activation condition is satisfied by a point pair on
some comparison granularity on the evaluation path
(starting with point pairs at the coarsest granularity),
evaluation for this point pair as well as for point pairs
that roll up to this point pair stops. On the next finer
comparison granularity, as defined by the evaluation
path, rules are only evaluated for point pairs that roll
up to a previously undecided point pair.
Table 3 shows the result of the prerogative evaluation of rule family DrugCostIncreaseReport along dimension patient on the comparative facts of comparative cube drugCostRatio-PerYearDistrictToProvince-InCoreProvinceVsPreviousYear, which represents the application of the
score of the analysis rule family to the point pairs defined by comparative concept DrugPrescriptionComparisonPerYearDistrictToProvince-InCoreProvince-VsPreviousYear. The evaluation path consists of two comparison granularities
that differ in the level of dimension patient, the first
has level district and the second has level province for dimension patient, and the other dimensions are fixed to
levels year and top. Highlighted tupels constitute the
actual information contained in the analysis report,
which is presented to the business analyst. The fact
for province Styria satisfies the negative activation
condition, it is thus not part of the analysis report and
the rule is not evaluated for districts in Styria. The
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poi.time poi.patient

poi.drug Ratio Rule

2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012

all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all

Styria
Leoben
Murau
Weiz
Lower Austria
Melk
Korneuburg
Horn
Upper Austria
Linz-Stadt
Wels-Stadt
Eferding

0.99
1.04
1.21
0.89
1.10
0.97
1.07
1.06
1.02
1.05
0.98
0.93

DCIR-root
not evaluated
not evaluated
not evaluated
DCIR-root
not evaluated
not evaluated
not evaluated
DCIR-UA
DCIR-UA
DCIR-UA
DCIR-UA

Act. Report
-

+

o
+
o
-

x

x

poi.time poi.patient

poi.drug Ratio Rule

2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012

all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all

Styria
Leoben
Murau
Weiz
Lower Austria
Melk
Korneuburg
Horn
Upper Austria
Linz-Stadt
Wels-Stadt
Eferding

0.99
1.04
1.21
0.89
1.10
0.97
1.07
1.03
1.02
1.05
0.98
0.93

DCIR-root
DCIR-root
DCIR-root
DCIR-root
DCIR-root
DCIR-root
DCIR-root
DCIR-root
DCIR-UA
DCIR-UA
DCIR-UA
DCIR-UA

Act. Report
o
+
+
+
o
o
+
o
-

x
x
x

x

Table 3: Prerogative analysis rule evaluation

Table 4: Presumed analysis rule evaluation

province of Lower Austria satisfies the positive activation condition and is therefore included in the analysis
report. As in the case of Styria evaluation stops at
this granularity. The province of Upper Austria satisfies neither activation condition of the contextualised
rule DCIR-UA. Therefore, a detailed analysis of districts
in Upper Austria has to be conducted. On the district
level, Linz-Stadt does satisfy the positive activation
condition and is included in the analysis report. The
rule evaluation results in an analysis report containing Lower Austria and Linz-Stadt as areas that might
be suitable targets of future cost reduction programs.

definitions as presented in this work, is implemented
in a relational database called MDO DB. A mapping component, implemented as stored procedures
within the MDO DB, computes translations of MDO
concept definitions to corresponding SQL and OWL
statements. These translations are persisted in separate tables within the MDO DB. Neumayr et al.
(2013) introduce the representation of MDO concepts
in SQL and OWL. SQL representations of MDO concepts are used for the querying of OLAP cubes in the
semDWH. A reasoning component uses the OWL representation of MDO concepts in order to derive subsumption hierarchies by using the off-the-shelf OWL
reasoner HermiT. Comparative concepts go beyond
the expressiveness of OWL and thus can only be partially mapped to OWL and subsumption reasoning is
sound but incomplete. The prototype system is accessed through a web-based user interface.
The base workflow of the prototype system is as
follows. The business analyst creates new MDO elements such as concepts, scores, or cubes through
the frontend; the frontend persists the elements inside the MDO DB by executing the necessary SQLstatements; other components of the prototype are
notified of changes in the MDO through a set of triggers and adapt to the new state of the MDO. This
results, for example, in new inserts or updates to the
tables holding the OWL and SQL representations.
The updated translations are used to create or replace
relational views in the semDWH and to derive subsumption hierarchies. Finally, the created views are
queried in the semDWH and displayed to the user.
Comparative rules, like other MDO concepts, are
represented as relational views in the semDWH. A
judgement rule view consists of the facts of its comparative cube that fulfil the rule condition together
with the annotation of the defined judgement and the
identifier of the rule. The semDWH representation of
an analysis rule consists of two relational views, one
containing the points with positive activation and one
those with negative activation.
The relational representation of comparative rule
families is defined based on the rule views of its member rules. Analysis rule families, just like analysis
rules, are represented by two relational views in the
semDWH. A comparative rule family view is constructed as the union of its member rule views, where
each rule view is restricted to the comparative facts
for which it is the most specific rule in the rule hierarchy.
The rule evaluation component of the prototype is
implemented as stored procedures within the MDO
DB. Implicit or explicit execution of a rule evaluation triggers a procedure call and leads to the creation of an SQL-query based on the involved rules
and concepts which can be executed in the semDWH

4.2.2

Presumed Evaluation

The presumed evaluation strategy (Schrefl et al., 2013)
is best suited for reports as it allows to augment
the results of prerogative evaluation with exceptional
cases on finer granularities. The underlying idea
is that results on finer granularities are reported if
they contradict a previously reported evaluation on a
coarser granularity. This behaviour enables detailed
insights for business analysts, while preventing information overload.
Table 4 shows the same analysis rule evaluation
as Table 3 but employing the presumed evaluation
strategy. The comparative fact for the province of
Styria satisfies the negative activation condition and
is, thus, not part of the analysis report due to its
negative activation. Nevertheless, Styrian districts
Leoben, Murau, and Weiz are checked for a contradicting positive activation. Murau satisfies the positive activation condition and is added to the analysis
report. Province Lower Austria satisfies the positive
activation condition of rule DCIR-root and is therefore
part of the analysis report. Consequently, the Lower
Austrian districts Melk, Korneuburg, and Horn are
checked for a negative activation. District Melk satisfies the negative activation condition and is therefore
also included in the analysis report.
The final evaluation result of the example set contains the facts for Murau, Lower Austria and LinzStadt, which are reported as positive activation, and
the fact for Melk, which is reported as negative activation as it contradicts the positive activation for
Lower Austria.
5

Prototype Implementation

In the semCockpit project, we developed a research
prototype for ontology-driven comparative data analysis with the following abstract architecture: The
semCockpit data warehouse (semDWH) contains
multiple OLAP cubes and provides relational views
on dimensions, facts, and MDO concepts. The multidimensional ontology, containing concept and rule
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in order to retrieve the analysis report. Steiner (2014)
provides further details on the implementation of the
semCockpit prototype, especially the implementation
of comparative rules and the rule evaluation component.
6

Related Work

Ontology-based BI has received considerable attention and different applications and approaches have
been proposed. Ontologies can be utilised during the
data warehouse design process for automating schema
generation tasks (Romero and Abelló, 2007; Khouri
and Ladjel, 2010; Sciarrone et al., 2009; Nebot et al.,
2009) or used as so-called Semantic Dimensions (Anderlik et al., 2012) for OLAP. Nebot et al. (2009)
provide a framework for designing multidimensional
analysis models over the semantic annotations stored
in a semantic DWH. Their approach allows the analysis of data by using traditional OLAP operators
(Nebot and Llavori, 2012; Nebot et al., 2009). For
further discussion of related work also see Neuböck
et al. (2013) and Abelló et al. (2014).
Neuböck et al. (2013) provide a high-level overview
of the ontology-driven business intelligence approach
developed in the semCockpit project, which was first
described from a requirements perspective by Neumayr et al. (2011), with examples given in an adhoc notation, but lacking a precise specification of the
structure of comparative multidimensional ontologies
and lacking a detailed treatment of rule modelling
and rule evaluation. Neumayr et al. (2012) report
on preliminary work on multidimensional ontologies,
then with a transformation of concept definitions to
Datalog. Neumayr et al. (2013) describe dimensional
and multidimensional concepts and their mapping to
SQL and OWL, together with entity concepts which
are used in the definition of dimensional concepts.
Current business intelligence solutions provide
some rule functionality (Browne et al., 2010; Greenwald et al., 2007). For example, Oracle databases
support a feature called Delivers by defining alerts
that trigger based on user-specified conditions and
lead to, e.g., an email notification (Greenwald et al.,
2007, p. 242). As a different example, IBM Cognos
supports a sophisticated comment function that can
be used to annotate judgements to specific reports
(Browne et al., 2010, p. 212). Note, however, that
this functionality is different to judgement rules in
that annotations have to be created and maintained
by the user and are not automatically generated based
on rule definitions.
7

Conclusion

In this paper we introduced a metamodel for the representation of comparative multidimensional ontologies, including comparative scores, comparative concepts, and comparative cubes. Building on these constructs we introduced the modelling of judgement and
analysis rules, their organisation in rule families, their
specialisation along subsumption hierarchies of comparative concepts, and their contextualised evaluation
according to different rule evaluation strategies.
Ongoing and future work includes mechanisms for
an automatic triggering of analysis rules together with
an action execution model. Further, we are working
on generic rules, that is, rules that can be parameterised by multidimensional and comparative concepts, and on guidance rules, that is, rules that guide
the business analyst through the comparative data
analysis process.
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Abstract
The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is the defacto industry standard for exchanging data on the
Web and elsewhere. While the relational model of
data enjoys a well-accepted definition of a key, several
competing notions of keys exist in XML. These have
complementary properties and therefore serve different applications domains. In a nutshell, XML keys
allow us to capture important domain semantics in
XML documents and thereby advance data processing
in most applications. In this paper we propose how to
validate XML documents against an expressive class
of XML keys using XML Schema and XQuery, respectively. It is somewhat surprising how simple it is to
express sophisticated notions of XML keys in these
off-the-shelf tools. Experiments show that our simple
validation technique works well for real-world data of
reasonable size. For large-scale data, however, dedicated tools must be developed.
Keywords: Key, Performance, Schema, Semantics,
Query, Validation, XML
1

Introduction

The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) (Bray et al.
2006) has evolved to become the de-facto industry
standard for the sharing and integration of data. This
is mainly due to the syntactic flexibility by which end
users can produce XML documents. Unfortunately,
this flexibility is an inhibitor when it comes to checking XML documents for their validity with respect to
application semantics. XML schema languages such
as document type definitions and the standard XML
Schema provide rich constructs to impose many structural constraints (Abiteboul et al. 2000, Arenas &
Libkin 2004, 2005, Buneman et al. 2000, Buneman,
Fan, Siméon & Weinstein 2001, Buneman et al. 2002,
Deutsch & Tannen 2005, Fan & Siméon 2003, Fan
2005, Hartmann & Link 2003, 2009, Vianu 2003, Vincent et al. 2004, 2007), but have significant shortcomings when it comes to semantics. Keys, as proposed
by XML Schema, are not naturally defined and show
provably bad computational properties (Arenas et al.
2002, 2008). However, the importance of keys for
XML has been recognized by industry and academia.
Keys provide the means for identifying data items in
an unambiguous way, which is essential for retrieving
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and updating data. More importantly, unlike relational data (Abiteboul et al. 1995, Thalheim 1991) in
which there is a unique and well-accepted concept of
a key, for XML data (Hartmann et al. 2007) there are
many different ways of defining the semantics of XML
keys, each with its own advantages and disadvantages.
Therefore, over the past few years, the research literature has proposed alternative key languages (Buneman et al. 2002, Hartmann & Link 2007, Hartmann
et al. 2007, Karlinger et al. 2009) which are reminiscent of keys from databases, do not require an XML
Schema definition, and have provably good computational properties (Hartmann & Link 2007, 2009).
Figure 1 shows an XML data tree which represents
two article nodes with their sub-nodes. The key value
identifies the article node, because the key sub-nodes
of the different article nodes have different values. In
contrast, an article node cannot be identified in the
entire tree by its child node author, because the same
author has written more than one article. However,
the article node can indeed be identified by its child
author node together with its child title node. That
means, for each article node, different child nodes of
article must differ on their author or title sub-node
value. The XML keys in this simple example have
a different expressivity than those proposed in XSDs
or DTDs (Hartmann et al. 2007, Bray et al. 2006,
Thompson et al. 2004).
(Buneman et al. 2002) have introduced an alternative language to specify XML keys, which has a
natural semantics, does not require an XML Schema
definition and exhibits excellent computational properties (Hartmann & Link 2009). For example, the
semantics of the keys above can be specified as
1. (.,/article,{key}),
2. (.,/article,{author}), and
3. (.,/article,{author,title})
The main body of research work on XML keys
has been devoted to the computational properties of
their associated consistency and implication problems
(Arenas et al. 2008, Buneman et al. 2003, Hartmann
& Link 2009, 2010, Karlinger et al. 2009), the important problem of validating XML keys has received
only little attention so far (Chen et al. 2002, Liu et al.
2004, 2005). The validation problem for a class of
XML keys decides whether a given XML document
satisfies a given XML key from that class. For example, the XML data tree from Figure 1 is valid with
respect to the first and with respect to the third key
above, but invalid with respect to the second key. The
validation problem is important for a number of reasons. In fact, it allows us to validate whether a given
XML document respects the semantics of its application domain encoded by a given XML key. This is the
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Figure 1: XML data tree

basis for modeling application data correctly, ensuring higher levels of data quality, and enabling other
applications to process data more efficiently. For organizations this might mean an increase in productivity, less resource requirements on data cleaning, and
improvements for data-driven decision making. However, XML key validation poses a challenge since the
semantics of the XML keys, as proposed originally by
(Buneman et al. 2002), is expressive, and it is therefore not obvious how to propose good practical solutions to the validation problem.

validation is reviewed in Section 2. The XML data
model is defined in Section 3. The keys proposed by
XML Schema are discussed in Section 4, and Section 5
provides an overview of proposals from the academic
community. In Section 6, we present our proposal of
using XQuery to validate XML documents against the
class of XML keys from (Buneman et al. 2002). The
performance evaluation of our proposal is presented
in Section 7. An example illustrates in Section 8 how
assertions of XML Schema 1.1 can be used to validate
XML documents against XML keys.

1.1

2

Contribution

Our research makes two main contributions. Firstly,
it is shown how the validation problem for XML keys
as proposed by (Buneman et al. 2002) can be decided by evaluating an XQuery on the given document. For this, the semantics of the XML keys is
encoded as a simple conditional statement in XQuery
that takes advantage of nested quantified expressions
such as SATISFIES, SOME, and ALL, as well as the
DEEP-EQUAL function that essentially tests whether
two given nodes of an XML data tree form the roots
of isomorphic trees. It is stressed that our XQuery
condition can also express XML keys that were not
included in the original proposal by (Buneman et al.
2002) and any other follow-up work. Indeed, the
XQuery condition allows us to exploit any XPath axes
in the semantics and validation of XML keys. It is further demonstrated how to decide the validation problem for this class of XML keys with the help of an
assertion in XML Schema 1.1. Our first contribution
therefore enables organizations to validate their documents against expressive application semantics by
off-the-shelf tools. This is a somewhat surprisingly
simple and easy-to-use solution.
Secondly, we investigate how well our easy-to-use
validation method with XQuery performs on realworld data sets. For this purpose, we conduct performance tests on fragments of an astronomical data
set with growing sizes of up to 23MB, as well as the
DBLP data set with growing sizes of up to 127MB.
The experiments are applied to several fragments of
XML keys that exploit different XPath axes. The
experiments show that our validation method works
efficiently on modestly-sized XML documents, while
larger XML documents require a long time to be validated against simple XML keys. This is a consequence of directly encoding the original nested quantifier semantics of XML keys in the XQuery condition.
It is future research to trade-in the simplicity of this
XQuery condition against designated validation implementations that scale better to larger data sets.
1.2

Organization

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
The small body of previous research on XML key
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Related Work

Previous work on XML keys is discussed in detail in
Sections 4 and 5, where we review the W3C recommendation for XML keys as well as various proposals
from academia. In this section, we only focus on the
validation problem of XML keys.
All previous work on XML key validation has developed designated algorithms. These are therefore
different from our proposal, which simply encodes the
semantics of an expressive class of XML keys (Buneman et al. 2002) within XQuery and XML Schema
1.1, respectively. In contrast to all other works, our
proposal also supports XPath axes other than the
ones used by (Buneman et al. 2002).
(Chen et al. 2002) present an XML key constraint
validator based on SAX. Their tool, called XKvalidator also considers the class of XML keys from (Buneman et al. 2002), but does not support further XPath
axes. The validator can be used both for bulk-loading,
i.e. one pass over the entire document, as well as for
incremental checking, i.e. XML updates to the document can be processed and checked against a persistent key index for the file.
(Abrão et al. 2004) and (Bouchou et al. 2003) also
consider the keys of (Buneman et al. 2002). They introduce a method for building an XML constraint validator from a given set of schema, key and foreign key
constraints. The XML constraint validator obtained
by their method is a bottom-up tree transducer that is
used not only for one-pass checking of the correctness
of an XML document but also for incrementally validating updates over this document. In this way, both
the verification from scratch and the update verification are based on regular (finite and tree) automata,
making the whole process efficient.
Since the XML keys themselves are expressed in
XPath and the structure checking is a well-solved
problem, the validation using XPath based on DOM
and the structure checking is a principal motivation
for the work by (Liu et al. 2004, 2005). They propose
an algorithm that generates a key value document and
present how such a document and its schema can be
designed to check whether predefined key constraints
are satisfied. They present a method that supports
the incremental validation of XML keys by the incremental maintenance of their key value document.
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3

XML Data Model

Researchers and practitioners agree that in terms of
storing, querying and processing XML data in its native format, XML requires commensurate support by
DBMS and data management tools. It is a challenge
to precisely describe desirable properties of XML data
and provide methods and facilities that can efficiently
conclude, validate, or enforce such properties, because
XML has an inherent syntactic flexibility and hierarchical structure (Fan 2005, Fan & Libkin 2002, Fan
& Siméon 2003, Suciu 2001, Vianu 2003).
Integrity constraints restrict data stores such as
XML documents or XML databases to those considered meaningful for some application of interest.
Specifying and enforcing integrity constraints helps to
ensure that the data stays valid and does not deviate
from reality (Fan 2005). Keys are one of the most fundamental classes of integrity constraints. The importance of keys for XML has been recognized by industry and academia. Keys provide the means for identifying data items in an unambiguous way, an ability that is essential for retrieving and updating data.
For relational data, keys are straightforward to define,
convenient to use and simple to reason about. For
XML data however, the story is more cumbersome
due to the particularities of the XML data model.
Over the past few years several notions have been
proposed and discussed in the research community,
including the definitions that have been introduced
into XML Schema (Thompson et al. 2004). While
this has established an industry standard for specifying keys, (Arenas et al. 2002) have shown the computational intractability of the associated consistency
problem, that is, whether there exists an XML document that conforms to a given DTD or XSD and
satisfies the specified keys.
In Figure 1, an example of a reasonable key is that
the key-value identifies the article node. That is, the
key subnodes of different article nodes must have different values. In contrast, an author cannot be identified in the entire tree by its firstname and lastname
subnodes since the same author can write more than
one article. However, the author can indeed be identified by its firstname and lastname subnodes in relation to the article node. That is, for each individual
article node, different author subnodes must differ on
their firstname or lastname subnode value. Clearly,
the expressiveness of such keys depends on the means
that are used to select nodes in a tree, and by the semantics of the associated node selection queries (Fan
2005, Fan & Libkin 2002, Fan & Siméon 2003, Suciu
2001, Vianu 2003).
3.1

Trees and Paths in XML

It is common to represent XML data by ordered,
node-labelled trees. Such a representation is used in
DOM (Apparao et al 1998), XPath (Clark & DeRose
1999), XQuery (Chamberlin et al. 2010), XSLT (Kay
2009), and XML Schema (Thompson et al. 2004).
Figure 1 shows an example of XML data represented
as a tree. Non-leaves are always of type E for element, while leaves are either of type A for attribute
(when they have a name starting with @ and a string
underneath) or of type S for string (PCDATA). In
the literature, several variations of the tree model for
XML data have been used. All of them simplify the
XML standard (Bray et al. 2006) by concentrating
on its major aspects. Here we follow the approach
taken in (Buneman et al. 2002, 2003). We assume
that there are three mutually disjoint non-empty sets
E, A, and S = {S}. In the sequel, E will be used

for element names, A for attribute names, and S for
denoting text. We further assume that these sets are
pairwise disjoint, and put L = E ∪ A ∪ S. We refer
to the elements of L as labels.
An XML tree is a 6-tuple T = (V, lab, ele, att, val,
r ), where V denotes a set of nodes; lab is a mapping
V → L assigning a label to every node in V ; a node
v in V is called an element (E ) node if lab(v ) ∈ E,
an attribute (A) node if lab(v ) ∈ A, and a text (S)
node if lab(v ) = S; ele and att are partial mappings
defining the edge relation of T : for any node v in V ,
if v is an element node, then ele(v ) is a list of element
and text nodes in V and att(v ) is a set of attribute
nodes in V ; if v is an attribute or text node then
ele(v ) and att(v ) are undefined; for a node v ∈ V ,
each node w in ele(v ) or att(v ) is called a child of v,
and we say that there is an edge (v,w) from v to w in
T. Let ET denote the set of edges of T, and let ET∗
denote the transitive closure of ET . val is a partial
mapping assigning a string to each attribute and text
node: for any node v in V, if v is an A or S node then
val (v ) is a string, and val (v ) is undefined otherwise;
and then r is the unique and distinguished root node
of T.
A path expression is a finite sequence of zero or
more symbols from some alphabet M. The unique
sequence of zero symbols is called the empty path
expression,denoted by ε, and a dot (.) is used to
denote the concatenation of path expressions. The
set of all path expressions over M, with the binary
operation of concatenation and the identity ε, form a
free monoid. We are in particular interested in path
expressions over the alphabet L which we call simple.
A simple path p of an XML tree T is a sequence of
nodes v0 , . . . , vm where (vi−1 , vi ) is an edge for i =
1, . . . , m. We call p a simple path from v0 to vm ,
and say that vm is reachable from v0 following the
simple path p. The path p gives rise to a simple path
expression lab(v1 ), . . . , lab(vm ), which we denote by
lab(p). An XML tree T has a tree structure: for each
node v of T , there is a unique simple path from the
root r to v (Hartmann et al. 2007).
3.2

Value Equality of XML Nodes

Equality is essential to the definition of keys, in other
words, equality of the values associated with nodes is
crucial to define the semantics of keys. In general, two
nodes u and v are value equal in an XML tree T, if
they have the same label. Moreover, if two nodes are
string nodes, attribute nodes, or element nodes, they
are value equal if they have the same string value or
their children are pairwise value equal. More formally,
two nodes u, v ∈ V are value equal, denoted by u =v
v, if and only if the subtrees rooted at u and v are
isomorphic by an isomorphism that is the identity on
string values. Therefore, two nodes u and v are value
equal (Buneman et al. 2002, Hartmann & Link 2009),
if:
1. lab(u) = lab(v),
2. if u, v are attribute node or string nodes, then
val(u) = val(v),
3. if u, v are element nodes, then (i ) if att(u) =
{a1 , . . . , am }, then att(v) = {a01 , . . . , a0m } and
there is a permutation π on {1, . . . , m} such
that ai =v a0π(i) , for i = 1, . . . , m, and (ii ) if
ele(u) = [u1 , . . . , uk ], then ele(v) = [v1 , . . . , vk ]
and ui =v vi for i = 1, . . . , k.
If we look at Figure 1, the second and third author
node (based on the document order) are value equal.
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Note that the notion of value equality takes the document order of the XML tree into account. We remark
that =v defines an equivalence relation on the node
set of an XML tree.
To summarize, assuming there are two subsets U
and W of V . We call U and W value-equal if there
exists a bijection β : U → W such that u =v β(u) for
all u ∈ U . The value intersection U ∩v W of U and W
consists of all pairs (u, w) ∈ U × W such that u =v w
holds, and the value difference U −v W consists of all
nodes in U that are not value equal to any node in
W (Hartmann et al. 2007).
3.3

Queries to Select XML Nodes

A node selection query Q defines a mapping JQKT :
V → 2V that assigns every node v ∈ V a subset of
V , called the selected nodes, that may be seen as the
result of executing the query at node v. For node
selection queries we can define operations like union,
intersection, concatenation, reverse, absolution and
the identity as follows, cf. (Clark & DeRose 1999):

guarantee that an update will affect precisely one tuple. More philosophically, if we think of a tuple as
representing some real-world entity, the key provides
an invariant connection between the tuple and the
entity (Abiteboul et al. 1995, Thalheim 2000).
There are two elements in defining a key: one is
a set, which is the set of tuples identified by a relation name in relational databases; the other is the
’attributes’, which is a collection of column names
in relational terminology, which uniquely identify elements in the set.
Therefore, an XML key is a triple σ = (C, Q, F)
where C and Q are node selection queries, and F =
{F1 , . . . , Fk } is a finite set of node selection queries.
Adapting the terminology of (Thompson et al. 2004),
C is called the context, Q the selector and F1 , . . . , Fk
the fields of the key σ. Given an XML tree T , JCKT (r)
is called the context node set. For any context node
u, JQKT (u) is called the target node set, and for any
target node v and every i = 1, . . . , k we call JFi KT (v)
a key node set. For example, in the XML key:
(article, author, {firstname, lastname})

JQ1 ∪ Q2 KT (v) := JQ1 KT (v) ∪ JQ2 KT (v)
article is the context, author is the target, and firstname and lastname are the fields of the key. An XML
JQ1 ∩ Q2 KT (v) := JQ1 KT (v) ∩ JQ2 KT (v)
JQ1 .Q2 KT (v) := {x : w ∈ JQ1 KT (v), x ∈ JQ2 KT (w)} tree T satisfies an XML key σ = (C, Q, F) if for any
target nodes u, v that belong to the same target node
set it holds that if for all i = 1, . . . , k their key node
JQR KT (v) := {x : v ∈ JQKT (x)}
sets JFi KT (u) and JFi KT (v) agree, then the nodes u
JQA KT (v) := JQKT (r)
and v themselves agree (Hartmann et al. 2007).
JεKT (v) := {v}
4.1

Depending on the particular application, one aims to
identify query languages that enable users to retrieve
as much data as possible that is relevant for the underlying application domain, yet sufficiently simple
to process the queries efficiently. A problem that has
been widely studied in the literature due to its immediate practical relevance is the containment problem.
A node selection query Q is said to be contained in
a node selection query Q0 , denoted by Q v Q0 , if for
every XML tree T and every node v ∈ V we have
that JQKT (v) is a subset of JQ0 KT (v). Two queries are
(semantically) equivalent, denoted by Q ≡ Q0 , if they
contain one another. The containment problem for
a class of queries asks to decide containment, while
the equivalence problem asks to decide equivalence
for the query class under inspection.
It remains to find a convenient way to express useful node selection queries that can be evaluated efficiently. In the literature regular languages of path
expressions have been widely used for this purpose.
Alternatively, XPath expressions (Clark & DeRose
1999) are of course popular, too. For recent tractability results on the containment and equivalence problem for regular path languages and XPath fragments
we refer to (Benedikt et al. 2005, Deutsch & Tannen 2005, Gottlob et al. 2005, Miklau & Suciu 2004,
Neven & Schwentick 2006, Wood 2003).
4

XML Keys

In this section we set out a framework that compares
different notions of XML keys. We then discuss the
XML key proposal by XML Schema.
Keys are an essential part of database design: they
are fundamental to data models and conceptual design; they provide the means by which one tuple in
a relational database may refer to another tuple; and
they are important in update, for they enable us to
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Notions of Node Agreement

Node agreement can be classified into the following
criteria (Hartmann et al. 2007). Those criteria are
based on different proposals for defining agreement of
target nodes and of key node sets. For the agreement
of two key node sets:
(Ka) JFi KT (u) and JFi KT (v) are equal,

(Kb) JFi KT (u) and JFi KT (v) have non-empty intersection,
(Kc) JFi KT (u) and JFi KT (v) are value equal,

(Kd) JFi KT (u) and JFi KT (v) have non-empty value intersection.
For the agreement of two target nodes u and v:
(Ta) u = v, that is, u and v are identical nodes
(Tb) u =v v, that is, u and v are value equal nodes.
Moreover, one might want to combine these requirements with one or more of the following criteria for
some or all i = 1, . . . , k:
(Tc) both JFi KT (u) and JFi KT (v) are non-empty,

(Td) both JFi KT (u) and JFi KT (v) contain at most one
node,
(Te) both JFi KT (u) and JFi KT (v) contain only attribute or text nodes.
4.2

Strong Keys in XML Schema

We treat keys as defined by XML Schema (Thompson
et al. 2004). For such a key σ to hold it is necessary
that for each target node v each of the key fields Fi
with i = 1, . . . , k selects exactly one key node. This
prerequisite calls for uniqueness and existence. Buneman et. al. (Buneman, Davidson, Fan, Hara & Tan
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2001, Buneman et al. 2003) call a key with such a
prerequisite strong.
XML Schema (Thompson et al. 2004) uses criterion (Kd) above for the agreement of key node sets.
Note that if the prerequisite holds then criteria (Kc)
and (Kd) coincide, and so do criteria (Ka) and (Kb).
Moreover, this prerequisite imposes a condition on
each target node. Even if there is only a single target node v in an XML tree T the key will be violated
when one of the key node sets JFi KT (v) is not a singleton set. To avoid that in such a case the target node
v agrees with itself one chooses criteria (Ta,Tc,Td)
for the agreement of target nodes. Further, criterion
(Te) accounts for the restriction of value equality to
string equality in XML Schema. XML Schema further
defines a weaker version of the previous key notion,
called unique. It requires that the keys’ paths exist
and are unique; that is, nJPi K contains exactly one
node for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The key paths constrain the target set as follows: Take any two nodes (n1 , n2 ) ∈ JQK
and consider the pairs of nodes found by following a
key path Pi from n1 and n2 . If all such pairs of nodes
are value-equal, then the nodes n1 and n2 represent
the same node (Hartmann et al. 2007).
4.3

Absolute and Relative Keys

A key of the form (ε, Q, F) is named absolute. This
means the context node is always the root node. In
contrast, if the context node is any other node, then
we treat it as relative key. It should be noted that every relative key can be converted to an absolute key
by transforming the key context C into an additional
key field with node agreement criterion (Kb) (Hartmann et al. 2007) above: It can be shown that an
XML tree satisfies (C, Q, F) if and only if it satisfies
(ε, C.Q, F ∪ {C A ∩ QR }). However, the latter representation of the key might be less intuitive in many
cases (Hartmann et al. 2007).
5

Alternative Notions for XML Keys

In this section we discuss different proposal of XML
keys from the research literature. It is important to
note that there are several different notions, each accommodating a different expressivity. This is different from the relational model of data where the notion
of a key is well-accepted. The variety of XML keys addresses different application semantics and domains.
5.1

Keys proposed by Buneman et al.

The key notion proposed by (Buneman et al. 2002) is
flexible in the choice of an appropriate query language
(Hartmann et al. 2007). (Buneman et al. 2002) study
and examine the absolute and relative keys that do
not have the uniqueness and existence prerequisite of
the strong key definition in XML Schema (Thompson
et al. 2004). The reason is that strong keys are not
always finitely satisfiable. That is, there are strong
keys for which there is no finite XML tree to satisfy
them. Based on the above assumption, (Buneman
et al. 2002) define keys using criteria (Kd) for the
agreement of key node sets, and only (Ta) for the
agreement of target nodes.
For node selection queries they define the path language PE that consists of all path expressions over
the alphabet L ∪ { , ∗ }, with the binary operation
of concatenation and the empty path expression ε as
identity. Here, and ∗ are symbols not in L that
serve as the single symbol wild-card and the variable

length wild-card. The semantics of path expressions
from PE is defined by:
J`KT (v) := {w : (v, w) ∈ ET , labT (w) = `}
J KT (v) := {w : (v, w) ∈ ET }
J ∗ KT (v) := {w : (v, w) ∈ ET∗ }
The semantics of the concatenation operator and of ε
is defined as for general node selection queries. When
comparing P E and XPath, one observes the equivalences ε ≡ . and ≡ ∗ and ∗ ≡ .//. and Q1 .Q2 ≡
Q1 /Q2 and Q1 //Q2 ≡ Q1 . ∗ .Q2 showing that P E
corresponds to the XPath fragment XP (., /, ∗, //). In
(Buneman et al. 2002, Hartmann et al. 2007) P E expressions are used for the context C and the key selector Q, while simple path expressions are used for
the key fields F1 , . . . , Fk . At the end of (Buneman
et al. 2002, Hartmann et al. 2007) the use of P E expressions for the key fields is briefly discussed based
on a more restrictive definition of value intersection
for key node sets: The limited value intersection
JFi KT (u) ∩lv JFi KT

of key node sets JFi KT (u) and JFi KT (v) consists of all
pairs (x, y) ∈ JFi KT (u) × JFi KT (v) such that x =v y
holds and for which a simple path expression F v Fi
with x ∈ JFi KT (u) and y ∈ JFi KT (v) exists.
As an example consider the XML tree in Figure 1
and suppose we replace the author nodes by firstauthor and secondauthor nodes. Suppose further we
have a key (ε, ∗.article, ∗.lastname) with the article
nodes as targets. The field ∗.lastname would then
pick two lastname nodes for the first article node, and
one lastname for the second article node. The value
intersection of the two key node sets would contain
the two lastname nodes for Lindsay as a pair, while
the limited value intersection would be empty.
(Buneman, Davidson, Fan, Hara & Tan 2001,
Buneman et al. 2003, Hartmann et al. 2007) study the
axiomatisability and implication problem of the keys
introduced in (Buneman et al. 2002). This time they
restrict themselves to the path language P L consisting of all path expressions over the alphabet L ∪ { ∗ }.
P L expressions are used for the key context C, the
key selector Q and the key fields F1 , . . . , Fk . In (Buneman, Davidson, Fan, Hara & Tan 2001) agreement of
key node sets applies limited value intersection, while
in (Buneman et al. 2003) it applies the original definition of value intersection.
All in all, (Buneman et al. 2002) define a key ϕ
as an expression (Q, (Q0 , Q1 , ..., Qk )) where Q, Q0 , Qi
are P L expressions such that Q.Q0 .Qi is a valid P L
expression for all i = 1, . . . , k. Herein, Q is called
the context path, Q0 is called the target path, and
Q1 , ..., Qk are called the key paths of ϕ. An XML tree
T satisfies the key (Q, (Q0 , Q1 , ..., Qk )) if and only if
for any node q ∈ JQK: and for any nodes q10 , q20 ∈ qJQ0 K
such that there are nodes xi ∈ q10 JQi K, yi ∈ q20 JQi K
with xi =v yi for all i = 1, . . . , k, then q10 = q20 That
is, ∀q ∈ JQK, ∀q10 , q20 ∈ qJQ0 K


^

q10 JQi K ∩v q20 JQi K 6= ∅ ⇒ q10 = q20
1≤i≤k

5.2

Keys defined by Arenas et al.

(Arenas et al. 2002, 2008) are motivated by the key
notion of XML Schema, and study absolute and relative keys. The study focuses on strong keys and
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Figure 2: XQuery Template for XML Key Validation
let $cp
:= ‘context path’
let $keys := (‘key1’,‘key2’,‘key3’,...)
let $doc := ‘XML Document’
let $tp := ‘target path’ return
if (
some $c in doc($doc)/saxon:evaluate($cp) satisfies (
some $t1 in $c/saxon:evaluate($tp), $t2 in $c/saxon:evaluate($tp) satisfies (
not($t1 is $t2) and (
every $k in $keys satisfies (
some $k1 in $t1/saxon:evaluate($k), $k2 in $t2/saxon:evaluate($k) satisfies (
fn:deep-equal($k1,$k2)
)
)
)
)
)
) then ‘key is violated’
else (‘key is valid’)

strong foreign keys. The context C and selector Q
use path expressions ∗ .` with ` ∈ E, and key fields
F1 , ..., Fk with labels from A, where k ≥ 1. In terms
of node agreement, for target nodes they choose criterion (Ta), and for the key node, they apply criterion (Kd) for all i = 1, ..., k (Arenas et al. 2002,
2008). Furthermore, key fields are limited to labels of
attributes whose existence is guaranteed by a DTD
or XML Schema. Meanwhile, the uniqueness of attributes is guaranteed by the XML standard (Bray
et al. 2006). Therefore, Fi (v) is a singleton set for
every i = 1, . . . , k, such that criteria (Tc, Td, Te) for
the agreement of target nodes are automatically satisfied. In addition, (Arenas et al. 2008) further study
absolute keys with a selector Q of the form Q0 .` where
` ∈ E and Q0 denotes a regular expression over the alphabet E ∪ { }. Their discussion is extended to absolute keys with path expressions as permitted by XML
Schema (Arenas et al. 2002, Thompson et al. 2004).
They show that the consistency problem is N P -hard
for strong keys with k = 1 under non-recursive and
no-star DTDs.
5.3

Keys defined by Yu and Jagadish

By studying data redundancies in XML, Yu and Jagadish (Yu & Jagadish 2008) focus on developing a
partition based algorithm for discovering certain functional dependencies, which includes keys. Meanwhile,
Yu and Jagadish define absolute keys for XML and
their key notion has some similarity with the key from
(Yu & Jagadish 2008). They have a different view
on value equality, that is, they ignore the node order in the XML document; therefore, value equality in Yu and Jagadish’s key definition is different to
(Buneman et al. 2002) key definition, if the order of
child elements is different. In addition, for the agreement of target nodes Yu and Jagadish choose criterion
(Ta), and they choose criterion (Kc) for the agreement of key node sets for all i = 1, . . . , k. Moreover,
they use simple path expressions for selecting keys
and key field expressions from the XPath fragment
XP (., /, ..), where key fields may use simple upward
steps (Yu & Jagadish 2008).
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6

Encoding XML Key Semantics in XQuery

In this section we present the first main contribution of our paper, which is a general XQuery template for the validation of XML documents against
XML keys, as originally proposed by (Buneman et al.
2002). However, our template can also be applied
to more expressive keys that feature expressions such
as following, preceding, and ancestor axes, filters and
disjunctions.
The core idea of this paper is to decide the validation problem for XML keys with the help of
W3C-recommended XML standards, that is, XQuery
(Chamberlin et al. 2010) and XML Schema 1.1
(Thompson et al. 2012). The benefits of this solution are potentially huge. As the XML keys, proposed by (Buneman et al. 2002), have been shown
to naturally capture important application semantics,
the means to actually validate XML documents effectively and efficiently would make it possible to apply
these keys in everyday practice. This has important
consequences as data exchange and integration become more effective with more consistent XML documents and as costs for data cleaning are reduced, for
examples.
It is striking that the rather natural, yet complex, semantics of XML keys can almost directly
be encoded with XQuery. More precisely, a key is
assumed to be given in the format (c, t, k1 , . . . , kn )
where c denotes the context path of the key, t denotes the target path of the key, and k1 , . . . , kn denote
the key paths of the key. The key (c, t, k1 , . . . , kn )
is violated by the given XML document ‘doc.xml’
if and only if the following is true: there is some
$c in doc(‘doc.xml’)/$c and there are some $t1 , $t2
in $c/$t such that $t1 6= $t2 and for every $k in
k1 , . . . , kn there exist some $v1 in $t1 /$k and some
$v2 in $t2 /$k such that $v1 and $v2 are deep-equal.
The above logic for validating the semantics of an
XML key, as proposed by (Buneman et al. 2002), has
been implemented in XQuery, as shown in Figure 2.
For this purpose, the input of the validation problem
is encoded in the form of four distinct variables. The
context path of the key is stored in the variable $cp,
the target path of the key in the variable $tp, and
the key paths of the key are stored in the variable
$keys. Finally, the file of the given XML document
is stated in the variable $doc. The XQuery template
is of the form IF condition holds THEN the key is vi-
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olated ELSE the key is satisfied. The condition itself
is a nested quantified expression that directly follows
the semantics of the XML keys described above. In
particular, it relies on the availability of such expressions as ‘some’, ‘satisfies’, ‘not’, and ‘every’, as well
as the XQuery function ‘deep-equal’ that implements
value-equality. The SAXON function ‘evaluate’ is necessary to create the XPath node selection queries at
run-time. The normal XPath operator is not able to
identify this string value and convert it to the actual
node in the XML document. Therefore, we need to
access the XML node dynamically. Saxon:evaluate
is one of the extended functions in Saxon, which allows XPath expressions to be constructed and evaluated dynamically at run-time.
7

Performance Evaluation

In this section we present the second main contribution of this research. So far, we have demonstrated
that semantics of expressive XML key notions can be
validated effectively with XQuery. We will now measure how efficient the validation technique performs
on differently sized real-world XML documents and
with respect to XML keys that have different degrees
of expressiveness. Firstly, we describe the feature
of the real-world XML documents and the classes of
XML keys we consider for the experiments. Secondly,
we present and discuss the results of our performance
analysis.
7.1

Input and Environment

Real-world XML documents. We applied our
performance tests to various fragments of two realworld data sets, whose features we briefly describe
now.
NASA is a set of astronomical data in XML format, converted from legacy flat-file format. It has
been available to the public since 2001. It is not associated with a DTD. The size of this document is 23
Megabytes. When compared to the other data set,
DBLP, that is used in this study, NASA has more
depth and uses more attributes. The data set contains 476,646 element nodes, 56,317 attribute nodes,
has a maximum depth of 8 and an average depth of
5.6.
The Digital Bibliography Library Project has
brought forward the DBLP data set. It provides bibliographic information on major computer science journals and proceedings, and has been available since
2002. The DBLP data set is associated with a DTD
and the size of the document is 127 Megabytes. The
data set contains 3,332,130 element nodes, 404,276
attribute nodes, has a maximum depth of 6 and an
average depth of 2.9.
For the experiments, we have extracted fragments
from each NASA and DBLP that grow in size. There
are 25 different fragments for each data source, with
the next fragment including all previous ones plus
new nodes. Each fragment represents an independent
XML document.
Classes of XML Keys. We have evaluated the
performance with respect to different classes of XML
keys. The different classes result from the XPath axes
they use:
(C1) Permits node labels and parent-child navigation,
(C2) Class (C1) extended by ancestor-descendant navigation in both context and target paths,
(C3) Class (C2) extended by label wildcard,

(C4) Class (C3) extended by following-sibling axis and
filter expressions,
(C5) Class (C3) extended by preceding axis,
(C6) Class (C3) extended by union operator in field
paths.
Experiments were conducted with the Professional
Edition of Saxon 9.5 on the .NET platform on an Intel(R) Core(TM)i7 CPU M620 @2.66GHz Processor
with 8GB of RAM and a 64-bit operating system.
7.2

Results

Table 1 shows the trends of time in seconds when applying our XQuery template for XML key validation
to the nested fragments of the NASA and DBLP data
sets, respectively. Each experiment was repeated 20
times, and the figures show minimum, average, and
maximum times for each key and each data fragment.
Our performance analysis has covered keys that
use different XPath axes and are applied to document
fragments of various sizes. The performance analysis
therefore allows us to draw a few conclusions regarding the efficiency of our proposed validation method.
In Table 1 the general performance for the NASA
XML document shows a linear growth. The main reasons for this trend are the size of the documents and
the selectivity of the target nodes that need to be separated to satisfy the given key. Every given key on the
NASA data set was either violated in every fragment
or satisfied by every fragment. Based on our peformance analysis, we may conclude that our proposed
implementation method works efficiently for mediumsized XML documents and complicated XML keys.
The performance of validating fragments of the
DBLP data set against the given XML keys shows
a different behavior. For many keys a first violation frequently appears in the middle of the fragments
considered. Frequently, the validation time of subsequent fragments increases dramatically. Most likely,
the reason for this dramatic increase is simply the
number of target nodes that need to be separated.
Ideally, once a violation occurs for a smaller fragment
the violation of larger fragments would be found in a
similar time. However, XPath first selects all target
nodes (including new ones from larger fragments) before trying to separate them by the values on their key
paths. We may thus conclude that once the number
of target nodes that need to be separated becomes
too large, validation times grow dramatically. Most
likely this will occur in XML documents of large size.
8

Applying Assertions in XML Schema 1.1

XML Schema 1.1 (Thompson et al. 2012) provides
many more capabilities compared to XML Schema
1.0. Among those capabilities are assertions. By applying assertion, we are able to implement XML key
validation in XML Schema 1.1. As we illustrate now,
our XQuery implementation of the key by (Buneman
et al. 2002) requires little change to be transformed
into an XML Schema 1.1 (Thompson et al. 2012) assertion. Figure 3 contains a sample XML Schema
definition and illustrates how an XML key can be
expressed as an assertion to validate a given XML
document.
We used oXygen XML Developer 15.0 to validate
the sample XML document from Figure 3. The bottom of Figure 3 shows a screen-shots with the result of
validating the document on the right against the XML
Schema definition, inclusive of the XML key assertion,
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(datasets, author, {initial, lastN ame})

(dblp, article, {author, title, year})

(//dataset/history, //creator, {lastN ame, af f iliation})

(dblp, //article, {author, title, year})

(//datasets/ref erence/∗, // ∗ /other, {title, author/∗})

(dblp/child :: ∗, //article, {key})

(//dataset/f ollowing − sibling :: ∗[5],
//author/f ollowing − sibling :: ∗[1], {initial, lastN ame})

(∗, //www/f ollowing − sibling :: ∗[8], {title, url})

(//dataset, //ingest, {creator/preceding :: ∗, date/preceding :: ∗})

(dblp, ../ ∗ /article, {key})

(datasets/child :: ∗, //author, {initial|lastN ame})

(dblp, book, {author, title|year})

Table 1: Evaluating XQuery Validation of NASA and DBLP Data Sets Against XML Keys
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Figure 3: XML Schema 1.1 with Assertion of XML Key (x, y, {z}) and Invalid XML Document

on the left. The document is invalid and the following error is reported ‘Element test does not satisfy
assertion not ( some $(c) in root()/* satisfies ( some
$(t1) in $(c)/*, $(t2) in $(c)/* satisfies( not($(t1) is
$(t2)) and ( some $(k1) in $(t1)/*, $(k2) in $(t2)/*
satisfies ( deep-equal($(k1),$(k2)) )))))’. The reason
why the XML document is invalid is that there is an
x-node that has two distinct y-children y1 and y2 such
that y1 has a z-child z1 and y2 has a z-child z2 such
that z1 and z2 are value-equal. On the other hand, if
we change the value of the first z node in the second
y node to 3, for example, the above XML document
will be valid, because it satisfies the assertion.

Abiteboul, S., Hull, R. & Vianu, V. (1995), Foundations of Databases, Addison-Wesley.

9

Arenas, M., Fan, W. & Libkin, L. (2002), What’s hard
about XML schema constraints?, in A. Hameurlain,
R. Cicchetti & R. Traunmüller, eds, ‘DEXA 2002:
Database and Expert Systems Applications, 13th
International Conference’, Vol. 2453 of LNCS,
Springer, pp. 269–278.

Conclusion and Future Directions

The official W3C recommendation for XML keys requires the existence and uniqueness of nodes, which
is a strong requirement for many applications and a
source of intractability for associated reasoning tasks,
which limits their applicability in practice. As a response, the academic community has proposed several
different notions of XML keys which can capture expressive application semantics and have good computational properties. Our results have shown that keys
of the most popular proposal (Buneman et al. 2002)
can still be validated with off-the-shelf XML tools, including XQuery and XML Schema 1.1. This enables
many organizations to express sophisticated application semantics within their XML documents, without
the need to develop designated validation techniques.
Therefore, better quality data and data-driven decision making can be obtained without use of additional resources. An analysis shows that our validation techniques perform rather well on medium-sized
documents and sophisticated XML keys, but do not
scale well on documents of large size. Further research
is therefore required to find a sweet-spot for balancing
well the simplicity and performance of validation.
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Abstract
Nowadays, most of the main database management
systems offer, in one way or another, the possibility of protecting data using fine-grained access control (FGAC) policies, i.e., policies that depend on
dynamic properties of the system state. Reasoning
about FGAC policies typically amounts to answering
questions about whether a security-related property
holds in a (possibly infinite) set of system states. To
carry out this reasoning, we propose a novel, toolsupported methodology, which consists in transforming the aforementioned questions about FGAC policies into satisfiability problems in first-order logic.
In addition, we report on our experience using the
Z3 Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) solver for
automatically checking the satisfiability of the firstorder formulas generated by the tool implementing
our methodology, called SecProver, for a non-trivial
set of examples.
1

Introduction

In Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) (Ferraiolo
et al. 2001), permissions specify which roles are allowed to perform given operations. These roles typically represent job functions within an organization.
Users are granted permissions by being assigned to
the appropriate roles based on their competencies and
responsibilities in the organization. RBAC allows one
to organize the roles in a hierarchy where roles can inherit permissions along the hierarchy. In this way, the
security policy can be described in terms of the hierarchical structure of an organization. However, it is
not possible in RBAC to specify fine-grained access
control (FGAC) policies, i.e., policies that depend on
dynamic properties of the system state, for example,
to allow an operation only during weekdays.
SecureUML (Basin et al. 2006) is a modeling
language for formalizing FGAC policies. It extends RBAC with authorization constraints, which
allow one to specify constraints for granting permissions. Authorization constraints are formalized in
This work is partially supported by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness Project “StrongSoft”
(TIN2012-39391-C04-01 and TIN2012-39391-C04-04).
Copyright c 2015, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper appeared at the 11th Asia-Pacific Conference on Conceptual Modelling (APCCM 2015), Sydney, Australia, January
2015. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information
Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 165, Henning Köhler and Motoshi
Saeki, Ed. Reproduction for academic, not-for-profit purposes
permitted provided this text is included.

SecureUML using the Object Constraint Language
(OCL) (Object Management Group 2014). Using SecureUML, one can then model access control decisions
that depend on two kinds of information:
1. static information, namely the assignments of
users and permissions to roles, and the role hierarchy, and
2. dynamic information, namely the satisfaction of
authorization constraints in the given system
state.
SecureUML is currently supported by ActionGUI (Basin et al. 2014, ActionGUI 2012), a
model-driven methodology for developing secure
data-management applications. In ActionGUI, system developers proceed by modeling three different
views of the desired application: its data model, security model, and GUI model. These models formalize respectively the application’s data domain, authorization policy, and its graphical interface together
with the application’s behavior. Afterwards a modeltransformation function lifts the policy specified by
the security model to the GUI model. Finally, a code
generator generates a multi-tier application, along
with all support for fine-grained access control, from
the security-aware GUI model.
In this paper we propose a novel methodology for
carrying out formal reasoning about FGAC policies
specified using SecureUML. Reasoning about FGAC
policies typically amounts to answering questions
about whether a security-related property holds in
a (possibly infinite) set of states. The key component of our methodology is a mapping from OCL to
first-order logic (Clavel et al. 2009, Dania & Clavel
2013), thanks to which we are able to transform the
aforementioned questions about FGAC policies into
satisfiability problems in first-order logic. Finally,
to validate our methodology, we have implemented
a tool, called SecProver (SecProver 2014), and we
have applied the Z3 SMT solver (de Moura & Bjørner
2008) for automatically checking the satisfiability of
the first-order formulas generated by SecProver, for
a non-trivial set of security-related questions about
SecureUML models.
Organization. In Section 2 we provide background
information about SecureUML, and we also discuss its
semantics and compare its expressiveness with that
of other languages currently supported by commercial database management systems. In Section 3 we
summarize the key principles underlying our mapping
from OCL to first-order logic. Then, in Section 4,
we explain how, using the aforementioned mapping,
interesting questions about SecureUML models can
be translated into satisfiability problems in first-order
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-name : String
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conclude the paper with sections on related work and
0..* -salary : Integer
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-role : Role

2

Modeling Fine-Grained Access Control
Policies

SecureUML (Basin et al. 2006) is a modeling language for specifying fine-grained access control policies (FGAC) for actions on protected resources. Using SecureUML one can model roles (with their hierarchies), permissions, actions, resources, and constraints on the permissions, which are called authorization constraints. SecureUML is, however, generic
in that it leaves open the nature of the protected resources, i.e., whether these resources are data, business objects, processes, controller states, etc. Basin
et al. (2006) initially combined SecureUML with a
design modeling language based on class diagrams,
called ComponentUML, and with a language based
on state diagrams, called ControllerUML. More recently, Basin et al. (2014) have combined SecureUML
with a language for modeling graphical user interfaces for data-centric applications, called ActionGUI.
In this work, we will use the aforementioned combination of SecureUML with ComponentUML, called
SecureUML+ComponentUML.
Next, we will explain, and illustrate with examples, the main concepts used when modeling with SecureUML+ComponentUML: namely, resources and
actions; invariants; authorization constraints; and
permissions.
Also, we will briefly compare SecureUML+ComponentUML with other languages
supported by commercial data management systems
for specifying FGAC policies
2.1

Resources and Actions

ComponentUML provides a subset of UML class
models where entities (classes) can be related by
associations and may have attributes.
In SecureUML+ComponentUML, the protected resources
are the ComponentUML entities, along with their attributes and association-ends (but not the associations as such), and the actions that they offer to the
actors are those shown in the following table:
Resource
Entity
Attribute
Association-end

Actions
create, delete
read, update
read, create, delete

Example 1 In Figure 1 we show a ComponentUML
model, named EmplBasic.dtm. This model specifies that every employee may have a name, a surname, and a salary; that every employee may have
a supervisor and may in turn supervise other employees; and that every employee may take one of
two roles: Worker or Supervisor. In the terminology of ComponentUML, Employee is an entity;
name, surname, salary, and role are attributes;
supervisedBy and supervises are association-ends;
and Role is an enumerated class. Notice that the
association-end supervises has multiplicity 0..*,
meaning that an employee may supervise zero or more
employees, while the association-end supervisedBy
has multiplicity 0..1 meaning that an employee may
have at most one supervisor.
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<<enumeration>>
Role
Worker
Supervisor

Figure 1: EmplBasic.dtm: a ComponentUML model
for employees’ information.
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(a) Instance 1

(b) Instance 2

Figure 2: Two instances of EmplBasic.dtm
As expected, the instances of ComponentUML
models are, basically, UML object models where objects can be related by links and can have values for
their attributes.
Example 2 In Figure 2 we show two different instances of EmplBasic.dtm. In Instance 2a there are
three employees, e1 , e2 and e3 , and e1 is supervised
by e2 , e2 is supervised by e3 , and e3 has no supervisor
at all. Moreover, e1 has role Worker and both e2 and
e3 have role Supervisor. Instance 2b has also three
employees, e1 , e2 and e3 , but this time e1 is supervised by e2 , e2 is supervised by itself, and e3 has no
supervisor at all. As before, e1 has role Worker and
both e2 and e3 have role Supervisor.
2.2

Invariants

ComponentUML models can be further refined by
adding to them invariants, i.e., expressions specifying
properties that every valid instance of the model must
satisfy. Invariants are formalized in ComponentUML
using the Object Constraint Language (OCL) (Object Management Group 2014).
OCL is a strongly typed, declarative language: expressions either have a primitive type (integer, real,
string, or boolean), an entity type, a tuple type, or
a collection type (set, bag, or collection). It provides
standard operators on collections, such as →isEmpty,
→includes, and →excluding, as well as operators to iterate over collections, such as →forAll,
→exists, and →select. It also provides standard operators on primitive data and tuples, and a
dot-operator to access the values of the objects’ attributes and association-ends. Moreover, it includes
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two constants, null and invalid, to represent undefinedness. Intuitively, null represents unknown
or undefined values, whereas invalid represents error and exceptions. To check if a value is null or
invalid, it provides, respectively, the boolean operators oclIsUndefined() and oclIsInvalid().
Example 3 We
can
refine
the
model
EmplBasic.dtm (Figure 1) by adding invariants
to this model. In particular, consider the following
constraints:

<<permission>>
WorkerReadSalary
-Employee:salary:AtomicRead

<<role>>
Worker

<<permission>>
SupervisorReadSalary
-Employee:salary:AtomicRead

Employee
-name : String
-surname : String
-salary : Integer
-role : Role

<<role>>
Supervisor

1. There is exactly one employee who has no supervisor.
2. Nobody is its own supervisor.
3. An employee has role Supervisor if and only if
it has at least one supervisee.
4. Every employee has one role.
These constraints can be formalized in OCL as follows:
(1) Employee.allInstances()→one(e|
e.supervisedBy.oclIsUndefined())
(2) Employee.allInstances()→forAll(e|
not(e.supervisedBy = e))
(3) Employee.allInstances()→forAll(e|
(e.role = Supervisor implies
e.supervises->notEmpty())
and (e.supervises->notEmpty()
implies e.role = Supervisor))
(4) Employee.allInstances()→forAll(e|
not(e.role.oclIsUndefined())
In what follows, we will refer to the constraint (1)
as oneBoss, (2) as noSelfSuper, (3) as roleSuper,
and (4) as allRole.
Also, we will denote by
Empl1.dtm the refined version of EmplBasic.dtm
that includes as invariants the constraints oneBoss,
noSelfSuper, roleSuper, and allRole. Notice
that these four constraints evaluate to true in Instance 2a of EmplBasic.dtm (Figure 2), and therefore we say that this instance is a valid instance of
Empl1.dtm. On the other hand, since noSelfSuper
and roleSuper evaluate to false in Instance 2b of
EmplBasic.dtm (Figure 2), we say that this other instance is a not a valid instance of Empl1.dtm.
2.3

Authorization Constraints

In SecureUML+ComponentUML, authorization constraints specify the conditions that need to be satisfied for a permission being granted to an actor (user)
who requests it to perform an action. They are formalized using OCL, but they can also contain the
following keywords:
• self: it refers to the root resource upon which
the action will be performed, if the permission is
granted. The root resource of an attribute or an
association-end is the entity to which it belongs.
• caller: it refers to the actor that will perform
the action, if the permission is granted.
• value: it refers to the value that will be used to
update an attribute, if the permission is granted.
• target: it refers to the object that will be linked
at the end of an association, if the permission is
granted.

<<permission>>
S up ervi so r Up da teS a lary
-Employee:salary:AtomicUpdate

Figure 3: Empl.stm: a SecureUML+ComponentUML
model for accessing employees’ information.
Example 4 In Figure 3 we show a SecureUML+ComponentUML model, named Empl.stm. This
model specifies a basic FGAC policy for accessing
the employees’ information modeled in Empl1.dtm.
Permissions are assigned to users depending on their
roles, which can be Worker or Supervisor. Also,
users with role Supervisor inherit all the permissions
granted to users withsupervisedBy
role Worker, since Supervisor
is a subrole of Worker.
0..1 Finally, permissions are constrained by authorization
E m p l o y e e constraints:
< < e n u m enamely,
ration>>
-name : String

Role

1. Asupervises
worker -surname
is granted
to read an
: String permission
Worker
0..* -salary : Integer
employee’s
salary, providedSupervisor
that it is its own
: Role
salary, as -role
specified
by the authorization constraint caller = self.
2. A supervisor is granted unrestricted permission
to read an employee’s salary, as specified by the
authorization constraint true.
3. A supervisor is granted permission to update an
employee’s salary, provided that it supervises this
employee, as specified by the authorization constraint self.supervisedBy = caller.
2.4

Permissions

SecureUML+ComponentUML provides various syntactic sugar constructs for expressing FGAC policies
in a more compact way. Basically, in the ‘sweeter’ presentation of a model, some roles may not have explicitly assigned any permission for some actions, while
the following always holds in the de-sugared presentation of the model: every role has assigned exactly
one permission for every action, and this permission
has assigned exactly one authorization constraint.
Next, we will explain, and illustrate with examples, the rules that we apply for de-sugaring a SecureUML+ComponentUML model S:
• Role hierarchies. Let act be an action and let r
and r0 be two roles. Suppose that r is a subrole of
r0 in S, and that there is a permission in S for r0
to execute act under the constraint auth. Then,
when de-sugaring S, we add a new permission to
S for the role r to execute act under the same
constraint auth.
• Delete actions. Let entity be an entity. Let
act be the action delete(entity). Suppose that
there is a permission in S for a role r to execute act under the constraint auth. Then, when
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de-sugaring S, for every association-end assoc
owned by entity, we add to S a new permission for r to execute delete(assoc) under the same
constraint auth.

by the rule “denying by default”.

Private Database (Huey 2014), IBM/DB2 (IBM
2013), Microsoft SQL Server (SQL 2012), and
Teradata (Teradata 2014) for specifying FGAC
policies.
Oracle supports FGAC in its Virtual Private
Database (VPD) through the use of security policy functions (SPF), which are written in Oracle
PL/SQL. The idea is that when a user executes a
statement, the corresponding SPF is transformed into
a WHERE clause and is added to the user’s original
statement. Clearly, authorization constraints play the
same role as SPFs, and we conjecture, based on our
experience mapping OCL into SQL (Egea et al. 2010),
that any SPFs written in declarative SQL could be
formalized as an authorization constraint written in
OCL. However, since SPFs are written in PL/SQL,
they would typically contain non-declarative code.
IBM/DB2 implements FGAC through the use of
row access control and column access control rules.
They specify, respectively, which rows and columns
can be accessed and under which conditions. Again,
authorization constraints play the same role as row
and column access rules, and we also conjecture
that any combination of row and column access
control rules written in declarative SQL could be
formalized as an authorization constraint written
in OCL. On the other hand, and differently from
SecureUML+ComponentUML, IBM/DB2 only supports column access control rules for SELECT statements, and, therefore, they can only be used, in general, to protect read-actions over attributes.
Finally, both Microsoft SQL Server and Teradata
support FGAC policies through the use of security labels, which can be assigned to users and resources, and
constraints. In SecureUML+ComponentUML, security labels can be represented as additional attributes
of the entities representing users and resources, and
constraints can then be formalized as OCL authorization constraints referring to the values of these additional attributes. On the other hand, security labels
can only be assigned to entities, and therefore, they
can not be used to protect read- or update-actions
over attributes.

Auth(Empl.stm, Supervisor, update(salary))=
self.supervisedBy = caller or false,

3

• Opposite association-ends. Let assoc and assoc 0
be two opposite association-ends. Let act be the
action create(assoc). Suppose that there is a permission in S for a role r to execute act under
the constraint auth. Then, when de-sugaring S,
we add to S a new permission for the role r to
execute create(assoc 0 ) under the constraint that
results from replacing in auth the variable self
by target and the variable target by self. Desugaring is done similarly when act is the action
delete(assoc).
• Denying by default. Let r be a role and let act be
an action. Suppose that there is no permission in
S for the role r to execute act. When de-sugaring
S, we add to S a new permission for the role r
to execute act under the constraint false.
• Disjunction of authorization constraints. Let r
be a role and let act be an action. Suppose that
there are n permissions in S for the role r to
execute act. When de-sugaring S, we replace
these n permissions by a new permission and assign to it the authorization constraint that results from disjoining together all the authorization constraints of the original n individual permissions.
In what follows, we will denote by Auth(S, r, act)
the authorization constraint assigned, in the
de-sugared presentation of the ComponentUML+SecureUML model S, to the role r’s
permission for performing the action act.
Example 5 Consider the value of Auth(S, r, act) in
the following cases:
Auth(Empl.stm, Worker, update(salary))= false,

by the combination of the rules “denying by default”,
“role hierarchies”, and “disjunction of authorization
constraints”.
Auth(Empl.stm, Worker, read(salary))=
caller = self.
Auth(Empl.stm, Supervisor, read(salary))=
caller = self or true,
by the combination of the rules “denying by default”,
“role hierarchies”, and “disjunction of authorization
constraints”.
2.5

In previous work (Clavel et al. 2009, Dania & Clavel
2013) we proposed a mapping from OCL to firstorder logic, which consists of two, inter-related components: (i) a map from ComponentUML models
and boolean OCL expressions to first-order formulas,
called ocl2foldef ; and (ii) a map from boolean OCL expressions to first-order formulas, called ocl2fol. The
following remark formalizes the main property of our
mapping from OCL to first-order logic.
Remark 1 Let D be a ComponentUML model,
with invariants expr 1 , . . . , expr n , and let expr be a
boolean expression. Then, expr evaluates to true in
every valid instance of D if and only if

Expressiveness

Traditionally,
database management systems
(DBMS) support ‘all-or-nothing’ access control with
respect to the cells in the column of a table, i.e.,
a policy will either give or deny access to all the
cells in the column. Nowadays, however, some of the
main commercial DBMS also support fine-grained
access control, which means that a policy can also
give access only to a subset of the cells of the column. Next, we will provide some initial comparison
between SecureUML+ComponentUML and the
languages currently supported by Oracle Virtual
94

Mapping OCL to First-Order Logic

ocl2foldef (D)
n
n
[
[
∪
ocl2foldef (expr i ) ∪
{ocl2fol(expr i )}
i=1

i=1

∪ ocl2foldef (expr ) ∪ {¬(ocl2fol(expr ))}
is unsatisfiable.
Next, we will explain, and illustrate with examples, the main ideas behind the maps ocl2foldef and
ocl2fol. We refer the interested reader to the original
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papers (Clavel et al. 2009, Dania & Clavel 2013) for
a more formal presentation of these maps and of the
subset of OCL that they currently support.
3.1

The map ocl2foldef (models)

In our mapping from OCL to first-order logic, we represent entities by predicates, attributes by functions,
and association-ends, depending on their multiplicity,
either by binary predicates or by functions. Also, we
represent null and invalid, respectively, by the constants null and invalid, and we introduce two unary
predicates IsNull and IsInvalid, to represent when an
element is null or invalid.
Let D be a ComponentUML model. ocl2foldef (D)
returns the axioms formalizing the properties of the
predicates and functions that represent the entities,
attributes and association-ends in D, as well as the
axioms formalizing the constants null and invalid, and
the predicates IsNull and IsInvalid.
Example 6 Consider the ComponentUML model
EmplBasic.dtm shown in Figure 1. Among others,
ocl2foldef (EmplBasic.dtm) returns the axiom
∀(x)(Employee(x) ⇒ ¬(isNull(x) ∨ isInvalid(x))),

The following remark formalizes the main property
of the map ocl2fol.
Remark 3 Let D be a ComponentUML model. Let
expr be a boolean expression. Suppose that expr
does not contain any subexpression of type collection. Then, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the instances of D in which the expr evaluates to true and the first-order models that satisfy
ocl2foldef (D) ∪ {ocl2fol(expr )}.
3.3

The map ocl2foldef (expressions)

Often, OCL expressions include subexpressions that
will evaluate to collections: e.g., those which are built
using →select, →collect, or →excluding. In our
mapping from OCL to first-order logic, when these
subexpressions are of type set, we represent them using new predicates whose definitions, which follow the
principles underlying ocl2foldef , are given by the map
ocl2foldef .
Example 8 Consider the expression
Employee.allInstances()→select(e|
e.supervises→notEmpty()).

∀(x)∀(y)(supervises(y, x) ⇒ (supervisedBy(x) = y)),

This expression, which we refer to as colOfSuper,
will evaluate to a set containing only those employees whose list of supervisees is not empty. Then,
ocl2foldef (colOfSuper) returns the following axiom,

which formalizes the key property of supervises as
the opposite association-end of supervisedBy.

∀(x)(P colOfSuper(x) ⇔
(Employee(x) ∧ ∃(y)(supervises(x, y)))),

The following remark formalizes the main property
of the map ocl2foldef .

where the new predicate P colOfSuper represents
the set that will be returned when evaluating
colOfSuper.

Remark 2 Let D be a ComponentUML model.
Then, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the instances of D and the first-order models that satisfy ocl2foldef (D).

The following remark formalizes the main property
of the map ocl2foldef over expressions of type set.

which formalizes that neither null nor invalid are
objects of the entity Employee, as well as the axiom

3.2

The map ocl2fol

In our mapping from OCL to first-order logic, we represent boolean expressions as formulas.
Let expr be a boolean expression. ocl2fol(expr ) is
defined recursively over the structure expr , according
to the following principles:
• Each subexpression C.allInstances() is represented by a predicate formula whose predicate is
the one representing the entity C.
• Each boolean subexpression is represented by a
formula which mirrors its logical structure.
• Each integer subexpression is represented by the
corresponding functional expression.
• Each set subexpression is represented by a predicate formula whose predicate’s definition is generated using the map ocl2foldef (see below).
Example 7 Consider the constraints oneBoss
and noSelfSuper introduced in Example 3.
ocl2fol(oneBoss) returns the formula
∃(e)(Employee(e) ∧ isNull(supervisedBy(e))
∧ ∀(e0 )(Employee(e0 ) ∧ isNull(supervisedBy(e0 ))
⇒ e0 = e)),

Remark 4 Let D be a ComponentUML model. Let
expr be an expression of type set. Let P expr be the
predicate symbol generated by ocl2fol(expr ). Then,
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the instances of D and the first-order models that satisfy
ocl2foldef (D) ∪ ocl2foldef (expr ) for which the following holds: expr evaluates to {o1 , . . . , on } in I if and
only if the element that corresponds to oi belongs to
the set that interprets P expr , for i = 1, . . . , n.
3.4

Reasoning about Data Models

Here we provide a simple example of the use of our
mapping from OCL to first-order logic for reasoning
about ComponentUML models.
In what follows, when a ComponentUML model
D contains invariants expr 1 , . . . , expr n , we will consider
Sn that ocl2foldef (D) includes also the formulas
i=1 ocl2foldef (expr i ).
Example 9 Consider the following question about
the model Empl1.dtm in Example 3: Is there a valid
instance in which someone is supervised by one of its
own supervisees? Let us formalize the property that
no employee is supervised by their own supervisees as
follows:
Employee.allInstances()→forAll(e|
e.supervises→excludes(e.supervisedBy)).

and ocl2fol(noSelfSuper) returns the formula
∀(e)(Employee(e) ⇒ ¬(supervisedBy(e) = e)).
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We will refer to this expression as noMixSuper. Then,
according to Remark 1, the answer to our question is
‘Yes’ since

According to Remark 1, the answer to this question
is ‘No’, since the following set of formulas is clearly
unsatisfiable:

ocl2foldef (Empl1.dtm) ∪ {¬(ocl2fol(noMixSuper))}.

ocl2foldef (Empl1.dtm) ∪ {∃(caller )∃(self )
(ocl2fol(caller .role = Worker)
∧ ocl2fol(false))},

is satisfiable. Indeed, consider, for example, an instance of Empl1.dtm with just four employees, e1 ,
e2 , e3 , and e4 , such that e1 is linked through the
association-end supervisedBy with e4 , and similarly
e3 with e2 , and e2 with e3 . Suppose also that e1
is of role Worker, and e2 , e3 , and e4 are of role
Supervisor. This instance is certainly a valid one,
since all the invariants evaluate to true. However, the
expression noMixSuper evaluates to false because e2
is linked through supervisedBy with e3 , but at the
same time e2 is also linked through the associationend supervises with e3 (since e3 is linked through
supervisedBy with e2 ).
4

Reasoning about
Control Policies

Fine-Grained

Access

As discussed by Basin et al. (2014), SecureUML+ComponentUML models have a rigorous semantics. In particular, let S be a SecureUML+ComponentUML model and let I be
an instance of its underlying data model. Also,
let u be a user, with role r, and let act be an
action, with arguments args. Then, according to
the semantics of SecureUML+ComponentUML,
S authorizes u to execute act in I if and only if
[Auth(S, r, act)](u,args) evaluates to true in I, where
[Auth(S, r, act)](u,args) is the expression that results
from replacing in Auth(S, r, act) the keyword caller
by u, and the keywords self, value, and target by
the corresponding values in args.
In what follows, given a SecureUML+ComponentUML model S, we use the term scenario to refer to
any valid instance of S’s underlying data model in
which a user requests permission to execute an action.
For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that neither
the user requesting permission nor the resource upon
which the action will be executed can be undefined.
Next, we will explain, and illustrate with examples, how one can use the mapping from OCL
to first-order logic discussed in Section 3 to reason
about SecureUML+ComponentUML models. Unless stated otherwise, all our examples refer to the
SecureUML+ComponentUML model Empl.stm (Example 4). Recall that this model’s underlying data
model is the ComponentUML model Empl1.dtm (Example 3), which includes the invariants oneBoss,
noSelfSuper, roleSuper, and allRole.
We organize our examples in blocks or categories.
In the first block, we are interested in knowing if there
is any scenario in which someone with role r will be
allowed to execute an action act. Notice that, by
Remark 1, the answer will be ‘No’ if and only if the
following set of formulas is unsatisfiable:
ocl2foldef (D) ∪ {∃(caller )∃(self )∃(target)∃(value)
(ocl2fol(caller .role = r) ∧ ocl2fol(Auth(S, r, act)))}.
Example 10 Consider the following question: Is
there any scenario in which someone with role Worker
is allowed to change the salary of someone else (including itself )? Recall that
Auth(Empl.stm, Worker, update(salary))= false.
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(Note that ocl2fol(false) returns ⊥.) Indeed, there
is no scenario in which the expression false can evaluate to true.
Example 11 Consider the following question: Is
there any scenario in which someone with role
Supervisor is allowed to change the salary of someone else (including itself )? Recall that
Auth(Empl.stm, Supervisor, update(salary))=
(self.supervisedBy = caller or false).
According to Remark 1, the answer to this question is
‘Yes’, since the following set of formulas is satisfiable:
ocl2foldef (Empl1.dtm) ∪ {∃(caller )∃(self )
(ocl2fol(caller .role = Supervisor)
∧ ocl2fol(self .supervisedBy = caller or false))}.
(Note that ocl2fol(self .supervisedBy = caller ) returns supervisedBy(self ) = caller ). Consider, for
example, a scenario with just two employees, e1
and e2 , such that e1 is linked with e2 through the
association-end supervisedBy. Suppose also that
e1 has role Worker and e2 has role Supervisor.
Clearly, for caller = e2 and self = e1 , the expression self .supervisedBy = caller evaluates to true in
this scenario.
Example 12 Consider the following question: Is
there any scenario in which someone with role
Supervisor is allowed to change its own salary? Notice that in any scenario in which someone is requesting to change its own salary, the values of self (i.e., the
employee whose salary is to be updated) and caller
(i.e., the employee who is updating this salary) are
the same. According to Remark 1, the answer to this
question is ‘No’, since the following set of formulas is
unsatisfiable:
ocl2foldef (Empl1.dtm) ∪ {∃(caller )∃(self )
(ocl2fol(caller .role = Supervisor)
∧ ocl2fol(self = caller and
(self .supervisedBy = caller or false)))}.
Indeed, notice that, in every valid scenario the
invariant noSelfSuper evaluates to true, which
implies that there are no values for caller and
self such that the expressions self = caller and
self .supervisedBy = caller both evaluate to true.
Example 13 Consider the following question: Is
there any scenario in which someone with role
Supervisor is allowed to change the salary of someone who has no supervisor at all?
Notice that in
any scenario in which someone (caller) is requesting
to change the salary of someone (self) who has no supervisor at all, the value of self.supervisedBy must
be null. According to Remark 1, the answer to this
question is ‘No’, since the following set of formulas is
unsatisfiable:
ocl2foldef (Empl1.dtm) ∪ {∃(caller )∃(self )
(ocl2fol(caller .role = Supervisor)
∧ ocl2fol(self .supervisedBy = null and
(self .supervisedBy = caller or false)))}.
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Indeed, notice that, by assumption, caller
is always a defined object, i.e., it can not
be null, and therefore, if the expression
self .supervisedBy = null evaluates to true,
then the expression self .supervisedBy = caller
evaluates to false.
In our second block of examples, we are interested
in knowing if there is any scenario in which someone
with role r will not be allowed to execute an action
act. Notice that, by Remark 1, the answer will be
‘No’ if and only if the following set of formulas is
unsatisfiable:
ocl2foldef (D) ∪ {∃(caller )∃(self )∃(target)∃(value)
(ocl2fol(caller .role = r ) ∧ ¬(Auth(S, r, act)))}.
Example 14 Consider the following question: Is
there any scenario in which someone with role
Supervisor is not allowed to change the salary of
someone else (including itself )? According to Remark 1, the answer to this question is ‘Yes’, since the
following set of formulas is satisfiable:
ocl2foldef (Empl1.dtm) ∪ {∃(caller )∃(self )
(ocl2fol(caller .role = Supervisor) ∧
¬(ocl2fol(self .supervisedBy = caller or false)))}.

object upon which nobody with role r will be allowed
to execute an action act. Notice that, by Remark 1,
the answer will be ‘Yes’ if and only if the following
set of formulas is unsatisfiable:
ocl2foldef (D) ∪ {∀(self )∃(target)∃(value)∃(caller )
(ocl2fol(caller .role = r ) ∧ ocl2fol(Auth(S, r, act)))}.
Example 16 Consider the following question: In
every scenario, is there at least one employee whose
salary can not be changed by anybody with role
Supervisor? According to Remark 1, the answer
to this question is ‘Yes’, since the following set of formulas is unsatisfiable:
ocl2foldef (Empl1.dtm) ∪ {∀(self )∃(caller )
(ocl2fol(caller .role = Supervisor) ∧
ocl2fol(self .supervisedBy = caller or false))}.
Indeed, notice that in every valid scenario the invariant oneBoss evaluates to true, which means that
there is one employee in the scenario who has no supervisor. In other words, for every valid scenario,
we can find a value for self such that no value
for caller can be found such that the expression
self .supervisedBy = caller evaluates to true.

Consider, for example, a scenario with just three employees, e1 , e2 , and e3 such that e1 is linked with e2
through the association-end supervisedBy, and similarly e2 with e3 ; but e1 is not linked with e3 through
the association-end supervisedBy. Suppose that e2
and e3 have role Supervisor and e1 has role Worker.
Clearly, for caller = e3 and self = e1 , the expression
self .supervisedBy = caller evaluates to false in this
scenario.

To end this section, we want to illustrate the
importance of taking into account the invariants of
the underlying data model when reasoning about
FGAC policies. Let Empl2.dtm be the ComponentUML model that results from adding to the
model EmplBasic.dtm (Example 1) the invariants
noSelfSuper, roleSuper, allRole, plus the following invariant:

In our third block of examples, we are interested in
knowing if there is any scenario in which nobody with
role r will be allowed to execute an action act. Notice
that, by Remark 1, the answer will be ‘No’ if and only
if the following set of formulas is unsatisfiable:

This invariant, which we will refer to as allSuper,
can be formalized in OCL as follows:

ocl2foldef (D) ∪ {∃(self )∃(target)∃(value)∀(caller )
(ocl2fol(caller .role = r ) ⇒
¬(ocl2fol(Auth(S, r, act))))}.
Example 15 Consider the following question: Is
there any scenario in which nobody with role
Supervisor is allowed to change the salary of someone else (including itself )? According to Remark 1,
the answer to this question is ‘Yes’, since the following set of formulas, which we will refer to as
Forms(Ex 15), is satisfiable:
ocl2foldef (Empl1.dtm) ∪ {∃(self )∀(caller )
(ocl2fol(caller .role = Supervisor) ⇒
¬(ocl2fol(self .supervisedBy = caller or false)))}.
Indeed, consider, for example, a scenario with just two
employees, e1 and e2 , such that e1 is linked with e2
through the association-end supervisedBy. Suppose
that e1 has role Worker and e2 has role Supervisor.
Clearly, for self = e2 , for every value for caller , the
expression self .supervisedBy = caller evaluates to
false.
In our fourth block of examples, we are interested
in knowing if, in every scenario, there is at least one

5. Everybody has one supervisor.

Employee.allInstances()→forAll(e|
not(e.supervisedBy.oclIsUndefined())).
Example 17 Consider the security model Empl.stm
(Example 4), but this time with Empl2.dtm as
its underlying data model.
Consider again the
question that we asked ourselves in Example 15:
namely, is there any scenario in which nobody with
role Supervisor is allowed to change the salary of
someone else (including itself )? According to Remark 1, the answer to this question is different
from Example 15, namely, ‘No’, since the set of
formulas Forms(Ex 15) is now unsatisfiable. Indeed, notice that in every valid scenario the invariants allSuper and roleSuper both evaluate
to true, which means that, for each value for
self , we can find a value for caller such that
the expressions self .supervisedBy = caller and
caller .role = Supervisor both evaluate to true.
Finally, let Empl3.dtm be the ComponentUML
model that results from removing from Empl2.dtm,
the invariant roleSuper.
Example 18 Consider the security model Empl.stm
(Example 4), but this time with Empl3.dtm as its
underlying data model. Consider, once again, the
question that we asked ourselves in Example 15:
namely, is there any scenario in which nobody with
role Supervisor is allowed to change the salary of
someone else (including itself )? According to Remark 1, the answer to this question is now different
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from Example 17, namely, ‘Yes’, since the set of formulas Forms(Ex 15) is now satisfiable. Indeed, consider a scenario with three employees e1 , e2 , and e3 ,
such that e1 is linked with e2 through the associationend supervisedBy, and similarly e2 with e3 and e3
with e1 . Suppose also that e2 and e3 have role
Supervisor, but e1 has role Worker. (Notice that,
since roleSuper is not included in Empl3.dtm, nothing prevents e1 from not having the role Supervisor,
despite the fact that it is linked with e3 through the
association-end supervises.) Clearly, for self = e3 ,
for every caller of role Supervisor, namely, e2 and e3 ,
the expression self .supervisedBy = caller evaluates
to false.
5

Automatically Reasoning about
Grained Access Control Policies

Time
0.078s

Ans.
unsat

11

0.107s

sat

12
13

0.041s
0.042s

unsat
unsat

14

0.306s

sat

15

0.078s

sat

16
17

0.485s
0.060s

unsat
unsat

18

0.506s

sat

Fine-

Satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solvers are tools
for automatically proving the satisfiability of firstorder formulas in a number of logical theories and
their combination (Barrett et al. 2009). Basically,
SMT generalizes boolean satisfiability (SAT) by incorporating equality reasoning, arithmetic, fixed-size
bit-vectors, arrays, quantifiers, and other useful firstorder theories. Of course, when dealing with quantifiers, SMT solvers cannot be complete, and may return unknown after a while, meaning that they can
neither prove the quantified formula to be unsatisfiable, nor can they find an interpretation that makes
it satisfiable. In the past years, there has been a great
deal of interest and research on the foundational and
practical aspects of SMT. They have also become the
backbone of numerous applications in automated verification, artificial intelligence, program synthesis, security, product configuration, and much more.
We briefly report here on our experience using the
Z3 SMT solver (de Moura & Bjørner 2008) to automatically obtain the answers to the questions posed
in the examples in Section 4. Table 1 below summarizes the results of our experiments. For each example, we show the time it takes Z3 to return an
answer (in all cases, less than 1 second); the answer
that it returns (in all cases, the expected one); and
the first-order model that it generates when the answer is sat, i.e., when it finds that the input set of
formulas is satisfiable. Each model represents a scenario (not necessarily the one discussed in Section 4
for the corresponding example), and here we simply
indicate the number of employees that it contains,
which employees are linked through the associationend supervisedBy, which employees have the role
Worker, which employees have the role Supervisor,
which employee is the one requesting permission to
change the salary (caller ), and which employee is
the one whose salary will be changed (self ) if permission is granted. We ran our experiments on a
laptop computer, with a 2.66GHz Intel Core 2 Duo
processor and 4GB 1067 MHz memory, using Z3
version 4.3.2 9d221c037a95-x64-osx-10.9.2. Finally,
the input for Z3 has been generated using our tool
SecProver (SecProver 2014). This tool takes the following parameters: a data model, a security model, a
set (possibly empty) of invariants, an action, a role,
a set (possibly empty) of additional constraints, and
a question type.1 SecProver automatically generates
1
Currently, only four question types are supported, which correspond to the four blocks of examples considered in Section 4,
but other question types will be added soon. The reason for using
question types is to make it easier for those users who may not be
familiar with first-order logic to understand the precise meaning
of their questions, as well as the responses eventually given by the
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Ex.
10

Interpretation
—–
#employees = 3
supervisedBy = {(e3 , e2 ),
(e1 , e2 )}
Worker = {e1 , e3 }
Supervisor = {e2 }
caller = e2 , self = e1
—–
—–
#employees = 6
supervisedBy = {(e1 , e2 ),
(e2 , e3 ), (e4 , e2 ),
(e5 , e3 ), (e6 , e3 )}
Worker = {e1 , e4 , e5 , e6 }
Supervisor = {e2 , e3 }
caller = e3 , self = e1
#employees = 1
supervisedBy = ∅
Worker = {e1 }
Supervisor = ∅
self = e1
—–
—–
#employees = 15
supervisedBy = {(e1 , e2 ),
(e2 , e4 ), (e3 , e4 ), (e4 , e6 ),
(e5 , e4 )(e6 , e12 ), (e7 , e4 ),
(e8 , e14 ), (e9 , e4 ), (e10 , e4 ),
(e11 , e15 ), (e12 , e13 ),
(e13 , e4 ), (e14 , e4 ), (e15 , e4 )}
Worker = all
Supervisor = ∅
self = e2

Table 1: Automatic reasoning over the examples 1018 introduced in Section 4.
the set of first-order formulas whose satisfiability will
determine, according to our methodology, the answer
to the given question.
6

Related Work

Many proposals exist for reasoning about RBAC
policies, each one using a different logic or formalism, including the so-called “default” logic (Woo &
Lam 1993), modal logic (Massacci 1997), higherorder logic (Appel & Felten 1999), C-Datalog (Bacon et al. 2002), first-order logic (Jajodia et al. 2001,
Bertino et al. 2003), and description logic (Zhao et al.
2005). To the best of our knowledge none of these
proposals has been properly extended to cope with
FGAC policies. In recent years, however, there has
been a growing interest in finding appropriate formalisms and frameworks for specifying and analysing
FGAC policies. In a nutshell, our proposal differs from other approaches in that: (i) we use SeSMT solver to these questions.
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cureUML+ComponentUML (Basin et al. 2006) for
modeling FGAC policies, and (ii) we use a mapping
from OCL to first-order (Clavel et al. 2009, Dania &
Clavel 2013) for reasoning about these policies. In our
opinion, our approach has two main advantages: (i)
the reasoning about FGAC policies can take into account the properties of the system states, since OCL
is the language that we use both for specifying the
invariants in the data model and the authorization
constraints in the security model; and (ii) the reasoning about FGAC policies can be done automatically
(although sometimes may fail to find a result), since
the mapping that we use for translating OCL into
first-order logic supports the effective application of
SMT solvers over the generated formulas.
Halpern & Weissman (2008) have proposed an
interesting framework for specifying and reasoning
about FGAC policies, called Lithium. It is based
on a decidable fragment of (multi-sorted) first-order
logic. Differently from OCL, this logic does not consider undefined values, which, based on our experience, is something crucial when formalizing properties of the system states. Unfortunately, we are not
aware of case studies that have been carried out using Lithium, and which we could use to compare it
with our approach in terms of the expressiveness of
the underlying formalisms and of the effectiveness of
the associated reasoning tools.
Kuhlmann et al. (2011, 2013) propose a domainspecific language for specifying role-based policies
which is based on UML and OCL. For the purpose
of analyzing these policies, they propose to use SAT
solvers, and, in particular the one implemented in Alloy (Jackson 2002). Differently from SMT solvers,
Alloy requires the search space to be bounded, by explicitly indicating the number of objects in each entity, the number of links of each association and the
possible values of each attribute. Also, integer expressions are not allowed, neither in the invariants nor in
the policies under consideration. On the other hand,
this approach enables one to include, within the policies, some time-constraints, which are not possible in
our approach.
Finally, in the context of XACML (OASIS 2013),
there exists a XACML profile for the specification of
RBAC policies (OASIS 2010). However, no methods have been proposed for reasoning about policies
written with this profile. Also, it is unclear whether
this profile can be extended to cope with fine-grained
access control policies. To address the first concern,
Helil & Rahman (2010) propose an extension of the
XACML profile for RBAC based on OWL. This approach supports the use of an OWL-DL reasoner for
deciding about RBAC policies within XACML. More
interestingly, Ramli et al. (2014) have recently proposed a new syntax and semantics for XACML, for
the purpose of supporting formal reasoning about
XACML policies. One of the challenges here is to
formalize the different algorithms for enforcing policy rules which are available in XACML. Ramli et al.
(2014) formalize the majority of these algorithms, and
propose two new algorithms (one of which is very close
to the semantics of SecureUML+ComponentUML.)
Another challenge is to formalize the concepts of obligations and advices in XACML, but they are not
covered by Ramli et al. (2014). Finally, with respect to methods for reasoning about XACML policies, Ramli et al. (2014) propose to explore the use of
SMT solvers, but no experiments are reported yet.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

Model-driven engineering supports the development
of complex software systems by generating software
from models. Model-driven security (Basin et al.
2011) is a specialization of this paradigm, where system designs are modeled together with their security
requirements and security infrastructures are directly
generated from the models. Of course, the quality
of the generated code depends on the quality of the
source models. If the models do not properly specify the system’s intended behavior, one should not
expect the generated system to do so either. Experience shows that even when using powerful, high-level
modeling languages, it is easy to make logical errors
and omissions. It is critical not only that the modeling language has a well-defined semantics, but also
that there is tool support for analyzing the modeled
systems’ properties.
In this paper we have presented a novel, toolsupported methodology for reasoning about finegrained access control policies (FGAC). We have also
briefly reported on our experience using the Z3 SMT
solver (de Moura & Bjørner 2008) for automatically
proving non-trivial properties about FGAC policies.
Within our methodology, we use SecureUML (Basin
et al. 2006) to specify FGAC policies. SecureUML is
a modeling language that extends role-based access
control (RBAC) (Ferraiolo et al. 2001) with authorization constraints, which are formalized using the
Object Constraint Language (OCL) (Object Management Group 2014).
The key component of our methodology is a mapping from OCL to first-order logic (Clavel et al. 2009,
Dania & Clavel 2013), which allows one to transform questions about FGAC policies into satisfiability problems in first-order logic. Although this mapping does not cover the complete OCL language, our
experience shows that the kind of OCL expressions
typically used for specifying invariants and authorization constraints are covered by our mapping. More
intriguing is, however, the issue about the effectiveness of SMT solvers for automatically reasoning about
FGAC policies. Although our experience so far is extremely encouraging (all problems are solved in less
than a second), we should not forget that our results
completely depend on the interaction between (i) the
way our mapping translates into first-order logic the
relevant OCL expressions (invariants and authorization constraints) and (ii) the heuristics implemented
in the SMT solver. We are currently analyzing this
interaction in depth to better understand its scope
and limitations. Ultimately, we know that there is a
trade-off when using SMT solvers. On the one hand,
they are necessarily incomplete and their results depend on heuristics, which may change. In fact, we
have experienced (more than once) that two different versions of Z3 may return ‘sat’ and ‘unknown’ for
the very same problem. This is not surprising (since
two versions of the same SMT solver may implement
two different heuristics) but it is certainly disconcerting. On the other hand, SMT solvers are capable of
checking, in a fully automatic and very efficient way,
the satisfiability of large sets of complex formulas. In
fact, we have examples, involving more than a hundred non-trivial OCL expressions, which are checked
by Z3 in just a few seconds.
Finally, as part of our future work, we plan to define formal mappings between the FGAC languages
and frameworks supported by commercial DBMS
(e.g., Oracle, IBM/DB2, Microsoft SQL Server and
Teradata) and SecureUML. These mappings will allow us to apply our methodology also when reasoning
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about FGAC policies in commercial DBMS.

Huey, P. (2014), ‘Oracle database security guide’,
http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/.
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Abstract
Website design practice has evolved a lot. Websites
are no longer designed from scratch but based on existing designs and patterns, and very often they are
implemented using Web Content Management Systems (WCMS). Given all this support, it seems that
the traditional web design methods, developed in the
past, are no longer relevant. However, we argue that
they still have a role to play, but they should be
adapted to the new development practice and exploit
this during the design process to make the development of a website easier and faster while still guaranteeing a well designed and usable website. In this paper, we show how an existing website design method,
WSDM, has been adapted to take current development practice into consideration while still respecting
the core principles and benefits of the method.
Keywords: Website design, website design methodology, WSDM, WSDM-Lite, design pattern, website
genre, web content management system.
1

Introduction

Website design methodologies were created to provide a systematic and scientific approach to design websites. Numerous website design methodologies were developed over the years, including
OOHDM (Schwabe & Rossi 1995), WebML (Ceri
et al. 2000), UWE (Hennicker & Koch 2000),
OOWS (Pastor et al. 2006), and WSDM (De Troyer &
Leune 1998). They all consider several design phases
in which various modeling techniques are used in order to model the different aspects of the website.
Over the years, Web technology has evolved a lot.
While in the early years of the Web, it was easy to
create a website (with a few lines of HTML), it became more and more complex due to an increase in
complexity of the web technology. This has resulted
into the development of Web Content Management
Systems (WCMSs), which had, originally, the intention of shielding web developers from the increased
complexity.
We have also seen an evolution in how websites
are designed and developed. While in the beginning,
websites were designed and handcrafted individually,
resulting in websites with their own identity, nowadays websites targeting similar goals and audiences
Copyright c 2015, Australian Computer Society, Inc. Inc. This
paper appeared at the 11th Asia-Pacific Conference on Conceptual Modelling (APCCM 2015), Sydney, Australia, 27-30
January 2015. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information Technology, Vol. 165. M. Saeki and H. Koehler, Eds.
Reproduction for academic, not-for profit purposes permitted
provided this text is included.

all look more or less similar (from a structural and
functional point of view). Over the years, different
so-called website genres have emerged. Each website
genre targets a specific goal and audience. Examples
are webshops and news websites. The websites of a
particular genre all display similar features, provide
the same kind of information, and are structured in
a similar way. E.g., all webshops share functionalities such as a shopping cart, product comparison, and
checkout. On first sight, this evolution may suggest
that website design methods are of no use anymore for
this type of websites. Moreover, many WCMSs offer
predefined functionality and templates for different
website genres. This may strengthen the suggestion
that creating a website of a certain genre is just a
matter of some clicks and filling in the content.
While using predefined templates could be an acceptable solution for small and simple websites, developing professional websites simply by copying or
mimicking existing websites or by adapting some predefined templates is not advisable because a careful
analysis of the requirements will be omitted, design
decisions will not be given due consideration, and design errors or bad practices (i.e., the so-called antipatterns1 and dark patterns2 ) will be taken on. Such
a practice may result in websites that are badly designed and are therefore difficult to maintain. In addition, some of the required functionalities may not
be available in the predefined template, or a desired
structure may not be possible.
For professional websites, website design methods
are still necessary, even for websites of a certain genre
and for websites implemented by means of a WCMS.
However, website design methods should take into
consideration the existence of website genres, web design patterns, and the existence of implementation
tools such as WCMSs. Furthermore, the “template”
concept used by WCMSs, could also be useful during
modeling. Having high level specifications (i.e., models) of website genres could be useful. First, because
it would be clear what features and functionalities
should and could be included in a website belonging
to a particular genre, and secondly, having a detailed
model of the high level design for a website genre
could make the design process faster as there is no
need to start from scratch. In this paper, we show
how we can take advantage of website genres during
website design. A website genre will be considered as
a high-level design pattern composed of other lowerlevel design patterns. To describe such high-level design patterns, i.e., to model them, a technique borrowed from software variability modeling (Kang et al.
1990), i.e., feature assembly (Zaid et al. 2010), is used.
Furthermore, we explain how an existing website de1
2

http://goo.gl/uj5dmc
http://darkpatterns.org/
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sign method, WSDM (De Troyer et al. 2008), can be
adapted to this new approach for designing websites.
The same principles can be applied to other website
design methods.
We also explain the tool support developed for this
new version of WSDM, called WSDM-Lite. WSDMLite targets web developers who are familiar with
modeling and want to use a WCMS for the implementation of the website, but need a website that goes
beyond the out of the box products offered by those
WCMSs. We do not target casual users who want to
develop a simple website, nor users who are very experienced in web development and want to have full
control over the implementation.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses website genres and design patterns
and how they can be modeled for their use in website design methods. Section 3 shows how they can be
taken into consideration when using a website method
such as WSDM. Section 4 provides a demonstration
and section 5 discusses tool support. Section 6 reviews related work and section 7 concludes the paper.
2

Website Genres and Design Patterns

Various sources have categorized websites into genres, e.g., Wikipedia3 , (van Welie & Van der Veer
2003), (Van Duyne et al. 2007), (Lindemann & Littig
2011), and (Dawson 2010). The strategies behind the
categorization vary from source to source, but certain genres appear in all resources, e.g., e-commerce
websites and social networks. Furthermore, a number of resources provides long lists of design patterns,
e.g., (Yahoo 2014) and (Scott & Neil 2009). Most of
these patterns focus on the user interaction.
To describe a website genre we use the notion of
design pattern. In software engineering, a design pattern is used to define a generic solution for a reoccurring problem. We use the notion of design pattern
at two levels: (1) to describe a website genre and (2)
to describe the different features usually available in
websites of a certain genre. We explain this further.
First, a website genre is defined by means of a pattern, called a website genre pattern. Next to the usual
textual description given for a design pattern, we also
provide a formal model for the pattern by providing a
model for the features usually available in websites of
the genre. The individual features are also described
as patterns, i.e., by feature patterns. For example, the
e-commerce website genre pattern includes the Login,
Shopping cart, and Products feature patterns.
To provide an overview of the features usable for a
certain website genre, and to describe which features
are considered mandatory and which are optional, as
well as the relationship between the features, we use
a modeling technique borrowed from software variability modeling, i.e., feature modeling used to model
software product lines. A software product line represents a family of software products, rather than a
single software product. Feature modeling is used to
model the common and variable features in the software products, as well as the dependencies between
those features (Kang et al. 1990).
For our purpose, a website genre can be considered
as a family of websites and thus as a software product
line. Furthermore, the different feature patterns
appearing in such a website genre can be considered
as the features of the software product line. By
modeling a website genre as a software product
line, we can specify which features can appear in a

website genre, which are mandatory and which are
optional, and which dependencies (e.g., “Requires”
and “Excludes”) exist between the features. We use
the Feature Assembly technique (Zaid et al. 2010) to
do so. A website genre design pattern is defined as
follows:
Definition 1
A website genre design pattern is a triple
WG = (D, E, FM), where:
D is a textual description of the website genre;
E is a set of website examples of the website genre;
FM is a feature model describing the features
usually available in a website of the website genre,
their variability and their dependencies.
We omit the formal definition for the feature
model; it can be found in (Zaid 2013). In practice, a
graphical representation is used for a feature model
(see Figure 1 for an example). In Feature Assembly,
we distinguish between Concrete Features, i.e., concrete and well-defined characteristics of the software
products (represented by a solid line rectangle) and
Abstract Features, i.e., virtual features that represent
a generalization of certain characteristics or capabilities of the software products (represented by a dotted line rectangle). In Figure 1, Login and Shopping
cart are examples of concrete features and Payment
method is an abstract feature. An abstract feature
is associated with more specific feature(s) (i.e., variants) of which it is a generalization (represented by
an arrow pointing from the variant to the abstract
feature). For example, Bank transfer, Credit/Debit
card, and PayPal are three variants (or options) of
the abstract feature Payment method. A concrete
feature may be further decomposed into sub-features,
representing whole-part relations. The composition
relation is graphically represented in the same way as
a UML aggregation. A solid line expresses a mandatory sub-feature, while a dotted line represents an
optional sub-feature. In Figure 1, the Like & Share
feature is an optional feature while the Identity information feature is mandatory. Feature dependencies
are represented by means of a graphical symbol on
a line connecting the features, e.g., Shopping experience “requires” Product.
As an example, the e-commerce website genre
pattern can be defined as follows:
Description (D): A website that provides a virtual
store where visitors can browse for goods, inspect
them, and buy them. The website can support different online payment methods (e.g., bank transfer,
credit/debit cards). Visitors can add items to a
shopping basket and decide to purchase them at
checkout.
Examples (E): Amazon4 , ebay5 , Nike6 .
Feature Model (FM): Given in Figure 1.
Next, each feature used in the feature model must
be described by a feature pattern. The format for
describing a feature pattern is very similar to the
regular format used for software design patterns.
Definition 2
A feature pattern is a 5-tuple F = (D, E, W, PS),
where:
D is a textual description of the intention of the
feature pattern;
E is a set of example websites where the feature
4
5

3
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Figure 1: Feature Model for the e-commerce website genre pattern
pattern has been used;
W is a textual description of when it is appropriate
to apply the feature pattern;
PS is a (possibly empty) set of tuples (P, S). Each
tuple describes a possible problem P, which may arise
when using the feature pattern, and the associated
solution S. Both P and S are textual descriptions.
No formal model is given for a feature pattern.
The reason for this is that many WCMSs may provide
functionalities that implement a feature pattern (usually called components or modules). Although different components intend to implement the same feature
pattern, they may be (slightly) different, as different
websites may have (slightly) different requirements.
In general, it will not be possible to provide a model
for a feature that conforms to all possible components
or that is general enough to serve all situations.
An example feature pattern is the Shopping cart:
Description (D): This is a tool provided in ecommerce websites to assist the user with the purchasing process. It imitates the shopping cart of a
real shop: it shows the items added to the cart, and
items can be easily added and removed. The total
expenses are calculated in real time.
Example(E): See http://goo.gl/QKoqxn.
When to use (W): Shopping carts are a key feature
of e-commerce websites.
Possible problem(P): The state of the page and
user’s navigation should not be changed after each
item deletion. The “add item to the cart” function
should not overwhelm the overall interface of the website since this might be confusing. It should be possible to inspect the shopping cart content and total
expenses while shopping.
Solution (S): Use technologies that allow partial updates of the page. Use “hover over item” functions to
show/hide the “add item to cart” feature.
3

Considering Website Genres, Design Patterns, and WCMSs in WSDM

WSDM has been tailored to deal with website genres, design patterns, and WCMSs. First, a brief description of the original method is given. Next, we
describe how the method has been adapted. Figure 2
shows the phases of the revised method. The newly
added phases are indicated in black, the original ones
in white, and modified phases are gray. The output of
each phase is indicated (on the right side). Although
this revised method has two additional phases, the
phases are lighter in terms of work and time required,
making the complete method easier and faster. For

simplicity, the different phases are shown sequentially,
but in practice the design process may be iterative.
In the first phase of the original method, the mission statement for the website is formulated. The goal
is to identify the purpose of the website, as well as the
subject and the target users, i.e., the users that the
website wants to address. The subject is related to
the purpose and the target users. It must allow fulfilling the purpose of the website and it must be adapted
to the target users. The output of this phase is the
mission statement, formulated in natural language.
It enables designers (in the following phases) to decide which information or functionality to include or
exclude, how to structure it, and how to present it.
The next phase is the Audience Modeling phase.
The target users identified in the mission statement are refined and classified into so-called audience
classes. The classification is based on the requirements of the different users. For each audience class
relevant characteristics (e.g., age) are also given.
The next phase, the Conceptual Design, is used to
specify the information, functionality, and structure
of the website at a conceptual level. The information and functionalities are specified during the Task
& Information Modeling sub phase. The overall conceptual structure including the navigational possibilities for each audience class, is specified during the
Navigational Design sub phase.
During the Implementation Design phase, the conceptual design models are complemented with information required for an actual implementation. The
phase consists of three sub phases: Site Structure Design, Presentation Design, and Logical Data Design.
During Site Structure Design, the conceptual structure of the web system is mapped onto pages. For
the same Conceptual Design, different site structures
can be defined, targeting different devices, contexts,
or platforms. The Presentation Design is used to define the look and feel of the website as well as the
layout of the pages. The Logical Data Design is only
needed for data-intensive web systems. If the data
will be maintained in a database, a database schema
is constructed (or an existing one can be used) and
the mapping between the conceptual data model and
the actual data source is created. Evidently, other
types of data source are possible (e.g., XML, RDF).
The last phase is the Implementation. The actual
implementation can be generated from the information collected during the previous phases.
We now describe how WSDM has been adapted to
deal with website genres and feature patterns. Note
that the method is still usable if no website genre is
considered or applicable. In this paper, we focus on
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the version that targets an implementation by means
of a WCMS. This version is called WSDM-Lite. Note
that it is also possible to have a version where the implementation is done by means of a code framework.
However, this is outside the scope of the paper.
The first phase is still the Mission Statement Specification. The second phase, the Site Genre Identification, is new. In this phase, the designer identifies
the website genre for his website (if applicable). For
this, the designer can inspect a list of available website genres (see e.g., http://wise.vub.ac.be/dpl/ for
such a list). It is also possible to select two or more
website genres and combine them. The feature model
associated with the website genre gives the designer
an already well-defined model of the necessary and
optional features for the website. However, this does
not mean that the website is not allowed to have any
other features. The output of this phase is the website genre pattern(s) to be used as the starting point.

Figure 2: WSDM-Lite
The Audience Modeling is not changed. The next
phase, the High Level Conceptual Design, is new. In
this phase, the designer has to determine which features from the website genre’s feature model(s) should
be included in the design. It is also possible that
functionality is required that was not foreseen in the
website genre’s feature model(s) but was formulated
in the requirements of one, some, or all of the audience classes (i.e., the website extends beyond the
website genre). These functionalities should be described as features. Furthermore, it is necessary to
specify which features are required for which audience classes (because of the audience-driven nature of
WSDM). Therefore, the features are mapped onto the
requirements of the different audience classes (which
are formulated during the Audience Modeling). A
feature may cover several requirements. The output
of this phase is the configuration model.
The next phase is the Conceptual Design. This
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phase is similar in nature to the original one, but
works at a different level. The purpose of conceptual
modeling is to create models independent of the actual implementation. In the original WSDM version,
the models to be created were very detailed. Elementary tasks and the information for these tasks were
modeled in full detail using the modeling techniques
ORM (Halpin 2006) and CTT (Paternò et al. 1997).
For a large website, this resulted in many models,
which was a lot of work. In addition, when implementing the website using a WCMS, most, if not all,
features can be implemented with functionality provided by the WCMS. Very often, there was a mismatch between the level of detail in the models created and the level of control over the components,
modules and plugins of the WCMS used to implement them. Therefore, it is useless to create these
fine grained models when ready-made components of
a WCMS will be used for the implementation. Therefore, we limit the modeling to a minimum. For each
required feature, only a limited amount of information needs to be modeled, i.e., the information to display, and the information that can be entered or/and
updated. For this purpose, an information modeling
technique, such as ORM, can be used. As an example, consider the shopping cart feature. It is in general
possible to find a predefined module (or a combination of modules) for a WCMS that implements this
feature. Therefore, we only need to model the information about the products that should be displayed
in the shopping cart (name, price, amount, ...).
As a WCMS may impose its own navigational
structure on the predefined components, it is also
useless to make a fine-grained navigational model as
required in the original WSDM. Therefore, only the
top-level navigational structure for the complete website and the navigational structure for each individual
audience track (i.e., how the user is allowed to navigate between the different features) is modeled during
the Navigational Design sub phase. The navigational
modeling technique provided in the original WSDM
can be used for this.
The next phase is the Implementation Design,
which included, in the original method, Site Structure Design, Presentation Design, and Logical Data
Design. When a WCMS is used, the Logical Data Design can be omitted as the WCMS usually takes care
of the data storage. WCMSs also provide considerable support for the presentation, so in general the
presentation design will be reduced to finding a suitable presentation theme for the WCMS. This means
that the Implementation design in WSDM-Lite retains only the Site Structure Design, which is used to
map the conceptual structure of the website (i.e., the
different features and the navigational structure) onto
pages. Also the selection of a suitable WCMS, suitable components, and a suitable presentation theme
is part of the Implementation Design. In general, the
WCMS selection will be based on the available support for implementing the required features and navigational structure.
The Implementation phase deals with the actual
implementation of the web system, this means implementing the models using the selected WCMS, components, and presentation template.
4

Example

The method is demonstrated for an example bookshop website. The mission statement was formulated
as follows: “To provide an interactive online book
store to attract more customers by allowing customers
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to search, select, compare, and purchase books.”. The
genre was determined as “e-commerce”.
Next, the audience classes, their requirements, and
their characteristics were identified. The following
audience classes were identified (WSDM provides a
method to do this): Visitors, Customers, and Managers. Because of space limitations, we focus on the
audience class Customer. For Customer, the following requirements were identified (full description is
omitted): Login, Manage Profile, Search book, Add
Book to Shopping Cart, Check Out, View Book details, Compare Books, and Manage Order information. Next (in the High Level Conceptual Design
phase), these requirements are mapped onto the features in the available e-commerce’s feature model,
e.g., Login is mapped onto the feature “Login”, and
Manage Profile onto the feature “Profile”. We also
need to determine whether other features are needed.
No additional features were identified.

Figure 6 gives the task navigational model for the
task “View Book Details”. This means that when a
website involves n tasks, 2n extra models are needed
compared to WSDM-Lite.

Figure 5: WSDM Task Model for “View Book Details”

Figure 6: WSDM Task Navigational Model for “View
Book Details”
Figure 3: “View Book Details” model (ORM format)
5
In the Conceptual Design we model the details of
the selected features. For example, we have to model
the details for “View Book Details”. The information model for this feature is given in Figure 3 and
specifies that a book should have a title, at least one
author, a year of publication, an abstract, a price,
be of at least one genre, have an average user rating, and is identified by an ISBN. It is necessary to
model this information as otherwise it is not known
at implementation time which attributes are required
for a book. Figure 4 shows the navigational model
created for the audience class Customer. The rectangles represents components offering information and
functionality and the arrows indicate the navigation
possibilities.

A proof of concept support tool for WSDM-Lite was
implemented. The tool is a web application and users
can manage several projects. The designer is taken
through all steps of WSDM-Lite in the proper order
while he or she can see the overall progress, the current locus with respect to the entire methodology and
has the possibility of navigating to any step instantly,
which supports iteration. The tool supports the designer by generating automatically parts of models
and by providing default models. As an example,
based on the different audience classes defined by the
designer and their associations with the required features, a default overall site structure of the website
can be automatically generated and the designer only
needs to adjust it, if needed.
The WSDM-Lite tool also provides two different
pattern repositories, one for website genre patterns,
and one for the lower level feature patterns. For these
feature patterns, default information models can be
provided. The designer can load such a default model
and adapt it according to his needs.
6

Figure 4: Customer‘s Navigational Track
During the implementation design, and after the
analysis of available WCMSs, we decided to use
WordPress. Next, we select the appropriate plugins
and a proper theme for the presentation design. Finally, the website can be implemented using WordPress.
Note that when the original version of the WSDM
would be used to model this website, for each single task (derived from a requirement), such as “View
Book Details”, two extra models would have been required: a task model using the CTT modeling technique and a task navigational model. To illustrate
this extra effort, Figure 5 shows the task model and

Tool Support

Related Work

Some work, (van Welie 2014) and (Van Duyne et al.
2007), on website genres also identified commonalities across websites belonging to the same genre and
also labeled them as “design patterns”. Work most
similar to the work presented in section 2, is the work
in (van Welie & Van der Veer 2003). Design patterns are defined from high level to lower level in a
hierarchical fashion; they explicitly mention five levels: Business goals, Posture level, Experience level,
Task level, and Action level. They make a differentiation between patterns based on the category they
belong to. A network of connected patterns is obtained with relationships among the patterns using
object oriented modeling.
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The WebML design methodology also incorporates
the notion of design pattern into its website design
method (Fraternali et al. 2008). The authors define
a design pattern as follows: “A WebML hypertext
design pattern is a WebML model that specifies a set
of core hypertext elements and their organization in
order to fulfill a defined task”. As explained in section
2, we do not do this. Our feature patterns are of a
higher level and used to specify features common to
different websites. This work is similar to ours in
the sense that patterns are used to capture a general
picture of the constituents of a web application, but
unlike WSDM, the design of the composing elements
for each website genre pattern is not provided.
Also in (Rossi et al. 1997), design patterns are introduced for websites but on a different level. In their
work, the definition of the concept is limited to interface and navigational design patterns.
Regarding the adaptation of website design methods to WCMSs, we can mention (Souer et al. 2007).
In contrast to our approach, a new method for the
implementation of web applications using a WCMS is
proposed. This method is also for a specific WCMS.
We extended an existing method and our method is
independent of a WCMS.

Fraternali, P., Tisi, M., Silva, M. & Frattini, L.
(2008), ‘Building community-based web applications with a model-driven approach and design pattern’, Handbook of research on Web 2(3.0).

7

Paternò, F., Mancini, C. & Meniconi, S. (1997), Concurtasktrees: A diagrammatic notation for specifying task models, in ‘Human-Computer Interaction
INTERACT97’, Springer, pp. 362–369.

Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we have exploited the fact that, more
and more, websites belong to certain genres, where
websites in a specific genre are providing similar features, and that many Web Content Management Systems (WCMS) exist that offer a lot of functionality to
implement a website. This evolution has resulted in a
perception that website design methods are no longer
relevant. However, a proper design is still essential
for well designed and usable websites.
Website genres, as well as individual features commonly appearing in such websites, are considered as
design patterns. For a website genre, an overall model
is provided to indicate the common and optional features and dependencies. Next, we described WSDMLite, which is an adaptation of the existing website
design methodology WSDM. WSDM-Lite considers
website genres during design and allows us to take advantage, during modeling, of the fact that a WCMS
will be used for the implementation. In addition, tool
support for WSDM-Lite was briefly discussed.
Future work is related to constructing a more complete library of website genres and related design patterns, and extending the tool support. Furthermore,
user evaluations are planned.
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Abstract
The spectacular evolution of sensor networks and
the proliferation of location-sensing devices in daily
life activities are leading to an explosion of disparate spatio-temporal data. The collected data
describes the movement of mobile objects used to
construct what we call trajectory data. The diversity of these generated data has led to a variety of
spatio-temporal models. In fact, the conceptual design can be achieved using either enhanced classical
models such as spatio-temporal unified modeling language, spatio-temporal entity relationship, or ontological models such as web ontology language. Moreover, the diversity of conceptual formalisms highly
increases the heterogeneity of sources as well as the
difficulty of interoperating between them.
To reduce this complexity, we set up a high level
formalism that covers the most important existing
conceptual and ontological models. In fact, current abstract formalisms left out the representation of
spatio-temporal properties. In this paper, we present
a preliminary work that proposes an ontology-based
pivot model for representing spatio-temporal sources.
Keywords: Ontology, pivot model, spatio-temporal
sources, trajectory.
1

Introduction

Current advances in remote sensors and sensor networks in daily life activities are leading to an explosion of disparate, dynamic, and geographically distributed spatio-temporal data. Actually, information
sources hold data which correspond to the activity
of a mobile object traveling in space during a time
interval and is called as well Trajectory data. The diversity of these generated data has led to a variety of
spatio-temporal formalisms. The conceptual design
can be achieved either classical models or ontological
ones. The most well known classical models are inter alia, Spatio-Temporal Unified Modeling Language
(STUML) and Spatio-Temporal Entity Relationship
(STER) having a graphical notation and a specific
syntax. Despite efforts, they are still limited to understanding moving object’s goals neither his activity
during the travel. Ontological based models are defined as conceptual semantic models covering a sphere
Copyright c 2015, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper appeared at the 11th Asia-Pacific Conference on Conceptual Modelling (APCCM 2015), Sydney, Australia, January
2015. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information
Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 165, Henning Köhler and Motoshi
Saeki, Ed. Reproduction for academic, not-for-profit purposes
permitted provided this text is included.

among concepts and properties. They have been proposed to reduce syntactic and semantic heterogeneity
that may exist among sources [19]. Actually, OWL is
the standard recommended by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the definition of ontologies. OWL
is based on description logic (DL) formalism. It provides a set of operators which cover several formalisms
such that RDF, RDFS, DAML+OWL. Also, TimeOWL holds temporal information in [12]. SOWL
a spatio-temporal ontology extends the OWL with
spatio-temporal concepts and relations [5]. The diversity of conceptual formalisms highly increases the
heterogeneity of sources as well as the difficulty of interoperating between them. The exploitation of this
mine of data may be ensured either by integrating or
exchanging them.
The emergence of systems like e-government, elearning, and electronic libraries needs to share information between different systems. Informations,
designed and developed by different organizations,
are generally sources of autonomous and heterogeneous data. Data source integration problem has been
largely studied in the literature [17]. Several factors
increase the complexity of sources interoperability: (i)
the large number of designers involved in developing
the target system, (ii) the diversity of formalisms followed by designers (iii) the heterogeneity of vocabularies and syntaxes, (iv) the autonomy of designers
[7].
An artless solution can be applied by putting up
n ∗ (n − 1)/2 mappings between n formalisms. This
solution requires a high number of mappings between
each pair of models mainly as there are many. To
reduce this complexity, setting up a global conceptual pivot model is more suitable. Consequently, the
number of mappings will be reduced to n. Conceptual
data models advocate as well the use of abstract formalisms for describing data using DL. A unified formalism were advanced for ER model and object oriented data models in [9]. However, current abstract
formalisms left out the representation of concepts involved in a spatio-temporal mid and expelled spatiotemporal roles. In order to propose a pivot model, a
roadmap including the following steps is needed: (i)
understanding the state of art related to trajectory
data models, (ii) the fundamental characteristics of
spatial and temporal relations that may exist between
concepts, (iii) a formalism of the pivot model and (iv)
its instantiation.
The outline of this paper is structured as follows:
In Section 2, we review main works on trajectory data
modeling approaches. Section 3 presents spatial and
temporal relations that should be taken into consideration. In Section 4, we describe the pivot model where
some existing formalisms are instantiated. Section 5
concludes the paper.
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2

Trajectory data models: state of the art

Mainly, trajectory data is the evolution of the position
of a moving object traveling in space during a time
interval in order to achieve a given goal [10]. Yet, the
notion of trajectory has evolved over the time and
various models were proposed. In the sequel, we review and classify trajectory data models into classical
and semantic models.
2.1

Classical trajectory data models

Many approaches to model trajectories considered as
a set of spatio-temporal data were defined [8], [22],
[21] [20] [11]. These data were stored and manipulated in Spatio-Temporal Databases (STDB) and
Moving Object Databases (MOD). However, current
DBMS ability is limited only on storing raw data
which is not bearing any semantic information about
moving object behavior.
2.2

Figure 1: A taxonomy for trajectory data models
which we mention here the ones that are most relevant
for the pivot model:
• Consensuality: To hold out a global and universal view of trajectory data whose purpose is taking off ambiguity. The latter results from heterogeneous formalisms and syntaxes. The diversity
of formalisms used by designers increases the heterogeneity of vocabularies. Therefore, semantic
must be defined straightforwardly.

Semantic trajectory data models

The latest years, a big interest has been shown to
the semantic approach for modeling spatio-temporal
data. Recently, likely semantic models were in many
cases as in the works of [3] [4] [24] [23]. SMoT in [3]
annotated trajectory data by geographical points of
interest. In [4] trajectory data were modeled based on
trajectory ontology. In [24], the semantic model was a
modular approach provided by three sub-ontologies.
The geometric trajectory module holds trajectory’s
components. The geography module describes points
of interest. The application-domain module includes
all concepts related to the sphere. As well, mammals
trajectory was modeled in [23] through an ontology
modular approach that brings out thematic, spatial
and temporal components.
Table 1: Classical Vs semantic trajectory data models

[21]
[22]
[11]
[8]
[15]
[3]
[4]
[24]
[23]
2.3

Trajectory
geospatial lifelines
abstract data type
abstract data type
raw data
stops and moves
stops and moves
stops and moves
generic trajectory
seals trajectory

Semantic enrichment
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
location
trajectory ontology
modular ontology
modular ontology

A taxonomy for trajectory data models

The aforementioned trajectory data models fall into
two categories (Figure 1) (a) classical models and (b)
semantic models. (a) Classical models [8] [22] [21] [20]
[11] hinge on conceptual models based on STUML
or STER. These models are busy of constructs and
stereotypes as well as inapprehensible. Despite efforts, they are still limited to understanding moving
object goals neither his activity during the travel. (b)
Semantic models rely on algorithm based and ontology based models. Algorithm based models [3] extend
stop and moves with semantic geographical information. Ontological ones [4] [24] [23] offer a global ontology for trajectory data.
As a matter of fact, ontology models are similar to
conceptual models, but in many aspects of knowledge
representation the former exceeds the latter. Among
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• Interoperability: To offer a hardware and software independent model. The pivot model plays
the role of a global conceptual model with a
shared vocabulary of a universe of discourse
which is trajectory.
• Transformation: To provide transformation
model techniques between the pivot model and
the local models which will reduce the complexity of mappings between different formalisms.
• Reasoning: To apply reasoning mechanisms on
the trajectory model in order to deduce new informations from existing concepts and relations.
3

Background

The proposed pivot model is an ontological OWL
model based on DL which is a formal mathematical language. A DL knowledge base is composed of
two components a TBOX and an ABOX. The TBOX
contains general knowledge about the domain in the
form of a terminology. It is built through declarations
that describe general properties of concepts. Besides,
it includes concepts definition with the definition of
new concepts thanks to DL constructors. The ABOX
contains extensional knowledge which provides assertions about concepts and roles [14]. OWL-DL stands
on the fragment SHOIND(D) which provides a set
of constructors like intersection (∩), union (∪), complement (¬), universal quantification (∨), existential
quantification ((∃)), enumeration, equal value, minimal cardinality, maximal cardinality and exact cardinality. For the aim of extending the model with
spatio-temporal properties, we summarize the representation standard of temporal and spatial informations in the litterature.
3.1

Representing temporal information

Time-OWL1 is a temporal ontology standard developed by the W3C thanks to the definition of temporal
concepts and properties as defined by Allen algebra
[2, 1]. The latter manages a set of relations between
time intervals which are defined as a starting and ending instants. Let i1 = [s1; e1] and i2 = [s2; e2] be two
1

http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time/
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intervals i1, i2 with starting and ending instants s1, s2
and e1, e2 respectively. Allen algebra depicts the following relations Before, Overlaps, Meets, During,
Starts, Finishes, Equals and their inverse relations
After Overlappedby, Metby, Contains, Startedby Finishedby (Table 2).
Table 2: Matching of DL constructors with Time-owl
constructors
DL constructor OWL-Time relation
i1 before i2
intervalBefore
i1 equals i2
intervalEqual
i1 overlaps i2
intervalOverlaps
i1 meets i2
intervalMeets
i1 during i2
intervalDuring
i1 starts i2
intervalStarts
i1 finishes i2
intervalFinishes

Table 3: Matching of topological relations
DL constructor
SOWL relation
Connects with
C(x,y)
Parts of
P(x,y)
Overlaps
O(x,y)
Externally connected
EC(x,y)
Disconnected
DC(x,y)
Equal
EQ(x,y)
Tangential proper part
TPP(x,y)
Non-tangential proper part
NTPP(x,y)
Partially overlapping
PO(x,y)
Directional relations : presented in [16] respectively
North (N ), North-East (NE ), East (E ), South East
(SE ), South (S ), South West (SW ), West (W ) and
North West (NW ).
Distance Relations : based on the W3C standard
and represents an object with attributes as (3 Km
away) representing their distance or with qualitative
attribute like (Far and Near).
4

Figure 2: An example of Allen’s temporal interval
relations
We provide an example for temporal relations
(Figure 2). Then, we can deduce the following assumptions:
- i1 equals i4 ∧ i1 before i2 → i4 before i2
- i5 during i6 ∧ i2 during i5 → i2 during i6
- i3 meets i5 → i5 started by i6 → i3 meets i6
3.2

Representing spatial information

SOWL offers a representation for spatial objects in
[6]. Spatial objects are typically formalized using
point, line, polyline, and Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR). P oint represents point location having two or three numerical attributes. Line represents line location. It has two points as attributes
representing the starting and ending points of a line
segment. P olyLine represents the surrounding contour of an object as a set of consecutive line segments [6]. An object may also be represented by
its (M BR) specified by the four numerical attributes
Xmax, Y max, Xmin and Y min. Relations connecting two spatial objects fall into three categories: topological, directional, and distance relations.
T opological Relation : based on RCC-8 standard
in [13] represents a set of relations namely connects
with (C), parts of (P), overlaps (O), disconnected
(DC), externally connected (EC), equal (EQ), tangential proper part (TPP), non-tangential proper part
(NTPP), and partially overlapping (PO). These latter can be written in DL as indicated in (Table 3).
Then, inverse relations are omitted. From these defined relations, we can deduce new relations such as:

Our proposal

In section 2, we analyzed most of the works in the literature related to trajectory data conceptual modeling. In here, our goal is to find a high level formalism
that covers the most important existing static conceptual models like STUML class diagram, STER models and OWL ontological models. STER extended the
ER model with spatio-temporal constructs. STUML
is the extension of UML class diagram with spatiotemporal features. OWL is a standard ontology embedding classes and properties. We choose DL formalism. DL is able to capture the most popular data
class-based modeling formalisms frequently used in
databases and information system analysis [9].
In (Figure 3) we define the meta-model for the
pivot model extended by spatio-temporal concepts
and properties as follows:
PivotMetaModel :< Concept, Role, Resource, Relation >, such as:
• Concept: denotes atomic and derived concepts of
the model.
• Role: denotes properties (roles) of the model.
• Resource: denotes references of concepts and
roles of the model.
• Relation:< Basic Relation, Spatial Relation,
Temporal Relation > denotes spatio-temporal relations of the model used to deduce new informations.

.
.
.

Basic Relation : regroups basic relations
such union, intersection covered by the basic DL fragment.
Spatial Relation : regroups spatial relations based on W3C standard.
T emporal Relation : regroups temporal relations based on Allen relations.

The pivot meta-model manages a reference relationship between resources and extended relations in
order to deduce new resources (concepts and roles).

- NTPP(X,Y) ∧ EC(Y,Z) → DC(X,Y)
- EQ(X,Y) ∧ EQ(Y,Z) → EQ(X,Z)
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PivotModel : < C, R, Ref (C, R), F ormalism >, such
as:
• C : denotes concepts of the model (atomic concepts and concept descriptions) extended with
spatio-temporal concepts.
• R : denotes properties (roles) of the model. Roles
can be presented as relationships relating concepts to other concepts or relationships relating
concepts to data-values.
• Ref (C, R): C ∪ R→ (Operator, Exp(C, R)) is
a function representing the various correlations
between concepts and roles.

.
.
Figure 3: Meta-model of the pivot model
4.1

Representing spatio-temporal information

• F ormalism : represents the formalism ensuing
by the spatio-temporal conceptual model like
STER, STUML, SOWL, RDF, etc.
4.3

Concept

Definition in DL

Timepoint
Timeline
Timeregion

Point ∩ Instant
Line ∩ Instant
Region ∩ Interval

In addition, through spatial and temporal relations presented above, we can make relations between
concepts (Figure 4).

4.2

Formalization of the pivot model

A formalization for conceptual static and ontological models were presented in [18]. This formalization
left out the representation of concepts involved in a
spatio-temporal mid and expel spatio-temporal roles.
We propose an enrichment with spatio-temporal concepts and properties as follows:
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Instantiation of the pivot model

To illustrate our proposal, we instantiate the pivot
model over a set of well known spatio-temporal models (Table 5); class based models such as STUML
STER in [22], Time-owl, and Trajectory ontology.
STER is based on entities described by attributes
and relationships. To reference entities we use the
relation is-a so called equivalence (≡) in DL.
Then, STUML is based on classes described by
attributes and associations. Rather than STER, we
can reference classes using is-a and type-is relations
so called respectively equivalence ≡ and inclusion v
in DL.
Also, Time-owl is an owl ontology embedding
classes defined by object properties and data type
properties. To reference individuals, we use operators
based on basic and temporal DL relations.
Regarding, Trajectory ontology is based on OWLDL and includes a set of classes defined by object properties and data type properties. To reference individuals, we use operators based on temporal, spatial, and
basic DL relations.
5

Figure 4: Schema of spatio-temporal relations

Exp(C,R) is an expression over concepts and
roles of the model using constructors such as
union, intersection, restriction, extended by spatial and temporal constructs.

For example concept Begin in the Trajectory Spatiotemporal ontology [24] is defined as all Point having
a time Instant.
i.e. Ref(Begin)→(v, Point ∩ ∨ has time (Point, Instant))).

A spatio-temporal information is the junction of a
spatial and a temporal information. To formalize the
later, we give basic spatio-temporal concepts (Table
4).
Table 4: A definition of spatio-temporal concepts

Operator can be inclusion (v) or equality (≡).

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a preliminary work described by an ontology-based model destined to define
and represent spatio-temporal data. To do so, we formalized concepts, relations and structures of the most
important existing models.
The analysis of these models allowed us to define
our global pivot model. To show its importance and
genericity, we instantiated four main important models which are: OWL-Time, STER, STUML, and trajectory owl ontology.
Currently, we are developing a Model Driven Approach (MDA) to ensure an automatic interoperability of these models and to exploit the reasoning mechanisms offered by ontologies to detect conflicts and
anomalies between models.
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Table 5: An instantiation for spatio-temporal data models
Formalism

STER

STUML

Time-OWL

Trajectory OWL

Presentation of spatio-temporal model
Entities
Concepts
Attributes
Roles
Relationships
Ref(C, R): C ∪ R →(operator, Exp(C,R))
Operator Inclusion v
Exp(C, R) expression between entities and (attributes,
relationship) to define new concepts and relations.
Classes
Concepts
Attributes
Roles
Associations
Ref(C, R): C ∪ R →(operator, Exp(C,R))
Operator Equivalence ≡ or inclusion v
Exp(C, R) expression between classes and (attributes,
associations) to define new concepts and relations.
Classes
Concepts
Object properties
Roles
Data type properties
Ref(C, R): C ∪ R →(operator, Exp(C,R))
Operator Operator ofSHOIN(D) and temporal DL constructs
Exp(C, R) expression between (classes and (object properties,
data type properties) to define new concepts and relations.
Classes
Concepts
Object properties
Roles
Data type properties
Ref(C, R): C ∪ R →(operator, Exp(C,R))
Operator SHOIN(D) and spatio-temporal DL constructs
Exp(C, R) expression between classes and (object properties,
data type, properties) to define new concepts and relations.
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